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Summary 

~ Summary 

In this dissertation I examine various aspects of the 1918-19 influenza 

pandemic in Britain, particularly in England and Wales. The work is inter

and multi-disciplinary drawing on the literature, sources, techniques and 

philosophies of geography, history and medicine. 

Beginning with a review of the relevant literature and a brief history of 

influenza and associated conditions I follow this with a discussion of the 

global aspects of the pandemic, which includes a number of original 

contributions, notably in the form of the updated calculation of global 

mortality ascribed to the pandemic and a re-opening of the issue of the 

origin of the pandemic strain of the virus. 

This is followed by detailed examinations of aspects of the pandemic in 

Britain which presents a story, a re-construction of the pandemic that has 

not been told previously. In telling this story I extend our knowledge of the 

demography of the pandemic, adding new detail such as the question of 

averted births, a re-calculation of mortality in Scotland to give a comparable 

figure with those derived for England and Wales, variations in mortality by 

sex, race and socio-economic variables, and the relative role of a number of 

causes of death in the pandemic mortality and a number of other issues 

related to the published mortality data. This demographic work also allows 

me to re-consider the only other previous thesis on the pandemic in Britain 

and question its central conclusions. 

In addition to recounting the British experience of the pandemic I examine 

how geographers may be able to incorporate n·ew techniques, such as 

animation, in our (re)presentations of space. In this work I use animations 

to display the spread of disease - presenting a dynamic phenomena in a 

dynamic medium. 
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"' Statements 

In accordance with the requirements, I hereby declare that this 

dissertation is the result of my own work and includes nothing 

which is the outcome of work done in collaboration. I include a 
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setting out my contribution to this work. I also declare that it does 
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Chapter l . Introduction 

..- Chapter 7. Introduction 

Ce que nous pensons de la mart n'a d'importance que pour ce 

que la mart nous fait penser de la vie 

(What we think about death only matters for what death 

makes us think about life.) 

Charles de Gaulle In A. Malraux, Les Chenes qu'on abat 

(1971), p.68 

In this dissertation I examine various aspects of the 1918-19 

influenza pandemic in Britain, particularly in England and Wales. 

The work is inter- and multi-disciplinary drawing on the 

literature, sources, techniques and philosophies of geography, 

history and medicine. 

Beginning with a review of the relevant literature and a brief 

history of influenza and associated conditions I follow this with a 

discussion of the global aspects of the pandemic. This is followed 

by detailed examination of aspects of the pandemic in Britain 

which presents a re-construction of the pandemic that has not 

been told previously. In telling this story I add to the knowledge of 

the demography of the pandemic, adding new detail such as the 

question of averted births, a re-calculation of mortality in Scotland 

to give a comparable figure with those derived for England and 

Wales, variations in mortality by sex, race and socio-economic 

variables, and the relative role of a number of causes of death in 

the pandemic mortality and a number of other issues related to 

the published mortality data. In this work I use animations to 
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display the spread of disease - presenting a dynamic phenomena 

in a dynamic medium. 1 

Since the earliest descriptions of 'influenza-like' disease by 

Hippocrates in 412BC.influenza has infected billions and killed 

millions of people all across the globe. A highly contagious disease 

it is usually self-limiting to just a few days' illness with a low 

fatality rate. However in times of epidemic and pandemic it can 

become so prevalent infecting the majority of the population that 

these super-elevated morbidity rates can lead to surges in 

mortality. With pneumonia, influenza remains one of the ten 

leading causes of death in the United States of America (Crosby 

1993, 807). Recent media reports have noted that the average 

annual influenza death toll in the UK is about 12,000 and in the 

first week of 1999 alone more than 3,000 Britons died of influenza 

(BBC 1999D. 

Rosenberg suggests that "there is no human crisis more 

compelling than an epidemic", but then specifies epidemics of 

diseases such as yellow fever, cholera and plague - all diseases 

which have a historical resonance of large scale mortality. 

Furthermore such epidemics are of such a scale and of such a 

terrifying nature that "most physicians and historians have 

tended to view them as something alien, something outside of 

society and contending with it." (Rosenberg 1992, 110) Influenza is 

something with which we are well acquainted and rarely regard as 

a major threat to health, and even less as a mortal threat. 

One attempt at understanding how influenza could be a threat, 

specifically in Britain, is the work of Sandra Tomkins. In her 

thesis she claimed her goal was to "to explore the impact of the 

1 In Appendix A I also canvas another form of (re)presentation; that of 

space and how geographers may be able to incorporate new techniques, 

such as animation, in our (re)presentations of space. 
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epidemic on British society in 1918-19." (Tomkins 1989, 7) It is 

reasonable to consider that she only achieved this to a limited 

extent, largely confining her focus to the activities (or lack thereof) 

of the medical profession and the various levels of government in 

response to the pandemic. Consequently she conceded that it still 

remained "to trace the course of the epidemic in Britain." 

(Tomkins 1989, 30) This is one of the aims of the present work as I 

attempt to correct this in extending our knowledge and 

understanding of the pandemic, particularly as it was experienced 

in England and Wales 

This was a pandemic that struck a Britain undergoing quite 

profound change. This included a reappraisal of the nation's 

position in the world. From being the global superpower at the 

height of the Empire, Britain was seeing signs of that Empire 

breaking apart: for example South Africa had been 'lost' in the 

long brutal South African War. This was a shock that had been 

compounded as Britain ground out what must have seemed a 

somewhat hollow and expensive 'victory' in the Great War. 

Additionally the political and social order at home was also 

undergoing much change as Lloyd-George's administration was 

the government that operationalised many of the changes that 

were to give the state a greater role in the life of the individual 

British subject/citizen. These changes from a laissez faire state to 

a more interventionist state were by no means a smooth 

transition. Nor was the 'welfare state' of the later twentieth 

century in place by any means. The focus of this work is largely on 

England and Wales with some extension to Scotland.2 

Whereas Fanning attempted to use· the influenza pandemic to 

examine how social behaviour may act as a "fundamental 

predictor" of the course of an epidemic this work takes a broader 

2 Roberta ShoafEnge of the University of Glasgow is currently working 

on a study of the influenza pandemic in Scotland. 
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approach. Fanning suggested that in epidemics cer tain groups are 

more likely to contract the disease, this group (or their experience) 

may be ignored or repressed by the larger community, and that 

this will lead into a "political and social backlash" that perpetuates 

inequalities (Fanning 1995, Abstract). It is easy to appreciate how 

such a framework can be applied to many diseases. However in the 

context of the influenza there was far less of a socio-economic and 

political or even moral dimension than for most diseases as the 

disease was so widely spread throughout all populations. 

Consequently there is little evidence in Britain of any stigma 

being attached to influenza or of any subsequent backlash as the 

epidemic faded from the collective public memory, 

This work has been conceptualised and operationalised within a 

framework drawing on geographical, historical and medical 

approaches all being grounded in a largely logical positivist world 

view. However this is not a view that makes claims of total 

objectivity, it is one that recognises that it is "impossible to do 

research without explicitly making or implicitly accepting value 

judgements about the significance of research topics." (Kearns 

1995, 14 7) How the topic I discuss and the questions I raise are 

framed are then a function of the values of the disciplines within 

which this work falls, notably geography and history, and of my 

own value orientation which in itself is a consequence of my 

training, experiences and environments. Influences and 

approaches to my research have ranged from an orthodox logical 

positivism of biological study through to the more pluralistic (if 

sometimes conflicting) approaches of late twentieth century 

geography such as structuralist, humanist, Marxist and feminist 

philosophies. 

Our approaches and mindsets play a role in determining how we 

conceptualise problems, research topics and what data or 

knowledge we use to investigate those questions. As Bailey et al. 

remarked "Researchers come to the study with their own ideology , 

and as such will harbour their own interpretations of others' 
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construction of reality." (Bailey et al . 1999, 173) However, is it not 

also the case that the establishing of a research topic goes some 

way in determining what philosophical stance one adopts in 

pursuing that research? 

This recognition of the construction or representation of realities 

in the language we use lies close to the heart of qualitative 

approaches to human geography. But qualitative approaches have 

to offer us more than 'stories', they have to be more than story

telling, recounting individual's experiences. They have to connect 

with larger themes or wider experience, as Baxter and Eyles 

argued "its findings-as stories-must resonate with others in the 

wider society." (Baxter and Eyles 1999, 180) 

So while I do not adopt a wholly qualitative position or one framed 

in post-modern, post-structuralist terms I recognise that my 

knowledge is the product of the way I view my subject, the 

questions I ask, the data I gather and how I choose to use that 

information, and that another worker may arrive at a different 

perspective on the same subject matter. 

My work is informed by many approaches and philosophies, it 

draws on my 'training' and exposure to ideas in biology as well as 

human geography. Therefore I am aware of and influenced by 

many approaches used in the life sciences as well as those of 

modern human geography. Furthermore, my work is inherently 

inter-disciplinary drawing upon the medical and historical in 

addition to the geographical in terms of philosophy and 

methodology. 

The philosophical approach here is rather positivistic with an 

implicit belief in the verifiable and replicable 'laws' and models of 

the 'real ' world. The re-con struct ion of th e patterns of mortality is 

a manifestation of the belief that we can know our universe, 

identify trends, make generalisations, ascribe laws and predict 

processes and the resulting patterns . However, I also attempt to 
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utilise the "historical mind" (Harris 1978) that Harris speaks of, 

which, combined with Harris' earlier discussion of the "theory and 

synthesis of historical geography" (Harris 1971) is rather 

reminiscent of Capra's call for more holistic approaches in 

research (Capra 1982). These views complement the description of 

medical geography given by Meade et al. 

Subjects are viewed in holistic terms within a variety of 

cultural systems and a diverse biosphere. Drawing freely 

from the facts, concepts and techniques of other social, 

physical and biological sciences, medical geography is an 

integrative, multistranded subdiscipline. 

(Meade et al. 1988, 3) 

Thus the disease shall not be considered in isolation, rather I will 

attempt to consider the spread of influenza mortality in its fuller 

contexts. 

As a history this work is more a history of the general population, 

a demographic history rather than an individualised history as I 

investigate various aspects of the pandemic. In telling the story of 

the whole there is some use of individual's histories or experiences 

as illustration. In some ways this aversion to individuals' 

experiences stems from the lack of individual and collective 

memory of the pandemic that has seen little recorded. 

While it is not an individualised history it is still a social history of 

sorts for, as Rosenberg stated "Every aspect of medicine's history 

is necessarily 'social' - that [is] acted out in the laboratory or 

library as well as at the bedside." (Rosenberg 1992, 307 quoted in 

Osborne 1994, 149) Berridge noted 'that the social history of 

medicine changed from the study of history of medicine through 

biography to a study of the cultural significance of disease and 

medicine, often focussing on public health. Now it was seen as 

important to reconstruct how illness and health were 

conceptualised and tackled, with two forms of the social history of 

medicine recognised. The first sought to "reconstruct collectives, 
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the role of health care in past communities" while the other 

focussed on individuals and their "social relevance". (Berridge 

1990, 170-3) This work, if one is to consider it as a social history of 

medicine, falls into the first category. I'm attempting to 

reconstruct the medical realities of Britain as it faced an influenza 

epidemic of unparalleled proportions. 

The study of epidemics had often focussed on their rarity, their 

abnormality and their drama. Social and economic histories have 

examined the impact of epidemics on society, particularly those 

oriented to writing histories demonstrating the importance of 

medical factors (and the heroic medical figures battling them) 

throughout history. Rosenberg also recognises that another 

approach to medical history was that which regarded disease as a 

function of social organisation, a more structural (or Marxist) 

approach that moved the focus of disease from being external to 

society to being internal as a consequence of societal structures, 

particularly inequities and change. This change makes the disease 

a symptom of social pathology. Importantly, Rosenberg 

acknowledges that influenza has not been "ordinarily studied" by 

social or economic historians largely because it does show these 

social dimensions as it is "too easily transmitted, too universal, 

and [generally] insufficiently lethal." (Rosenberg 1992, 110-1) 

Consequently, this work, along with those of the likes of Crosby, 

Phillips, and Rice, (Crosby 1989; Phillips 1990; Rice 1988) is 

attempting to address this neglect of a disease whose 

'ordinariness' has rendered it almost invisible to historians. 

This work is not solely a social or economic history, rather it is an 

attempt to reveal more of the pandemic in Britain than a handful 

of limited social and economic impacts . It could be considered an 

attempt at what Risse considers a 'total history' in examining how 

the "environmental, geographical, political, cultural, biological, 

and medical aspects inextricably" bind together to constitute an 

epidemic (Risse 1991, 4-5) . Another approach has been to use 

these webs of information in order to "obtain valuable information 
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about society's structures, organization, and prevailing cultural 

values." (Risse 1991, 5) These "searchlight methods" use the 

epidemic and responses to it to illuminate the whole social system 

as one major event and its impact will reveal much about that 

society (Phillips 1990, xv). 

This work falls in the remit of both history and geography, but as 

it has progressed it is fair to say that it has leant slightly to the 

historical rather than the strictly geographical. However, in many 

ways this is in keeping with the current trajectory of historical

cultural geography which has seen a broadening of what 

constitutes human geography. This is based on a broad, pluralistic 

view of geography, particularly at the junction of historical and 

medical geographies. In terms of Sack's relational frameworks 

(Sack 1997) I concur with Kearns that contemporary medical (and 

historical) geographers cannot restrict themselves to one of Sack's 

'spheres' but rather they must act in or consider all three (Kearns 

1999); that is they must look at issues of meaning and social 

relations alongside medical geography's traditional concern with 

the natural dimensions of disease. The practical upshot of this is 

that medical geographies should expand their view and take in 

more of the context of the subject at hand and not restrict their 

focus to the biological/medical. 

Now, in examining an influenza pandemic it is plausible that it 

could be examined solely within the 'nature' sphere as they have 

relatively short timeframes and with the low mortality it could be 

argued that there is little transference from the natural to the 

realm of 'meaning' and with the highly infective and apparently 

egalitarian nature of the disease there may be less of a 'social' 

component than with other diseases. However, this work attempts 

to occupy all three spheres either in turn or concurrently. 

Medical geography has been a very interdisciplinary field. If 

geography, and human geography particularly, has been a 

synthesising discipline, then medical geography should have seen 
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a great deal of synthesis and should have been one of the most 

active areas of this synthesis. However, it has for a long time 

largely been monopolised by two themes - disease ecology and 

health care delivery and usage. Recent years have seen a growing 

volume of material published relating to medical geography and 

the analysis of medical matters using geographical techniques and 

perspectives, of which some is of great relevance in studying 

contagious disease. This approach, of modern medical ecology and 

medical geography, developed as a reaction against the narrow 

causal perspective of traditional biomedical medicine that regards 

disease as the result of interactions between three sets of 

determinants, these being 'agent', 'host' and 'environmental' 

factors. Within this framework influenza attracted a degree of 

attention with a number of medical geographers turning their gaze 

to the spatial dynamics of the disease, both now and in the past 

(Cliff et al. 1981, 1986; Patterson 1983, 1986; Patterson and Pyle 

1983, 1991; Pyle 1980, 1986; Selby 1982; Spicer and Lawrence 

1984). Much of this study has concerned itself with the diffusion of 

the disease and attempting to come to some scientific, 

mathematical, understanding of the dynamics of the contagion. 

Such models and approaches have not been employed here, 

partially due to time and resource constraints and also due to the 

focus on other areas, such as the demographics and the 

reconstruction and representation of the pandemic in Britain. 

However, in part this work does follow in the tradition by 

examining the spread of infectious disease through a nation. 

However, if medical geography grew as reaction to the strictures of 

biomedicine then contemporary medical geography can be seen as 

a reaction to the perceived narrowness of the sub-discipline itself, 

expanding from spatial epidemiology/disease ecology and medical 

resource location/allocation to take on more of the breadth and 

concerns of modern human geography by taking a broader, more 

sociological, more philosophical turn. In reviewing Rowe's updated 

version of People, environment, disease and death: A medical 
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geography of Britain through the ages Moon noted that much has 
changed in medical geography as "it has metamorphosed into the 
geography of health and disease ecology has diminished in 
importance as an explanatory paradigm." (Moon 1998, 311) 

Paul's 1985 review of medical geography gave a rather simplistic 
and outdated view of the sub-discipline in examining its history 
(Paul 1985). However, it is fair to say that the field had been 
relatively fixed in these patterns for some time and it has only 
been more recently that the relative calm of the sub-discipline had 
been ruffled. Robin Kearns' call for a 'reformed medical geography' 
was one of those that precipitated debate and change (Kearns 
1993). In challenging the prevailing medical geography Kearns 
posed a series of challenges; challenges that generated further 
comment and debate as to what was and is medical geography. 
(Included in this debate were Dorn and Laws 1994; Eyles and 
Litva 1996; Mayer and Meade 1994; Philo 1996.) 

Mayer and Meade rebutted Kearns by arguing that he failed to 
recognise one of the major themes of the sub-discipline, disease 
ecology, and saw this as a consequence of Kearns' background in 
historical/cultural, urban and transportation geography (all with a 
welfare geography background). They represent the pragmatic, 
traditionalist arm of the sub-discipline reacting to the more 
philosophical, social constructionist, post-modernist (British?) 
trends in human geography (Mayer and Meade 1994). However, 
Robin Kearns not only drew a reaction from the more pragmatic, 
traditionalists, he also found one frqm the more critical, radical 
end of the geographical spectrum. Dorn and Laws suggest that 
Kearns is too timorous; the future of the sub-discipline lies in the 
more critica l approaches (Dorn and Laws 1994). 

Many of these arguments are concerned with boundaries I prefer 
to ignore - field and discipline boundaries - while I endeavour to 
examine this pandemic more holistically. I'm attempting to occupy 
the territory in between the two trends. I consider Dorn and Laws' 
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critical approach as having only a minor role in my work on 

influenza. While I am aware of the approaches advocated, 

influenza is not a contested disease, nor a site or vehicle for control 

or contest that would give scope for a critical , radical geography 

working on lines of power and social relations. I agree that much 

of the sub-discipline of medical geography could benefit from the 

considerations that Kearns and Dorn and Law argue for. However, 

in this study of the influenza outbreak of 1918-19 I would contend 

it does not have a major role. 

Personally, it has been the suggestion of a post-Foucaldian 

medical geography (Kearns 1998) that is of great interest, 

particularly drawing upon what Philo has termed the "unknown 

work of medical geography" (Philo 2000), The Birth of the Clinic 

(Naissance de la clinique) (Foucault 1976). For this work I find 

Birth of the Clinic, as discussed by Philo, informative. Not so much 

in methodological matters or even in framing the work, but more 

iri broadening my understanding of the history of medicine and the 

socialisation of medicine and medical practices, how the medical 

profession came to the status it currently enjoys, and how this was 

something that had to be established (and defended). Indeed, the 

'failure' of that medical profession in facing the 1918-19 pandemic 

and the need to defend the profession can be read into the lack of 

attention paid to the pandemic then and subsequently. 

Gerry Kearns, while discussing medical geography after Foucault 

acknowledges that the two more traditional branches of the sub

discipline still retain their environmental focus and "important 

and valuable work is still written under the sign of the ecology of 

disease", an area that in some ways this study fits into. The two 

strands of epidemiology "retooled as a form of spatial science" and 

the "managerial perspective of service delivery" with its spatial 

focus persist, making medical geography "sound rather old

fashioned in the light of current trends in modern [human] 

geography" and it is, as Kearns says "striking how far medical 

geography has retained its status as a purely spatial science long 
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critical approach as having only a minor role in my work on 

influenza. While I am aware of the approaches advocated, 

influenza is not a contested disease, nor a site or vehicle for control 

or contest that would give scope for a critical, radical geography 

working on lines of power and social relations. I agree that much 

of the sub-discipline of medical geography could benefit from the 

considerations that Kearns and Dorn and Law argue for. However, 

in this study of the influenza outbreak of 1918-19 I would contend 

it does not have a major role. 

Personally, it has been the suggestion of a post-Foucaldian 

medical geography (Kearns 1998) that is of great interest, 

particularly drawing upon what Philo has termed the "unknown 

work of medical geography" (Philo 2000), The Birth of the Clinic 

(Naissance de la clinique) (Foucault 1976). For this work I find 

Birth of the Clinic, as discussed by Philo, informative. Not so much 

in methodological matters or even in framing the work, but more 

iri broadening my understanding of the history of medicine and the 

socialisation of medicine and medical practices, how the medical 

profession came to the status it currently enjoys, and how this was 

something that had to be established (and defended) . Indeed, the 

'failure' of that medical profession in facing the 1918- 19 pandemic 

and the need to defend the profession can be read into the lack of 

attention paid to the pandemic then and subsequently. 

Gerry Kearns, while discussing medical geography after Foucault 

acknowledges that the two more traditional branches of the sub

discipline still retain their environmental focus and "important 

and valuable work is still written under the sign of the ecology of 

disease", an area that in some ways this study fits into . The two 

strands of epidemiology "retooled as a form of spatial science" and 

the "managerial perspective of service delivery" with its spatial 

focus persist, making medical geography "sound rather old

fashioned in the light of current trends in modern [human] 

geography" and it is, as Kearns says "striking how far medical 

geography has retained its status as a purely spatial science long 
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after determinism coughed its last in human geography more 

generally." (Kearns 1998) Kearns, along with the likes of Chris 

Philo, Robin Kearns , Michael Dorn and Glenda Laws (Dorn and 

Laws 1994; Kearns 1991, 1993; Philo 1996) advocates a medical 

geography that is more in keeping with contemporary human 

geography, one which traverses more than just one of Sack's 

'forces' or 'realms' (Sack 1997). 

My view of medical geography is then broadly logical positivist but 

informed by other approaches such as welfare geographies, 

structuralist conceptualisations in addition to the influences of 

Foucault. The scale at which this work has been conducted has 

rather precluded the influences of humanist or behavioural 

geographies as this has rarely been concerned with the individual. 

While this work would tend to reside more in the disease ecology 

branch of medical geography it is not purely medical geography. It 

is also an historical geography. But it is also an attempt to bridge 

more than a gap between two geographical sub-disciplines. This 

work connects with history, virology, demography and health care 

studies. 

Attempting to bridge all these boundaries requires multiple 

sources, multiple approaches, and multiple 'gazes'. Foucault wrote 

that the "analysis of an epidemic does not involve the recognition 

of the general form of the disease ... but the rediscovery ... of the 

particular process ... peculiar to this moment in time and this place 

in space" and that as "an epidemic has a sort of historical 

individuality" there is a need to utilise a "a complex method of 

observation when dealing with it. Being a collective phenomenon, 

it requires a multiple gaze; a unique process, it must be described 

in terms of its special, accidental and unexpected qualities ." It is 

then only in the "cross-checking of viewpoints, in repeated, 

corrected information, which finally circumscribes, where gazes 

meet, the individual, unique nucleus of these collective 

phenomena" of the epidemic can be truly found . In this chapter I 
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have attempted to describe the various, largely complementary, 
approaches I have tried to take, drawing on the medical, historical 
and geographical in my "search for an essential coherence, the 
subtle perception of a complex historical and geographical space" 
of the 1918-19 influenza pandemic (Foucault 1976). It is the 
multiple gazes that I am trying to bring to this study. I am trying 
to avoid taking an untenably narrow view of the pandemic. I am 
attempting to view with multiple gazes, to utilise many different 
sources and a number of different approaches in order to construct 
as broad a picture of the pandemic as it struck the British in 1918. 
Consequently the 'research design' first emerged as 'geographical' 
examination of the pandemic in Britain and, as with the vast 
majority of research, evolved into a broader view of disease and 
early twentieth century Britain. 

This chapter has set out the context, rationale and objectives of 
the work. Later chapters develop these themes, particularly the 
objectives of the work. In the following chapter I review the 
literature on the pandemic, both in Britain and elsewhere. This is 
largely focused outside Britain as there is a dearth of writing on 
the British experience, a lack this work aims to redress. I also 
discuss the importance of Alfred Crosby's work in bringing the 
pandemic back into the purview of academics . 

Chapter Three sets out the medical and epidemiological context of 
the pandemic. This starts with a brief history of influenza followed 

· by a recounting of the medical 'facts', i.e. symptoms, complications, 
treatments, before a discussion as to what constitutes an epidemic 
or pandemic, description of the influenza virus and the 
nomenclature used, particularly for identifying different strains. 
The ability of the virus to mutate into different strains, in two 
ways, is widely considered to be the mechanism that makes 
epidemics and pandemic possible. These mechanisms are 
discussed as are a number of epidemic scares and the possibilities 
for future epidemics and pandemics. 
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Chapter Four examines the global scale of the 1918 pandemic, 
including the question of the origin of the pandemic. This work 
questions the orthodox view and suggests the particular virus 
strain may have emerged some years prior to the pandemic. From 
there issues such as the timing and spread of the pandemic, in 
addition to how it manifested itself and its impacts in terms of 
morbidity, mortality and social, economic and political 

ramifications are probed. There is also some discussion of the 
relationship between the pandemic and the First World War. 

In Chapter Five I describe the data sources used for this 

examination of the pandemic in Britain, including the limitations 
of these data. Sources used include official reports, census data, 
archival records and other contemporaneous sources. 

· Chapters Six, Seven and Eight form the core of the work as they 
focus on what happened in Britain during the 46 weeks of the 
pandemic here. These represent the major objectives of the 
research - an attempt to gain a better understanding of the 
pandemic experience in Britain. 

Chapter Six concerns itself with the medical, epidemiological and 
demographic aspects of that experience. The chapter commences 
with a review of Britain's acquaintance with influenza before an 
examination of the timing of the pandemic, the mortality it 
occasioned including variations, particularly by age, in that 
mortality. These are then followed by considerations of the 
demographic impact of the pandemic. 

Chapter Seven stresses the geograp}:iical aspects of the pandemic 
in Britain. These explicitly geographical issues include 

consideration of the spatial units of the basic data, the points 
where the disease entered Britain and the subsequent spread of 
the disease. The role of hierarchies and the contagious nature of 
the disease are debated at some length, while also discussing the 
spread of the disease in London , the various regions, Scotland and 
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the possibility of variations between urban and rural experience of 

the pandemic. Also in this chapter is a calculation and tracking of 

the pandemic's centroid which is then compared with that of a 

later epidemic. The role of the military in important and 

distributing the disease is raised as are the experiences of 

particular populations, notably those in hospitals, schools and on

board ships. 

The responses to the pandemic are the focus of Chapter Eight. The 

activities of various levels of government are described, 

particularly the relative inactivity of the national government 

through the Local Government Board (LGB). In addition to 

describing the responses some discussion of the motivations for 

those (in)activities is also presented. Following this examination 

some consideration is made of the activity of the British medical 

profession in the face of this grave challenge. Finally the question 

of quarantine is examined at both the national and loca l levels. 

Chapter Nine provides a brief summary of the thesis but places 

greater attention on suggesting possible directions for further 

research on the pandemic. Such possibilities include the recovery 

and use of alternative data sources, the greater application of 

quantitative analysis, including modelling and GIS and further 

social and economic historical study. 
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~ Chapter 2. Literature 

Wir kommen aus dem Dunkel und gehen ins Dunkel, 

dazwischen liegen Erlebnisse; aber Anfang und Ende, Geburt 

und Tod, werden van uns nicht erlebt, sie haben keinen 

subjektiuen Charakter, sie fallen als Vorgiinge ganz ins 

Gebiet des Objektiuen, so ies es damit. 

(We come out of the dark and into the dark again, and in 

between lie the experiences of our life. But the beginning 

and end, birth and death, we do not experience; they have no 

subjective character, they fall entirely in the category of 

objective events, and that's that.) 

Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain (1924) eh. 6, sect. 8 

(translated by H. T. Lowe-Porter) 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief review of the literature that has been 

published during the last eighty years since the pandemic. There 

are two major components to this literature - the 

contemporaneous material and the modern material that has 

largely been written in the wake of Crosby's 1976 book (Crosby 

1976). Al Crosby must take a great deal of the credit for re

introducing the pandemic of 1918-19 as a topic of academic 

research. Most recently this interest has culminated in the first 

international conference ever held on the pandemic. 3 The 

conference focussed the efforts of several dozen researchers in a 

-·---------

3 The Spanish 'Flu 1918-1998: RefZections on the lnfZuenza Pandemic of 

1918 after 80 years, University of Cape Town, 12-15 September 1998. 
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number of disciplines, including virology, history, anthropology, 

geography, demography and health care planning and delivery. 

For an outbreak that had such a massive impact globally there is a 

paucity of material relating to the pandemic, particularly from the 

geographical perspective. In examining the literature, be it 

pertaining to influenza or local or national histories, it is striking 

how little mention is made of the 1918-19 pandemic. Here we 

have what is considered to be one of the three most devastating 

epidemics in history, and it occurred in living memory, yet what do 

we have to show for it? Virtually nothing. In the local and 

national histories, and in our collective cultural memory, it has 

slipped away leaving the merest of traces. In the influenza 

literature the pandemic is noted but with relatively little said on 

its origins, its spread or its crushing impact on the human 

population. However, this is not to say there is no literature 

regarding influenza. Indeed there is a most abundant literature on 

influenza and a great deal written on the early twentieth century, 

but little of this material refers to the 1918 pandemic. Briefly, I 

will set out to review this material in the context of this piece of 
research. 

Contemporary studies 

The bulk of the contemporaneous literature comes from the 

medical direction. These include attempts at explaining the 

causes, origins and nature of influenza. There are also a number of 

suggested remedies and preventative measures - including some 

rather dubious suggestions (Abrahams et al. 1919; Canarie 1919; 

Carnwath 1919; Crookshank 1922; Cummins 1919; Eichel 1923; 

Fokeer 1921; Galli-Valerio 1918; Huntington 1923; King 1922; 

Leon 1921; Levinthal et al. 1921; Lister and Taylor 1919; Lister 

1922; Macdonald 1919; McIntosh 1922; Opie et al. 1921; Royal 

Society of Medicine 1918; Sena 1923; Thomson 1927). The works 
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range from odd little pamphlets to Medical Research Council 

reports. 

Much of the contemporaneous materials are useful specifically 

because they were written temporally close to the incident and 
reflect the current thinking of influenza's causes and distribution, 

some of which is now known to be erroneous. Some also provide 
figures on incidence and mortality along with views on the origin 
and spread of the disease in various locations and thus 

complement the primary source material. The errors in these 
works frequently relate to the origin of the pandemic and the 

cause of the disease, then ascribed to Pfeiffer's bacillus. As 

Beveridge comments, it is "interesting and salutary to read, in the 
light of present day knowledge, those text-books written in the 

1920s. They contain a curious mixture of obscure reasoning and 
jargon not so very different in character from what one reads now 
about those aspects of influenza we still do not understand." 

(Beveridge 1977, 3-4) 

A number of the publications blur the delineation between 

literature and historical source material. This is particularly true 
of the official reports, especially those by Medical Officers of 

Health (MOHs), the Registrar-General (RG) and the Ministry of 

Health (For example, CMAC HVNSA Box 78 F.l/7Chelsea Health 
Society 1919; Hamer 1918, 1919a 1919b; Ministry of Health 1920c; 
Registrar-General 1920; Registrar-General for Scotland 1919). 

One area ofliterature that has proven largely fruitless has been 

that of biography (and autobiography). (The few examples include 
Burgess 1987, Clarke 1997 and Graves 1998.) It is a great shame 
as they would be a useful way of understanding the world that the 
pandemic struck, how it struck, and how it was perceived and 
received. While there seems to have been somewhat of a boom in 

the printing of 'medical' memoirs following the Great War these 

are marked for the absence of references to the pandemic. The few 
examples that actually do include influenza references tend to 
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make only the most fleeting of references (Anonymous 1925; 
Bourne 1963; Bryson 1966; Cushing 1936; Fletcher 1957; Heiser 
1936; Henrikson 1956, 1959; Hyam 1963; Mackie 1949; Millard 
1936; Schofield 1928; Wauchope 1963; Weymouth 1936). One of 
the few exceptions is the unpublished notebook of a London 
hospital supervisor (CMAC GC/21 Hood, Volume 1). 

In the 'Afterword' of his 1989 book, Crosby noted the vagaries of 
the collective memory and art, particularly popular culture, in 
retaining the pandemic (Crosby, 1989 311- 28). He notes a handful 
of novels that incorporate the pandemic as a major feature (Porter 
1964; Wolfe 1929). One of the few British items one can add to 
Crosby's selection is a rather poor piece of crime fiction (Scott 
1938). Even Phillips, in his richly detailed examination of the 
pandemic in Southern Africa could only add five "literary works" 
that feature the flu (Phillips 1990, 235). 4 More recently Bill 
Albertini of the English Department at the University of Virginia 
appealed for help in identifying "fictions or memoirs dealing with 
the 1918 influenza epidemics." (Albertini 1999) The replies to his 
appeal only added a few more items to the brieflist (North 1963; 
Voight 1995 5

). 

Other art forms seem to have paid the pandemic even less 
attention - so much for art holding a mirror to society. Here was 
an event that tore through society on a global scale and yet our 
artists have given us precious little to remember it by. A handful 

4 Phillips identified these works as C. J. Langenhoven : Mof en Sy Mense ; 
Mary Byron: "Klas" in the collection DalJ!n and Dusk in the High Veld ; 
Uys Krige: "Swart Oktober" in Ballade van die Groot Begeer en Ander 
Gedigte; Morkel van Tonder: Halfkrone op d ie oe; and A. S. Cripps: 
A fricans A ll . 

5 John Burt notes that "Ellen Bryan t Voigt's sonnet series Kyrie is 
entirely concerned with the 1918 influ enza epidemic." (Burt 1999) Burt 
had also reviewed Voight 's book (Burt 1998). 
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of music hall songs (one incorporating sneezes into the score) 

appear to be the only musical offerings (Franklin et al. 1919; 

Gallatly and Barber 1927; Klark and Brown 1918). The graphic 

arts seem to give us even less - in Britain I have only found one 

small pen-and-wash drawing (Noble 1918). Indeed, the only 

renowned artist known to have depicted any aspect of the 

pandemic is Edvard Munch whose 1919 painting Selvportrett I 

Spanskeskyen shows the artist convalescing from an attack. 

1933 saw the isolation and identification of the Influenza A virus 

by Smith, Laidlaw and Andrewes (Smith et al. 1933). Following 

this there was much concentration on the virus itself. As this 

largely ignores the 1918 pandemic I shall not survey this 

literature here . The best summary of the research activity in this 

period is also one of the few to also include discussions of the 1918 

pandemic in light of that research (Burnet and Clark 1942). 

Government reports 

One of the reasons there has been little modern examination of the 

pandemic in England and Wales may be that the British 

government published two reports on the pandemic shortly after 

the event. Whereas the governments of some countries 

commissioned enquiries into the pandemic, the British 

government left it to existing bodies, albeit one of the reports came 

from a body that did not exist when the pandemic started. 6 

6 Examples of enquiries, including Royal Commissions, include New 

Zealand, South Africa and New South Wales, Australia ( New Zealand 

19192; Union of South Africa 1919; Now South Wales 1920). The British 

Ministry of Health did not exist at the time of the first outbreak, coming 

into being in 1919 to more-or-less replace the previous Local Government 

Board. 
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In their ways both of these British reports were some of the most 

comprehensive examinations of the pandemic. However, as was 

noted above in relation to the contemporaneous literature, they 

were constructed on premises that are now known to be erroneous. 

This is not to devalue these works through the benefit of 

hindsight, rather it is recognition that they can be useful sources 

of knowledge and data that can now be re-evaluated in the light of 

current knowledge. 

In the British context it is interesting that these reports are 

virtually the only source of detailed information on the pandemic 

or any indication that there actually was a pandemic. The British 

archives are notable for a lack of material commenting upon or 

addressing the pandemic and its impact. This lack of material is 

particularly striking when compared with that one finds 

elsewhere. For example the national archives of South Africa and 

Australia are both rich in material on the pandemic and the 

reactions to it in virtually all areas of government. 

Registrar-General 

In 1920 the RG published a special supplementary report to the 

1918 annual report (Registrar-General 1920). There is also a 

Scottish counterpart to this report; a rather slim volume of less 

than thirty pages (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919). The RG's 

supplementary report is the major data source for this work. It is a 

compilation of all the influenza data from the daily and weekly 

returns from the MOHs; it gives the basic statistics that permit 

comparisons with the pandemic as experienced in England and 

Wales and elsewhere, and also permit mapping the pandemic 

across England and Wales. It provides the essential data 

(including weekly, quarterly and annual mortality tallies and 

rates and age-sex death rates) that allow examination of the 

nature of the pandemic. 
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This report, and that from the Ministry of Health, give more 

detailed statistics than appear to be available in many other 

countries. This is a consequence of the early adoption of vital 

registration in this country. Indeed, at the time of the pandemic 

such registration was by no means universal and many other 

researchers are hampered by the lack of such basic information.7 

Ministry of Health 

Also published in 1920, the Ministry of Health report provides 

some background material on influenza and on the pandemic in 

Britain (Ministry of Health 1920c). It is also useful for its 

contemporaneous compilation of figures from other countries. It 

also includes a small number of the MOH reports in the 

Appendices that give some feeling for some of the local dimensions 

of the pandemic, but also illustrate how universal so many aspects 

of this disease were. 8 

This Ministry report, while widely cited, is not always held in high 

regard by many of those working on this pandemic. For example, a 

footnote in a relatively recent article on the pandemic in Ja pan 

noted that this "voluminous British report gave Japan a mere two 

lines in more than five hundred pages."(Palmer and Rice 1992, 

563, footnote 9) Scotland fared only marginally better - that 

section stretched to nearly three pages. 

The report also suffers from the problems of outdated reasoning 

an~ knowledge of influenza noted above as a limitation of some, if 

7 Registration was established by this time in 'most of Europe and in 

many instances it is th e impact of the First World War that causes the 

greatest difficulties rather than the lack of registration. 

8 Detailed examination of MOH reports is outside the scope of this work. 

Future research could utilise the Wellcome Library for the History and 

Understanding of Medicine's extensive collection of MOH reports. 
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not all, of the contemporaneous literature. That said, it must be 

recognised that this report still does have a very important role in 

giving this work some foundation. While it draws on the RG's data 

it also brings together much of the contemporaneous knowledge 

and views on the disease at a time only shortly removed from the 

pandemic, thus giving an understanding of how the disease and 

pandemic were regarded by the medical authorities of the time. 

Modern literature 

In discussing the modern literature on the pandemic I will first 

discuss the medical literature surrounding influenza before 

turning to two important figures - Sandra Tomkins and Al Crosby. 

Tomkins completed her PhD on some aspects of the pandemic in 

Britain at much the same time that Crosby's vital book was re

published. I will make some remarks on her thesis before 

discussing the effect of Crosby's book and the literature that it 

played a major role in stimulating. Finally I will discuss the work 

produced for the Cape Town conference and other recent studies. 

Medical/influenza literature 

There is a voluminous medical literature regarding influenza. 

However, references to the 1918-19 pandemic and any spatial 

considerations of the disease are few and far between in the 

medical writings. (For example, Daniel and Gerstner 1991; Grist 

1979; Hamilton 1992; Kilbourne 1977, 1980; Lederberg 1997; 

Marks and Beatty 1976; Maurizi 1984, 1985; Monto 1987; Rao 

1984; Ravenholt and Foege 1982; Starr 1976; Stuart-Harris 1965; 

Stuart-Harris et al. 1985; Webster and Laver 1972; Wilson 1981.) 

One recent work warrants being singled out. Kilbourne's 1987 

book, in which he undertook the ambitious task of distilling our 

knowledge of influenza, probably best represents the state of our 
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knowledge of the disease (Kilbourne 1987). Kilbourne's long 

interest in the pandemic, his illustrious career as a virologist and 

intimate involvement with the pandemic planning for the 1976 

'swine flu' scare make him admirably qualified to write the book on 

influenza and ensures the pandemic is given due regard. 

Since 1933 when the virus was isolated, the vast majority of the 

medical material centres around questions of the virus itself. This 

includes questions regarding the virus structure, the ever

changing nature of that structure as the virus undergoes antigenic 

drift and shift, and the prevention, management and possible cure 

of the disease. The identification of the various strains, the 

mechanisms of change, recognition of the apparent periodicity of 

epidemics and pandemics, and investigation of other animal hosts 

and/or reservoirs of the disease are all common threads through 

much of the literature. Thus much of the literature has tended to 

have clinical application or be focused upon the molecular biology 

and biochemistry of the various strains of the virus. It is from this 

literature that one can develop an understanding of the disease 

itself, how it is ceaselessly changing, the medical and 

epidemiological consequences of those changes and perhaps how to 

manage the disease. (For example Cate 1987; Douglas 1987; Hope

Simpson 1992; Kaplan and Webster 1977; Kendal 1987; Kilbourne 

1977, 1980; Marks and Beatty 1976; Monto 1987; Mostow 1987; 

Ruben 1987; Schoenbaum 1987; Stuart-Harris 1965; Stuart-Harris 

et al. 1985; Webster and Laver 1972; Webster et al. 1992). 

Ho~ever, for this work this material is little more than 

background material for understanding how pandemics can 

happen. Other writings in the medical fields have examined such 

aspects of influenza as the existence of herald waves and seeding, 

the implications of influenza with other conditions and diseases, 

the recollections of practitioners or speculations on origins of the 

virus and its future evolution (Glezen et al. 1982; Hope-Simpson 

1978; Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 1979; Lederberg 1991, 1997; 
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Maurizi 1984, 1985; Ravenholt and Foege 1982; Ravenholt 1993; 
Starr 1976; Wilson 1981). 

Thus, within the medical literature relatively little has been 
written on the 1918 pandemic. Could it be that the profession has 
unconsciously ruled out that pandemic, decided to move on and to 
look into the virus and its ever-changing moods? Has it decided to 
shift its collective attention to prevention and cure of current and 
future influenza cases and regards examination of past epidemics 
as being irrelevant or a waste of time and resources? Or is this 
simply part of our collective amnesia? After all, it was only 
influenza. 

However, influenza has not been the sole preserve of the medical 
profession and the molecular biologist. Others, including 
historians and geographers, have interested themselves in the 
malady. They help expand our knowledge from the purely medical 
and 'scientific' to see how this disease has acted upon people in the 
past and how it moves through populations. They also tend to 
provide us with the best information on the 1918-19 pandemic. It 
is this literature that the remainder of this section is concerned 
with. 

Within the medical literature, as was noted above, little has been 
written on the 1918 pandemic. Indeed this had been true of 
virtually all literature from all fields until relatively recently. 

Tomkins 

In 1989 Sandra Tomkins completed her PhD thesis entitled 
Britain and the influenza pandemic of 1918- 19. The title sounds 
very ambitious and in actual fact rather overstates the case. This 
work does not really examine Britain and the influenza pandemic 
itself. While she touches on many aspects of the disease, her focus 
an d greatest contribution lie in examining the role and actions, 
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and inactions, of the British medical professions, governments and 

the relations between the medical, governmental and public 

spheres. She herself recognises that: "The purpose of this study is 

to explore the impact of the epidemic on British society in 1918-

19" (Tomkins 1989, 7) rather than studying the pandemic in 

Britain. 

The structure of the thesis indicates her emphasis on the activities 

of authorities and medical workers. Her chapters focus on the 

disease, the medical profession, the role of central government and 

local governments, the epidemic in British Africa, the Western 

Pacific and the West Indies, followed by some comments on the 

social history of the epidemic. Her later journal articles clearly 

illustrate this focus (Tomkins 1992a, 1992b, 1994). The first of 

these articles summarises the bulk of her thesis. Here, she 

interprets the British situation as paradoxical in that "Britain, 

with one of the most highly developed public health 

establishments of the period, mounted one of the least effective 

responses to the influenza epidemic of 1918....:19." (Tomkins 1992a, 

435) A more recent paper develops the minor strand of her thesis 

which looks at the British colonial administrations' approach and 

response to the outbreak, particularly in British Africa (Tomkins 

1994). 

The first section of her thesis contains a description of influenza, 

the basics of the 1918-19 pandemic and a summarised version of 

the RG's report on the pandemic in the United Kingdom. It also 

goes on to discuss the British medical profession and the 

profession's relations with the public and the various tiers of 

government. 

The second section of her thesis covers "The Epidemic at Home". 

This looks at the activities (or lack thereof) of the public health 

authorities. It looks at how the epidemic appeared in the 

newspapers and (local) government reports in London, the 
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supposed management of the crisis and consequences of the 
epidemic for public health administration. 

The third section of her thesis is the origin of her more recent 
paper on colonial responses(Tomkins 1994). Here, she briefly 
considers "The Epidemic Abroad". However, it is a rather selective 
perception of'abroad', covering just some of the British colonies, 
particularly in Africa and forms the basis for further articles 
(Tomkins 1992b, 1994). She also makes some brief comments on 
international public health. 

The fourth section of her thesis attempts to examine the relations 
between the Great War, the influenza pandemic and society. She 
also discusses the aftermath of the pandemic and its failure to 
remain in the collective cultural memory. 

The material for her primary examination comes from local 
government papers, including MOH reports, and newspapers. 
Much of this material relates only to various London boroughs. 
She also uses some personal papers and archives. These are used 
to present insights into the activities of the medics and the 
governments. The primary source for the brief statement on the 
course of the pandemic in the United Kingdom is the Ministry of 
Health 1920 report on the pandemic (Ministry of Health 1920c). 

Tomkins provides a useful summary and compilation of material. 
However, the thesis covers the advent and spread of the disease 
only briefly. There are no maps showing the spread of the disease 
through the nation. There is little information provided on rates of 
spread, regional or local variations in spread of the disease, 
morbidity and/or mortality. Thus, while Tomkins makes some 
useful observations on the nature of the British medical 
establishment and their response to the pandemic, she leaves 
much of the pandemic in England and Wales unexplored. 
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Crosby 

It has only been relatively recently that the 1918-19 pandemic 
attracted much academic attention. There is an individual who is 
largely responsible for the creation (or revival) of this awareness: 
Alfred Crosby. His 1976 work, reprinted in 1989, appears to have 
been the touchpaper that has ignited an interest, initially 
throughout North America before extending further afield, in this 
unhappy episode (Crosby 1976, 1989). Crosby's well-researched 
and well-written book opened up a whole new area for historians, 
an area which has now been colonised by workers from a number 
of disciplines, often working across disciplinary boundaries. 
Whereas much of the prior work had been highly localised, small
scale studies Crosby took a much wider view taking in the whole of 
the United States but also clearly recognising the international 
dimension of the pandemic. He also discussed issues such as the 
vagaries of human memory and cultural memory, the problems of 
data sources for influenza mortality, the impact of the influenza on 
the First World War and vice versa. 

Post-Crosby 

Following Crosby's lead quite a number of historians have turned 
their attention to the pandemic, usually in their specific location 
or nation. These works all have contributed to our knowledge of 
the pandemic by supplying information on matters including the 
impact of the disease on various communities, what virus is 
believed to have been responsible, conjecture on the origin of the 
disease, and some account of how it moved around the world and 
particularly on the experience in the United States ofAmerica 
and , more recently, elsewhere. 

Even with this proliferation of publications, Crosby's tome still 
stands as one of the foremost. It was in many ways th e fi rst more-
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encompassing work; much of the literature concentrates on the 
disease in one specific location (Adamo 1992; Andrews 1977; 
Arrington 1990; Belyk and Belyk 1988; Benussi et al. 1983; Bryder 
1982; Buelow 1992; Clark 1991; Edwards 1986; Fanning 1995; 
Fritz 1992; Galishoff 1969; Gamboa Ojeda 1991; Grist 1979; 
Guillaume 1978; Herring 1994; Hildreth 1992; Hyslop 1984; 
Johnson 1993, 1998; Katz 1974, 1977; Katzenellenbogen 1988; 
Killingray 1994; King 1992; Luckingham 1984; McCreery 1992; 
McGinnis 1976; McPherson 1990; Noll 1989; Peterson 1992; 
Puklin 1992; Rioux 1993; Rodriguez and Lemkow 1996; Starr 
1976; Thalman 1968; van Hartesveldt 1992; Weiler 1988; Wilshere 
1986), often below the national level or otherwise consider only 
particular aspects of the 1918-19 pandemic (de Gooyer 1968; 
Edwards 1986; Gribble 1997; Grist 1979; Kaplan and Webster 
1977; Kendal 1987; Kilbourne 1977; Monto 1987; Muller 1996; 
Palmer and Rice 1992; Porras Gallos, 1993 #91 ; Porras Gallos , 
1994 #233; Porras Gallos 1997; Pyle 1986; Ravenholt and Foege 
1982) or are simply brief overviews (Beveridge 1977, 1991; 
Gallagher 1969; Hamilton 1992; Howe 1977; Kilbourne 1987; 
Marks and Beatty 1976; Patterson and Pyle 1991; Schild 1977; 
Stuart-Harris et al. 1985). Thus, there was a tendency to be either 
extremely localised or merely superficial. More recently there has 
been a trend towards studying the pandemic at national scales, 
but with reference to how it was experienced elsewhere, with 
appropriate comparative remarks (Aman 1990; Brown 1987; Cole 
1994; Echenberg 1993; Echeverri Davila 1993; Fincher 1989; 
Johnson 1993; Killingray 1994; McGinnis 1976; McQueen 1976; 
Mills 1986; Noyes 1968; Palmer and Rice 1992; Pankhurst 1989; 
Patterson 1983; Patterson and Pyle 1983; Pettigrew 1983; Pettit 
1976; Phillips 1988, 1990; Rice 1988, 1989, 1998; Tomkins, 1989). 

Collier's 1974 work (Collier 1974), while global in scale, tends to 
the anecdotal and is poorly and confusingly structured, as are the 
books by Graves and Roehling (Graves 1969; Roehling 1961). Due 
to its chronological basis, Collier's narrative shifts back and forth 
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across the globe, returning to individual's stories as time moves 
forward. Each tale he tells to illustrate the pandemic is peppered 
throughout the book, thus resulting in a rather frustrating work 
for the reader, but he does bring out the human element of the 
saga and illustrates the universality of the epidemic as it struck 
people around the world. 

There have also been, more recently, a number of works 
emanating from various sub-disciplines within history. One of 
these has been economic histories looking at the economic costs 
and impacts of the pandemic (Ohadike 1981; Phimister 1973). 
Works looking at political implications and histories have also 
started to emerge (Boyd 1980; Phillips 1990b; Tomkins 1994). 
Many of the works on the political histories also tie in with the 
area of indigenous and native peoples and their experiences of the 
pandemic (Busby 1993;Mueller 1995; Ohadike 1991; Pool 1973; 
Ranger 1988, 1992; Spears 1979; Tomkins 1994; Underwood 1984). 
In addition to the experiences of colonial settings there is some 
literature on the pandemic in non-Western settings (Brito 1997; 
Gamboa Ojeda 1991; Olinto 1993; Palmer and Rice 1992). 

More recently we have seen the pandemic moving out from 'just' 
history to be embraced by other disciplines and consequently the 
literature has expanded in its outlook and methodologies. One 
recent criticism that has been made by one researcher was that 
there was almost no age-standardised mortality analysis being 
performed. This criticism is no longer particularly valid as a 
number of recent works have included such demographic 
techniques, in addition to other approaches, e.g. Mamelund's 
examination of diffusion in the Norwegian experience of the 
pandemic.9 

9 The claim was made by Chris Langford of the London School of 
Economics in his seminar "The 1918-19 influenza pandemic: mortality by 
age and sex" presented at the Cambridge Group for the History of 
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One aspect of the pandemic that is of particular interest from a 

geographical perspective is the spread of the disease around the 

globe. Where did it originate and how and where did it spread? 

Unfortunately this is yet another area where one encounters a 

discouraging lack of information. For much of the history of this 

literature only once was a map of the world produced, and a rather 

perfunctory one at that (Beveridge 1977, 41). This was then 

updated in the much-cited (and now out-of-date) 1991 article by 

Patterson and Pyle (Patterson and Pyle 1991). Furthermore, what 

little information does exist is very patchy in that the origin and 

spread of the disease is only partially known and much is 

supposition. Also this material is, in places, contradictory, 

particularly when considering the origin of the disease. The 

accepted views on the origins and spread of the disease are largely 

those put forward by Burnet and Clark, later reiterated by Crosby 

(Burnet and Clark 1942; Crosby 1989). 

Geographical literature, on the pandemic itself and on influenza in 

general has grown from a small number of works by two key 

groups of workers - Pyle et al. in America and Cliff et al. in the UK 

(For example, Patterson and Pyle 1991; Pyle 1980; Pyle et al. and 

Cliff et al., 1981, 1986). While their works remain central to the 

understanding of the geographical aspects of influenza, they have 

been joined by other contributions and uses of their theories, and 

have built on a number of earlier works in medical geography 

(Howe 1971, 1977; Hunter and Young 1971; Johnson 1993; 

Mamelund 1998b; McCracken and Curson 1998; Riordan 1986). 

Related to these geographical works are those looking specifically 

at the modelling of influenza (Elveback et al . 1976; Fine 1982; 

Fortman 1976; King 1979; Riordan 1986; Selby 1982; Spicer and 

Population and Social Structure on 24 May 1999. Examples of works 

refuting this claim include Mamelund 1998a, 1998b; Armenian 1989 and 

Underwood 1984. 
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Lawrence 1984). Interestingly, this area does seem to have 
declined more recently as medical geography has rather expanded 
its outlook and there has been a consequent diminution in the 
disease ecology form of the sub-discipline. 

While much of the literature has been American-dominated this is 
now being redressed. The American influenza scare of 1976, in 
which swine influenza virus was found to have started an 
outbreak at Fort Dix, New Jersey and prompted fears of another 
massive epidemic along the lines of the 1918-19 pandemic, must 
also take some credit for leading to the publication of some of this 
material, and the American emphasis therein. Thus the American 
literature is of interest to us studying the disease as it struck 
elsewhere. This is true of much of the other literature describing 
the pandemic in many other countries - they allow us to make 
comparisons, to understand what variations there were across 
space, or perhaps more importantly, how universal the experience 
of this pandemic was. 

Cape Town conference 

The next major event in the documenting of the pandemic 
following the publication (and re-publication) of Crosby's work was 
the holding of a conference looking solely at the pandemic. From 
Crosby's work the pandemic had grown from a small subject of 
intElrest to a handful of historians to one that spanned disciplinary 
boundaries and occupied many researchers. This international 
conference brought together several dozen researchers from 
disciplines as diverse as virology, history, anthropology, 
geography, demography and health care planning and delivery in 
a meeting that was "both historic and historical". The.multi
disciplinarity and internationality of the setting allowed for the 
different approaches and methodologies to be presented and 
discussed in much detail and gave the proceedings "a unique 
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character, a breadth which [allowed] a fuller comprehension to 
emerge of the 'Spanish flu' pandemic in all its many-sided 
dimensions."10 

The papers presented at the conference truly reflect the multi
disciplinarity and internationality suggested by the organisers. It 
is readily apparent that the research has now developed in a whole 
series of areas that had previously been almost untouched. The 
breadth of the conference papers was demonstrated in the large 
number of 'themes' the organisers had to use to group the papers. 
These included discussions of the virus itself, patterns of 
transmission, the War and the pandemic, official and medical 
responses, experiences and recollections, the pandemic and 
colonialism, long term effects and lessons. Yet, even within these 
themes there was great variety. 

While there is still 'basic' historical work that has to be done in 
many areas, with a number of these covered at the conference 
(Crosby 1998; Echeverri 1998; lijima 1998; Olm, 1998; Thomas 
1998; Vasold 1998; Wakimura 1998; Witte 1998; Zylberman 1998), 
there are also now more sub-fields emerging. These include 
comparative histories (Rice 1998), social histories, including 
sociological histories of medicine in America (Bristow 1998; 
Koblenz 1998) and primary oral historical research (Sage 1998). 
There were also works looking at the epidemic as a colonial or 
imperial disease, especially in the African context (Herda 1998; 
Mueller 1998; Musambachime 1998; Page 1998). These often link 
quite closely to the new indigenous/native peoples studies 
(Echenberg 1998; Ellison 1998; Herda 1998; Herring and 
Sattenspiel 1998; Kelm 1998; Musambachime 1998; Page 1998; 
Ramanna 1998; Reddi 1998). Other historical works looked at 

10 Quotations from the Welcome in the Abstracts for The Spanish 'Flu 
1918-1998: Reflections on the Influenza Pandemic of 1918 after 80 years 
conference, University of Cape Town, 12-15 September 1998. 
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perceptions and representations of the pandemic, adding to the 
few earlier works in this area (Hyslop 1998; Jenkins 1998; Mihaly 
1998; Mueller 1998 adding to Crosby 1989 and Flurin 1991). 

But while every paper necessarily had a medical bent they did 
encompass other disciplines . These included papers from medical 
professionals looking at issues such as forward epidemic planning 
based on 1918 experiences and the role of pregnancy in influenza 
morbidity and mortality (Kendal and Glezen 1998; Schoenbaum 
1998; Snacken et al. 1998). Explicitly geographical papers were 
also presented giving other researchers an insight into the benefits 
of geography, including issues such as diffusion, mapping, 
animation and physical geography (Johnson 1998; Mamelund 
1998a; McCracken and Curson 1998). Demographers also 
demonstrated the insights their techniques can give us in 
understanding the impact of the pandemic on populations, not just 
at the time but through the longer term, including the long-term 
mortality implications, the impact on population structures, 
fertility and lost life years (Linnanmaki 1998; Mamelund 1998a; 
Noymer and Garenne 1998). The two virologists present 
represented the most high profile members of their discipline in 
relation to influenza. Ed Kilbourne gave us the benefit of his vast 
experience in working with influenza, especially with epidemics, 
while Jeff Taubenberger was able to discuss his recent, and widely 
r eported, work on sequencing the 1918-19 virus' genome 
(Kilbourne 1998; Taubenberger 1998). Also presented was a paper 
discussing the evolution of influenza viruses , as seen in Taiwan 
(Chan and Liu 1998). 

This conference brought together many researchers to present. the 
culmination of their various works thus far. However , the great 
benefit of the conference is sure to be reaped in the coming years 
as those present shared their knowledge and took away new ideas 
and new motivations. This work is but one of those that should 
emerge much-enhanced by the experience as I attempt to 
incorporate many of the themes, research questions and concepts 
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presented or raised by the papers presented. The challenge is to 
find a way that allows all of these to contribute meaningfully in 
constructing the story of the pandemic. 

Post Hong Kong 

In the aftermath of the Hong Kong 'chicken' flu scare of 1998 
(Larsen 1998; WHO 1998 Press release WHO I 1) there was a 
greater degree of media and public interest in influenza. Allied 
with the spectre of 'emerging' or 're-emerging' diseases, 
particularly infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and ebola 
virus, this led to great interest in the attempts to recover the virus 
that caused the 1918-19 pandemic. A number of rather populist 
books have been published to tap into this interest, all of them 
tending to focus on the search for the virus and the chief 
protagonists in that search and having little new to offer on the 
story of the pandemic itself (Davies 1999; Iezzoni 1999; Kolata 
1999). 

Conclusion 

While Al Crosby's work has re-ignited academic interest in the 
pandemic with a deal of recent literature emerging on the 
pandemic it has led to little consideration of the pandemic in 
Britain. This lack of activity may have been due to the existence if 
the 1920 reports from the Ministry of Health and the Registrar
General (and Sandra Tomkins' 1989 thesis). However these works 
by no means answer all questions about Britain's experience of the 
pandemic. The remainder of this work aims to extend our 
knowledge of how this pandemic played itself out in Britain. The 
following ch apter considers the disease itself and how such a 
pandemic could come about, and Chapter Four discusses pandemic 
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at the global scale before the remainder of the work turns to the 
British experience itself. 
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T Chapter 3. The history of influenza - a 

long history of affliction 

Death is like a fisherman, who, having caught a fish in his 
net, leaves it in the water for a time; the fish continues to 
swim about, but all the while the net is round it, and the 
fisherman will snatch it out in his own good time. 
Ivan Turgenev, On the Eve (1860) eh. 35 (translated by 
Gilbert Gardiner) 

Introduction 

In this chapter I describe influenza and how it has come to plague 
humanity for so long. Topics covered include the long-term history 
of the disease, the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of 
influenza, the isolation of the virus, the virus itself and its 
propensity for change, how those changes can lead to epidemics 
and pandemics, the perpetual monitoring of influenza by the 
World Health Organization and its partner organisations and the 
possible futures of influenza. Discussion of the post-1918 period 
serves a number of purposes, including indicating how serious this 
disease is regarded and the real danger it may pose. By-and-large 
this chapter presents the orthodox view on influenza. 
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Long-term history of the disease 

Overlooked illness 

An indication of how little regard had been given to influenza, and 
particularly the pandemic of 1918-19, is that Cartwright's 1972 
discussion of diseases and their role in human history contains no 
mention of influenza (Cartwright 1972). McNeill's 1977 book gave 
little more than a page to influenza, but at least acknowledged the 
pandemic of 1918-19 and the potential for future epidemics. The 
long history of influenza is clearly acknowledged as he argues that 
some of the Biblical epidemics and plagues could have been "[a]ny 
of the familiar civilised infections - whether propagated via the 
respiratory tract, like measles, smallpox, and influenza, or via the 
alimentary canal, like typhoid and dysentery - could have 
produced the sort of sudden outbreak of mortality recorded in the 
Bible." (McNeill 1977, 81) 

Similarly, Peter Baldwin's recent book (Baldwin 1999) examining 
the divergent public health approaches of Sweden, Germany, 
France and England, as expressed in their responses to contagious 
disease in the period 1830-1930, manages to avoid detailed 
examination of the single greatest outbreak of infectious disease in 
that timespan, focussing instead on diseases such as cholera, 

· ~mall pox and syphilis. 

Cartwright may have overlooked influenza in his earlier work, but 
fortunately this was corrected in later work (Cartwright 1983); 
perhaps another consequence of Crosby's effective publicising of 
the pandemic and its scale. Cartwright placed the influenza 
pandemic among the three worst pandemics in history - a 
triumvirate that has appeared almost without fail in all the recent 
literature on the pandemic. These three greatest disease events 
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are the Justinian plagues circa 540 AD, the Black Death of the 14'h 

century and the influenza pandemic of 1918-19. 

Comparable plagues? 

Kiple's recent lavishly illustrated book summarises the salient 

points of each of these episodes, and those of many other diseases 

in history rather well (Kiple 1997). Kiple sees distinct similarities 

between the plagues of the 6th and 14th centuries in terming the 

earlier event "The Plague of Justinian: An early lesson in the 

Black Death" and describing the mortality caused thus: 

Overall mortality was placed by contemporary observers at 

100 million ... [and] may not be too wildly off the mark for 

mortality resulting from the two centuries that the plague 

persisted. It is generally accepted that the first cycle of 

plague did claim at least 25 percent of the population of the 

two Roman empires ... it is worth noting for comparative 

purposes that the Black Death was later credited with 

killing between 25 and 50 percent of the populations it 

visited in both Europe and the Middle East. (Kiple 1997, 29) 

Kiple argues that the 14th century visitations of plague played a 

major role in changing conceptions of disease, changing them from 

being regarded as expressions of the will of God to conceptions 

based on the human body and its failings: 

Before the pandemic of bubonic plague in the 1330s and 

1340s, a great plague was believed to reveal God's will, 

whether His punishment for sin or His plan for the world. 

Mechanisms to understand the timing, meaning or other 

particulars of a plague emphasized its spiritual and celestial 

origins. But the Black Death changed all that. From then 

onward, at least among European Christians, the focus 

increasingly turned toward the body, the terrestrial, the 

victims, the stricken ones. (Kiple 1997, 60) 
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The 14th century saw recurring outbreaks of bubonic plague, 
perhaps reaching their zenith in 1348, but lasting for generations 
as for the "second half of the 14th Century bubonic plague 
returned at least four times to most Mediterranean urban centres, 
and it would occur in Europe every generation for the next three 
centuries." (Kiple 1997, 60) These visitations were frequently 
marked by very high mortality, with up to 60 percent case fatality 
rates. Kiple states that "The Black Death killed many - perhaps 
as many as 20 percent of a Eurasian population estimated at 100 
million - and killed with unimaginable speed during the peak of 
the epidemic. Soaring death rates prevented any semblance of 
normal burial practice."(Kiple 1997, 61) This disruption of normal 
burial practices was seen in many parts of the world during the 
1918-19 pandemic; another indication of how dramatically and 
rapidly these diseases could break over populations. 

Kiple suggests that each of these events may have resulted in as 
many as 100 million deaths. This is somewhat higher than the 
commonly cited estimates for mortality from the 1918-19 influenza 
pandemic; these tend to range from 25 to 50 million. However, as I 
will show later, the estimate for mortality caused in 1918-19 due 
to influenza may be raised as high as 100 million. Thus, these 
three events can legitimately be linked in terms of total mortality. 
Of course, in terms of the proportion of the population killed, 
influenza was a lesser threat to the popula tion. However, 
influenza carved its path through humanity far more rapidly than 
the_two other disease outbreaks; Kiple allows estimates of 100 
million deaths for both the earlier events, but over the span of 
decades , if not a century whereas the inffqenza pandemic lasted 
from 1918 to no later than 1920. 

The previous massive mort ality events , the plagues of c. 540AD 
and the 14'h century, brought significant social, political and 
intellectual change in their wake; is it nor reasonable to expect the 
1918- 19 pandemic to have also done so? 
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More recent overviews of diseases in history have started to 
recognise the scale of influenza mortality and have started to 
accord the appropriate 'status' to influenza in the pantheon of 
human disease. That status is attributed not only on the potential 
and past capability to cause suffering and death on a vast scale; it 
is also due to the longevity of the illness. 

Origins 

But where has this disease come from and when? Did it come from 
a galactic 'life cloud' (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe 1979). Perhaps 
not. Crosby obliquely suggests that various animals could be the 
natural origin of the disease and that peoples' long-term 

association with animals, particularly in the Old World, has seen 
it transmitted between species over the centuries. But it is largely 
speculation as 

for where the disease started, one can only guess. The 

comparatively high death rates of 'flu sufferers among the 
Amerindians, Australians and other peoples outside of 
Europe, Asia and Africa suggest that it has probably existed 
longest in the Old World continents. The fact that it is an 

infection we humans share back and forth with domesticated 
animals, such as pigs and fowl, suggests that it has existed 
longest in parts of the world where people have had herds 

and flocks of such animals longest. That would, again, be in 
the Old World. (Crosby 1997, 148-9) 

Other literature speculates on an Asian origin, notably Chinese; 
thus it could be that earlier movements of people moved the 
disease across the Old World. Indeed, accepting an earlier origin 
makes tracking the origin of the disease a much more difficult 
proposition. However, Crosby's suggestions regarding the 
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movement of the disease out of the Old World would appear to be 
borne out elsewhere.11 

Not withstanding where it originated, humanity has been cursed 
with this short-lived, highly contagious acute respiratory disease 
for aeons. In much of the literature the earliest descriptions of 
influenza (or at least influenza-like illness) are attributed to 
Hippocrates (or Livy) writing in 412 BC (Beveridge 1977, 25; 
Gallagher 1969; Kaplan and Webster 1977; WHO Influenza 
Pandemic Plan 1999, 38). 

Crosby, while questioning whether Hippocrates' description can or 
should be interpreted as being of an influenza outbreak, suggests 
that influenza is a disease that would have originated once 
humans came to live in larger settlements, and only recently in 
humankind's urban life: 

We share many diseases with our primate cousins, but 
influenza is not one of them. It is unlikely that such a swiftly 
communicable illness existed among our hunter-gatherer 
ancestors, because they lived in small groups, in which the 
disease would have infected everyone fast and either killed 
them or temporarily immunized them. That is to say, it 
would have burned out and disappeared. (Crosby 1997, 148)12 

11 For example Hirsch's suggestion that the 1627 outbreak known to have 
occurred in Massachusetts and Connecticut and believed to have spread 
to the West Indies and through Latin America as far south as Chile , 
represented the first epidemic in the Western Hemisphere (Hirsch 1883, 
7-17). 

12 Zhdanov et al. also regard influenza as a disease of civilisation as it 
cannot exist in non-socialised populations and is not endemic to islands 
(Zhdanov et al. 1958, 4 translated as United States of America 1960, 4). 
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Long-term association 

Certainly influenza has been recognised as a specific illness for a 

very long time. The WHO takes a relatively conservative line in 

recording that "Influenza-like disease was well described by 

Hippocrates in 412 BC, and influenza-like outbreaks since 1173 

AD were clearly tabulated by Hirsch. The first well-described 

pandemic of influenza-like disease occurred in 1580, and since this 

period, 31 possible influenza pandemics have been documented." 

(WHO 1999, 38) Yet others suggest 1510 or 1580 as the date of the 

first pandemic and that subsequently epidemics have been more 

common than the WHO acknowledges. 

Hirsch, writing in the late 19th century certainly recognised the 

importance of influenza, as the first disease he describes in his 

three volume opus Handbuch der historisch-geographischen 

Pathologie, is influenza (Hirsch 1883, 6-54). His tabulation of 

influenza outbreaks between 1173 and 1875 stretches over 11 

pages. Crookshank recognised that Hirsch was 

"chiefly responsible .. . for our present notions concerning 

influenza .... Hirsch regarded influenza as a specific disease, 

independent of 'weather' in its origins and dissemination, 

and no less independent in respect of climate, of telluric, and 

of cosmic conditions: a disease specific and infectious 'like 

cholera, typhoid, small-pox and others,' which has 'at all 

times and in all places borne a stamp of uniformity in its 

configuration and in its course such as almost no other 

infectious disease has.' Hirsch went further: he postulated a 

'uniform and specific cause, of which the origin and nature 

are still completely shrouded in obscurity."' 

(Crookshank 1922, 52) 

These origins were still very much shrouded at the time 

Crookshank wrote this and perhaps explains why Crookshank 

rather derided Hirsch, who has subsequently been shown to be 

more accurate than Crookshank believed. In fact Hirsch went 
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further than Crookshank suggests, as can be seen in the following 
extracts. 

Influenza takes a prominent place among the acute infective 
diseases by reason of its wide prevalence in space and in 
time; the history of the disease may be followed into the 
remotest periods from which we have any epidemiological 
record at all, and its geographical distribution, in so far as 
we may trust the information before us, extends over the 
whole habitable globe. (Hirsch 1883, 7) 

Influenza occurs "not rarely over a great part of the globe as 
a true pandemic. It is in this last respect that influenza 
takes an exceptional place among the acute infective 
diseases; no other of them has ever shown so pronounced a 
pandemic character as influenza." (Hirsch 1883, 18) 

Conditions of race are entirely without significance for the 
distribution of influenza. (Hirsch 1883, 29) 

Influenza is a specific infective disease like cholera, typhoid, 
smallpox, and others, and it has at all times and in places 
borne a stamp of uniformity in its configuration and in its 
course such as almost no other infective disease has. Its 
genesis presupposes, therefore, a uniform and specific cause, 
the origin and nature of which are still completely shrouded 
in obscurity. (Hirsch 1883, 34) 

Hirsch may not have been quite so prescient on issues of 
communicability and contagion, but it would be uncharitable to 
make an issue of that failing. A summarised, and updated, version 
of Hirsch's tabulation appears below (Table 1), indicating how 
extensively influenza has spread spati~lly and temporally. 
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Year(s) Geographic extent 

1173 Italy. Germany. England. 
1387 Italy. France. Germany 
1510 General diffusion in Europe. 
1557 General diffusion in Europe. 
1580 General diffusion over the East, in Africa and in Europe. 
1593 General diffusion. 

1693 General diffusion in Great Britain, the North of France, and the Netherlands. 
1709 General diffusion in Italy, France, Belgium, Germany and Denmark. 
1729-30 Europe. Global. 

1732-33 Seemingly a general diffusion over the globe. True pandemic. 
1742-43 Europe. 

1757-58 General diffusion in North America. Parts of Europe. 
1761-62 General diffusion in North America and West Indies. Western Europe. 
1767 Widely diffused over North America and Europe. 
1775-7 6 Europe and Asia. 

1781- 82 Global. True pandemic. 
1788-90 General diffusion over the Western Hemisphere. 
1800-02 China. Europe. Brazil. 

1815-16 General diffusion in North America. 
1826 Widely spread over the Western Hemisphere. 
1830-33 General diffusion over the Eastern and Western Hemispheres. True pandemic. 
1836-37 Considerable diffusion in the Eastern Hemisphere. Europe. Africa. True pandemic. 

1847-48 Generally diffused over the Eastern Hemisphere. Europe. Americas. True pandemic. 

1850-51. Generally diffused over the Western and Eastern Hemispheres. 
1857-58 Wide diffusion over the Western and Eastern Hemispheres . 
1873-75 Widely spread over the Western and Eastern Hemispheres. 
1889-92 Global. True pandemic. The 'Russian' flu. 
1918-19 Global. Greatest pandemic. The 'Spanish' flu . 
1946 Global pandemic. 

1957 Global pandemic. 'Asian' flu. First indisputable pandemic of the virologic era. 
1968-70 Global pandemic. 'Hong Kong' flu . 
1977 Global pandemic. 

Table 1. Major epidemics and pandemics 1173-1977 

Sources: .Hirsch 1883; Beveridge 1977; Garrett 1996; Kilbourne 
1977. 
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Zhdanov et al. note it was in the 19th century that influenza 
"became an endemic disease in the majority of the countries in the 
world, regularly producing large epidemic and pandemics." 
(Zhdanov et al. 1958 read in translation United States of America 
1960, 4) Townsend extended Hirsch's tabulation back through 
time in claiming influenza epidemics occurring in 393 BC, 43BC, 
591-2AD, 837, 876, 889, 932 before largely concurring with 
Hirsch's "authentic history", but with the addition of epidemics in 
1307, 1529, 1551, 1647, 1718, 1727, 1793, 1889-90(Townsend 
1933). In addition to these outbreaks, there were large-scale 
epidemics of what was termed the 'Russian 'flu' during the early to 
mid-1890s (Smith 1995). Patterson discusses in some detail the 
evidence on the prevalence and distribution of influenza, 
particularly pandemics of influenza, during the period 1700-1900 
(Patterson 1986). Hirsch's English translator, Creighton, later 
went on to describe the history of epidemics in Britain, adding 
further detail to and updating Hirsch's work, at least in the 
British context (Creighton 1965, particularly 398, 402 and 407) . 

Disease classification 

One advantage of working with a disease that has been recognised 
for centuries is that it appears as a single entity through all the 
changes of nosologies. The classification of 'diseases' came to 
prominence in the mid-18th century and became an obsession of 
medical writers largely due to the impetus given to taxonomy by 
Linnaeus' Systema Naturae (1735) . In 1768 Francois Boissier de 
Sauvages, botanist and physician, publish~d a detailed Nosologia 
methodica sistens morborum classes, genera, et species based on 
Linneaus. He divided 'diseases' into ten classes, subdivided these 
into forty orders, the orders into genera, and the genera into 
species-in all 2,400. Later workers extended this greatly (Caplan 
et al. 1981, 212). Foucault wrote at some length on nosologies and 
how they reflect the conception of disease at a given point in time. 
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In addition to reflecting the changing spatialisations of disease 
that Foucault discusses - changes that see disease moved purely 
from the two-dimensional space of the nosology to the three
dimensional geography of the patient - the emphasis moved from 
the arrangement of disease in abstract form to a medicine driven 
by the gaze, driven by observation of disease in-situ (Foucault 
1976). Thus as conceptions of disease and the foci of medicine 
changed (changes in the belief of disease causation and how 
disease is studied and attacked) nosologies changed. Interestingly, 
influenza is one of those few conditions that appear consistently 
throughout the evolution of nosologies. For example, it has always 
been a single cause in the International Classification of Diseases 
(ICD). This makes tracking the long-term history of the disease 
much easier );han is the case with other conditions. 

Symptoms and diagnosis 

Influenza is universal. All ages and both sexes are susceptible to 
influenza. During times of epidemic between fifteen and forty 
percent of the non-immunised are stricken and this figure can 
climb markedly under pandemic conditions. As Riordan noted, 
"Influenza is a disease of par adoxes. It is considered generally to 
be a disease of little consequence, one which is a nuisance but 
causes only minor illness. However, it is also a disease which kills. 
In.an epidemic year it causes social and economic disruption as 
more than 50% of a population may be affected ." (Riordan 1986, 
III) Even in non-epidemic years it can h a.ve a major toll. According 
to recent news reports an average of approximately three working 
days per patient are lost annually as a result of flu, and it may 
account for approximately t en percent of sickness absences in the 
UK (BBC 1999d). 

Influenza is transmitted person-to-per son as droplets. These 
droplets of respiratory secretions are exhaled by an infected 
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person and inhaled by others. Droplets can range in size; with the 

smallest remaining suspended in the air for as long as an hour. 

Factors such as the amount of virus shed, proximity, crowding and 

ambient conditions can all influence the efficacy of transmission. 

Some sufferers can be 'supershedders'; that is, they are shedding 

lots of virus-containing droplets. The ambient conditions are those 

conditions that improve the viability of virus outside of a host . 

The symptoms of influenza are relatively easy to determine, but 

also make diagnosis difficult as many of them are shared with 

other conditions, including the common cold. But what exactly is 

influenza? We all have personal knowledge - every one of us has 

been infected by the disease at least once. But what is the clinical 

description of the disease? For the purposes of this work, a 

summary of the salient points is useful. 

In uncomplicated influenza the commencement of symptoms 

occurs some 2-4 days after infection. The first symptoms are 

headache, shivering and a dry cough accompanied by a 

sudden onset of fever. Malaise and aching of the limb 

muscles and back may occur especially in the adult patient. 

There may be a nasal irritation or discharge and loss of sleep 

and dizziness may occur. In some patients the symptoms 

may subside rapidly after the first 24 hours of illness. In 

others, the disease takes a more prolonged course, the 

temperature remaining high for 2-5 days, and the patient 

may have residual weakness and a cough for some days. In 

the absence of complications, the patient is usually 

sufficiently recovered to return to work within 7-10 days 

from the onset of illness. In a proportion of cases, persistent 

weakness or mental depression following the illness may 

require a longer convalescence. Among the clinical features 

of influenza the fever, 38-40°C ( 100-104 °F) is the one which 

most characteristically distinguishes the disease from the 

· common cold (an infection caused by the rhinoviruses, a 

group of agents unrelated to the influenza virus). (Schild 

1977, 350-1) 
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Thus, influenza is an acute respiratory infection with abrupt 
onset, high fever, sudden chills, muscular pain, dry cough and 
prostration that can also show the less frequent symptoms of 
diarrhoea, gastrointestinal pain, head cold, sore throat, nose 
bleeds and blood pressure drops. Fortunately, as Gallagher noted 
"[I]nfluenza is a selflimiting ailment; without treatment it runs a 
definite course and ends within limited time. Recovery time is two 
to seven days." (Gallagher 1969, 53) 

Younger children, older people and those with weakened or 
damaged cardiovascular and/or respiratory systems are most 
prone to attack from influenza. Not only are children the most 
likely to be attacked by the disease but they are also more likely to 
succumb. This pattern of mortality is reflected in the 
hospitalisation rates as Cate recognises, that while the highest 
incidence is in children and young adults, the rates of 
hospitalisation for "severe or complicated influenza are lowest, 
around six per 10,000, in persons five to 24 years old." The highest 
rates are in the extreme age groups, the youngest and the oldest. 
Cate cites rates of "above 50 per 10,000 regardless of what 
influenza virus type or subtype" in infants and people over 65 
having similarly high hospitalisation rates. Cate reiterates that 
"(Alge-related deaths due to pneumonia and influenza during 
epidemics tend to follow a pattern similar to ... rates of 
hospitalization." (Cate 1987, 16) This age pattern, of illness and 
particularly mortality, is in marked contrast to that encountered 
in 1918-19. 

Problems of diagnosis 

Disease diagnoses are a perennial problem. Riley, in discussing 
European health in the period 1600-1870 noted that the leading 
causes of death are in fact a 
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comparatively short list ... 

bacillary dysentery 

bubonic plague 

cholera 

influenza 

malaria 

measles 

pneumonia 

smallpox 

tuberculosis 

typhoid fever 

typhus 

This list is open to objection. Assignment of a cause of death 
- when that was done for official records - occurred chiefly 
after the physician or, more often still, a lay person ... had 
glanced or gazed at the individual who had died or perhaps 
also collected information from relatives or friends. Such a 
procedure cannot be considered reliable. The cause(s) of 
death [as they are often multi-factorial, so singling one out 
above all the others is questionable to start with] can be 
profoundly difficult to specify under the best of conditions. A 
1977 survey in England and Wales showed that clinical 
opinion differed from autopsy findings half of the time. 
(Riley 1989, 54). 

Obviously under conditions of extreme stress, as in an epidemic, 
diagnosis would often be done cursorily, and could possibly lead to 
an over-estimation of cases. It is also worth remembering that 
influenza is a disease that is frequently self-diagnosed, usually on 
the basis of severity of symptoms. This has consequences for 
measures of morbidity and also has meant that influenza 
continues to be overlooked. Inglis noted that "The term 'flu' has 
consequently become 'probably the most abused and most 
meaningless term in the whole sphere of medicine' .. .little more 
than a synonym for a severe cold, because it is 'considered a more 
respectable excuse for a few days off work."' (Inglis 1981, 160) 

Confirming the diagnosis of influenza is more difficult than just 
identifying a series of symptoms. Partially because not all of these 
symptoms may manifest themselves in any given case, or may be 
present to varying extents. Additionally, there is the issue of sub
clinical infection, infection that does not display clinical symptoms, 
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and therefore the individual is almost invariably unaware that 
they have been exposed to the influenza virus. However, they have 
been exposed, their immune system has 'learnt' about the virus 
and has coped with it. Riordan noted that the "number of sub
clinical infections is commonly the same as the actual clinical 
infections but the ratio varies in different outbreaks by as much as 
4:1 to 1:7. One can appreciate that the sub-clinical infections are 
important for the spread of influenza and the level of immunity in 
the population." (Riordan 1986, 23) Thus, in epidemics and 
pandemics where the proportion of the population reporting 
infection can be as high as 50% it is plausible, that with sub
clinical infection, most if not all of the population has actually 
been exposed. This may also help explain how influenza epidemics 
and pandemics can disappear so rapidly. 

Diagnosis of many conditions and diseases is often difficult. And 
probably nowhere more so than in influenza. The World Health 
Organization recognises that on "clinical grounds alone it cannot 
be distinguished from other acute respiratory infection; laboratory 
tests are necessary." (WHO 1999 Fact sheet 211) Furthermore, in 
1918 they were not even sure what it was they were dealing with. 
Accurate, certain diagnosis of influenza requires further medical 
technology. The WHO suggest that while ''Influenza infections can 
be diagnosed by serology using haemagglutinin-inhibition tests to 
detect antibodies during acute infections, more immediate 
diagnosis may be achieved by the direct detection of viral antigens 
in nasal secretions by inmmunoflourescence test. Diagnosis could 
also be done by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or by antigen 
capture ELISA with monoclonal antibo9-y to the nucleoprotein. 
Culture of the influenza viruses from nasopharyngeal secretions 
are preferred for further identification of strains." (WHO 1999 
Fact sheet 211) This level of medical technology is in fact relatively 
rarely invoked for what is generally perceived as, individually, an 
insignificant disease. 
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The role and importance of symptoms in diagnosing and 
classifying disease have varied over time, as the medical 
profession has changed. Medicine is a very visual science (or art) in which the eye is the critical tool, even if in modern science it has been augmented by technologies and techniques including x-rays, MRis (magnetic resonance imaging), pathology, etc. The gaze, the resolution of it, has been enhanced in its dominance as these 'aids' have developed. It is only relatively recently that these aids have been brought to bear on influenza. The long history of influenza 

has largely been without such tools. The disease has long been 
identified based upon the observed symptoms.Obviously as 
medicine has changed the credence given to clinical observation has varied over that time, as Foucault noted. The change in the 
emphasis given to symptoms relates to what is conveyed by them and how they relate to the body of medical knowledge (Foucault 1976, 92). For influenza, we have a long history, a long history of study and classifying that gave significance to the various 

symptoms as signs (of influenza) . 

Foucault suggested that "Signs and symptoms are and say the 
same thing, the only difference being that the signs says the same thing that is precisely the symptom. In its material reality, the sign is identified with the symptom itself; the symptom is the 
indispensable morphological support of the sign ... But what 
makes the sign a sign belongs not to the symptom, but to an 
activity that originates elsewhere." (Foucault 1976, 93) Thus, 
there has to be a system or body of knowledge that attaches 
significance to a symptom, that makes it a sign. That system that existed in the early 20th century could still 'not resolve what was 
the causative mechanism of influenza, but it was a question that had begun to be asked. The success (or otherwise) of the 'gaze' of early 20th century medicine in the 'discovery' of the influenza virus may be attributed to the existing body of knowledge. 

Over time the symptoms observed start to converge, start to give a more characteristic pictur e, but one that allowed for some 
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variation. In the nosologies, in the description of the 'typical' form 

of the disease "variations cancel each other out, and the effect of 

the repetition of constant phenomena outlines spontaneously the 

fundamental conjunctions. By showing itself in a repetitive form, 

the truth indicates the way by which it may be acquired ." 

(Foucault 1976, 110) Thus, from the wide array of symptoms 

eventually there emerged a 'core' or 'truth' that is influenza. 

Opening the 13 November 1918 Royal Society of Medicine 

'Discussion' on Influenza, Sir Arthur Newsholme (then Chief 

Medical Officer of the Local Government Board) argued that 

definition must precede diagnosis: 

The first difficulty is to define Influenza. Is it one disease or 

a group of diseases? And is the disease now prevailing the 

disease which prevailed in the spring ... ? These two 

questions cannot easily be separated. The symptoms were 

usually mild in the earlier than in the present 

outbreak . .. there is evidence that occasionally influenza kills 

rapidly by toxffimia, but more often by pulmonary 

complications ... There can be no doubt that all these bacteria, 

often acting in conspiracy, have contributed greatly to the 

recent mortality from influenza, but whether there is in 

addition a hitherto undiscovered virus to which influenza is 

primarily due is still a moot point. The occurrence of such 

mixed infections is well known in other diseases" 

(Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 1-2) 

His questions reflect the lack of knowledge about the prevailing 

epidemic; their uncertainty about the nature of the disease, its 

relation to prior influenza epidemics, including the first wave 

outbreak in the spring of 1918. 
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Complications and conjunctions: influenza 
and other diseases and conditions 

Influenza itself can pose a significant problem. However, it is not always unaccompanied and the complications and the sequelae can be important in both morbidity and mortality. In this section I will discuss the various complications and sequelae that may be associated with influenza, focussing on those that were 
particularly noted in the 1918-19 pandemic. 13 The sequelae and complications of influenza are very important as significant 
proportions of the mortality associated with influenza may come from them as even a "low frequency of complications results in measurable increases in rates of hospitalizations, and often in mortality." (WHO Influenza Pandemic Plan 1999, 34) 

Furthermore, the demographic impact of the pandemic will be understated as long as the scale of these complications and 
sequelae are ignored. These complications usually involve the lower respiratory tract (tracheobronchitis, bronchiolitis and 
influenza! pneumonia or other secondary bacterial, mixed viralbacterial, or viral infections), the cardiovascular system (often occurring through exacerbation of pre-existing chronic conditions), and the nervous system., 

Our understanding of what conditions and diseases can be related to influenza has grown a great deal since the 1918-19 pandemic. Riley argues that it was early in the twentieth century that 
"disease complications ceased to be seen as only or chiefly 'short' in effect - the manner in which, for example, an influenza epidemic increases the likelihood of fatalities from heart disease, or 
influenza activates tuberculosis or promotes schizophrenia ... " 

13 This section owes much to Ed Kilbourne's invaluable text on influenza (Kilbourne 1987). 
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(Riley 1989, 121) This growing awareness of complications is 
shown in the expansion in the list of conditions that are seen to be 
related by the time of Burnet and Clark's 1942 publication, with 
yet more documented in the current thinking as reflected in 
Kilbourne's work (Burnet and Clark 1942; Kilbourne 1987). One of 
the clearest examples of how this list of complications has grown is 
the case of encephalitis lethargica, as shall be discussed shortly. 

There are two major types of complication or sequelae for 
influenza. These are the cardio-pulmonary conditions, including 
other respiratory diseases, e.g. bronchitis, pneumonia, 
tuberculosis, and neurological conditions, e.g. schizophrenia, 
encephalitis lethargica, Parkinsonism. The cardio-pulmonary 
conditions are often implicated in exacerbating the severity of 
influenza whereas the neurological conditions tend to be sequelae 
to influenza. The dangers of both of these cannot be under
estimated, as it is often these other conditions, in addition to 
influenza, that lead to the majority of fatalities related to 
influenza outbreaks. Ed Kilbourne notes that in general 

The risk of serious and fatal disease is much higher, 
however, in the very young or the elderly or in patients with 
certain well-defined preexisting underlying conditions. These 
conditions ... predispose not to the risk of acquiring influenza 
virus infection but to the risk of suffering severe disease once 
infection is established. Thus, in general, the severity of 
influenza is the reciprocal of host susceptibility as influenced 
by a complex of immunologic, anatomic, and physiological 
factors. (Kilbourne 1987, 159) 

It is also those at-risk groups who are the prime targets of 
vaccination campaigns. However, in 1918-19 many of these tenets 
were overturned, with the highest mortality being recorded in the 
young adult age groups, with many giving anecdotal evidence that 
is was the heartiest, those most apparently enjoying rude health , 
that suffered the worst - succumbing to the fatal heliotrope 
cyanosis with alarming speed. 
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Pregnancy 

While neither a complication or sequelae to influenza, the impact of pregnancy on the health of women in relation to influenza has been much debated (For example Bourne 1922; Graham 1996; Kendal and Glezen 1998; MacKenzie and Houghton 1974). I will confine the discussion here to the general aspects of pregnancy and influenza, with discussion of pregnancy and pandemic 
mortality left to a later chapter. However, it was noted by various contemporaneous authors that there appeared to be high(er) levels of mortality among pregnant women, along with higher rates of abortion and miscarriage (Registrar-General 1920; RegistrarGeneral for Scotland 1919). However, as young adults (most 

pregnant women falling in this category) were particularly claimed in this pandemic this apparent elevation in mortality may be exaggerated. Kilbourne argues that pregnant women may actually "be peculiarly vulnerable to influenza", citing research indicating that pregnant women showed higher hospitalisation and mortality than non-pregnant women in the pandemics of 1957 and 1968. Just why this is the case is uncertain but Kilbour ne suggests that it is probable that "susceptibility in pregnancy is related to 
hemodynamic changes" as the risk apparently increases as 
pregnancy proceeds. The increase in cardiac stroke volume as both blood volume and stroke volume increase during pregnancy may also play a role (Kilbourne 1987, 162-3). Research into paediatric AIDS suggests that t here may be a drop in immune response associated with pregnancy (Ammann et al . 1984; Ammann 1988). 

Cardiovascular conditions 

Underlying cardiova scular disease can contribute t o serious 
pulmonary manifestations of in fluenza , particularly rheumatic heart disease. This can be particu larly dire if the patient develops pneumonia as studies have shown high mortality rates in such 1918- 19 inf lu enza pa ndem ic 
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cases. The extra strain on an already damaged heart appears to 
lead to cardiac failure (Kilbourne 1987, 162-3). One of the most 
common cardiac complications, particularly in older people, is 
atrial fibrillation which is indicative of existing ischaemic heart 
disease. Electro-cardiograph (ECG) changes seen in people with 
existing cardiac conditions during acute influenza have been 
ascribed to "exacerbation of the underlying cardiac disease rather 
than direct involvement of the myocardium [heart] with influenza 
virus." (WHO Infiuenza Pandemic Plan 1999, 35-6) Forms of 
carditis, such as myocarditis and pericarditis are thought to occur 
on occasion and may also contribute to death. 

It was noted in Britain that an increase in certain types of 'heart 
disease' were linked to the pandemic, and excess deaths in one 
form ("organic heart disease (No. 79)") were attributed to the 
pandemic in determining the total mortality (Registrar-General 
1920, 3). 

Respiratory or pulmonary complications 

A range of pulmonary or respiratory conditions can cause 
complications and raise the risk of death if occurring with 
influenza. These can include infectious and non-infectious 
complications or conditions, with croup, pneumonia and any 
exacerbation of any of the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(asthma, chronic bronchitis and cystic fibrosis), with pneumonia 
being the greatest threat. Of the different forms of pneumonia 
three types have been described in relation to influenza: bacterial 
pneumonia, combined viral and bacterial pneumonia and pure 
viral pneumonia (WHO lnfiuenza Pandemic Plan 1999, 34-5). 

Kilbourne states that pre-existing "chronic bronchopulmonary 
disease is equal to preexisting cardiac disease as a factor leading 
to severe or complicated influenza." He notes further conditions 
that can lead to pulmonary insufficiency or obstruction, including 
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"chronic bronchitis, bronchiectasis, pulmonary fibrosis, asthma, 
emphysema, or bronchopulmonary neoplastic disease." For 
children asthma is a particular concern, being recognised as a 
high-risk factor associated with increased hospitalisation 
(Kilbourne 1987, 164). All of these pulmonary or respiratory 
conditions can contribute to increased severity of an influenza! 
episode. 

Among the causes of death that the RG selected to include in the 
re-calculation of excess deaths related to the pa.ndemic were 
pneumonia "(all forms)", bronchitis and pulmonary tuberculosis 
(phthisis) (Registrar-General 1920, 3). This re-calculation of 
mortality and the relative importance of these causes of death are 
examined later in this work. 

Pneumonia 

Crosby noted that while bronchitis, sinusitis and bacterial 
pneumonia are relatively common complications, it is the latter 
that can be fatal but rarely is if properly treated (Crosby 1989). 
Pneumonic complications were widely described in the fatal cases 
of the 1918-19 pandemic. The dreaded diagnostic feature of the 
'heliotrope cyanosis' indicated, almost invariably, terminal 
pneumonic complications (Abrahams et al. 1917, 1919; Cummins 
1919; Frost 1919; Hammond et al. 1917; Levinthal et al. 1921; 
Lister and Taylor 1919; MacPherson et al . 1920; Ministry of 
Health 1920c; Opie et al. 1921; Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 
including 67-70). It appears to be the pneumonic complications 
that contributed a substantial proportion of the pandemic's 
mortality. Burnet and Clark cited the Ministry of Health's report 
observing that 80 percent of patients in the autumn wave of the 
pandemic still endured "typical three- to five-day influenza 
without complication ... The only feature noted as unusual was the 
frequent occurrence of epistaxis [nose bleeds] as an initial 
symptom." However, of the other 20 percent of patients who 
"developed pneumonic complications with a mortality of 40-50%" 
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the pneumonic symptoms, other than the cyanosis did not indicate 
the severity of illness , as the "physical signs were irregular and 
usually slight in relation to the sickness of the patient and the 
most obvious features of severe cases were the rapidity of the 
respirations and the characteristic heliotrope cyanosis. There was 
little subjective distress and though some showed delirium and 
coma a majority were fully conscious to within an hour of death." 
(Burnet and Clark 1942, 88 citing Ministry of Health 1920c) 

Neurological complications 

Whereas the cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions tend to be 
complications of influenza, making the disease episode more 
serious, the neurological conditions that have been associated with 
influenza tend to be sequelae, conditions that follow influenza 
infection with the assumption being that the influenza infection 
facilitates the later condition. It appears that many neurological 
conditions or maladies of the central nervous system (CNS) may 
be exacerbated, facilitated or otherwise associated with influenza, 
including asthenia, depression, mania. transverse myelitis, 
encephalitis lethargica, Parkinsonism, senile dementia and 
schizophrenia (Kilbourne 1987, 171-7; Ravenholt 1993; WHO 
Influenza Pandemic Plan 1999, 36). 

These associations have been noticed for some time, even if the 
r:iechanisms have not been fully understood. Smith cites one 
observer who on detecting such sequelae in 1918-19 "recalled that 
influenza worsened existing neuroses and created 'nerve invalids' 
who sometimes lost 'their moral bearings' in theft and 
drunkenness. 'Post-influenza! depression', 'lassitude', 'lethargy', 
'grippe catalepsy', 'hysterical coma', 'psychosis', 'melancholy', 
'nona' (somnolence and absent-mindedness), 'despondency', 
'neuritis', 'neurasthenia', 'shattered nerves', and 'loss of grip' all 
became popular ascriptions of sequelae in the 1890s." (Smith 1995, 
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71) Similar observations were made elsewhere. For example, 
Phillips found these cases of "Post-'flu debility and lassitude were 
by no means unusual. Recovery was often slow and uneven ... . 
'impaired vitality', 'breathless', 'suffered palpitations', 'temporarily 
forgetful, deaf, blind or bald', 'anaemia', 'post-influenza 
melancholia' and 'several cases of suicide were attributed to this 
post-'flu melancholia' with others 'left with their health 
permanently impaired by, for example, deafness, weak lungs, 
heart trouble and a susceptibility to other diseases such as 
phthisis, tuberculosis, parkinsonism, nephritis, meningitis and 
encephalitis lethargica.'" (Phillips 1990, 189-91) 

Encephalitis lethargica and Parkinsonism 

Shortly before the end of 1918, the LGB issued regulations and 
conducted an enquiry into an "obscure disease". The obscure 
disease in question was encephalitis lethargica.14 Whereas it was 
previously a very unusual disease with few cases reported, it was 
noted that reports increased markedly follow1.ng the pandemic and 
lasting for a number of years. These early references were followed 
by consideration of the disease and its possible relationship to 
influenza at meetings of the Committee of the Office International 
d'Hygiene Publique, Paris and of the Health Committee of the 
League of Nations. 15 Towards the end of the 1920s the Ministry of 

14 PRO, MH 10 83, LGB letter (Item 227-18) accompanying the Public 
Health (Acute Encephalitis Lethargica and Acute Polio-Encephalitis) 
Regulations, 1918 and Report of an Enquiry into an Obscure Disease, 
Encephalitis Lethargica. 

15 PRO, MH 113 51 It is noted in Reports by the Delegate of Great Britain 
on the Sessions of the Committee of the Office International .d'Hygiene 
Publique, Paris and of the Health Committee of the League of Nations for 
May 1922, August 1922, February 1924 and May 1924. In 1922 there are 
separate discussions of influenza and encephalitis lethargica, whereas in 
1924 they are discussed together in a single section of the report. 
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Health produced another enquiry report into encephalitis 
lethargica (Ministry of Health 1928). While this report has little 
discussion of influenza the graphs for encephalitis lethargica 
notifications and mortality indicated an almost perfect six year lag 
from the influenza mortality. Encephalitis lethargica displayed a 
rapid rise in mortality during the 1920s before an almost equally 
rapid descent, a descent in incidence which resulted in its removal 
as a separate cause of death in the ARRGs. 

The connection between the two conditions was disputed and then 
forgotten. Kilbourne, for example, seems less convinced of the link 
between influenza and encephalopathy, of this or other forms 
(Kilbourne 1987, 171-4). The 1982 publication of a paper in The 
Lancet renewed interest in the connection between influenza, 
encephalitis lethargica and parkinsonism (Ravenholt and Foege 
1982). 16 The work of Ravenholt and Foege on the influenza and 
encephalitis lethargica in Seattle and comparing the experiences 
in the two Samoas was seen as conclusive. The Seattle work 
provided "strong evidence that encephalitis cases previously 
thought to have occurred independently of influenza were actually 
late sequelae." The Samoan case studies show 

it was clear that whereas Western Samoa suffered heavily 
from both influenza-pneumonia and encephalitis lethargica 
during the years 1918-22, America Samoa was remarkably 
free of both these diseases during these years. The evidence, 
then, is compelling that the pandemic of influenza beginning 
in 1918 and the pandemic of encephalitis lethargica 
generally beginning the following year had a common 
etiology. Both pandemics were globally distributed and were 
closely related in time.(Ravenholt 1993, 711) 

Ravenholt and Foege looked beyond 1918-19 for evidence to 
support the hypothesis that encephalitis lethargica was related to 

16 A connection between the two was also made in Benussi et al. 1983. 
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influenza and demonstrated a clear lag in mortality, a lag of 
several years. This was seen for previous influenza epidemics, 
particularly with the 'Russian' flu of 1889-92. However, the sheer 
scale of the influenza pandemic helped br ing out the relationship 
because of the apparently consequent massive rise in encephalitis 
lethargica. As Ravenholt later noted "the global pandemic of 
encephalitis accompanying and following the 1918 influenza 
pandemic was in a class by itself with respect to its virulence and 
sequelae." (Ravenholt 1993, 709) 

The relatively long interval between the two conditions "generated 
confusion and skepticism" as to the role of influenza in 
encephalitis lethargica as apparently "Long latent intervals and 
slow viruses were not well-recognized in 1918; hence encephalitis 
epidemics occurring a year or more after attacks of influenza were 
perceived as evidence against rather than supportive of influenza 
as the cause." Furthermore, the lack of infectivity of encephalitis, 
as opposed to the highly contagious nature of influenza was taken 
as indicating that the two were unrelated and not "different 
manifestations of the same viral agent." However, as noted above 
the sheer scale of the 1918-19 influenza pandemic led to epidemics 
of encephalitis in 1919-20 and the following winters in many 
countries, including Britain, Germany and the USA. Another 
factor that could h ave been seen as confirming the relationship 
with influenza was the fact that the highest attack rates were 
among young adults as well as being "generally distributed" by 
location, sex, occupation, education and economic status. 
(Ravenholt 1993, 709-10) 

Ravenholt argues that as many as half a miilion people died as a 
direct consequence of encephalitis lethargica following the 
influenza pandemic, and others died of "parkinsonism and other 
complications following the acute illness stage" with a s much as 80 
percent of the survivors developing parkinsonism during ensuing 
decades." (Ravenholt 1993, 710, 708) 
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Other evidence that Ravenholt considers as linking influenza to 
severe neurological disease, and thereby demonstrating the 
"neurotoxic effect" of influenza include the case of Guillain-Barre 
syndrome following inoculation with swine influenza antigen and 
the occurrence of parkinsonism during post-influenza 
convalescence. This leads to the conclusion that the "main 
causative agent of epidemic encephalitis lethargica during the 
pandemic years 1917-26 was the respiratorily spread influenza 
virus." (Ravenholt 1993, 712) 

In concluding Ravenholt harshly criticised medical science for its 
lack of historical awareness, lack of concern for epidemics and sees 
this ignorance as why they relegated "the 1918 influenza
encephalitis lethargica- parkinsonism puzzle to an intellectual 
ash heap" and that this failure to "identify influenza virus as the 
cause of encephalitis lethargica and parkinsonism has crippled 
progress towards the understanding of influenza pathology and 
epidemiology needed to fuel and guide prevention of these elusive 
but exceedingly important diseases." (Ravenholt 1993, 712)17 

Schizophrenia 

Another set of neurological conditions that have been linked to 
influenza are those that fall under the term schizophrenia. 
Maurizi argues that viral, behavioural, epidemiological and 
neuropathological evidence suggests that influenza, particularly in 
epidemics, can be "neurovirulent" and can induce clinical 
schizophrenia in addition to 'manias', epidemic encephalitis, 
affective psychoses and Parkinson's disease (Maurizi 1984, 1985). 

17 Recent work by Professor John Oxford (Head of Academic Virology at 
St. Bartholomew's and the Royal Lon don Hospitals ) h as attracted 
broader media interest, leading to the production and broadcast of a 
documentary on the encephalitis lethar gica and its links to the influenza 
pandemic (BBC 1998). 
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Charles Maurizi is able to give a first hand account of influenza
related neurological disturbance. A serious influenza B infection 
induced a viral encephalopathy during which he "could not 
complete abstract thought, had difficulty judging time, and had 
periods of intense anxiety."· Some two weeks following the initial 
onset of fever his thinking and behaviour resumed a normal state 
and he began to fell better. Much better, in fact he felt wonderful, 
but this in itself was not good as he had "a manic psychosis with 
elation, hyperactivity, poor judgement, grandiose delusions and 
decreased need for sleep." Four months of treatment with lithium 
carbonate seemed to restore him to health. However four weeks 
after stopping the treatment the mania recurred before abating 
upon the resumption of the lithium (Maurizi 1984, 163). 

Maurizi drew parallels between his condition (and treatment) and 
that of a soldier serving in Europe who was diagnosed in 1917 as 
suffering from 'cerebro-spinal fever'. Cerebro-spinal fever was 
certainly discussed in relation with the influenza at the time of the 
pandemic with little conclusive evidence (For example Hamer 
1918, 2; Ministry of Health 1920c; Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 
6-7 and PRO MH 55 57). Apparently this Australian solider was 
the first patient to be treated with lithium following mild cerebro
spinal fever. After "this encephalitis he was mentally disturbed." 
Maurizi wonders if he had been infected by a "neurotropic 
influenza virus" and considers it quite possible, if not probable. 
Apparently the solider endured bouts of 'mania' for more than 30 
ye~rs, including chronic mania for five years prior to the lithium 
treatment. It appears that the lithium treatment helped him, as it 
had Maurizi, at least to a point - he "later died oflithium 
intoxication." (Maurizi 1984, 166) 

Disruptions of the central nervous system caused by influenza do 
not have to be limited to those already alive. There is some 
suggestion that influenza could have been the cause of numerous 
congenital deformities in the children of women who contracted 
influenza during their pregnancy. Influenza virus has been 
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implicated as a cause of maternal morbidity and congenital 
anomalies, particularly of the central nervous system. (MacKenzie 
and Houghton 1974; Mattock et al. 1988) Graham attempted to 
determine if the pattern of schizophrenics tending to be born in 
late winter or early spring could be related to mothers being 
exposed to influenza, particularly during the second trimester of 
the pregnancy, and if this may lead to transmission of the virus or 
viral antibodies to the developing foetus "leading to subtle brain 
damage which later manifests itself as schizophrenia." (Graham 
1996, Abstract) The results of the study were somewhat 
contradictory. 

Reye' s syndrome 

Reye's syndrome is another CNS complication that while rare can 
be extremely serious. It tends to occur following viral infections, 
usually influenza Band almost exclusively in children, 
particularly where salicylates (aspirin, etc.) have been used. 
Occurring four to seven days after infection the symptoms include 
behavioural changes, nausea and repeated vomiting. Behavioural 
changes can progress from lethargy to disorientation, irritability 
and aggression to coma. It is a relatively rare condition (30-60 
cases per 100,000 influenza B infections; 2.5-4.3 per 100,000 
influenza A). Indeed, this rarity played a role in the identification 
of the 1997 Hong Kong strain of influenza in humans. This strain 
that had previously only been found in various species of birds, 

. was first isolated from a child who died with Reye's Syndrome 
(Kilbourne 1987, 176- 8; Ravenholt 1993, 771; WHO 1998c Fact 
sheet 188; 1999 Influenza Pandemic Plan, 36). 

Other diseases and conditions 

The conditions and disease discussed thus far are by no means an 
exhaustive list of those that have been seen to have some 
(possible) association with influenza . Indeed, as has been noted 
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virtually all CNS conditions and many cardiovascular and pulmonary ones can be involved in an influenza infection. Some of these may be exacerbated or facilitated by influenza, others appear to contribute to the severity of the influenza infection or 'co-operate' to place a greater stress on the body. Yet other conditions have also been linked to influenza, for example, 
diabetes is "often mentioned as a high-risk condition, but so it is in a variety of infectious diseases." (Kilbourne 1987, 164) Other conditions seen with influenza can include myopathy, nepropathy or nephritis (Kilbourne 1987, 168- 71; Collier 1974; Crosby 1989; Phillips 1990; Mamelund 1998b). 

One unusual disease that was shown to have a possible connection with influenza is Guillain-Barre syndrome. This connection became apparent during the 1976 swine flu scare in the USA. It was feared that a swine flu that had apparently been isolated from a dead soldier could lead to a large scale epidemic. The American government mobilised for a national vaccination campaign. This campaign was halted after "scores of millions of dollars were spent to devise a vaccine, to produce it in quantity [not without 
problems] and to deliver it into the arms of millions of Americans" with the result that while no epidemic of influenza occurred there was the appearance of a unusual number of cases of GuillainBarre syndrome, another neurological condition - "a paralytic and occasionally fatal disorder". (Crosby 1993, 711) This incident severely dented the reputation of the CDC (Center for Disease Control) and made it somewhat cautious in its initial response to HIV/AIDS. 

Some of the other diseases and conditions that show links or correlations with influenza were most prominently seen during or following the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic, particularly 
encephalitis lethargica and bacterial pneumonia . During the pandemic the most important related or complicating conditions were the pneumonic complications. It was these that contributed so greatly to the excessive mortality of the pandemic. It was the 1918-19 influenza pandemic 
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pneumonic complications that led to the widespread and usually 
tragic symptom of the heliotrope cyanosis that was such a feature 
of this pandemic - one of the great universalities of the pandemic. 

Future research on tabulating the global mortality for the 1918-19 
pandemic to give a more accurate figure may well be advised to 
investigate the mortality that was attributed to these 
complications and secondary causes, particularly the excess deaths 
recorded for the pandemic period, and following it in the case of 
some conditions. Such work would need to include not only 
tracking the rise and fall in the mortality numbers, but may also 
need to pay heed to the age distribution of that mortality, as a rise 
in the young adult age groups may prove a useful indicator of 
mortality that could be associated with the pandemic. One 
example of these revisions of mortality suggests that if 
encephalitis lethargica deaths are counted, then another "half a 
million deaths may be attributed to the pandemic." (Patterson and 
Pyle 1991, 20) In England and Wales there were nearly 11,000 
recorded encephalitis lethargica deaths between 1920 and 1930. 

Epidemics and pandemics 

While epidemic is a word we use quite frequently, pandemic is not 
so common. So what do they mean? 

Epidemic 

adj I. Of a disease: 'Prevalent among a people or community 
at a special time, and produced by some special causes not 
generally present in the affected locality'. 
(Shorter Oxford Dictionary 1964 3'd ed., 622) 

Pandemic 

adj I. General, universal. esp. of a disease: Prevalent over the 
whole of a country or continent, or over the whole world. 
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Dist. from epidemic, which may connote limitation to a 
smaller area. (Shorter Oxford Dictionary 1964 3'd ed., 1422) 

In discussing influenza, pandemic tends to denote a global 
involvement, whereas epidemic refers to large outbreaks at the 
national or smaller scale. It is worth noting that it is not a rise in 
lethality that denotes an epidemic or pandemic of influenza. 
Rather it is "the occurrence of many cases throughout the world 
within a short period that constitutes a pandemic. The case 
fatality rate of pandemic influenza may not differ from that of 
interpandemic influenza, but the sudden increase of total cases is 
reflected by an increase in total excess mortality." (Kilbourne 
1977, 1225) This may seem somewhat peculiar; if the disease isn't 
more lethal then why worry? Kilbourne contends that "A pandemic 
virus is dangerous and should be curtailed because it infects, 
sickens and acutely incapacitates millions and millions of people . 
Even if case fatality rates are low ... total excess mortality will 
increase substantially beyond that occasioned by any other human 
condition." (Kilbourne 1977, 1227) In Britain the Association for 
Flu Monitoring and Surveillance (AIMS) uses the benchmark of 
400 cases per 100,000 population to denote an epidemic (BBC 
1999b). This is somewhat problematic as estimates of influenza 
mortality are notoriously unreliable. 

Seasonality 

'Normal' influenza is a very seasonal disease, with maximum 
morbidity and mortality occurring in the cooler months. However, 
this is not necessarily the case in epidemics and pandemics. The 
sheer novelty of the virus and the lack of immunity combine to 
override this normal pattern of seasonality, thus rendering 
environmentally deterministic statements on influenza impotent. 

In the northern hemisphere the peak 'normal' influenza season is 
January and February, but can run from October through to April. 
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Summer outbreaks of influenza are uncommon in the northern 
hemisphere. Riordan observes that influenza spreads readily 
enough in tropical climates; but not in the northern summers. She 
suggests that this apparent anomaly is best explained by 
behavioural factors, in addition to climatic conditions. 

Influenza is a disease which favours low temper atures, a low 
relative humidity and lack of direct sunlight; it also thrives 
in crowded places. In cold weather people spend more time 
indoors in centrally heated [or air conditioned] buildings 
with low levels of humidity and lack of ventilation. These 
circumstances favour the aerial transmission of the virus. 
Another factor aiding spread in winter is that there is 
generally more coughing and sneezing, partly because low 
temperatures often have that effect and partly because 
common colds are more prevalent then ... The incidence of 
influenza in the Northern Hemisphere starts to build up 
during September/October; this is also the time when all the 
schools, colleges and universities re-open after the summer 
break and people are crowded together far more than during 
the summer. Conversely, the longer hours of sunshine and 
higher temperatures in the summer do not favour the 
transmission of the virus. (Riordan 1986, 33) 

She refined this position towards the end of her work when she 
wrote: 

influenza, although to some extent climatically related, is 
equally a disease conditioned by cultural and social habits of 
the population affected. Th ese may in turn be directly 
related to change in season. (Riordan 1986, 170) 

Treatment 

Despite hundreds of years of experience of dealing with influenza 
our pharmaceutical armouries are still bereft of any genuinely 
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break and people are crowded together far more than during 
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higher temperatures in the summer do not favour the 
transmission of the virus. (Riordan 1986, 33) 

She refined this position towards the end of her work when she 
wrote: 

influenza, although to some extent climatically related, is 
equally a disease conditioned by cultural and social habits of 
the population affected. These may in turn be directly 
related to change in season. (Riordan 1986, 170) 
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Despite hundreds of years of experience of dealing with influenza 
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effective weaponry. The WHO co-ordinates the Global Surveillance 
Programme for Influenza monitoring which influenza strains are 
circulating at any given time, partially to watch for the first signs 
of a new strain that could potentially lead to epidemics or a 
pandemic. Another major role of this surveillance programme is to 
make recommendations about the composition of influenza 
vaccines for the influenza seasons in the northern and southern 
hemispheres. Each season's vaccine may be prepared to combat 
one, two or three strains of influenza. However, vaccines can have 
varying efficacy. 

The vast majority of the pharmaceuticals thrown at the virus are 
for the topical treatment of symptoms, such as fever, coughing, 
nasal obstruction or discharge, myalgia and neuralgia. However, 
there are some drugs that actually work on the virus itself, but are 
not widely distributed. The WHO information factsheet 211 
describes both the two anti-viral drugs currently available as well 
as two recent developments. 

The use of the antiviral drugs amantadine and rimantadine 
in the elderly and other high risk people may also be 
considered. These compounds have been shown to be 
clinically effective in preventing illness when taken 
throughout the period of exposure to virus in a normal 
epidemic or outbreak situation. They can also reduce the 
severity and duration of illness when taken early after 
appearance of symptoms. Two new anti-influenza drugs 
(Relenza and GS4104) have been developed that appear to be 
extremely effective by preventing the multiplication of the 
virus to a high degree. They provide protection similar to 
amantadine and rimantadine and resistance is less frequent . 
(WHO 1999 Fact sheet 211) 

These new developments are hoped not to have the drawbacks 
associated with amantadine and rimantadine. Amantadine is 
excreted renally and can cause "significant neurological side 
effects, particularly in those with diminished kidney function, 
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including generally healthy elderly persons." (WHO 1999 

Influenza Pandemic Plan, 53) The side effects can include 

dizziness, headaches and insomnia (Dillner 1995). Recent 

laboratory research suggests that amantadine and rimantadine 

should have some effectiveness against any future pandemic 

strains of the virus (Oxford and Al-Jabri 1996). These drugs are 

considered effective, with greater than 70% effectiveness in 

preventing influenza-caused illness (Dolin et al. 1982). But they do 

have be taken throughout the entire period of exposure, which is 

much less convenient than a single vaccination. Furthermore, the 

limited nature of the success that they have had can also be 

attributed to such factors as under-utilisation, the development of 

viral resistance and lack of efficacy on influenza B viruses (Calfee 

and Hayden 1998). 

Consequently research continues apace on influenza vaccines. The 

rewards for the successful developer of an influenza vaccine, 

particularly one that remained effective against many virus 

strains, would be enormous. The successful production of a vaccine 

which conferred widespread immunity would be of enormous 

benefit in reducing the morbidity and mortality influenza causes. 

Even a moderately successful vaccine could have benefits for, as 

Riordan notes an "epidemic occurs only when a large proportion of 

the population has no antibody [immunity] or only a low level of it 

against an invading virus. Therefore, vaccinating a proportion of 

the population could produce a 'herd immunity' effect." (Riordan 

HJ86, 28) This makes it more difficult for the virus to find 

susceptibles. 

Other research activity is concentrating ·on developing anti-viral 

drugs to supplant amantadine and rimantadine. The two most 

promising of these, zanamivir (also known as Relenza) and 

GS4104 (Tamiflu), had already started clinical trials in 1998 (BBC 

1999c). Both these drugs have apparently demonstrated a 

reduction in the severity and duration of naturally occurring, 

uncomplicated influenza in adults (Calfee and Hayden 1998). More 
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recent reports on clinical studies for Relenza claim that it reduced 
-the duration of illness by up to 40% and reduced the severity of 

symptoms including fever, muscle pains, weakness, cough and loss 
of appetite with few side-effects (BBC 1999b). 

I have deliberately not discussed the treatments and remedies 
employed during the 1918-19 pandemic here . However, it is worth 
noting that much of the mortality of the pandemic was associated 
with pneumonic complications. Many of the pneumonias of 1918-
19 were probably of pneumococcus type. Antibiotics that were not 
available then are effective against pneumoccoal pneumonia and 
now most patients do not require hospitalisation (Seriff, undated). 

The influenza virus 

So what is it that causes such suffering? What does the virus 'look' 
like? We are fortunate in that the 1970s and 1980s had "witnessed 
an explosion of new information on the molecular biology of the 
influenza virus." (Stuart-Harris et al. 1985, 7) Indeed, as 

mentioned in the review of the literature much of the biomedical 
literature is devoted to studies of the structure of the virus. This 
concentrated study of the virus over the past decades has revealed 
a spherical orthomyxovirus that is approximately 75 to 100 
nanometres (nm)___ in diameter. Orthomyxoviruses are "lipid
containing, 'enveloped' viruses which possess the property of 

haemagglutination of erythrocytes, a useful characteristic in their 
laboratory detection and bioassay, and which contain the enzyme 
neuraminidase." (Schild 1977, 340) The influenza virion, or virus 
particle has a number of structural features to note (Figure 1). 
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Polymerase 

Ribonucleoprotein 

Figure 1. Influenza virion 
(Adapted from Kaplan and Webster 1977 and Pyle 1986.) 

The surface of the virion is covered with densely arranged radial 
projections, or 'spikes'. These spikes are antigenic glycoproteins 
with either haemagglutinin or neuraminidase activity. These 
morphologically distinguishable glycoprotein spikes that stud the 
lipid envelope are in a ratio of approximately 4: 1, haemagglutinin 
to neuraminidase. 

The haemagglutinin spike, abbreviated to Hor HA, is roughly 
triangular in cross section and extends approximately 12 nm from 
the lipid membrane. This spike is responsible for binding the virus 
to red blood cells and host cells. In binding to the red blood cells it 
causes them to agglutinate, hence the name haemagglutinin. After 
infection, antibodies to the haemagglutinin spike are formed 
preventing re-infection with the same strain of influenza virus. 
This is how the immune system 'learns' of the particular strain of 
the virus and is thus able to combat it should the individual ever 
by re-attacked by the same, or very similar, strain of the virus. 
Considerable variation has been observed in the haemagglutinin 
antigen. 

The second type of spike, the neuraminidase spike, usually 
abbreviated to N or NA, "takes the morphological form of a 
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mushroom but with a narrow stalk." (Stuart-Harris et al. 1985, 9) This spike is an enzyme that "cleaves terminal salic acid residues from glycoproteins and glycolipids" (Pyle 1986, 4) thus facilitating the spread of the virus from one cell to another in addition to the release of progeny virus from infected cells _;;-it 'unlocks' cells to allow infection. After infection, antibodies against the 
neuraminidase enzyme are also formed. The neuraminidase 
molecule also displays variation, however, it is less variable than the haemagglutinin molecule. Thus both the haemagglutinin and the neuraminidase spikes are highly variable proteins and 
antibodies to these proteins distinguish different strains of 
influenza virus. 

These surface projections, or 'spikes', are embedded in, and 
through, a lipid bilayer. This lipid bilayer with its inner membrane or matrix protein stabilises the virion. Within this envelope lies the core of ribonucleoprotein, with the nucleoprotein and 

polymerase proteins. There are eight ribonucleoprotein complexes. Each of these consists of "multiple copies of a single species of nucleoprotein, one molecule of single-stranded RNA, and probably one or more copies of each of three polymerase polypeptides. The ribonucleoproteins probably exist as helical structures, and each ribonucleoprotein contains one of the eight RNA segments that compose the viral genome." (Kendal 1987, 4-5) 

This segmentation of the RNA, or ribonucleic acid, containing the genetic information into eight single-strand segments is unusual among animal viruses. This segmentation has major repercussions for the variability of the virus into a myrtad of types, subtypes and variants. Kaplan and Webster note that this "segmentation of the RNA means that genetic recombination, or reassortment, can occur readily during mixed infection with different influenza A strains. The recombination of RNA segments is probably of key importance in accounting for major antigenic variations of 
influenza viruses." (Kaplan and Webster 1977, 91) 
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Influenza is not a single disease. Rather there are three main 
types of influenza viruses: A, Band C, "alphabetically named in 
chronological order of their isolation and definition" (Kilbourne 
1987, 26) . Within these types there are literally dozens of strains 
known. We are primarily concerned with the various 
manifestations of the influenza A virus, for as Beveridge notes 
"Type A is by far the most important and most interesting and so 
far as we know is the only one that causes serious pandemics and 
the only one that occurs naturally in animals ." (Beveridge 1977, 9) 
Type Bis thought to be a human-only virus and tends to cause 
illness mainly in children of school age (Beveridge 1977; Stuart
Harris et al. 1985). The third type, type C, was also considered to 
be a human-only virus but has since been isolated from pigs in 
China (Stuart-Harris et al. 1985). However, type C is relatively 
uncommon and apparently not the cause of epidemics. Within type 
A influenza many subtypes have been identified. These have 
included various human, equine, swine and avian subtypes of the 
disease, identified by their varying antigen structures. 

Virus nomenclature 

It is the surface antigens (haemagluttinin and neuraminidase) 
that are used to identify the different subtypes of influenza. WHO 
reorganised the nomenclature of influenza viruses in 1980 (WHO 
1980). The current designations of influenza A subtypes are 
summarised in Table 2. The sw, eq and au suffixes of the former 
designations indicate that those subtypes were of swine, equine 
and avian origin. 

Within each subtype there can be a variety of strains. These are 
usually signified by a designation indicating influenza virus type, 
location where first isolated, isolate number, and the year of 
isolation. For example, A/Puerto Rico/8/34. A more recent example 
came in the WHO recommendation of a specific Southern 
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Hemisphere vaccine for 1998-9 that included components to 
combat three different strains of influenza, two being influenza A 
and one influenza B, with the two influenza A strains being of 
different subtypes. The three strains were: A/Sydney/5/97 (H3N2 
subtype), A/Beijing/262/95 (HlNl subtype) and B/Beijing/184/93-
like virus (WHO 1998d). 

Subtypes of Haemagluttinin and Neuraminidase Antigens 
of Influenza A Viruses 

Haemagglutinin Former Neuraminidase Former 

Hl 

H2 

H3 

H4 

H5 

H6 

H7 

H8 

H9 

HlO 

H11 

H12 

H13 

subtype designation subtype designation 
HO,Hl,Hswl Nl Nl 
H2 N2 N2 
H3,Heq2,Hav7 N3 Nav2,Nav3 
Hav4 N4 Nav4 
Hav5 N5 Nav5 
Hav6 N6 Navl 
Heql,Havl N7 Neql 
Hav8 N8 Neq2 
Hav9 N9 Nav6 
Hav2 

Hav3 

HavlO 

a 

a Proposed as new H subtype; avian source (Hinshaw et al. 1982, 1983) 

Table 2. Influenza A subtypes 
Source: Kilbourne 1987 27. 

Discovery 

The discovery of the influenza A virus was not made until 1933 by 
Wilson Smith, Christopher Andrewes and Patrick Laidlaw at the 
National Institute for Medical Research facilities at Mill Hill in 
north London (Smith et al. 1933), based on Shope's earlier success 
in isolating and identifying swine flu (Shope 1931). 
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Walter Fletcher, the head of the laboratory where Smith, 
Andrewes and Laidlaw worked, had been very concerned about the 
influenza in 1918-19 and he apparently initiated the research at 
Mill Hill. His wife, Maisie, wrote in his biography that in 1918 

[t]hat late summer and autumn saw the appalling ravages of 
the black influenza pandemic. Walter himself fortunately 
escaped, but he was terrible concerned about it, and from 
then on he initiated a real attack on the disease - an attack 
which, as a side line, was to include all the work done on 
dog's distemper, and the starting of the Field Laboratories 
up at Mill Hill where the vast Laboratory of the Medical 
Research Council was to be built thirty years later. 
(Fletcher 1957, 143) 

There are a number of reasons seen to have made the earlier 
isolation of the influenza virus difficult. These include technical 
reasons (for example, the difficulty in culturing influenza virus, 
the small size of the virus being beyond the resolution of existing 
microscopes and being able to pass through filters that were 
impervious to known bacteria) and the more pervasive obstacle of 
prevailing theories of influenza causation and the bacteriological 
paradigm that ruled the research environment of the time. 18 This 
rule had been established on the "scientific and practical results of 
bacteriology", led by Louis Pasteur, Robert Koch and Joseph Lister 
(Van Helvoort 1993, 6). 

At the time of the pandemic bacteriology, with its strict adherence 
to-'Koch's postulates', was in many respects hindered in looking for 
viruses. Basically, these four 'commandments' of bacteriology 
stated that: 

18 Smith has discussed how during the 'Russian' flu of the 1890s the 
bacteriological view so readily merged with the "centuries-old contexts of airs, waters and places (Smith 1995, 62). 
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1. The micro-organism must be found in every case of the disease 
and in such a way that explains the symptoms and damage of 
the tissue. 

2. The micro-organism .must be isolated and cultured in pure 
culture outside the host. 

3. The pure culture must be able to produce the disease when 
transmitted to healthy animals/hosts, with identical symptoms 
as the naturally occurring disease. 

4. The micro-organism should be recoverable from all 
experimentally induced cases. 

In examining influenza cases "whole zoos" (Crosby 1989, 265) of 
micro-organisms were to be found, including Pfeiffer's bacillus, 
staphylococci, streptococci and pneumococci. 19 Indeed, during the 
pandemic the real cause, the influenza virus, was never to be seen. 
Van Helvoort discusses at some length the prevailing 
bacteriological paradigm, including Koch's postulates, and how 
this affected research into influenza (Van Helvoort 1993). 20 

In 1891-2 Richard Pfeiffer isolated the bacillus that was to carry 
his name for a long time. This isolation was done shortly after an 
influenza epidemic. Pfeiffer was already a very important figure in 

19 Examples of works recording wide assortments of micro-organisms 
ip.clude Carnwath 1919; Crookshank 1922; Cummins 1919; Donaldson 
1922; Frost 1919; King 1922; Leon 1921; Levinthal et al. 1921; Lister and 
Taylor 1919; McIntosh 1922; Ministry of Health 1920c; Opie et al. 1921; 
Royal Society of Medicine 1918. 

20 van Helvoort provides a detailed, but succinct, recounting of the story 
of the problems with Pfeiffer's bacillus and the eventual isolation of a 
filterable organism. Many of the issues surrounding the discovery (and 
earlier failure to) are also discussed by Crosby in Chapter 13 "Research, 
Frustration and the Isolation of the Virus" (Crosby 1989, 264-294). 
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the bacteriological world. A colleague of Koch, he was head of the 
research department at the Institute for Infectious Diseases in 
Berlin. His publications on a wide range of diseases were 
extremely well-regarded. Thus any pronouncement he made on 
influenza would carry much weight and thus if he got it wrong his 
word would become "an authoritative road sign pointing in the 
wrong direction." (Crosby 1989, 269) 

Crosby critiques Pfeiffer's approach revealing the flaws in his 
research, but does recognise the "keenness of hindsight". (Crosby 
1989, 269) Pfeiffer first saw the bacillus in 1890, but did not begin 
his research on influenza until November 1891, by which time the 
pandemic was waning. Crosby wonders if the organisms Pfeiffer 
examined actually came from the pandemic at all . Pfeiffer 
certainly found large quantities of the bacillus in the upper 
respiratory tracts of people who apparently had been ill with 
influenza, as required by the first of the Koch postulates. The 
second postulate was met in culturing the bacillus. The third 
postulate was not to be clearly met as inducing influenza in 
susceptible animals proved very difficult. Pfeiffer was unable to 
induce influenza in mice, rats, guinea pigs, cats and dogs. The fact 
that influenza A does not infect many of the animals used in 
experiments conducted around the pandemic certainly did not help 
matters. He was able to induce a respiratory disease in monkeys , 
but this was not unambiguously influenza. The illness in rabbits 
was also not influenza and the growth of the bacillus in their lungs 
was isolated and inconsistent, thus failing the fourth of Koch's 
postulate. 

Pfeiffer, by the rules governing bacteriology, had not proved the 
role of the bacillus in causing influenza. However, while he stated 
his results and theories quite conservatively, such was his status 
that they were regarded as correct. The 1919 edition of Zinsser's 
Textbook of Bacteriology states "the relationship between the 
clinical disease known as influenza or grippe and the Pfeiffer 
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bacillus has been definitely established by numerous 
investigations." (Zinsser 1919, 540 cited in Crosby 1989, 270) 

Consequently, when the first outbreaks were noticed in 1918 
Pfeiffer's bacillus was widely considered to be the culprit. Much of the literature before, during and shortly after the pandemic still saw Pfeiffer's bacillus as being the, or the most likely, agent 

(Examples include Cummins 1919; Galli-Valerio 1918; King 1922; Leon 1921; Levinthal et al. 1921; Lister and Taylor 1919; McIntosh 1922; Ministry of Health 1920c; Opie et al. 1921). 21 One of the 
major publications that came down on the side of Pfeiffer's bacillus was Opie, Blake, Small and Rivers' Epidemic Respiratory Disease (Opie et al. 1921). They went on record saying their research 

confirmed Pfeiffer's assertion that the bacillus was invariably 
present in cases of influenza and that it was most likely that the bacillus caused pandemic influenza. Several decades later Thomas Rivers freely conceded "Well, we were just one hundred percent wrong, and it's a chapter I wish I had never written." (Benison 1967, 59) 

Pfeiffer's theory (and 'his' bacillus) held sway. However, as the 
pandemic progressed more and more doubts were voiced about this and support for the existence of a 'filter-passing agent' became 
more widespread and vocal. But proof for this view was not quickly forthcoming. It is readily apparent from the published material 
that many researchers were extremely uncertain and often seem to .have avoided coming down on one side or the other, or swayed in their convictions, providing papers that support both sides. One 

21 Not all of these examples were quite so obsequious as Galli-Valeria's 1918 book L'Etiologie et la Frophylaxie de la Grippe ou Influenza with its dedication "A Richard Pfeiffer dans le 60me anniversaire de sa 
naissance, 36me de la decouverte du Bacterium influenzae" recognising Pfeiffer's sixtieth birthday and the thirty-sixth anniversary of his discovery of the bacillus. 
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example of such vacillations is Frederick Spencer Lister in South 
Africa. In 1919 he published two papers together (Lister and 
Taylor 1919). The first paper, "The bacteriology of epidemic 
influenza on the Witwatersrand" offers Pfeiffer's bacillus as the 
crucial agent. However, the second paper "Experimental 
investigation of epidemic influenza at Durban", co-authored with 
E. Taylor reveals far less certainty and could be read as suggesting 
the existence of a viral agent. Three years later Lister shows a 
more decisive frame of mind; here he has firmly nailed his colours 
to the 'filter-passing' mast with his article titled "A filter-passing 
micro-organism associated with epidemic influenza". (Lister 1922) 
In this later work he briefly discusses the search for a "filter
passing micro-organism", i.e. a virus, and how the medical 
community is divided as to whether influenza is caused by such a 
micro-organism or by Pfeiffer's bacillus. Here there appears to be 
some progress in finding a micro-organism. 

This uncertainty of causality was evident elsewhere. During the 
Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion' on influenza there was 
much debate about the bacteriology, with support for both 
Pfeiffer's bacillus and a 'filter-passing agent' being expressed. 22 

22 Indeed, of the printed summary of this meeting many of the pages 
recount these discussions. The discussants mentioning bacteriology and 
possible causative agents include Sir Arthur ·Newsholme (Chief Medical 
Officer to the LGB), General W. S. Thayer (M.C., US.A. ), Sir Kenneth 
Goadby, Dr. Harold E. Whittingham, Major T. R. Little (C.A.M.C.), 
Captain Hallows (R.A.M.C.), Surgeon-Lieutenant G. Roche Lynch (R.N. ), 
Major T. A. Malloch (C.A.M.C.), Captain J. G. Hopkins (M.C., U.S.A.) 
and Professor John Eyre. (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 2, 31-32, 32-
34, 34-36, 36-41, 41-43, 44, 45-50, 50-54 and 93-97 respectively). 
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Contemporary reports in The Times also reported the debate 
surrounding influenza aetiology. 23 

Donaldson's chapter in Crookshank's 1922 collection of essays on 
influenza is yet another example of the confusion surrounding 
influenza aetiology. He suggests that the "medical world was in a 
receptive mood, ready to accept as 'causal' any organism which 
could claim the distinction of being new to bacteriology, even 
though its constant relationship to the disease could not be 
proved." (Donaldson 1922, 144) Donaldson's chapter concluded 
that Pfeiffer's bacillus could not be the cause of influenza. 
However, he also concluded that there is no evidence at all that 
influenza is caused by a 'so-called filter-passing virus'. It was to be 
more than a decade before this was proven wrong. Pfeiffer was 
still defending his bacillus as the (likely) cause of influenza as late 
as 1931 (Pfeiffer 1931). 

The uncertainty about the causation of influenza and the 
mortality it had brought energised the medical research 
community greatly in the decade following the pandemic. Crosby 
counted more than 4,000 books and articles on influenza published 
between the pandemic and the discovery of the virus itself ( Crosby 
1989, 265). 

F. MacFarlane Burnet24 and Ellen Clark reported that in 
examinations Pfeiffer's bacillus was repeatedly not found in the 
first two days of illness, but quite regularly found, often in large 

23 Times reports include 19 October 1918, p .3; 28 October 1918, p.7; 29 
October 1918, p.10; 31 October 1918, p.7; 1 November 1918, p.7; 2 
November 1918, p.7; 4 November 1918, p .7; 12 November 1918, p.5; 18 
December 1918, p.5; 7 February1919, p.5; 14 February1919, p .5; 14 
March 1919, p.7; 11 April 1919, p.10; 21 October 1919, p. 11 and 2 
February 1921, p.7. 

24 Later recipient of the Nobel Prize and a knighthood. 
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quantities in the later stages of the illness. Their explanation of 
this pattern is that this "would be expected if it were an infection 
secondary to a primary virus infection". (Burnet and Clark 1942, 
85) They concluded that there is nothing in all the published 
reports on bacteriological examinations that were made during the 
pandemic that would indicate that the pandemic was caused by 
anything other than an influenza virus and that "Pfeiffer's bacillus 
was only one of the more important secondary invaders", along 
with pneumococci, staphylococci and streptococci. This leads some 
modern researchers to suggest that the great bulk of excess 
mortality caused in the 1918-19 pandemic may in fact have been 
caused by these secondary infections, especially pneumococci. 25 

Even when the existence of these filterable (or 'filter-passing') 
agents was starting to be canvassed this did not lead to changes in 
how they were studied, as van Helvoort argues - these filterable 
viruses were "considered to be small bacteria or 'ultrabacteria' and 
this presupposition had a great influenza on how research was 
carried out." (van Helvoort 1993, 5) This conceptual framework 
was not challenged until it failed . It was the influenza experience 
that weakened the bacteriological paradigm and helped bring 
about the viral era. In the meantime however it had hindered the 
search for the real cause of influenza. How much this was 
hindered is debatable as the technology to actually 'see' viruses 
was now available, but it is also possible that a search for a 'filter
passing agent' earlier may have spurred on such technological 
development and brought about those advances earlier. 26 

25 Professor John Oxford, Head of Academic Vir ology Department, St. 
Bartholomew's and the Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry, 
Private meeting, 13 October 1998. 

26 There was , however, anoth er 'side effect' of the discovery of the 
influenza virus (and particularly that Pfeiffer's bacillus was not the 
cause). Pfeiffer's bacillus (later renamed Haemophilus influenzae) , n ow 
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..6 The ever-changing virus 

As mentioned previously, there are three main types of influenza 
virus: A, Band C. Type A is the most important; it is this type that 
leads to epidemics and pandemics among humans. Within Type A 
there are many subtypes: 

• human 

• swme 

• equme 

• avian. 

better known as 'Hib', can cause various forms of infection, but is most 
feared now for its role as an agent of meningitis. Once influenza virus 
was isolated attention swung away from Pfeiffer's bacillus and onto the 
newly-identified influenza virus. While this proper identification was a 
benefit to influenza researchers it also meant that 'Hib' was then little 
researched being "relegated to the footnotes of medical textbooks and 
dismissed as the microbe that did not cause 'flu." (Dixon 1994, 101) 
Consequently it was not until 1987 that a Hib vaccine was first 
introduced following somewhat belated research. 
A more positive offshoot of influenza research was Alexander Fleming's 
important discovery of penicillin as a direct, if accidental, consequence of 
his work on influenza. In attempting to find something to inhibit the 

. growth of cocci, so as to allow the growth of pure cultures of Pfeiffer's 
bacillus, Fleming inadvertently left a number of culture plates 
containing staphylococci out, exposing them to open air and 
contamination. Shortly after he noticed the staphylococci around an 
"uninvited colony of penicillium" mould had died. This mould was then 
found to kill all cocci while not affect Pfeiffer's bacillus. Fleming's 
discovery led to his "quiet little article .. . and the discovery of the most 
miracuious of all antibiotics." (Quotes come from Crosby's account of 
Fleming's work (Crosby 1989, 273). Fleming's "quiet little article" being 
(Fleming 1929); a follow-up to his 1919 article (Fleming, 1919). 
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But how do epidemics, and pandemics of influenza happen? 
Changes in the virus lead to a virus to which a significant 
proportion of the population has no immunological experience or knowledge and therefore they are susceptible to the 'new' virus . 

The continuing battle we face with influenza is due to the virus's ability to change. But how do these changes occur? There are two different mechanisms of change: 

• antigenic drift 

• antigenic shift. 

Both of these are genetic changes, through recombination of the RNA and changes in the haemagglutinin and neuraminidase processes ('spikes') that lead to changes in the nature of the virus, changes in the surface antigens of the virus that can cause the (human) body's immune system to have difficulty recognising the invading virus. 

Antigenic drift 

Minor mutations of the RNA can cause minor changes in the surface antigens. This is a continual process. Drift eventually makes enough changes to the virus, so that every few years each of us may be vulnerable to a virus that is now sufficiently different from the last one we combated and the record it left in our 
immune system. 

This antigenic drift is "believed to be analogous to the 
phenomenon known as 'genetic drift' in plants and animals." 
(Beveridge 1977, 71) That is, there occur minor mutations of the genetic code for these antigens, resulting in slight alterations of their properties. This is a continual process, the changes are 

brought about by mutations in the RNA genome. Inglis quotes Marguerite Pereira, then director ofWHO's influenza section describing drift as a subtle change "as if the virus manages 'to 
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change its coat in such a way that it is no longer recognised by the 
sentries'." (Inglis 1981, 162) 

Antigenic shift 

Far less subtle, and more important for the emergence of 
pandemics is 'shift'. Influenza's genetic material consists of eight 
separate pieces of RNA. These eight segments can function as 
distinct genes, so genetic re-assortment can occur if a host cell is 
infected with two (or more) strains of virus. Thus, if an individual 
is attacked by two influenza strains at once a new virus can be 
created. The new virus will have a new genetic arrangement, an 
arrangement that will be expressed in a novel arrangement of the 
surface antigens - there has been a 'shift' in the virus's antigens, 
and thus the virus has a new 'face'. This is made all the more 
sinister as it is possible for human, swine, equine and avian 
influenzas to re-combine into a new virus. This does not seem to 
happen often or to lead to a new virus to which humans are widely 
susceptible. However, when it does it can give rise to new strains 
to which there is little immunity and thus epidemics and 
pandemics. 

These antigenic shifts, such as sudden and complete change in one 
or both of the surface antigens, result in 'new' viruses "to which 
the population has little or no immunity." (Webster and Laver 

. 1972, 449) The newly emerging influenza A virus possesses 
haemagglutinin or neuraminidase "antigens so different from 
those of previously prevalent viruses that they are designated as 
new subtypes." (Stuart-Harris et al. 1985, 54) 

To summarise, antigenic drift is caused by mutation in the genes 
coding for haemagglutinin and neuraminidase and antigenic shift 
is caused by genetic re-assortment resulting in completely 
different antigens. This propensity for change in the virus led 
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Kilbourne to term it "an unvarying disease caused by a varying 
virus." (Kilbourne 1980) 

Obviously such changes can have a major impact as they 
effectively change the immunological pattern. Such changes, both 
drift and shift, can result in a virus to which populations have less 
or even no immunity. This is particularly true of antigenic shifts 
where the virus is changed so markedly that we recognise it as 
being a new subtype. It is such a major change that Kilbourne 
argues as being one of the necessary preconditions for the 
emergence of a pandemic. He recognises three requirements for 
pandemics: 

(1) major antigenic mutation of the virus, (2) a generally 
susceptible population on the basis of immunologic 
inexperience with the antigen, and (3) (usually unstated) the 
disappearance of the immediately antecedent strain 
following, at the least, a ten-year period of its prevalence. 
The remarkably constant clinical picture of disease from 
epidemic to epidemic is striking. (Kilbourne 1977, 1226) 

It is widely held that all of these conditions were met in 1918. The 
belief is that a new virus emerged, possibly related to swine 
influenza and it struck a population that had no immunologic 
experience of the new antigen(s) and that the prior strain of the 
virus was replaced. Further, the clinical expression of the new 
viral subtype whilst more severe was manifestly consistent with 
other subtypes of influenza, both before and since (Beveridge 1977; 
Braithwaite 1953; Bryder 1982; Burnet and Clark 1942; Collier 
1974; Crosby 1989; Fincher 1989; Kaplan and Webster 1977; 
Kilbourne 1977, 1987; Starr 1976; Stuart-Harris et al. 1985). 

Thus, the previously prevailing virus had been out-evolved, out
competed. The new virus has an edge in survival; the lack of 
immunity in the host population that gives it the competitive edge 
and thus it supplants its predecessor. The antigenic changes keep 
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the virus one step ahead, ensuring that the threat of epidemic and 
pandemic is ever-present. 

It is for exactly this reason that the WHO co-ordinates a global 
monitoring programme on .influenza. This programme is built on a 
network of 110 National Influenza Centres in 83 countries and the 
four WHO Collaborating Centres for Virus Reference and 
Research in Atlanta, USA; London, UK; Melbourne, Australia; and 
Tokyo, Japan. These four centres have the prime responsibility for 
characterising or identifying influenza strains. They also exchange 
strains, reagents and information to complete the understanding 
of influenza during each influenza 'season' (WHO 1999b Fact sheet 
212). They also provide expert advice on the composition of each 
'season's' vaccine based on their prediction of what strains are 
likely to be present. It is their job to react and co-ordinate the 
response to any outbreak of influenza, particularly should a new 
strain emerge. This surveillance scheme has been in operation for 
more than fifty years (WHO 1999d Press release WHO I 11). 

Reservoir pigs? 

Some animals, other than humans, can also be infected by 
influenza A viruses. Notably these include swine, horses and birds. 
With the ability of the influenza virus to re-combine should more 
than one strain be present in a host, animals can be considered a 
critical source or reservoir of new genetic material for the creation 
of new influenza A strains to which humans could have little or no 
immunity. 

Suggestions of connections between human influenza and similar 
diseases in some animals have long been made. For example, an 
1890 pamphlet titled The Coming Epidemic. Influenza: Its History, 
Symptoms, Treatment, &c. written under the pseudonym of 
'Scrutator', which had a warning "1,000,000 cases in Paris" luridly 
prominent on the cover , raised the connection with horses 
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(Scrutator 1890). Just a few years before Hirsch had also raised 
the apparent coincidence in observations of a disease in horses 
occurring around the time of some influenza outbreaks (Hirsch 
1883). The Ministry of Health report into the pandemic repeated 
this observation in its account of the history of influenza (Ministry 
of Health 1920c).27 Phillips notes that "frightening tales which 
gained wide currency at the time" of the pandemic in South Africa; 
tales that included accounts of baboons, pigs and birds dying all 
across the nation (Phillips 1990, 132). The baboon tale even made 
The Times in London, who headlined their story "INFLUENZA 
AMONG BABOONS." (5 November 1918, 6) 

Swine and the virus of 1918 

It has long been thought that the virus that caused the 1918-19 
pandemic was related to a swine 'flu virus. Some suggestions that 
it was a re-combination virus that had components from a human 
'flu virus and a swine 'flu virus had gained some currency 
(Beveridge 1977; Burnet and Clark 1942; Chan and Liu 1998; 
Crosby 1989; Dillner 1995; Dowdle and LaPatra 1983; Graves 
1969; Kaplan and Webster 1977; Kilbourne 1977, 1987; Neustadt 
and Fineberg 1978; Radford 1996; Stuart-Harris 1965; Stuart-

27 A somewhat more radical position is that suggested by Edgar Hope
Simpson. He postulated a relationship exists between influenza 'A' and 
solar activity. Apparently, since the discovery of the virus in 1933, there 
hils been a high degree of synchronicity in the periods of world 
dominance of sub-types of influenza 'A' and the periodicity of sunspots. 
Sunspots undergo cycles of activity varying from seven to seventeen 
years, with an average of eleven years. Activity increases to a maximum 
more rapidly than it declines to a minimum and the maxima remain the 
same - on a plateau level - for several years. Antigenic shifts of influenza 
A virus from HlNl, H2N2 and H3N2 apparently coincided with the 
sunspot ma.'Cima of 1947, 1957 and 1968 respectively.(Hope-Simpson 
1978) This is an even more extreme form of environmental determinism 
than that of Huntington's (Huntington 1923). 
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Harris et al. 1985; Webster and Laver 1972; Webster et al. 1992; Zhdanov et al. 1958). However, as Dixon notes "the presumption that swine flu was responsible for the 1918-19 pandemic has always been made on circumstantial grounds. A disease of comparable severity had hit millions of swine at the same time, and the connection seemed obvious." (Dixon 1994, 69) 

Studies have suggested that the swine influenza virus Shope isolated in 1930 and contemporary human viruses are not direct descendants of the 1918 human virus strain, but shared a common ancestor that they may have diverged from at sometime around 1905. Other work suggests that common ancestor may have been the 1918 virus itself, which may have "entered human or swine populations as a novel avian-like" virus (Taubenberger 1998, 3). 

Recent attempts to recover genetic material of the 1918 influenza virus from bodies or stored pathology samples are yet to report any further finding than those reported by Jeffrey Taubenberger's team in Washington D.C. (Taubenberger et al. 1997; Taubenberger 1998; Reid et al . 1999, 2000) The success of that team, allied with the Hong Kong influenza scare, led to renewed (media) attention on influenza and saw two expeditions launched in attempts to recover further influenza 'fragments' from bodies of 1918 influenza victims that were buried under the permafrost of the northern latitudes. One of the main aims of this research is that by understanding the genetic sequence and the phylogeny of influenza viruses it may help explain "why this strain was so lethal, and the likely mechanism of its emergence in humans." (Taubenberger 1998, 3) 

The higher profile expedition was to Spitzbergen. Here it was hoped that a series of bodies buried in the hillside cemetery of the town of Longyearbyen would provide further specimens. The cemetery was known to contain the bodies of several victims of the pandemic. It was hoped that these bodies being buried in the permafrost of this far northern location could still contain frozen 
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remnants of the influenza virus. The large and well-equipped team 
attracted much media attention (including BBC 1999a, 1999c; 
Gladwell 1997). However, the prospects for finding useful viral 
genetic material seem dimmer than had been hoped. The team 
found the bodies were not buried as deep as had been hoped for. 
Consequently it is likely that they have been frozen and thawed 
too often for the viral material to have survived. It is thought that 
perhaps the bodies were simply not buried very deep (perhaps due 
to the frozen ground), have been moved up the soil column due to 
the action of freezing and thawing or that perhaps there were 
actually two layers of bodies. Unfortunately it is not possible for 
these graves to be re-opened. Notwithstanding these possible 
limitations samples were taken from the bodies found and 
analyses shall be conducted. 28 

The other expedition that went searching for fragments of the 
influenza virus was Johan Hultin's return to Alaska. He was part 
of a similar expedition in 1951; one that was unsuccessful in 
recovering any identifiable material. Upon hearing of the work of 
Taubenberger he offered to return to Alaska, obtain permission 
from local Inuit people and attempt to find material that the new 
techniques and technology may be able to make better use of than 
he and his colleagues had some four decades earlier. His solo 
expedition to Alaska, organised and conducted in a matter of 
weeks, led to the exhumation of a well-preserved body of a thirty
year-old woman "so obese that her fat had insulated her organs 
from the effects of decades of frost and thaw." (Larson 1998, 39) 
From this body the lungs were removed, sectioned and shipped to 
Taubenberger. Apparently fragments of the virus have been found 

28 Much of this is based on personal conversations with Professor John Oxford, Head of Academic Virology Department, St. Bartholomew's and the Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry who was a leading member of the Spitzbergen expedition. 
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in this samples. Hultin named the body "Lucy" in recognition to the "prehistoric Lucy who shed so much light on human origins." (Larson 1998, 39) 

The preliminary results on the samples found in the US Army Pathology stores indicated that the 1918 strain has 
haemagglutinin of Hl mammalian type (not avian), 
neuraminidase of Nl type and nucleoprotein that generally fell into the human/swine grouping in the analyses. The conclusion, thus far, is that "the 1918 strain was an HlNl virus, distinct from all subsequently characterized strains" and that it is "closely 

related to early swine influenza strains, corroborating the 
archaeserological data from the 1930s. Phylogenetic analyses of all influenza genes consistently suggest a common avian ancestor for both human and swine HlNl virus lineages." However, they argue that the common ancestor was not the 1918 strain and that the "ancestral virus has entered the mammalian population at some point prior to 1918." A suggestion is made that the 1918 virus they have isolated and started characterising should be classified as Influenza A/South Carolina/1/8 (HlNl) (Taubenberger 1998, 9). 

Thus there is a possibility that in the not-too-distant future this work may lead to our knowing the genetic make-up of the 1918-19 virus. One thing this may tell us is if there was something special about the virus itself that made it so virulent and so lethal for young adults. If so, then we have every reason to fear influenza and to hope that the WHO's global monitoring program on 
influenza provides an effective early-warning. If it was not 
something intrinsic to the particular virus the!} it is quite possible that the excess mortality of the 1918 pandemic was largely due to the secondary infections, especially pneumonias. In which case the prospects for dealing with future pandemics are better as the 

bacterial pneumonias can be adequately treated with existing antibiotics. Early results from the analyses of the haemagglutinin genes from the recovered specimens have not found changes in the genetic nucleotide sequence that could have led to changes 
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associated with enhanced virulence. (Reid et al. 1999) However, 
what determines the virulence of influenza virus strains may be 
present in either the neuraminidase, the nucleoprotein, non
structural protein or be scattered throughout the genome, so 
further microbiological research may yet tell us if it was 
something intrinsic to that virus that made it so lethal. 29 

Later I will discuss the geographical origins and spread of the 
pandemic. This includes re-examining the orthodox view of the 
origins of the pandemic virus. 

1976 swine flu 

Due to the apparent connection between swine flu and the 1918 
pandemic there was a great deal of concern in the USA during the 
summer of 1976 for in February 1976 an outbreak of disease was 
noted at Fort Dix, New Jersey. The symptoms were apparently 
reminiscent of the 1918-19 pandemic. An influenza virus that 
resembled a swine flu virus was later isolated from some soldiers 
at Fort Dix, with another 273 personnel found to have antibodies, 
an indication that they too had been infected by the virus (Gregg 
1983). The fear was that this was the possible start of a new 
pandemic. 

In fact, two types of influenza were detected amongst the troops 
there. Firstly there was one of the influenza viruses commonly 
circufating the world at the time (Influenza A/Victoria/75). The 
other resembled a swine flu virus that had been found in swine in 
1975 and 1976. No patients whose serum was examined had 

29 Papers presented at "Influenza - Past, Present and Future: Genetics of 
Virulence and Pathogenicity" conference, London, 15-16 November 1999, 
in addition to Goto and Kawaoka 1998; Scholtissk et al. 1978; Guan et al. 
1997. 
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antibodies to both types - they had been infected by just one or the other. One soldier died, David Lewis, and he was the last to have swine flu. "All subsequent influenza cases at Fort Dix were 
A/Victoria/75. Later, more detailed serological investigation 
revealed that there had been at least 230 cases of swine flu at Fort Dix between January 19 and February 2, mostly in three 
companies of recruits that had 40 to 45 percent infection rates. 
The disease was probably transmitted in the reception center, 
where all the recruits had spent their first three days. Of these several hundred cases of swine flu, only twelve required 
hospitalization. Private Lewis was the only fatality." (Gregg 1983, 38) Thus, at Fort Dix two viruses had been present, and only one (the stronger one) survived, and that was the A/Victoria/75 strain. One of Kilbourne's pre-conditions for an epidemic discussed earlier was that any new virus had to replace the existing strain. In this case, the new strain failed to do this. 

The fear of a pandemic on the scale of 1918-19 led the Americans to decide upon a large-scale vaccination program. The prospect of a presidential election campaign seems to have encouraged the 
implementation of this program. Arguments that to not do so 
would leave President Ford open to criticism for failing to look 
after the nation's health may have helped sway the administration into paying for such a comprehensive plan in the face of an 
uncertain threat and with unknown benefit. The administration drew on the public profile of the Center for Disease Control and 
famous scientists, including Albert Sabin and Jonas Salk to launch the concept and lobby for Congress approval for funding (Dutton 1988; Gregg 1983; Neustadt and Fineberg 1978; Osborn 1977). 

For various reasons the feared epidemic never eventuated. The virus never spread as it was not as virulent as had been feared (a situation paralleled in the Hong Kong bird influenza event of 
1997-98). Production of the vaccines did not progress smoothly. Firstly there were delays as the manufacturers demanded 
indemnification from the government for the vaccines . The 
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vaccines that were then rather hurriedly produced were not 
always effective and led to some deleterious side-effects. The best
known of these being Guillain-Barre Syndrome that caused cases 
of paralysis with some deaths recorded. 

The vaccinations started in October 1976 and an estimated 40 
million people were vaccinated. Whether this was necessary or 
even well-executed has been debated subsequently (Dutton 1988; 
Neustadt and Fineberg 1978). However, some of the major 
participants still believe that they adopted the correct course of 
action and a prudent approach anticipating a pandemic was 
justified. 30 They believe they acted in an appropriate fashion and 
that they were better off having a vaccine and no infection to fight 
than having an epidemic with no vaccine ready. However, with the 
link of the vaccines to an increase in diagnosed cases of Guillain
Barre syndrome, the program is/was harder to defend. Dutton by 
no means takes such a benign view as those who defend the 
program. She views it as a farce whose limitations would have 
been exposed further in the event of an epidemic (Dutton 1988, 
169- 74). 

Notwithstanding this it could be said that the various 
international and national bodies responsible for monitoring and 
reacting to influenza outbreaks have become a little more cautious about advocating large scale activity before being absolutely 
certain of the nature of the problem. So while there is a continual 
global monitoring campaign for current influenza virus strains 
and action is very quickly brought to bear when a new strain does 
appear (as in Hong Kong recently) the advocacy of action is now 
more carefully considered. This could in fact lead to problems in 
that should a new strain emerge and quickly develop into a full-

30 Professor Edwin Kilbourne in discussions at The Spanish 'Flu 1918-1998: Reflections on th e Influenza Pandemic of 1918 after 80 Years conference, University of Cape Town, September 1998. 
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blown pandemic these agencies may not be in the best possible 
position, as the provision of resources, the provision of information and the manufacture of vaccines takes time, more time than may 
be available in pandemic conditions. A number of the relevant 
agencies are aware of these competing pressures and have recently re-examined their planning procedures in relation to influenza in 
light of past pandemics and epidemics. WHO recently published 
their Influenza Pandemic Plan. The Role of WHO and Guidelines 
for National and Regional Planning indicating what they believe 
their role is, and what should be done and by whom in the event of an influenza pandemic. This document makes clear reference to 
the 1918-19 pandemic (WHO 1999 Influenza Pandemic Plant . 

Hong Kong 'b ird 'flu' 

During the course of this research influenza suddenly became 
'fashionable' and newsworthy (For example, Gladwell 1997; 
Higgins 1997; Larson 1998; Radford 1997, 1998). This is largely 
due to one event - the avian influenza scare of 1997- 8 in Hong 
Kong. In May 1997, a new influenza virus strain was isolated from a child who died with Reye's Syndrome. The strain was H5Nl. 
Previously H5Nl viruses had only been found in birds, mostly 
ducks and chickens (WHO 1998a, 1998c; Yuen et al. 1998)32

• In 
1997 there had been a serious outbreak that killed thousands of 
chickens in Hong Kong (Larson 1998, 34). 

31 One of th e authors of the Plan discussed it and the r ole of the 1918-19 pandemic in shaping it in his presentation at the Cape Town conference in 1998 (Snacken et al . 1998). 

32 There has also been evidence found of direct transmission of avian H9 strains to humans (Guan et al. 1997; Peiris et al. 1999). 
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This isolation of a previously exclusively non-human strain took a 

few days to be confirmed but it proved the efficacy of the WHO 

surveillance programme on influenza. Shortly after the 

confirmation of the new strain of influenza actions were being 

taken. Detailed surveillance of southern China, examinations of 

all possible cases, extensive research and field work by Chinese, 

Hong Kong and WHO personnel were all brought to bear on this 

outbreak. The potential for an epidemic or even pandemic was 

widely appreciated. 

Intensive surveillance in Hong Kong and Guangdong Province, 

China revealed only 15 further cases by the end of 1997 

(WH01998a, 1998b, 1998c). All of these occurred in the Hong 

Kong Special Administrative Region of China (HK SAR). Of the 

sixteen cases there were four deaths. The deaths were of the first 

case, a "two year-old boy who died of complications from Reye's 

Syndrome, a 54 year-old man, a 13 year-old girl and 60 year-old 

woman." (WHO 1998c Fact sheet 188) 

With the large number of deaths in poultry allied with the small 

number of human cases, but the risk of more, it was determined 

that drastic measures had to be taken with regard to the poultry 

population. The disease was a grave threat to all poultry and a 

potential danger to people. Consequently, more than seventeen 

million chickens died or were destroyed in the HK SAR (Gladwell 

1997, 64). 

It appears that the virus may have been a re-combination of 

human and avian 'flus occurring in southern China. China has 

previously been identified as a possible reservoir of influenzas -

due to the large numbers of birds and pigs, often in close contact 

with people. Alternatively, it may have been a 'drift' in an avian 

strain (H5Nl) that led to an epidemic among chickens in southern 

China, including HK SAR, and a small number of cases that 

somehow were transmitted to people in the HK SAR. 
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Late December 1997 saw the start of the massive cull of all poultry 
in the HK SAR and cessation of imports from mainland China. 
These were later allowed to conditionally resume on 7 February 
1998. The conditions included additional inspection and blood 
testing at chicken farms prior to export with further testing for 
avian influenza on arrival in Hong Kong. Chickens were also to be 
segregated from live ducks and other water fowl so as to minimise 
any transmission risks to the chickens (Larson 1998; WHO 1998b). 

There are a number of parallels with the 1976 outbreak. These 
include the relatively small number of cases. The most important 
similarity was its failure to go beyond a handful of people. For 
whatever reason it did not appear to transmit from human-to
human at all effectively, as the WHO noted "Although the exact 
means of transmission of H5Nl to humans have not yet been 
identified, there is no clear-cut evidence of any human-to-human 
transmission. Infection with the virus is believed to come through 
contact with infected birds."(WHO 1998c Fact sheet 188) 

Perhaps this latest evolution of the virus was simply a failure in 
evolutionary and survival terms. The influenza virus, as a whole, 
as a species if you like, has been a wonderful evolutionary success 
- managing to reproduce itself and spread itself in vast quantities 
over a long period. As Joshua Lederberg recently wrote when 
discussing Infectious disease as evolutionary paradigm - "Long
term outcomes are most stable when they involve some degree of 
mutual accommodation, with both surviving longer." (Lederberg 
1997, 421) Consequently, in many ways you could argue it is a 
superior virus to some of those we are more afraid of, for example, 
the ebola virus. In evolutionary terms ebola would not appear 
successful. Ebola kills its host in a rapid and spectacular fashion. 
This makes it harder to be effectively reproduced and transmitted, 
and therefore much easier to contain. 

Influenza, on the other hand, is very difficult , if not impossible, to 
contain. It is very easily transmitted from one infective host to 
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another susceptible host. Only a small percentage of hosts are 
killed thereby ensuring a large population of potential hosts is 
always available for infection. In evolutionary terms influenza 
seems to be a very effective virus; one that contains within it the 
mechanism for creating 'mutants' that enable it to continue to 
survive in the face of threats such as increases in immunity or 
possibly even the creation of vaccines. The 'species', if not the 
individual virus, can overcome such hurdles in ways that are not 
available to many, if not most, viruses. 

Evolutionary possibilities 

It is these evolutionary advantages and possibilities that allow 
this constant affliction from the 'ever-changing virus' to continue 
to harry humanity. Dixon, rather dramatically wrote that 

And it could happen again. One of the spectres that haunts 
microbiologists is that of the emergence of an influenza 
strain as virulent as that which caused the 1918-19 
pandemic. The decades since that disaster have ... seen the 
control of communicable disease transformed by the advent 
of antibiotics. But their actions are almost entirely limited to 
bacteria rather than viruses. So while we are now better 
equipped to deal with the secondary bacterial infections that 
killed some of the 1918-19 victims, we still lack 
corresponding weapons to deal with most viruses. And 
immunisation is a very thorny proposition for viruses such 
as those of influenza, which change from time to time so that 
they are unaffected by antibodies indu?ed by existing 
vaccines . As confirmed by our response to the emergence of 
AIDS, we are not in a strong position to deal with viruses 
that spring surprises. (Dixon 1994, 70-1) 

Leon, nearly 80 years earlier, had noted that "No other disease as 
yet known can rival it in these pandemic outbursts ." (Leon 1921, 
4) Nor can any other disease rival it for the way it continually 
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stays ahead of humankind's efforts or our immunity. But influenza 
(or any other virus) cannot be studied in a vacuum. They must be 
considered in their normal environment, their true milieu. 
Particularly as it is the environment that provides the 
evolutionary pressure, the stimulus that drives evolution, the 
stimulus that provides the need for change, the need for a survival 
advantage. 

Zhadanov et al. saw this stimulus, the factor that leads to 
variation in influenza, specifically the changes in antigenic 
structure as being dependent on the "specific immunity of the 
population." (Zhdanov et al . 1958, read as United States of 
America 1960, 344) Thus the level of immunity makes it harder for 
the widespread strain to persist, to spread, to maintain a level of 
existence. This evolutionary pressure thus favours the rise of a 
new strain, to which the population has less immunity (and thus 
the new strain can replicate, spread, find new hosts within the 
population). They also saw benefit in adopting the approach 
Burnet suggested in his 1944 lectures at Harvard (Burnet 1945), 
agreeing that "infectious diseases should be studied primarily as 
an ecological problem of interaction between two species of 
organism." (Zhdanov et al . 1958, read as United States of America 
1960, 344) This is much more an 
ecological/epidemiological/geographical view rather than a simple, 
reductionist, mechanistic, 'scientific' medical view that had tended 
to dominate biomedical research. This criticism is echoed by Van 
Helvoort, who when also discussing Burnet's monograph also 
raises how some "studied the organism in isolation", what he 
terms the "ontological way" while "Burnet contrasted these 
methods with a study of organisms in their natural environment: 
the ecological approach .... According to Burnet the relation 
between virus and host could not be an antagonistic one. If a 
pathogenic agent-be it a bacterium, a virus or something else-were 
considered as a living organism, then its existence and the 
continuous survival of the host and agent could not depend on 
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antagonism. Since this antagonism would imply destruction of 
either the host or parasite." (Van Helvoort 1993, 20) 

Thus, to paraphrase Hutchinson's famous title (Hutchinson 1965), 
the 'evolutionary play' must be seen in its context, the 'ecological 
theatre'; the evolutionary pressures on the virus have to be 
considered. But determining these pressures on viruses is not so 
straightforward. For example, in rising and mobile global 
populations what is more likely? More new viruses or less? One 
view is that more people means more hosts, means more 
opportunities for new viruses (drift and shift opportunities). 
Alternatively, does more hosts mean less evolutionary pressure, 
i.e . widespread immunity is going to take longer to develop? 
Perhaps the latter is true if we accept that there are growing gaps 
between pandemics of influenza. But what is more important -
opportunity or evolutionary pressure? 

Could vaccines then act as an evolutionary trigger or driver for 
influenza? By boosting humanity's resistance/immunity do we 
hasten the evolution of new strains? Not that I would advocate the 
non-use of what influenza vaccines are developed. We need the 
pharmaceutical defences we have and are attempting to develop. 
However, we cannot out-evolve, out-adapt a virus. An evolutionary 
'race' with a virus is not one humanity is going to win, for as 
Lederberg notes "We cannot compete with microorganisms whose 
populations are measured in exponents of 1012

, 1011
, 1016 over 

period of days." (Lederberg 1997, 418- 9) 

Thus the struggle between the human race and the influenza virus 
shall continue. The host-parasite relationship shall continue. 
Further the advances some see as beneficial to human health may 
not be of such value as 

(P]aradoxically, improvements in sanitation and vaccination 
leave the larger human herd more innocent of microbial 
experience, and may in the long run make us the more 
vulnerable. On the other hand, the loosening of ethnic 
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barriers has made the human population a mite more 
variable, and in principle better equipped to deal with 
biological challenges. (Lederberg 1991, 31) 

The influenza virus shall then continue to 'drift' and 'shift' and to 
cause human suffering. Fincher recorded that 

As evolutionary biologist Stephen Jay Gould recently told an 
AIDS-lecture audience 'We've had a couple of generations of 
great fortune: since the ... flu epidemic of 1918, there has not 
been a [lethal] pandemic disease that struck the human 
population. If you look through human history, a pandemic 
is everyday biology. With our usual hubris we felt that we'd 
learned through technological advances to be free of it 
forever. But we're not.' (Fincher 1989, 145) 

So, the rather depressing conclusion is that humanity must be 
prepared for further assaults of influenza, with the possibility of 
massive morbidity and mortality. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have provided the medical and epidemiological 
context of the pandemic. This has included a brief history of 
influenza followed by a recounting of the medical 'facts', i.e . 
symptoms, complications, treatments, before a discussion of what 
constitutes an epidemic or pandemic, a description of the influenza 
virus and the nomenclature used, particularly for identifying 
different strains. The ability of the virus to mutate into different 
strains, by antigenic shift and drift, has been discussed along with 
the implications of such changes. Having discussed the disease 
and the possibility of epidemics and pandemics the remainder of 
this thesis now shifts to consideration of the worst recorded 
pandemic, the pandemic of 1918-19. 
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~ Chapter 4. The 7 9 7 8- 7 9 7 9 influenza 
pandemic - the global scale 

Life is a great surprise. I do not see why death should not be 
an even greater one. 

Vladimir Nabokov, Pale Fire (1962) p.225. 

Introduction 

The second decade of the twentieth century was not a good time to 
be a young adult- the Great War and then the influenza 
pandemic came to end millions of lives and blight hundreds of 
millions more. In British (as well as French and German33

) history 
and literature, the story of the war's 'lost generation' is well
known. But another story, not as well-known, is that of the 1918-
1919 influenza pandemic. This is a story of as many as one billion 
ill and 100 million dead. 

In this chapter I examine the global scale of the 1918 pandemic, 
including the question of the origin of the pandemic. This work 
questions the orthodox view and suggests the particular virus 
strain may have emerged some years prior to the pandemic. From 
there issues such as the timing and spread of the pandemic, in 
addition to how it manifested itself and its impacts in terms of 
morbidity, mortality and social, economic and political 
ramifications are probed. There is also some discussion of the 

33 And also in the history and literature of many other nations, including 
those colonies that sent so many of their people to fight for the 'mother 
country' or 'fatherland' on distant battlefields. 
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country' or 'fatherland' on distant battlefields. 
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relationship between the pandemic and the First World War. In this chapter I attempt to I summarise the pandemic and its 
impact, endeavouring to indicate the most important, the 
universal, aspects of this pandemic. 34 This is in part a prelude to .the later examination of how the pandemic was played out in 
England and Wales. However, there are a number of areas in 
which I attempt to move our understanding of the pandemic as a whole forward. These include re-opening the question of the 
origins of the pandemic and some further impacts of the pandemic that have not been previously commented upon. 

The consensus view of the pandemic is based largely on that so well presented by Crosby (1989), who in turn took Burnet and 
Clark as the primary medical authority on pandemic influenza 
(Burnet and Clark 1942).35 The vast majority of what has been 
written on the pandemic subsequent to Crosby accepts, and 
generally reinforces, his view. 36 This work will provide further 
confirmation in many areas, but also includes some areas where revision and further research is or may yet be required. 

34 Indeed so great are the commonalities, the universalities of the pandemic that they appear in virtually all of the literature, particularly since Crosby (1976, reprinted 1989). For further discussion of this literature, refer to literature review earlier in this work. 
35 Burnet and Clark in turn drawing many contemporaneous details from Frost (1919) and Opie et al. (1921). 

36 For discussion of the literature on the pandemic, particularly since Crosby, refer to the literature review earlier in this work. Some of the more notable works are: Aman 1990; Beveridge 1977; Bryder 1982; Kilbourne 1977; Killingray 1994; McGinnis 1977; Mills 1986; Patterson, 1983; Patterson and Pyle 1983; Phillips 1990; Rice 1988. 
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Origins 

The blame falls mainly on Spain 

In a world at war Spain was a land of peace, adopting a neutral 
stance in the Great War. One of the consequences of this was that 
the press there was not living under the restraints that restricted 
their counterparts elsewhere. Thus, when the disease broke out 
there it was widely reported. These reports were then reported 
elsewhere and so Spain became the first country to be widely 
reported as being afflicted by a large epidemic of influenza. Aman 
suggests the name was "coined as far back as May 1918" and that 
due to the unrestricted reporting this is "why the country will 
always [no matter how unfairly] be associated with this influenza 
epidemic which had come from the north, from France and the 
Western front." (Aman 1990, 215) 

Overcoming those initial reports has been a forlorn task. One of 
the first reports in The Times (June 25, 1918, 9) of the epidemic 
carried the headline "The Spanish Influenza - A Sufferer's 
Symptoms" attempted to reason as to why Spain was the source: 
"the dry, windy Spanish spring is an unpleasant and unhealthy 
season at all times . A spell of wet weather or of moist winds would 
probably check the progress of the epidemic" - unfortunately these 
hope~ are ill-founded - the English weather was not to save them. 
Other newspaper reports made much of the fact that the Spanish 
King was taken ill with influenza. 37 These n _)ports seem to have 
reached virtually everywhere; the term 'Spanish influenza' quickly 
gained universal currency. For example, the Japanese called the 
malady S upein kaze ("Spanish cold") . They also referred to the 

37 The Times, October 1, 1918, p . 7 and October 3, 1918, p . 7. 
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malady as ryukosei kanbo ("the epidemic cold") (Palmer and Rice 
1992, 560). 

Certainly the British medical establishment saw Spain as the 
likely source of the scourge. One of the first items of 
correspondence received by the Medical Research Committee's 
Influenza Committee from the Local Government Board was a 
request for information on any outbreaks of influenza, dysentery 
or diarrhoea in Spain (PRO FD 1 535). 

However, Spain was not alone in taking the blame. From the 
earliest days the conditions that had been brought about by the 
War were seen as being involved in possibly causing and 
spreading the new illness. One Canadian newspaper wrote that 
"Not the best intentioned of nations can keep wholly out of this 
war. Even Spain, so established in neutrality, has contributed the 
Spanish grippe to the general misfortune which the war has 
brought to the countries of Christendom. From Spain this 
unpleasant malady has followed its persistant [sic] way to the 
armies on the firing lines, and is now scattered to the four 
winds."38 

Spanish reaction 

Not unexpectedly the "Spanish authorities from the start 
complained bitterly that their country was being libelled by the 
statement that it originated there. On the contrary, they claimed, 
it was due to infection introduced from France. A Spanish 
spokesman claims that the development of the epidemic in Madrid 
coincided with the presence of a large number of visitors." (Graves 
1969, 23) The possibility of the spread of the disease from the 
battlefields of France to the Iberian peninsula was recognised at 

38 Sherbrooke Daily Record, 5 October, 1918, p. 6 quoted in Rioux (1993). 
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the time and seems quite plausible when one considers how the 
armies in France where the victims of the first major outbreaks of 
the pandemic. 

Some Spaniards still regard the colloquial name 'Spanish 
influenza' as offensive. A recent paper on the Spanish perspective 
of the pandemic opens with the following: "Indeed, Spanish 
Influenza had nothing 'Spanish' about it. The names refers to the 
reputed origin of the pandemic of 1918-1919 and is totally 
unjustified." Echeverri contended that the "only possible 
explanation for this unfair imputation is that during that spring, 
other countries, involved in the war, didn't want it to be known 
that half it's army was in bed, with the flu. In Spain, on the 
contrary, the epidemic was fully commented in the press ." 
(Echeverri 1998, 1 my emphasis) She does recognise that at least 
one nation was perhaps justified in calling the malady 'Spanish' 
when she cites Jorge, a Portuguese sanitary official, as saying "the 
only nation that could rightly call the pandemic 'Spanish' was 
Portugal, as they received the infection from their neighbour." 
(Jorge 1919) Argentina could possibly make a similar claim. The 
Times correspondent in Buenos Aries, in a telegraph sent from his 
sick bed, claimed that the "country is paying for its carelessness in 
allowing the disembarcation [sic] from a Spanish steamer of 
passengers suffering from influenza."39 

If not Spain, then where? 

It is now generally agreed that Spain was not the origin of this 
virulent strain of influenza. While Spain was initially seen as the 
possible source of the disease, other locations were also suggested. 
These included Russia, Asia and the United States of America. 

39 The Times, November 1, 1918, p.7 . 
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One possible origin was China (Beveridge 1977; Marks and Beatty 
1976; McGinnis 1976; Pettigrew 1983; Schild 1977). This may have 
some support in that modern virologists regard Asia as a reservoir 
of influenza A strains residing in the region's large poultry and 
swine populations. Their apparent close proximity with a great 
mass of humanity may allow for the meeting of two strains of 
influenza A in a single host, leading to the creation of a new 
strain. The attribution of an Asian origin ranges from possibly 
being the source of the milder first wave of the northern spring of 
1918 (Beveridge 1977) and remarks that an "influenza epidemic 
occurred also in Japan and China in the spring of 1918" (Marks 
and Beatty 1976, 271) to such sweeping statements as "it seems 
probable that the infection spread from Asia to Europe." (Schild 
1977, 366) 

Support for this belief comes from a particular view of the history 
of epidemics that claims: 

Throughout history epidemics had generally run from east to 
west. Traditionally Asia has been the matrix of disease, as if 
there were a permanent focus of infection that existed in the 
vastness of Mongolia from where it would erupt periodically 
into the rest of the world. Some doctors maintained that the 
influenza was introduced into Europe by Chinese labour 
battalions that landed on the coast of France. 
(Marks and Beatty 1976, 272) 

Indeed there is some evidence that influenza epidemics may 
generally arise in Asia. According to Cliff et al. "three of the last 
pandemic strains of influenza have been isolated in Asia." (Cliff et 
al. 1986, 27) Furthermore, their analysis' of influenza diffusion 
"revealed that Southeast Asia could be regarded as a diffusion pole 
from which virus dispersion occurs to other areas." (Cliff et al. 
1986, 261) However, as Pyle notes this 'China thesis' or what he 
terms '"xenogenic assumption" is "so pervasive in the 
epidemiological literature that it has become a form of dogma." 
(Pyle 1986, 3) A Chinese origin for the 1918 pandemic is now 
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considered unlikely. Indeed, one recent claim holds that China 
was by-and-large spared the epidemic; this claim being based on 
an apparent lack of evidence (Iijima 1998).40 

It is well documented that influenza was rampant among the 
military forces in Europe by the middle of 1918 (Beveridge 1977; 
Burnet and Clark 1942; Crosby 1989; Cummins 1919; MacPherson 
et al. 1920; McIntosh 1922; Ministry of Health 1920c). This has 
been regarded as indicating that the disease arose there among 
troops in France (Dowdle and LaPatra 1983; Marks and Beatty 
1976). However, this is viewed by most as being unlikely as there 
is evidence of the disease being present elsewhere before it was 
found in Europe at this time. Russia, in such turmoil at the time, 
has also been named as a possible fount for the disease (Beveridge 
1977, 40). However, this has been difficult to establish, due in no 
small part to the lack of adequate records; a problem obviously 
compounded by the political and social upheaval of the times. 

The orthodox view 

Claims for Spanish, European or Asian origins have now largely 
faded from view as support for the USA as the ultimate origin of 
this virus has become the orthodox belief. This view suggests that 
the disease probably originated in the midwest of the United 
States. Apparently, one of the first documented instances of 

.influenza occurred at Fort Riley, Kansas on March 11, 1918 with 
other almost simultaneous cases reported at military installations 
and locations in the United States (Crosby 1989; Frost 1919; 
Stuart-Harris et al. 1985; Zhdanov et al. 1958). 

40 However, absence of evidence is no evidence for absence of illness , and 
this claim is regarded with pronounced scepticism by many of those 
working on the pandemic. 
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Burnet and Clark in discussing the healthiness of the US military 
camps noted that "during the autumn and winter 1917-18 there 
were severe outbreaks of measles with a high deathrate from 
complicating streptococcal pneumonia. Lobar pneumonia due to 
pneumococcal infection was also common, but it showed no 
unusual clinical features and had a normal case fatality rate. At 
Camp Funston (Kansas) a sharp epidemic of influenza 
commencing about March 5 was described." (Burnet and Clark 
1942, 69) Thus there are documented reports of influenza among 
the US troops stationed in the midwest USA early in 1918. This 
was followed by outbreaks of respiratory illness, particularly in 
eastern USA. This virus was apparently then transported by 
American troops to the battlefields of France from where it was to 
spread to the rest of the world (Burnet and Clark 1942; Crosby 
1989; Stuart-Harris et al. 1985). 

Burnet and Clark postulated that an "ancestral virus 
was ... responsible for the spring epidemics in the United States, 
and that in army camps and transports it found free opportunities 
for passage and for the development of any mutations either of 
virulence or antigenic character which might favour its survival. 
The process continued in France and by the end of April the 
essential character of the new strain seems to have been 
established." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 70-1) This has echoes in 
Ewald's suggestion that the "environmental conditions associated 
with the trench warfare ... could hardly have been more favorable" 
with crowding, the rapid addition of fresh susceptibles, the 
transporting of infecteds and susceptibles together, and the 
increased mortality in the trenches leading to the further influx of 
susceptibles (Ewald 1994, 110-3). Ewald argues that given 
conditions so favourable or so different from the norm the virus 
became more virulent than normal conditions would allow. Under 
normal conditions being too effective, too virulent may result in 
killing too many hosts too quickly and thus making the survival of 
the 'species' harder. Ewald believes that with the special 
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conditions that existed in the trenches of France in 1918 these 
normal limitations were removed and as a direct consequence the 
virus did evolve into a more virulent strain. 

Certainly there is evidence to support the claim that influenza was 
present iri France as early as April 1918. A Colonel Soltau 
reported that "About the middle of April the first outbreaks 
occurred ... The first outbreaks to come under my own notice 
occurred in the ill-famed Ypres salient, an area where disease of 
all sorts always seemed to flourish." (Royal Society of Medicine 
1918, 27) Further localised outbreaks among British troops were 
noted, and it was suggested it was that the British troops 
returning to England from France in June introduced the disease 
to Britain (Burnet and Clark 1942, 70; Carnwath 1919). Other 
reports place cases among "American troops at Brest and in a rest 
camp near Bordeaux. About the same time a mild epidemic 
occurred at Chaumont near the Swiss border involving American 
troops and the civilian population." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 70) 
General Thayer of the American Medical Corps noted that late in 
April and into May there "appeared this sudden epidemic, possibly 
first at Bordeaux, then at another point on the Marne, another in 
the Vosges, followed rapidly by its appearance in various camps, 
and then by a more or less general epidemic in the region of 
Bordeaux .... The symptoms at first were very mild, so that the 
condition rapidly earned the name of three-days fever." (Royal 
Society of Medicine 1918, 28) 

Colonel Soltau later reported that while the disease spread during 
May "it was mild and subsided" by the end of the month. This 
quiescence was short-lived. From early in June 1918 the disease 
re-appeared, this time more widespread and virulent. The 
epidemic among the allied forces in France peaked in the third 
week of June with "an increasing number of respiratory 
complications .. . [and] of the cases admitted to the special 
influenza! centres, some 2 percent developed serious pulmonary 
lesions, of whom a very considerable proportion died." (Royal 
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Society of Medicine 1918, 27) Thayer confirmed this experience 
among the American troops, as these later outbreaks lasted 
"longer, and the complications much more frequent." (Royal 
Society of Medicine 1918, 29) 

Thus the consensus view is that the virus was brought to France 
with and by the American troops (Beveridge 1977; Burnet and 
Clark 1942; Carnwath 1919; Collier 1974; Crosby 1989; Ministry 
of Health 1920c; Royal Society of Medicine 1918; Zhdanov et al. 
1958). 41 The argument suggests that the virus emerged in midwest 
USA, possibly from a re-combination of swine flu and a human 
strain, before being transported to France. There it found a large 
supply of susceptibles who then acted as very effective vectors to 
re-distribute this novel virus. Alternatively, it could have been 
that the environment of war proved a stimulus for further 
evolution into a particularly virulent strain of the virus. 
Notwithstanding which of these occurred, it seems probable that 
the virus was re-distributed by the movement of troops, often to 
their home countries before further dispersal. 

Burnet and Clark support this view, as they see the virus' origin 
"intimately related to war conditions and especially to the arrival 
of American troops in France. It is possible that this impression is 
partly due to the fact that much more was published about 
outbreaks of respiratory infection in American troops both in 

41 Indeed, when the Ministry of Health came to update their 
Memorandum on Influenza in the late 1920s (Ministry of Health 1927) Sir George Buchanan wrote on a minute sheet attached to the v.arious draft revisions that "It is well to remember the evidence that the 1918/19 epidemic came to us from the West." (PRO MH 55 57) Tl).is revision of the Memorandum, first issued in 1918 (Local Government Board 1918), was driven by an epidemic in America and the fear that the disease could be brought from the west to England, as it was thought to have done so in 1918. 
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American camps and in Europe than about the experience of other 
armies. Even if we make allowance for this factor the evidence is 
still strong that both the early milder wave and the severe autumn 
one took on their characteristics somewhere in France." (Burnet 
and .Clark 1942, 69) 

An alternative origin 42 

But is this true? How much is due to the availability of records , a 
consequence of the existence of American records and the absence 
or overlooking of records elsewhere? While the theory of an 
American origin is more plausible than 'Spanish 'flu' it may not be 
the full story. Evidence has now been (re)discovered that questions 
this assumption of a new strain emerging from American swine 
early in 1918. Some of this evidence actually comes from those 
sources that have been used to support the theory of an American 
origin, and has been overlooked or disregarded. 

This was a pandemic in the strictest sense of the word - spanning 
the entire globe in a short space of time. A short period from late 
September 1918 to November 1918 saw the death of the US Army 
private, Private Vaughan, in South Carolina43 and the deaths of 
another soldier at Camp Upton in the USA, of 'Lucy' at Brevig 

42 This section incorporates much of what has recently been published as 
· -an article in Nature Medicine (Oxford et al. 1999). My contribution to this 

paper tended to concentrate on the historical and geographical aspects. 
My co-authors, from St. Bartholomew's and Royal London School of 
Medicine and the National Institute of Medical Research (NIMR) are all 
in the biomedical professions and contributed their opinions on pathology 
reports, clinical notes and virological aspects. 

43 It was specimens taken from Vaughan that allowed Jeffrey 
Taubenberger's team to sequence the DNA of the virus (Taubenberger et 
al. 1997; Taubenberger 1998). 
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Mission, Alaska44 and of six Norwegian coal miners in 
Longyearbyen, Spitzbergen.45 This same period (as early as September 1918) also saw reports of influenza deaths in countries as widely spread as Norway, Sweden, Finland, Canada, Spain, Britain, France, Germany, Senegal, Tanzania, Nigeria, Ghana, Zimbabwe, South Africa, India and Indonesia (Aman, 1990; Brown 1987; Crosby 1989; Echenberg 1998; Echeverri 1998; Ellison 1998; Johnson 1993; Linnanmaki 1998; Mamelund 1998b; Mills 1986; Musambachime 1998; Ohadike 1981; Patterson 1983; Phillips 1990; Registrar-General 1920; Witte 1998). The geographical spread of these deaths suggests that the disease had spread around the globe prior to this time, suggesting 'seeding' of the pandemic had occurred. 

The fact that what had been termed 'purulent bronchitis' had been prevalent among troops in Britain and France in 1917 became evident at the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion on Influenza', held in London on 13 and 14 November, 1918. At this gathering a number of speakers recounted their experiences, including Professor John Eyre, Major Abrahams, RAMC, and Major T. A. Malloch, Canadian Army Medical Corps, who said that the morbid anatomy and histology of the lungs of 1917 'purulent bronchitis' cases were very similar to the more recent influenza cases. (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 93, 97-102, 45-50) Dr. R. G. Abercrombie noted that "Early in 1917 I had under my care in France a large number of soldiers suffering from a grave form of purulent bronchitis, proceeding in some cases to bronchopneumonia. The cases exhibited dyspnoea , a heliotrope cyanosis, 

44 Also providing genetic samples for DNA sequencing by the Tau benberger t eam (Larson 1998; Reid et al . 1999, 2000; Taubenberger, 1998) 

45 From whom further samples were recently recovered for further sequencing work (Davis et al. 2000; Gladwell 1997). 
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purulent nummular expectoration, pyrexia, and a high mortality; 
delirium was not a marked feature . Healthy young soldiers were 
usually attacked; in a few cases the condition occurred in 
association with acute nephritis. In about one-third of the cases 
broncho-pneumonic consolidation was recognizable either by 
clinical or post-mortem examination." (Royal Society of Medicine 
1918, 91)4 6 This is the same picture seen with the influenza deaths 
of 1918-19. 

These testimonies echoed a number of medical papers that had 
reported the 'purulent bronchitis' (Abrahams et al. 1917, 1919; 
Hammond et al . 1917). Recent published research argues that 
these early reports came from the vast British military camp at 
Etaples in northern France (Oxford et al. 1999). This camp held as 
many as 100,000 soldiers at any time and included many 
hospitals. Interestingly, Burnet and Clark noted these cases, but 
subsequently these reports seem to have been neglected. This is 
curious as Burnet and Clark set out the connection quite clearly in 
writing: 

In France there was a good deal of serious respiratory 
infection amongst British troops in the winter 1916-17. This 
took the form of "purulent bronchitis" and was chiefly 
interesting in that the severe cases showed the clinical 
picture of heliotrope cyanosis so characteristic of the 
pandemic cases in autumn 1918 ... In the last months of 1917 
there was a considerable increase in the morbidity from 
influenza amongst the American expeditionary force. 
(Burnet and Clark 1942, 70) 

McIntosh noted much of this literature in his 1922 MRC report, in 
which he raised doubts about the alleged Spanish origin of the 
pandemic as 

46 Also reported in MacPherson et al. 1920. 
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The exact place and date when the epidemic first appeared is 
very indefinite. The Spanish origin of the outbreak is 
doubtful, although a large epidemic did occur in that country 
in the early spring of 1918. But an examination of the 
literature shows that local epidemics of apparently typical 
influenza were occurring in the British Army at home and in 
France even earlier than this, i.e. during the winter of 1916-
17. (McIntosh 1922, 6) 

Further evidence to support McIntosh's claim of outbreaks among 
the "British Army at home" is available. For example, there was 
an outbreak of 'purulent bronchitis with bronchopneumonia' that 
displayed the characteristic heliotrope cyanosis, but with quite 
high mortality rates, at Aldershot Barracks in March 1917 
(Abrahams et al. 1917). Other reports, referred to in the Ministry 
of Health's report into the pandemic, noted that in addition to the 
cases among the military in France "there appear to have been 
some small outbreaks of a similar illness in 1916 and 1917 among 
the civil population." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 225) 

Recent review of the Lancet articles and other materials by 
pathologists and microbiologists have led to the conclusion that 
the disease described is undoubtedly influenza. 47 Thus, it appears 
that the form of the virus that caused so much illness and so many 
deaths in 1918 and 1919 was already present among the British 
forces in 1917. Recent work by Taubenberger and Reid and their 
group suggests that the pandemic strain may have arisen as early 
as 1915. 48 

47 Personal communication with Prof. John Oxford, Head of Academic 
Virology, St. Bartholomew's and Royal London School of Medicine and 
Dentistry, 13 October 1998. Documented in Oxford et al. 1999. 

48 Personal communication with Prof. John Oxford, Head of Academic 
Virology, St. Bartholomew's and Royal London School of Medicine and 
Dentistry, 13 October 1998. Also refer to Reid et al. 1999. This work also 
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There is further evidence suggesting that this virus was present 
prior to the dates suggested in much of the literature. This 
circumstantial evidence includes the biographies of military and 
civilian medical staff and official reports. 

A number of these simply provide further confirmation of the 
situation in France. One example comes from the memoirs of 
Harvey Cushing, then a US forces surgeon, who made these 
entries in his diary: 

Thursday Oct. 18 [1917] 
2 a.m. En route, Camiers. The man next me has awakened 
and sneezed. So have I. ... All the world has a coryza - in 
Mendinghem, in Hesdin, in Paris. 

January 28th, 1918. Boulogne 
... I saw Jack McCrae . .. last night- the last time ... A 
soldier from top to toe-how he would have hated to die in 
bed. A three days' illness.(Cushing 1936, 228, 280)49 

But deaths from this form of influenza before 1918 were not 
restricted to the military populations in Britain and France. The 
MOH for London County Council observed that influenza (and 

suggests that the apparent connection between human and swine 
influenzas may have actually been in the other direction to that 
suggested in some of the literature, i.e. moving from humans into swine. 
49 This is the published war-time journal of an American military 
surgeon, specialising in neurosurgery. This quite long journal is notable 
for its lack of references to the influenza, despite it being recognised as 
having a major impact on the forces. However, unlike a number of other such journals it does actually make some reference to the influenza. The 
British Library copy (classmark X.320/3976) is a signed copy, originally 
presented to Sir Humphrey Rolleston when President of the Royal 
Society of Medicine. 
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bronchitis) deaths increased in December 1917 in London. He 
went on to write in an appendix to his 1918 annual report: 

Suspicion that something new and special in the behaviour 
ofinfluenza ... had ... been ... aroused in December, 1917, on 
the occurrence of a sudden fatal illness in a reformatory 
school boy. The death was attributed to 'congestion of the 
lungs,' and it took place just prior to the time when the 
general death rate in London showed its first distinct rise . 
Four further deaths occurred at intervals of some weeks, 
among boys from this same school; one on the 28th January, 
registered as due to 'apical pneumonia,' one on the 23rd 
February, due to 'phthisis,' one on the 12th April, 
attributable to cerebrospinal meningitis, and one on the 11th 
July, which was registered as 'influenza' ... These deaths 
must be regarded with great suspicion. (Hamer 1918, 2) 

There are further indications that influenza was being reported 
elsewhere earlier than is generally recognised. Admittedly some of 
these reports give little indication of the symptoms of the disease, 
and could thus have been of 'normal' influenza. Finland saw few 
influenza deaths reported in 1917, but did record an elevated level 
of pneumonia deaths. The Medical Officers in Viipuri and Rauma 
both reported high levels of influenza in their towns (Linnanmaki \ 

1999b). Other examples include India where there are reports of 
"the existence of influenza cases in various jails in the [Bombay] 
Presidency during 1917" (Mills 1986, 4) and Germany where Witte 
quotes Levinthal et al. in claiming influenza may have been 
present as early as 1916. (Witte 1988, 1; Levinthal et al. 1921) The 
British Ministry of Health was aware of activity prior to 1918 in 
Germany when it was noted that "'Influenza' had been occurring 
in Germany prior to 1918. For example, in a recent report of the 
Boch um Administration of Sick Insurance it is mentioned that in 
that area during 1915 there were 9,117 cases of influenza, and 
that in 1916 the number rose to 12, 788." (Ministry of Health 
1920c, 267) 
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America was also known to have significant influenza activity 
prior to 1918. This included a "prevalence of a disease, clinically 
identical with epidemic influenza, which extended practically to all 
parts of the States" towards the end of 1915. This outbreak was 
regarded as "noteworthy" as the "spread of the disease was so 
rapid that much difficulty was found in carrying on business, 
owing to the simultaneous attack of so many persons" and that the 
"account of the 1915-16 outbreak reads very much like that of the 
1918 epidemic." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 281) 

Further, when influenza and/or pneumonia mortality for many 
locations is plotted (Figures 2a-2c)5°, it is apparent that 1915-16 
saw an increase in influenza activity in many locations. Thus it 
appears that there may be some circumstantial support for the 
suggestion of a 1915 emergence of a novel influenza strain (Reid et 
al. 1999 ). 

50 Sources: England and Wales, and London - 83'd ARRG 1922, 21; 
Scotland - 6ffh ARRG for Scotland 1922, cxxiii; Dublin - Yearly 
Summary of the Weekly Returns of Births and Deaths in the Dublin 
Registration Area 1910 and 1921; New York City, Chicago and 
Washington D.C. - Ministry of Health 1920c, 306, 309-10 and 315-6; 
Denmark - Denmark, Statistik Aarborg1910, 1914, 1919 and 1921; 
Norway - Norway, S tatistical yearbooks of Norway 1900-1921; Sweden -
Sweden, Statistisk Arsbok for S uerige 1919 and 1923. 
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Figure 2a. Influenza deaths and cases - selected locations. 
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Figure 2b. Influenza deaths and cases- selected locations. 
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Figure 2c. Influenza deaths and cases- selected locations. 
From these various pieces of evidence it appears justifiable to 
claim that the pandemic virus actually emerged sometime before 
1918. Just when and where it emerged it is not possible to say, 
and it may never be known. 

While many agree that the pandemic virus of 1918 should not be 
called the 'Spanish flu' or the 'Spanish Lady' (Crosby 1989; 
Shortridge 1999), what should it be called? Shortridge suggests 
the 'Chinese Lady' due to the apparent proclivity of influenza for 
China. More recent work suggests other designations, asking the 
question "Who's that lady?" (Oxford et al. 1999). Based on what 
may be the earliest clinical and pathological descriptions of the 
pandemic strain some contend that the virus could be designated, 
using modern influenza nomenclature, as.A/Etaples/1/1916 or 
A/Aldershot/1/1917; thus transforming the 'Spanish Lady' into 
either the 'French Lady' or the 'English Lady' (Oxford et al. 1999, 
1352). 
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Seeding 

Accepting an origin prior to 1918, possibly even some years earlier, means the spread of the disease does not have to be quite as rapid as generally supposed. Rather this scenario allows for the 'seeding' of the virus around the world in the intervening period. Thus the earlier reports of influenza cases could represent what Glezen et al . termed the "herald wave" of the pandemic (Glezen et al. 1982). Dutton noted that "all known ... pandemics had been preceded by a number of smaller, localized flu outbreaks, a process known as 'seeding' the virus in the population." (Dutton 1988, 130) The 
above figures (Figures 2a-c) and discussion provide some 
circumstantial evidence for such seeding. Further evidence comes from Norwegian data 5 1

, where the age distribution of mortality 
(Figure 3) suggests that the upturn in influenza activity in 1915 and 1916 there was associated with an unusual level of mortality among young adults - a feature that was to be so characteristic of the 1918-19 pandemic itself. 

It may be useful to remember that the data here is mortality data, not morbidity. Would a seeding wave necessarily result in 
noticeable increases in mortality? And how important may sub
clinical infection have been in seeding the pandemic? 

51 The Norwegian data for the pandemic are unusually good in that a comprehensive registration system has existed since 1801 and that due to Norway's neutrality there is no disruption of the Norwegian demographic data due to the war. 
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Age distribution of influenza mortality - Norway 1914-1917 
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Figure 3. Age structure of influenza mortality - Norway 
1914-17 

Sources: Norway, Statistical Yearbooks of Norway 1914-17 

Pandemic timing 

Influenza is generally a seasonal disease, tending to be associated 
with the cooler months. However, in pandemics this seasonality 
may disappear. The 1918-19 pandemic is recognised as having 
generally taken place in three waves, starting in the northern 
spring and summer of 1918 (May-July). This relatively mild wave 
attracted minimal attention. The searing wave, the second wave, 
burnt its way around the globe in the northern autumn (October
December) and was followed by another less severe wave early in 
1919. The three waves of pandemic influenza circumnavigated the 
globe in a little less than a year. It was the second wave that really 
killed. For example, in the UK 64 percent of deaths came in the 
second wave; 10 percent in the first and 26 percent in the last. 
This pattern of three waves with the bulk of mortality occurring in 
the second is practically universal, as can be appreciated from the 
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following diagrams (Figures 4a and 4b) showing the morbidity and 
mortality patterns in selected cities and countries. This timing and 
pattern hold true across almost every country in every continent, 
except Australia (as shown in Figure 4b). Neutral and belligerent 
nations, colonial powers and colonised lands, rich and poor nations 
all by-and-large shared a similar experience.52 

Each wave of the pandemic rarely lasted longer than a few weeks. 
The epidemic curves confirm this as an infectious disease with a 
short incubation period and short duration, with the sharp rise in 
mortality maintained for a period of weeks before dropping away 
almost as rapidly as it rose. Different diseases produce different 
shapes in their epidemic curves. The curves are a function of 
factors such as incubation period, virulence, infectivity, etc. 
(Lilienfield and Lilienfield 1980) Fine recognises a "general 
tendency for propagative epidemics to be 'right-skew', i .e. for the 
initial rise in incidence to be more rapid than the subsequent fall." 
(Fine 1982, 47) This pattern is apparent in the mortality curves in 
this work and in the literature. 53 

52 The universality of this pattern is an extremely strong element in all 
the literature on this pandemic. There are few exceptions to this, 
Australia and American Samoa being among the more notable. 

53 This pattern can be masked where the data plotted is monthly or 
quarterly due to the short duration of the waves of influenza. It is most 
clearly seen where daily or weekly data is plotted. 
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1920 - a fourth wave? 

While this pattern of three waves is extremely consistent there 
were some locations that h.ad a slightly different experience. For 
example, Australia, due to the partial success of maritime 
quarantine that delayed the outbreak until early in 1919, 
experienced more of a single longer wave of influenza activity 
rather than the three sharp waves seen in most locations (Figure 
4b) (McCracken and Curson 1998; McQueen 1976; Rice 1989; New 
South Wales 1920). While the Australian curve shows three peaks, 
it is notable that in between those peaks the level of mortality did 
not subside as it did in most locations. For most countries the 
waves were quite distinct and short. 

In some locations influenza seems to have persisted into or 
returned in 1920, most notably in Scandinavia. For example, it is 
apparent in the age structure of mortality in Norway (Figure 5). 
Some regard this as a 'fourth wave'. This is not a consistent 
feature and it is debatable as to whether this should be considered 
a fourth wave of the pandemic or a new epidemic, possibly 
associated with a different strain of the virus (Aman 1990; 
Echeverri Davila 1993, 64-5; Iijima 1998; Linnanmaki 1998; 
Mamelund 1998b; Ministry of Health 1920c; Pettit 1976). What is 
certain is that by 1922 influenza mortality had reverted to a more 
common pattern of killing those at the extremes of age rather than 
young adults. England and Wales had a similar experience (Figure 
6). Prior to 1918 influenza mortality was predominantly in the <5 
and the older age groups. The change between 1917 and 1918 is 
remarkable, with mortality concentrated 1n the young adult age 
groups, continuing into 1919. However, 1920 shows a more mixed 
pattern at a much lower level of mortality incidence .. Burnet and 
Clark noted that "age incidence of deaths returned fairly steadily 
toward the normal, but.. .it was not until 1929 that the pre
pandemic age incidence was regained." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 
77) 
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Age distribution of influenza mortality - Norway 1918-1922 
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Figure 5. Age structure of influenza mortality - Norway 
1918-22 

Sources: Norway, Statistical Yearbooks of Norway 1917- 22 

Age structure of influenza mortality - England and Wales 1916-1920 
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Figure 6. Age structure of influenza mortality - England 
and Wales 1917-1920. 
Sources: ARRGs 1917-20. 
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Spread 

Determining the spread of the pandemic is complicated if the 
origin is once more obscured. The bulk of the literature tends to accept an American origin preceding transportation of the virus to France where it apparently circulated among the warring armies. From there it was distributed throughout the world. Burnet and Clark, in supporting the idea of an American origin, argue for a 

strong suggestive continuity of camp and civilian epidemics 
in United States in February and March, of very heavy troop 
movements from America to Europe at this time, of the 
appearance of the influenza amongst American troops at 
Brest and Bordeaux in April and later amongst the various 
armies in France. In Paris an epidemic of similar character 
to that of the first wave in England [May-June 1918] began 
at the end of April and almost simultaneously Italy 
experienced a similar epidemic. During May Spain, Portugal 
and Greece were involved, England and Switzerland toward 
the end of June, Germany, Denmark and Norway in July, 
Holland and Sweden in August. (Burnet and Clark 1942, 70) 

The best maps that have been produced depicting the spread of the disease globally are based on the orthodox view of an American origin of the virus. 54 Figures 7a and 7b show those maps of the 
global and European spread of the first wave of the pandemic. 
Notwithstanding the problem of the real origin of the virus and timing of that origin, it is likely the general pattern of spread, 
particularly subsequent to May 1918 is still valid. 

54 One of the notable features of much of the literature on the pandemic is that it is almost without exception bereft of maps . 
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Figure 7a. World-wide diffusion of influenza - first wave. 
Source: Patterson and Pyle 1991, 6. 
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Figure 7b. Diffusion of influenza into Europe - first wave. 
Source: Patterson and Pyle 1991, 7. 

Second wave 

Following the first wave of the pandemic there was a period of 
quiescence. But the quiet was short-lived, as what Crosby has 
termed "three explosions" of influenza in Boston, Brest and 
Freetown in August 1918 marked the beginning of the largest 
single wave of influenza morbidity and mortality in recorded 
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history (Crosby 1989, 37).55 This wave flooded the world with an extremely virulent influenza virus. 

Crosby is one who argues for a change in the virus between the first and second waves. However, this leaves him the problem of explaining how it was to emerge in this new form at three dispersed locations - in Africa at Freetown, Sierra Leone, in the Americas at Boston, USA, and in Europe at Brest on the French west coast. As he concedes, "The odds are enormously in favour of its having done so in one place and then spread out from there" (Crosby 1989,150) - the general view is that there was one only one virus subtype responsible for this pandemic56 and that pandemics are defined by the emergence of a single novel virus that replaces the antecedent virus subtype and is effectively transmitted (Kilbourne 1987, 14). Crosby agrees "There is no evidence that this virulent influenza virus was the result of 'crossing' of viruses from disparate geographical sources, but it is tempting to harbor that thought." (Crosby 1989, 150) 

Notwithstanding the question of a single or multiple viruses arising simultaneously, what is certain is that this second wave of influenza peaked all around the world in a relatively short space of time. In the vast majority of countries the pandemic peaked in October and/or November 1918. As Burnet and Clark wrote "Once the new wave had shown its character at Brest and Boston very rapid spread occurred to the rest of the world, and there can be 

55 These centres were also identified in Burnet and Clark (1942, 71). 
56 However, preliminary comparisons of the gene sequence of different specimens of the 1918 virus that have been recovered suggest that there may be some variation in the specimens (Daniels 1999). Whether or not this actually indicates different sub-types or only minor differences or is an effect of the different techniques or degradation of specimens is yet to be determined. 
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little doubt that extension to the rest of Europe (excluding Russia), 
America, Australia and New Zealand was by human transport 
from the primary European-American centre of origin. Over all 
Western Europe October was the month of maximal incidence and 
mortality. The second wave in England was slightly later than in 
most Continental countries, but Hungary had its greatest 
mortality in November." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 71) 

Human agency determined the spread of the pandemic. In Africa 
the disease spread out from Sierra Leone or by re-location, often 
by ship, into each country or region. A number of recent works 
have demonstrated how important war, and the use of native 
porters, was to the spread in Africa (Cole 1994; Echenberg 1993, 
1998; Ellison 1998; Killingray 1996; Mueller 1995; Musambachime 
1998; Ohadike 1991; Page 1998; Phillips 1990; Tomkins 1994). 
Spread of the disease through Asia and the Pacific was also 
greatly facilitated by human transport networks. For example, the 
introduction of the disease to New Zealand before being re
exported to large parts of the South Pacific has been discussed 
elsewhere. 57 One observer in Korea attributed the transportation 
of the virus into Seoul to the Southern Manchurian Railway after 
the disease had arrived in the north from Europe, via Siberia 
(PRO FD 1 533). Further discussion of the importance of transport 

57 The New Zealand and consequent South Pacific events are investigated in Bryder 1982; Edwards 1986; Herda 1998; Rice 1988; Tomkins 1992. The impact of the influenza in New Zealand and their 'responsibility' for its spread in the South Pacific led to the Australian government being asked to assist throughout the South Pacific (NAA files Al/15 1919/287; A2 1919/452; A2 1919/701; A2 1919/998; A457/1 501/5; CP78/22 1918/254; CP78/22 1919/224; CP78/22 1919/957; CP78/22 1921/53;CP103/11 432.). This concern over influenza also led the Australians to monitor influenza activity in the South Pacific for some years after (NAA files Al/15 
1925/6310; A2 1919/219; A2 1920/1006; A457/1 501/17; A457/1 501/40; A457/1 501/42; A457/1 !501/3). 
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networks and the efficacy of quarantine appear elsewhere in this work. 

Generally then, it is the second wave that we can study with greatest certainty. Whereas the first wave is dogged with a lack of awareness and a lack of reliable material, the second wave can be more accurately determined. Thus, Patterson and Pyle's mappings of the spread of influenza at this time can be accorded greater credence (Figures 8a and 8b). 
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Figure Sa. World-wide diffusion of influenza- second wave. Source: Patterson and Pyle 1991, 12. 
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Figure 8b. Diffusion of influenza into and from Europe -second wave 

Source: Patterson and Pyle 1991, 9. 

The role of human transportation networks was not always seen as the critical factor in the spread of influenza. Factors that were suggested included climate or weather, altitude, race and 
urbanisation. Gill's discussion of the epidemic, particularly in India, strenuously argues that climatic conditions were important in aiding or hindering the development of any epidemic, almost to 1918-19 influenza pandemic 
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the exclusion of other factors (Gill 1928). Even when discussing the role of altitude it was restricted to how altitude modified climate. His was a very environmentally deterministic view. Another environmental determinist, Ellsworth Huntington, also saw climate playing a major role in the spread of the disease in America (Huntington 1923). These views were repeated in the press. For example, The Times, employed various aspects of the weather to account for the flu: June 1918 saw it claiming that "drought and high winds, which fill that air with microbe-laden dust" were spreading the disease in Spain (25 June 1918, 9); a December 1918 story was headlined "New influenza 'wave' Effect of weather on disease" claiming that an apparent increase in flu deaths was linked to changes in the weather. While this sounds like a re-stating of the older Italian concept of influenza di freddo, the paper's medical correspondent did rather hedge his bets: 

The increase, curiously enough, began just after the wind veered from east to west, and hot, damp weather succeeded to the cold, dry spell during which the disease had markedly declined. Too little is known about the relationship of weather to this disease to permit of any inference being drawn, but probably the effect, if effect there be, is on the individual rather than on the germ. In hot, damp weather, perhaps, the resisting power of the individual is lowered, he becomes depressed, and less well able to ward off the danger threatening him. (3 December 1918, 5) 

Bla~ing the changes in the weather was again apparent at end of January, when the "fresh wave of the influenza 
epidemic ... corresponds in time ... with a notable break in the weather." (31 January 1919, 5) But by February 1919 it was back to the cold weather, with the "slush and snow always seeming to favour the spread of influenza." (19 February 1919, 8) 
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· .£ Manifestation 

Symptoms 

In many ways the 1918- 19 pandemic was similar to many influenza outbreaks, but on a vast scale - orders of magnitude greater than other epidemics and pandemics. The case fatality rate was similar to that found in other influenza epidemics, generally in the range of one to three percent. The morbidity, based on what little information that is available, seems to have been quite high. The published figures range from 25 to 90 percent. This again is not dissimilar to that found in subsequent influenza epidemics, as is how it manifested itself in the majority of the afflicted population. The vast majority of the millions of people who contracted influenza suffered in the same way we do now and have done for centuries. Most people displayed the symptoms of 'normal' influenza - fever, aches, running or blocked nose. These symptoms ran their normal course and passed after three to five days. It should be acknowledged that in many cases the onset seemed even more abrupt and that these symptoms seemed more severe, more sudden or were joined by other symptoms, such as violent nosebleeds (epistaxis) and greater quantities of sputum. As Stuart-Harris noted "Epidemics come and epidemics go, but the clinical picture of influenza remains remarkably unchanged." (Stuart-Harris 1960 cited in Spink 1979, 214) Burnet and Clark recognised that the 'irregular' epidemics of influenza since 1890 and the pandemic form were little different from the "ordinary influenza." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 69) They noted that the summer wave was characterised by very typical flu symptoms (perhaps contributing to the lack of attention paid to the disease at the t ime). The later pandemic waves showed a greater proportion of fatal cases, but a number of the 
contemporary reports recognise that the vast bulk of cases seen 
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took "an ordinary simple uncomplicated course with fairly speedy recovery and without sequelre." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 97) 

The American General, W.S. Thayer, gave a detailed clinical 
description when he told the Royal Society of Medicine's 
'Discussion' that 

A feature of these cases is the suddenness of the 
onset ... accompanied by severe headache, sometime chilly 
sensations, pain in the neck, general pain in the limbs, an 
aching pain throughout the body, and rapid rise of fever, 
usually to 103°F or more. The respiration and pulse as a rule 
are not much accelerated. The pulse is often rather slow as 
compared with the fever, and the appearance of the patient 
is noteworthy, the general flushing of the face, the injection 
of the conjunctiva, and the rather heavy and dull expression, 
so that patients with influenza can be picked out from the 
end of the ward by their flushed expression and their rather 
dull and heavy eyes. There was very little cough; nose
bleeding at the outset was very common, but the respiratory 
symptoms were often unimportant, though sometimes later 
on there would be a dry pharyngitis, and sometimes a little 
coryza. After two to four days the temperature usually fell 
from crisis to normal, and in these early cases there was no 
mortality and there were few or no complications . 
(Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 61-2) 

Thayer's clinical observations very much mirror those given for 'normal' influenza. 

An increase in serious cases 

While by far the greatest proportion of those ill had 'typical' 
influenza a significant number developed much more severe cases. In a period of greatly increased numbers of cases the number of 
serious cases and cases developing complications will also be much greater. 
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Cummins' MRC report on influenza among the British forces in 
France noted that while they were dealing with a male population 
aged 19 to 50, they could still state that it was more prevalent 
among younger men and that the "severe type of the disease was 
much more prevalent among the younger than among the older 
men." (Cummins 1919, 47) This propensity for young adults will be discussed further. Cummins went on to note that they observed 
"two major and serious forms of complications and sequelae: 
toxaemic and pulmonary. Toxaemic symptoms included: early 
cyanosis, early delirium, sudden rise in pulse rate, late onset or 
persistence of vomiting, epistaxis and constipation. Such patients 
had high mortality. Pulmonary symptoms included oedema, 
broncho-pneumonia, pulmonary haemorrhage, pleural effusion 
and bronchiectasis or abscess oflung." (Cummins 1919, 52) 
Pulmonary symptoms, bronchitis and cardiac failure were among 
those symptoms noted quite frequently (Abrahams et al. 1919; 
Frost 1919; Hamer 1918, 1919b; MacPherson et al. 1920; ; PRO FD 1 533). General Thayer had also described the clinical features of 
the severe complications to the Royal Society of Medicine's 
'Discussion'. He told the meeting that the 

fever did not fall ... Perhaps there were chilly sensations; the 
expectorations become blood-stained, sometimes extremely 
so, and then rusty ... The respiration was somewhat 
accelerated, the pulse not much accelerated. As a rule 
cyanosis developed early. The patient became dull and 
apathetic. The physical signs in the chest usually consisted 
of here and there fairly good resonance throughout, perhaps 
with slight areas of dullness, and some modified areas of 
respiration; sometimes little areas of definite tubular 
breathing could be made out. Very often suddenly, a few 
hours or a day before death, the evidences of pneumonic 
consolidation rapidly spread. The first few signs, then, are 
indefinite evidences of what might be called wandering 
solidification, and then, very shortly before death, a 
widespread and considerable area of solidification. 
(Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 63) 
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Phillips provides an even more vivid description of some of the 
symptoms encountered in the severe cases when he speaks of the "laboured breathing, crackling sounds from the lung, bloody 
expectoration [or sputum], a furry coating of the tongue, heliotrope tingeing of the skin, bleeding from nose or mouth, delirium, 
sleeplessness and a host of gastric symptoms including diarrhoea and vomiting. Distinctive too, was an odour like very musty straw .. .'so pungent ... it just came into your nostrils with a bang."' 
(Phillips 1990, 129-30) While the (dis)coloration of many of the 
fatal cases was widely noted, this malodour is only rarely 
mentioned. Abrahams had also mentioned it speaking at the Royal Society of Medicine meeting, as being another "distinctive 
feature ... a characteristic stench which appears to exude from the body as a whole." Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 99) 

This was a vast pandemic of influenza, but one in which other 
infections contributed to the morbidity and mortality. 
Pneumoccocus, streptococcus and staphococcus infections are 
considered to have been quite commonplace. Some argue that the pandemic was made so severe by the combination of the influenza virus and additional pathogen(s) (Kilbourne 1977, 1987; Pyle 1986; Stuart-Harris et al. 1985), especially pneumococcus as influenza 

"epidemics are notoriously associated with an increased incidence of bacterial pneumonia ... bacteria were major contributors to 
influenza complications and mortality." (Kilbourne 1987, 174) 
Certainly, much of the mortality associated with this pandemic 
was not directly attributed to influenza. Indeed, in some locations much of the mortality was attributed to other causes, such as 
pneumonia, bronchitis, other respiratory diseases and other 
cardiovascular conditions. 

Brockbank's discussion of pneumonia in Bett's 1934 A short 
history of some common diseases, discusses the pandemic in terms of being a pneumonia pandemic as 
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The severe pneumonia of 1918 ... was a form of influenza. Many patients had a brownish or cyanosed appearance and were hopelessly ill from the first with blood destruction from some haemolysing streptococcus. American writers found that many of their soldiers who came from remote rural districts had measles, which spread rapidly in hospital. A haemolytic streptococcus was found in their throats. The deaths from pneumonia followed a brief but severe illness with extreme inspiratory dyspnoea, livid cyanosis, and in most cases extensive pleural effusion and a definite leucocytosis. The haemolytic streptococcus was the predominant organism in practically all the cases . Pfeiffer's bacillus was present in some of them, and the pneumococcus in areas where there was typical lobar pneumonia. The postmortem findings were chiefly those of interstitial bronchopneumonia and lobar pneumonia. CBrockbank 1934, 57) 

These pneumonia deaths are now regarded as being very much part of the influenza pandemic experience, as the pneumonic complications of influenza became so prevalent and so pronounced. 

Cyanosis 

Associated with many of the pneumonic complications was a most vivid cyanosis, a purple-blue tinge to the face . This 'heliotrope cyanosis' remains one of the most commonly remarked features of this pandemic. Henri Leon gave this definition of cyanosis: 
Cyanosis - (Greek, Kyonos = blue) - The "Blue disease" an affection in which the whole surface of the body exhibits a blue or purple colour, generally resulting from a communication between the aortic and pulmonary cavities of the heart or from some obstacle to the circulation in the former . (Leon 1921, 27 footnote K) 

To see someone turn purple and die is not an image easily erased, even in a world where death may have been much more part of life 
1918 -1 9 influenza pandemic 
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than is the case now. But even in a world where death was something all were closer to and more aware of, through the carnage of war, the domestic dealing with livestock or simply because those parts of the human lifecycle dealing with disease and death were more likely to be played out in the home, this vivid mark of death was a shock. This discoloration of the dying and dead led many to wonder if this was not a form of black death. 58 

Burnet and Clark agree that while it is "uncertain as to how much ... was due to the primary infective agent and how much due to the secondary bacterial action" this cyanosis was the most striking and memorable feature of the pandemic (Burnet and Clark 1942, 52). This vivid cyanosis, almost invariably preceding death, impressed itself upon many of those treating the ill (Abrahams et al. 1919; Collier 1974; Crosby 1989; Henrikson 1956; Hyam 1963; King 1922; Levinthal et al. 1921; Luckingham 1984; Millard 1936; Ministry of Health 1920c; Phillips 1990; Rice 1988). One of the earliest recorded observations of this striking development was that of the American nurse Shirley Millard. On 1 April, 1918 she wrote in her diary 

we are swamped with influenza cases. I thought influenza was a bad cold, something like the grippe, but this is much worse than that. These men run a high temperature, so high that we can't believe it's true, and often take it again to be sure. It is accompanied by vomiting and dysentery. When they die, as about half of them do, they turn a ghastly dark grey and are taken out at once and cremated. 
(Millard 1936, 30) 

58 This association of the influenza with black death was reflected in some of the names given to the pandemic. Furthermore, the 19'h century cholera epidemics had been noted for leaving victims blue, leading to the phrase 'a blue funk' and an understandable horror of diseases that could alter the colour of sufferers (Bourdelais and Raulot 1987). 
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Another to encounter this distressing symptom was the R.A.M.C.'s 
Major Adolphe Abrahams. His view was that once the colour 
appeared the "patient's condition may be regarded as desperate" 
and that early on they believed that all "blue" cases were doomed. 
Later they found that some would recover but that 

The 'blue' cases which recovered were quite 
indistinguishable in any features from those which died. 
Cases regarded as beyond redemption recovered, 
encouraging the determination never to abandon hope while 
there was life, and we have even had the curious experience 
of thrice regarding as hopeless one man who recovered, 
relapsed, recovered, relapsed, and then finally recovered. An 
even more painful indication of one's prognostic deficiency 
was afforded by cases which, not only upon admission but 
even for several days of treatment in hospital, appeared to 
run a comparatively trivial course, and to give rise to no 
legitimate anxiety; the patients then suddenly took a turn 
for the worse, rapidly developed cyanosis, and died within a 
few hours of being only trivially ill. 
(Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 101) 

Abrahams later wrote that the colour of the patient was critical 
and as long as the face, especially the lips and ears remained red 
there was "ample room for hope of recovery, no matter what the 
lung signs, the temperature, the pulse rate, or the respiration 
rate." However, as soon as one "would need to mix some heliotrope, or lavender, or mauvey-blue with red paint to produce the right 
tint, the prospect is grave indeed, even if at the moment the 
patient seems comfortable, has no signs of consolidation in either 
lung, is sleeping fairly well and taking nourishment, has no more 
than an ordinary degree of pyrexia, a good pulse rate, not unduly 
fast, and a respiration rate that may not strike one as being 
unusual in the circumstances," this was a sign of the most 
unwelcome sort, as these cases were "likely to be dead in a day or 
two". (Abrahams et al. 1919, 4) 
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The following three figures (Figures 9a-c. Source: Ministry of 
Health 1920c) show, respectively, the flushed face of a typical 
influenza cases, and two different manifestations of the cyanosis. 
It could be confined to the lips and ears or generally diffused to the 
entire face. 
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Impact on society 

An outbreak of disease that may afflict billions and kill millions in less than a year must have impacts beyond those of morbidity and mortality. The disruption and dislocation of society must be immense. In this section I will touch on a number of those impacts that were felt at the time of the pandemic. Later I will discuss some of the longer term ramifications of the pandemic. Much of the power of the disease to disrupt life came from the sheer scale and rapidity of the pandemic. Social systems, logistical networks and the like all failed due to the sheer weight of numbers. The logistics of disease and death on such a scale overwhelmed the medical profession, the funereal industry and disrupted all forms of activity. These disruptions were more-or-less universal - issues of adequate medical care, the use of masks, the imposition of quarantine, the lack of coffins and people to bury the dead, massive absenteeism from all industries and services were all issues that virtually every community, every society came to face . Much of the literature on the pandemic discusses these impacts in some detail, with frequent use of local and individual cases and anecdotes illustrating the depth of these impacts. Discussion of the impacts in Britain appears in later sections of this work. Here it is sufficient to say that the British experienced many of the same privations and tribulations endured elsewhere. 

Life 

Throughout the literature there are the recurring images of massive disruption of normal life with transport networks, communications (for example, telephone exchanges unable to cope due to absenteeism, mail undelivered) and all forms of social and economic activity interrupted, impaired or stopped due to the spectacular levels of both morbidity and mortality . This is true of both belligerent and neutral nations, Western and non-Western. 
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These impacts ranged from the strains put on systems such as hospitals, public transport, telephony and mail through to impairment of industry, including those important to the war effort in a number of countries through to social impacts such as the closing of public entertainments, hairdressers, schools, churches and even the cancellation of socially important events. 59 

Masks 

A number of debates raged around the influenza. One that was a major source of contention was the usage of masks. In some locations the wearing of masks was made compulsory, often with varying levels of enforcement and resistance. 60 This led to some of the few enduring images of the pandemic in the photographs used to illustrate some works on the pandemic, for example masked policemen in Seattle, masked bank staff in Sydney and masked Chicago street sweepers (Figure 10). In Britain the use of masks was not made compulsory, despite some encouragement to do so. 61 

59 For example, the debate as to whether to cancel Carnival in Cadiz (Rodriguez 1996). 

60 Examples of these debates can be found in much of the literature on the pandemic in the USA, Canada, Australia and South Africa. 
61 For example, the Manchester MOH James Niven promoted their use, as did a number of commentators in the press (van Hartesveldt 1992). The Times repeatedly advised the wearing of masks: 1 November 1918, 5; 11 December 1918, 5; 19 December 1918, 5; 30 January 1919, 5; 31 January 1919, 5; 22 February 1919, 10; 1 March 1919, 7. 
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Figure 10. Chicago street cleaners wearing surgical masks. 
Source: The Guardian 9 October 1997, 2. 

Quarantine (local and national) 

Another contentious issue that was played out in many 
communities was that of quarantine. Quarantine was debated at 
various levels, predominantly the local or the national. National 
quarantines were by-and-large not imposed as they were seen as 
impractical and unsuccessful. The mostly commonly cited national 
quarantines were those of American Samoa (in contrast to 
Western Samoa) and Australia. 

However, it was at the local level that quarantining was most 
commonly debated and enacted. These ranged from the closing of 
an entire settlement to all incoming traffic (rarely implemented 
and even more rarely successful) through to the closing or 
curtailing of certain places or activities. This included the closing 
of public entertainments, such as bars and cinemas, or 
hairdressers, schools and churches. Such moves were often very 
controversial as they often become moral issues for the 
communities involved. 

Further discussion of the imposition and efficacy of quarantine, at 
both local and national scales appears elsewhere in this work. 
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Medical profession 

Being in the frontline of the pandemic put enormous strain on the 
world's medical practitioners. In those countries bound up in the 
War this was a pressure they were often poorly placed to bear as 
many of their medical personnel were already committed to the 
war effort at home and abroad. Additionally many were also tied 
to the military establishment at home, caring for the returned 
wounded or inspecting potential recruits or other military medical 
tasks. The practical consequence of this was the widespread 
shortage of personnel and facilities. All this in addition to facing a 
disease for which they had no cure and could offer little more than 
to try and ease the suffering. One Canadian doctor recalled how 
impotent he was - "Keep 'em in bed, that was all. Protect them 
from getting more exposure. That was about all you could do." 
(Hagmeier 1981) 

In the face of this overwhelming and, to some extent, unknown 
enemy the frontline role was often taken by volunteers (Belyk and 
Belyk 1988; Bryder 1982; Fanning 1995; Hamilton 1992; Johnson 
1993; Luckingham 1984; McGinnis 1976, 1977; Pettigrew 1983; 
Phillips 1990; Rice 1988; Tomkins 1989; van Hartesveldt 1992). In 
Britain, the organising of such volunteers was one of the few 
successful actions taken by local authorities (Tomkins 1989, 
1992a). Without these volunteers it is quite possible that the 
medical systems of many places may well have failed to cope at 
all. 62 Failure of the health care systems, or rather the lack of 

62 For example, Olinto has discussed the imp~ct in southern Brazil and 
suggests that the pandemic "demonstrated the fragility of the 
modernizing ideals of the Southern Brazilian bourgeoisie" and in putting 
pressure on the health policies exposed "the terrible health conditions of 
the majority of the population" and that "the elite of the city of Rio 
Grande attempted to legitimate exist ing power relations and to prevent 
the erosion of established or der . Medical knowledge could not respond to 
the needs of the bourgeoisie , neither to enlighten the population. 
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health care systems, became an issue in a number of countries. This led to the creation or major revision of some national health care systems. These longer term impacts will be discussed further elsewhere in this chapter. 

Logistics of death 

Despite the efforts of the medical profession and the volunteers millions still died. Frequently it was the rapidity in which the cases, and the corpses, mounted (sometimes literally) that caused so many difficulties. While the pandemic's various waves may have been played out over as much as a year the actual peaks of the waves, and the vast bulk of the deaths, often occurred in quite short spaces of time. 63 A lack of ambulances, morgue space, coffins, gravediggers and graveyard space (and time to bury) is another recurring theme of much of the literature. 

Indeed, in the WHO Influenza Pandemic Plan there is explicit reference to the potential logistical problem of corpse disposal. In a document that sets out what the WHO would do in the event of a pandemic and suggests what national authorities may or could do it states that one question national pandemic plans must address is "In case of high mortality how would corpses be stored, 
transported and buried or cremated?" (WHO 1999, 28) The rapid and hygienic collection and disposal of corpses is seen as a very important step in a successful response to a pandemic both in terms of public confidence and in prevention of further disease. 

Authorities denied the epidemics and it is su r pris ing t hat this Southern Br azilian society survived this period of fear, desinformation [sic) and rupture." (Olinto 1993, 11) 

63 As Galish off noted in the USA where the "pattern was the same in nearly every major city: one or two weeks of rapid spread followed by two or three weeks of high morbidity and mortality, whereafter the epidemic rapidly subsided." (Galishoff 1969, 249) 
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Civil unrest 

It is interesting that an event that brought such suffering seems to 
have elicited such little public reaction. There seems to have been 
little objection or resistance to the actions (or inactions) of 
authorities other than the relatively isolated cases of disquiet 
stemming from closures of churches, schools and/or public 
entertainments, while other crowded places, such as public 
transport, remained open. Arguments put against the closing of 
churches included that in this time of crisis people should be 
turning to religion, not excluded from it. 64 

This lack of unrest is also interesting in that the current WHO 
Influenza Pandemic Plan explicitly refers to issues around the 
maintenance oflaw and order and the minimisation of public 
disorder in the face of a pandemic. Obviously, modern health care 
planners anticipate the possibility of large scale public anger or 
action in the event of a pandemic, perhaps particularly if the 
authorities are perceived as having failed to warn people or failing 

64 Durey's discussion of the 1832 cholera epidemic examined the 'cholera 
riots'. Then these forms of unrest included attacks on doctors and 
hospitals. Durey relates the unrest to the prevailing social and politica l 
contexts. While disavowing the belief that the cholera riots were closely 
linked to the passing of the Reform Bill he suggests that they had much 
to do with a perception that doctors were using the cholera as a cover 
unde.r which to kill the poor, particularly for medical purposes. He 
argued that while there is "no clear evidence for class antagonism ... most 
eruptions were narrowly focussed on antagonism towards the medical 
profession." This is understandable in a context were the poor feared the 
medical profession for practices such as 'Burking' (from Burke and 
Hare's procuring of bodies for medical examination and education). The 
1918-19 influenza pandemic occurred in greatly altered context, one in 
which the medical profession is far better regarded and far more secure. 
(Durey 1979, particularly chapters 7 and 8. Quotation taken from page 
3). 
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to take care of people adequately. The WHO plan regards the 
worst case scenario being a rapidly spreading pandemic without 
any vaccine ameliorating the morbidity and mortality resulting in 
over-strained health services weakened by a reduction in staff and 
facing a greatly increased workload. The consequences of these 
could then be that that "national economy is seriously affected. 
Public fear and protest are likely. Possible disruption of civil 
order." (WHO 1999, 25) For these reasons the plan also suggests 
that the military and law enforcement authorities should be part 
of the planning process for each nation's pandemic preparation. 
Furthermore, countries may want to consider what laws and 
regulations may be needed to regulate public gatherings (WHO 
1999, 26-8). 

It is perhaps useful to consider why there actually seems to be so 
little civil unrest, so little panic at a time when death and disease 
were so prevalent. Again, the association with the war may be 
playing a role in that by conflating the two it was considered 
inevitable and something that they could do little about. 
Furthermore, being 'only' influenza could have led to people 
downplaying their own experiences and negating the scale of the 
pandemic. The emphasis placed on these issues is starkest in the 
conclusion to the WHO plan. The only highlighted paragraph in 
the conclusion reads: 

Management ofrisk does not imply an ability to prevent a 
pandemic, but rather to make best use of available resources 
to reduce the extent of disease, reduce the impact of 
secondary catastrophes, and to prevent panic from occurring 
in the population. (WHO 1999 Influenza Pandemic Plan, 31) 
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Mortality 

But there is no impact greater than death, and death was 
certainly widespread. Global mortality was computed, by Jordan in the 1920s, to be in the vicinity of 21.5 million (Jordan 1927).65 

Work of the past twenty-odd years has seen successive upward revisions of the estimated mortality. Jordan's estimate stood for decades, but now it seems almost ludicrously low, especially when Mills has estimated Indian mortality alone at 18 million (Mills 1986). A more recent tally revised the mortality to being in the range 24. 7-39.3 million, while suggesting that "a conservative total of roughly 30 million victims" was their preferred figure (Patterson and Pyle, 1991, 15). 

It is now nearly a decade since Patterson and Pyle published their tabulation and in the light of the activities of many scholars"\ it is appropriate and timely that their tally should be re-visited and an attempt be made to provide an updated account of the mortality occasioned by the pandemic. Using Patterson and Pyle's tally as a starting point and working through the more recent literature and corresponding with researchers examining the pandemic in 
various countries allows one to update the global mortality, as shown in Table 3. This table is by no means a definitive record of the mortality brought about by the pandemic. It must be accepted 

65 Spink gave a figure of 21,642,283 which ratp.er suggests an implausible degree of precision. Spink's tally recorded deaths in England and Wales as being only 112,239 whereas eighty years previously the RegistrarGeneral h ad estimated mortality at 200,000 (Spink 1979, 215-6). 
66 Particularly around the September 1998 The Spanish 'Flu 1918-1998: Reflections on the Influenza Pandemic of 1918 after 80 Years conference held at the University of Cape Town. 
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that much of the mortality may not have been recorded and what 
figures do exist vary greatly in coverage and reliability. In almost 
every instance where a researcher has re-examined the pandemic 
with a view to determining the true level of mortality this has led 
to a significant upward :revision of the mortality. 
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Location Population Published Published Re-death toll death rate calculated (per 1,000) death rate Africa 

Belgian Congo 
-300,000 -50 Botswana 

7,000 40-50 Cameroon 561,000 (1921) 250,000 
445 Chad 

21.4 Egypt 
12,936,000 138,600 

10.7 Gambia 211 ,000 (1921) >7 ,800 -50 37 Ghana (Gold Coast) 2,298,000 (1921) 88,500-100,000 -40 43.5 Kenya 
2,596,000 150,000 40 57.8 Madagascar 
3,388,000 

35 Mauritius 
377,000 >12,000 

31.8 Nigeria 18,631,000 (1921) -455,000 30 24.4 Senegal 
37,500 30 Sierra Leone 1,541,000 (1921) 

30 Somalia 

25.6 South Africa 
6,769,000 -300,000 43 .97 44.3 Southern Rhodesia 873,000 

27.3 

North Africa 
200,000-248,000 7.5-10 All sub-Saharan Africa 

- 2,175,000 -23.1 Africa 
-2,375,000 -18.2 

America s 

Argentina 
8,517,000 10,200 1.20 1.2 

Brazil 
26,277,000 180,000 6.00 6.8 

British Caribbean 
-30,000 Canada 

8,148,000 -50,000 6.25 6.1 
Caribbean 

-100,000 Chile 

35,000 11 .00 Guatemala 
1,241,000 48,600 

39.2 
Mexico 

14,556 ,000 300,000 23 .00 20.6 
Uruguay 

1,439,000 2,050 1.40 1.4 
USA 

103,208,000 675,000 
6 .5 

Other South America 
-100,000 Total Latin America 

766,000-966,000 8.4-10.6 Total North America 
725,000 Americas 

-1,540,000 
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Asia 

Afghanistan 
-320,000 

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 5,109,000 91,600 17.9 China 472,000,000 (1920) 4-9 .5 million 8.4-20.1 India 305,693,000 (1921) 18.5 million 6.1 Indonesia 49,350,000 1.5 million 30.4 Japan 55,033,000 388,000 -6.7 7.0 Philippines 10,151,000 93,686 8.00 1. 7 Taiwan 3,670,000 25,394 6.9 

Southwest Asia 215,000-430,000 5-10 
Other East and 220,000-1.3 million 5-30.6 Southeast Asia 

Asia 
26-36 million 

Europe 

Austria 6,131,445 20,458 3.00 3.3 (post-war) 
Croatia 

109,000 
Denmark 3,010,000 12,374 3.50 4.1 Eire 4,280,000 18,367 4.04 4.3 England & Wales 34,020,000 -200,000 -4.9 5.8 Finland 3,120,000 18,000 5.8 5.8 France 32,830,000 240,000 3.9 7.3 Germany 58,450,345 225,330 3.70 3.8 (post-war) 

Prussia 
236,662 4.5 Hungary 7,880,000 -100,000 12.7 Iceland 

484 5.4 Italy 
36,280,000 390,000 11.0 10.7 Malta 

588 
Nether lands 6,750,000 48,042 7.1 Norway 2,580,000 14,676 5.7 5.7 Portugal 6,010,000 59,000 9.7 9.8 Russia/USSR 184,000,000 (1917) -450,000 5.00 2.4 Scotland 4,850,000 27,650-33,771 6.8-8.3 5.7-6.9 Spain 

20,880,000 257,082 12 12.3 Sweden 
5,810,000 34,374 5.41 5.9 Switzerland 3,880,000 23,277 6.00 6.1 Europe 

-2300646 -4.8 
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Oceania 

Australia 

Fiji 

Guam 

Nauru 

New Zealand 

Pakeha 

Maori 

Pacific Islands 

Tonga 

Western Samoa 

Total Oceania 

Global 

5,304,000 (1919) 14,528 
164,000 9,000 

858 

1,158,000 

6,413 

2,160 

23,000 (1921) 

36,000 (1921) 8,500 

-85,000 

>48, 798,038 

-50-100 million 
Table 3. Global influenza mortality. 

2.8 

52 

160 

<20 

5.8 

42.4 

>50 

42-84 

220 

-2.5-5 

2.7 

54.9 

236.1 

Sources: Aman 1990; Brown 1987; Cavina 1959; Chan and Liu 1998; Cliff et al. 1986; Cole 1994; Collier 1974; Crosby 1989; Echenberg 1993; Echeverri 1998; Garner 1921; Hartwig and Patterson 1978; Herda 1998; Iijima 1998; Jordan 1927; Killingray 1994; Linnanmaki 1998, 1999a; McCreery, 1992; McGinnis 1977; Mamelund 1998a; Martin 1921; Mills 1986; Ministry of Health 1920c; Mueller 1995; Muller 1996a; Ohadike 1981; Palmer and Rice 1992; Patterson 1983; Patterson and Pyle 1991; Phillips 1988; Phimister 1973; Rice 1988, 1989; Tomkins 1992b. With additional communications and calculations by Juergen Mueller, University of Hanover and by myself (particularly figures for Scotland, Englap.d and Wales). In producing this updated tally of influenza mortality I also contacted several dozen researchers into the 1918-19 pandemic canvassing their opinions on the figures, particularly for their areas of expertise, much as how AIDS mortality was/is derived - the so-called 'Delphi method' (Mann and Tarantola 1996, 487). Population figures come from Mitchell (1992, 1995 and 1998) and Census of England and Wales (1921, 17). 
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This 'Delphi method' is by no means the only way in which to 
derive estimates of total pandemic mortality. It is by no means 
universal in its coverage and the confidence one can regard the 
individual figures with varies greatly. One alternative approach 
could be to make a judgement as to which figures , particularly 
mortality rates, are more robust and trustworthy and use those as 
the basis for calculating global mortality. For example, assuming a 
world population of 1.75 billion67 the mortality rates for England 
and Wales, Norway, Spain and South Africa give a range of total 
mortality for the pandemic of approximately 8.5 to 77 million, as 
shown in Table 4. 

Location Death rate Global mortality (per 1,000) based on this rate 
England and Wales 4.9 8,575,000 
Norway 5.7 9 ,975,000 
Spain 12.0 21,000,000 
South Africa 43.97 76,947,500 

Table 4. Alternative estimates of global influenza mortality. 

From Table 3 global mortality from the influenza pandemic is of 
the order of 50 million. However, it must be acknowledged that 
even this vast figure may be substantially lower than the reality, 
as much as 100 percent understated. There are vast areas of the 
world for which we have no or little information, and often what 
information we do have is of dubious quality and contradictory. 
Sometimes this data only covers certain cities or populations, often 
the indigenous mortality has never been considered. Other times 
the figures given are only those that were recorded as influenza 
deaths, other times influenza and pneumo_nia deaths. 

67 The estimated global population is based on the estimate of 1.8 billion for 1920 published on the United States Bureau of the Census website 
(http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/worldhis.html Accessed 10 February 2001). 
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Consequently, the real pandemic mortality may fall in the range 
50 to 100 million, but it would seem unlikely that a truly accurate 
figure can ever be calculated. Notwithstanding this, the scale of 
mortality undoubtedly makes it one of the largest outbreaks of 
disease in recorded history. Furthermore, these deaths occurred in 
a very short time, from early 1918 through to, in some cases, 1920. 
The bulk of them actually occurred in less than a year - from mid-
1918 to early 1919. However, it is a disease which has little 
resonance in the collective memory. But as Camus asked 

But what are a hundred million deaths? .. . since a dead man 
has no substance unless one has actually seen him dead, a 
hundred million corpses broadcast through history are no 
more than a puff of smoke in the imagination 
(Camus 1947, 38) 

The pandemic killed an estimated 50 to 100 million people and is 
believed to have infected half the world's population, some one 
billion people. Just prior to this the First World War ended with 
an estimated death toll of 8.5 million - an event that still has the 
power to move. This is despite, the fact tha t the "virus .. . killed 
more people than World War I and more people than anything else 
in history in the brief period of one year or less. World War II 
killed a greater number, but took five years to do so." (Crosby 
1989, 15lt8 

Nature demonstrated most forcefully that while humanity had 
mechanised killing and had recently slaughtered millions in the 

68 Crosby based this on an assumption of pandemic mor tality of about 30 
million. Estimates for Wor ld War II mortality can r ange from 20 to 60 
million . The Grolier E ncyclopaedia (Online edit ion at 
http://gi .grolier.com/wwii/wwii 16.html. Accessed 11 June 2000) notes 
that total mortality has been st ated as 20 million. However , a figure of 
approximately 60 million can be t allied from Bullock (1993, 987) , Keegan 
(1989, 204-5) and Overy (1998, 288). 
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prosecution of the First World War, humanity was still far from 
being as 'efficient' as nature could be. Nature had perfected mass 
killing in a way man could not imagine. This was, as Phillips put 
it, "Nature in her most maleficient mood." (Phillips 1990, 203)69 

In many instances the case fatality rates in epidemic and 
pandemic influenza are no greater than in 'normal' years, ranging 
between one and three percent. However, in 1918 morbidity was so much greater that the resulting mortality was tremendous. But 
some countries and some peoples suffered dreadfully. Throughout 
the Pacific, more than 5 percent of the population of just about 
every island died. Western Samoa suffered one of the greatest 
losses as a nation as it lost 22 percent of its population (30 percent of the adult males, 22 percent of the adult female population and 
10 percent of children) (Tomkins 1992b). In some isolated cases, 
e.g. Canadian Inuit, higher fatality rates are found, with up to 100 
percent of some communities felled (Crosby 1989). However, it is 
recognised that much of the mortality in such events was not a 
direct result of infection with influenza. Some of the mortality has been attributed to the possibility of "innate susceptibility" (or the 
possibility of 'virgin soil' epidemics), starvation, lack of care when 
all members of a community are incapacitated at the same time 
leading to deaths from thirst, starvation, hypothermia (Burnet 
and Clark 1942, 76; Crosby 1989, 227-64). Further, the issue of 
cultural practices have been seen as possibly aiding the epidemic. 70 

69 The use of the generic 'man'; seeming appropriate here as war has been very much a masculine pursuit throughout history. 

7° For example, people shutting themselves inside in groups following death in the community (Herda 1998). 
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Age and death 

Influenza is a killer, usually a killer of the young and the old , and 
those with impaired health. While influenza may have high attack 
rates in adults, their mortality tends to be very low. Plotting 
influenza mortality by age characteristically produces a 'U' shape 
emphasising how mortality is largely confined to the extremities of age. The pandemic of 1918-19 exhibited a very different age 
mortality distribution. While young and old were still hard hit 
there was also one extremely significant difference . It was this 
that contributed much to the huge excess mortality. This time the 
worst hit were the young adults. Here the age distribution 
produces what has been termed a 'W' curve - with a massive spike 
of mortality in the young adult age groups. This configuration has already been seen in the cases of Norway (Figure 5) and England 
and Wales (Figure 6) . Figures lla-g exhibit much the same 
pattern of mortality by age for the United States of America, 
Spain, Australia, and both the white and non-white populations in 
South Africa and New Zealand. 
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Age distribution of influenza mortality 
in New Zealand 1918 (pakeha) 
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Figure Ilg. Age distribution of pandemic mortality, Australia. 

Source: Australia Official Yearbook of Australia 1920, 1131. 
Britain's 'lost generations' came from both the war and the influenza11 whereas in some countries they came more (if not exclusively) from the influenza, for example Norway. 

In South Africa 56 percent of the recorded mortality fell in the age range 20 to 44 (Phillips 1990, 168). Such a proportion of the mortality falling upon the young adult sector is a universal characteristic of the epidemic. This is true even where the introduction of the virus was much delayed and the pandemic played out differently, for example in Australia . From Figure llg it is obvious that there too, young adult mortality is a very significant proportion of the total. In a lat~r chapter it will demonstrated that in the Britain, despite having an epidemic that peaked later than much of western Europe, the United States and even New Zealand and South Africa, it was again the young adult population that bore the brunt of the mortality. 

71 As did those of many nations, including many colonial nations. 1918- 19 influenza pandemic 
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There is some evidence to suggest that this pattern of elevated 
adult mortality was seen in the epidemics of 1781-82 and 1890 
(Pyle 1986, 27; Kilbourne 1987, 8). However, it is certainly 
unusual and has never been recorded to the extent it was to 
dominate the mortality of this pandemic. Burnet and Clark noted 
how this changed pattern of mortality emerged. 

In a world at war they [influenza deaths] attracted no 
special attention, and it was only with the appearance of 
highly virulent outbreaks from September onwards that 
detailed records become generally available ... when it 
occurred, predominantly involved the young adult age group, 
a characteristic unique in the modern history of influenza. 
This age incidence marked the whole of the pandemic and is, 
in fact, the only satisfactory criterion by which pandemic 
influenza can be recognized as distinct from the pre-existing 
influenza of the 1890 epoch. (Burnet and Clark 1942, 69) 

Many theories have been postulated as to why the young adults 
were taken at such a rate, including immunity issues and 
exposure of older groups to earlier influenza strains, bacterial 
infections working symbiotically with the virus, or a particularly 
virulent strain of the virus that effectively turned the victim's 
immune system against the host by triggering such high levels of 
inflammation that the respiratory system was overwhelmed by the 
body's own defences. There is even a behavioural explanation - are 
young adults more prone to trying to keep on working through 
illness and thereby maximising their risk? Unfortunately none of 
these theories explain why this pattern was true across all 
nations, all variables and how rarely this pattern has been seen 
before or since. As Crosby is forced to conclude "no completely 
satisfactory answer to that question has yet been offered - or may 
ever be offered." (Crosby 1989, 221) 

The virus seems to have been unusually pneumotropic and a very 
significant proportion of the deaths involved secondary bacterial 
pneumonia or pneumonic complications. But why so prevalent on 
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this occasion? And why so concentrated/fatal for the young adult 
population of the world? Was it something inherent to the virus? 
Was it the bacterial complications? Was it something of the 
population? It is unlikely to have been something of the war as it 
is a pattern that holds true across belligerent and neutral nations. 
These questions vex many of those working on the 1918 pandemic, 
from many different perspectives. For example, the virologists 
(and others) working on the 'resurrection' of the virus from 
cadavers and preserved specimens state that one of the goals is 
determining if there was something in the genetic makeup, the 
DNA, of the virus that made it so virulent (Oxford 1998; Oxford et 
al. 1999; Taubenberger 1998). 

Morbidity 

A major stumbling block in studying past episodes of many 
diseases, including influenza, is the lack of evidence regarding 
morbidity. Mortality data have their limitations. However, they 
are usually collected and collated systematically. This is not the 
case for morbidity data. This appears to be particularly true of 
influenza. Where morbidity data is found it is often simply in the 
form of reported cases over a period. Such information has a 
number of limitations. Firstly, it is likely to be an under
estimation, and secondly, it usually has no temporal or spatial 
element - there is no intelligence regarding where or when in the 
time period the cases occurred. Influenza is often self-diagnosed 
and self-treated and only a small proportion of cases ever come 
into contact with the medical professions and even then diagnosis 
is not certain. Cliff et al. illustrate this well in quoting an Icelandic 
report that "The Reykjavik district doctor believes that not less 
than 10 OOO people fell ill there [compared with 3142 
registered] ... 80% to 90% of the inhabitants." (Cliff et al . 1986, 150) 
These problems are true now just as much as ever. Consequently 
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modern surveillance of influenza is often based on serological testing and pathology on a sample of the population. Thus little information relating to morbidity during the 1918-19 pandemic exists, and when it does it tends to be anecdotal. 

There was rarely any compulsory notification for influenza, a number of Scandinavian nations being notable exceptions, for example Denmark and Norway. However, in some locations this was changed following the 1918-19 pandemic. For example, 'influenza! pneumonia' was made notifiable in Britain for a number of years from early 1919 when the Local Government Board issued a memorandum requiring notification (Local Government Board 1919a)72
. The British notification requirements were confirmed by a Ministry of Health circular (Circular 85 -Notification oflnfectious Diseases) dated 23 April 1920 and the Public Health [Infectious Diseases] Regulations, 1927, before being revised by the Ministry of Health in 1935. 73 

This lack of notification around the pandemic is unfortunate for a number of reasons. Kilbourne noted this lack and called on historians to come to the aid of the scientist when he said that "no precise figures on age-related morbidity in 1918 exist, in contrast to the reasonably reliable data on age-related mortality. In order 

72 It was also proclaimed as a notifiable disease in South Africa (NASA files URU 378 2468, URU 378 2468A, URU 378 2469 and URU 393 4 79 . l and·in the various states of Australia CNAA files A2 1919/432; A2 1919/742; A2 1919/953 Part 2; A2 1919/993; A2 1919/1319; A2 1919/1664; A2 1919/2959). 

73 The Ministry's Circular 1499 described the change in thinking which had "recently been revised in the light of present-day knowledge." The accompanying memorandum (Memorandum on Pneumonia, Memo. 189, 1935) places emphasis on pneumonia, with influenza reverting to a lower level of consideration. These documents are held at the PRO files MH 10 83, MH 10 84 and Wellcome CMAC file SA/BMA Box 210 F.75. 
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to understand the relative sparing of the elderly from the high 
mortality of the young adults, we must know whether fewer 
elderly were infected or fewer had severe disease. Regional 
historical and even anecdotal data can inform us on this point and 
in turn direct our scientific inquiries." (Kilbourne 1998, 11) There 
have been some suggestions that during the pandemic young 
adults did not exhibit a higher morbidity rate than other age 
groups; however, their mortality rates were very much higher 
than all other age groups (Burnet and Clark 1942). 

Consequently, what little morbidity information there is may not 
allow us to make particularly robust statistical statements about 
case fatality, etc. but it may afford some insight into the pandemic, 
including an understanding of the levels of social disruption it 
brought. 

Influenza can be exceptionally widespread, even in non-epidemic 
times. Dillner reported that "American studies estimate that even 
in unexceptional years [non-epidemic years] up to 20 percent of 
people get flu. The annual cost to the US economy in lost 
productivity and health expenditure is over $1 billion." (Dillner 
1995) Pandemics are generally defined by the unusually high rates 
of morbidity globally and the 1918-19 epidemic was most certainly 
a pandemic. The increased morbidity is to be expected as the 
population seems to have had little or no immunologic experience 
of the virus and thus little immunity, rendering the population 
exceptionally vulnerable. Modern serological testing reveals up to 
90 percent morbidity (including sub-clinical infections) in 
epidemics. Consequently, the estimate of a billion people infected 
(an estimated 50 percent of the global population) may actually be 
an under-estimate. 

Where morbidity data is reported for the pandemic it seems to be 
somewhat variable. This variability may be due to problems of 
diagnosis and reporting rather than varying levels of exposure and 
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infection. Morbidity rates that have been reported range from 25 
to 100 percent of the population infected. 74 

Demographic impacts 

An event of such a magnitude as this must have great 
demographic consequences. These extend beyond the basic impact on mortality for the period. They can include changes in patterns 
of nuptiality and fertility, the effective loss of life years for a 
community or nation, the number of children orphaned and 
changes in the age-sex structure of the population. Changes in 
nuptiality and fertility almost certainly would have occurred as 
the flu hit what are normally the most fertile and productive 
people in a population. Flu deaths would have increased the 
number of widows and widowers and would have brought a 
consequent reduction in marital fertility . However, they may be 
further dimensions to this reduction. There may have been 

74 In comparing the experiences of Japan and New Zealand, Rice claimed that "just over one third of the total population" of Japan and in New Zealand there was an "estimated 40 percent morbidity". However, Rice notes that this estimate "was only a guess and masked considerable variation" across New Zealand with some towns reporting estimates as low as 10 percent, while naming the North Island towns oflnglewood and Taumarunui reporting 60 and 80 percent infected, with Southland reporting 90 percent. (Rice 1998, 15) Mueller reported similar variation, 30-90 percent in Kenya (Mueller 1995, 10), and Kelm claims up to 100 percent of some First Nations communities in Canada were infected (Kelm 1998, 2). In another Canadian community, with very few, if any, natives, I calculated that overall morbidity was in excess of 53 percent, while some businesses in that city reported 95 percent absenteeism (Johnson 1993, 127). Similar ranges, generally 25 percent and up to entire populations, can be found in much of the pandemic literature. 
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reduction in fertility due to morbidity. There may have also been changes in nuptiality, weddings that never took place due to the death of one of the intended, weddings that were delayed due to illness or death within the family. The level of mortality among pregnant women allied with abortions, miscarriages and stillbirths appears to have increased during the pandemic. These deaths 
again influence the fertility levels, as well as mortality. 

Certainly there were reductions in nuptiality and fertility, 
increases in the numbers of widows, widowers and orphans, many years oflife lost and the like. However, quantifying these, 
particularly the portion due to influenza and that due to the 
effects of war, is virtually impossible in most locations. Some 
researchers have started to attempt to examine, even quantify, the dimensions of these impacts (Noymer and Garenne 1998; 
Mamelund 1998a, 1998b; Phillips 1988, 1990; Rice 1988)75

• 

However, in Britain it is unlikely this will ever be possible in any great detail. For Britain, and many other nations, it is extremely difficult to separate out the demographic effects of the pandemic from those of the War. This is largely due to the fact that both 
events fell so heavily on the same segments of the population, the young adults. Further, the disruption of the population by war 
rendered the basic population data unreliable . But 
notwithstanding this I will attempt to examine some of the 
demographic impacts in Britain in later chapters. 

75 Svenn-Erik Mamelund's recently commenced PhD research is likely to include some interesting demographic examinations of the pandemic and its impact. This work is made possible by the excellent data he has available to him, data that are not disturbed by war due to Norway's neutrality. 
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Influenza and the war 

There is much that links the influenza pandemic and the Great War. These linkages can be grouped into three forms. Those that claim the influenza was brought about or caused by the war; those that claim the influenza played a role in ending the war and those that claim that the influenza pandemic was facilitated by the war. 

Causation 

No event concentrated the minds of the world's population in the early decades of the twentieth century as did the Great War. When an epidemic arose as that war seemed to be coming to an end it is understandable that many discerned a relationship between the two. This may be a direct causal relationship or it may be coincidental, others saw disease as a cathartic or 
retributive measure brought about by God or gods. 

One of the more commonly raised direct links between the war and the influenza concerned the use of poison gas on the battlefields, particularly in France. The Times reported a South African theory that the "disease is directly traceable to the German use of poison gas, the after-effects of which have induced the growth of a new type of streptococcus." (10 October 1918, 5) This may have 
contributed to the blaming of Germany for the pandemic that did occur. In his richly detailed examination of the pandemic in South Africa, Phillips noted that the "war featured in popular 
explanations of the pandemic", including the "indiscriminate use of poison gas." Other explanations for the pandemic that gained some currency in South Africa (and probably elsewhere) included "the belief. .. that the flu epidemic arose from the scores of unburied corpses left decomposing on the battlefield". (Phillips 1990, 231 and 150) 
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Sena also suggested that these unburied bodies as they were "Senselessly tossed and retossed in stale mutilation 
From crater to crater" (The Children in Kipling 1995) could be the source of the affliction. Actually they are but one of many causes. Sena attributed to a "Hindu astrologer" the claim that the influenza "emanated from the countless dead bodies in the different theatres of the war and that the emission of poisonous gases in the battle fields had vitiated the atmosphere and spread all over the world, affecting the human health. The devitalization of the human body all over the world owing to the great war, had a good deal to do with the present pandemic." (Sena 1923, 13) 

Sena attributed a more general miasmic theory for disease to a Greek doctor, one M. Kouzas. Kouzas argues that the majority of diseases "due to an invisible, unknown virus forming in our system, when mentally agitated. When we are sad or jealous, or harbour hatred we breathe out carbonic acid containing the virus, poisoning the atmosphere, and our blood during respiration, when the air is full of virus . This causes the out-break of epidemic such as influenza etc. The epidemics during the war were due to the general sadness and depression of the people." (Sena 1923, preface) This combination of the centuries-old concepts of miasmas and the recently emerged concept of the virus form an arresting image. 

However, Sena was not content to accept either or even both of these _explanations for the pandemic. He sought further explanation in the movement of people, lifestyle, nutrition and climate when he claimed that the "shifting of the population has resulted in the over -crowding in some areas . This has caused influenza to flourish . If we take into considera tion the sanitation and food problem, we find that the tone of the population has been lowered. Again, the wet weather in the year, the west winds and the low barometrical pressure has all told heavily upon the human health." (Sena 1923, 14) 
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But beyond the miasmic explanations there are other linkages people have attempted to make to suggest that the pandemic was caused by the war. Previously I discussed Ewald's contention that the conditions of war in France were the evolutionary stimulus that gave rise to such a virulent strain of influenza (Ewald 1994). Cartwright made a similar argument in claiming that 
"Malnutrition, strains and the conditions of trench warfare had ripened the world for a pandemic in 1918. It is probably this fact , rather than the appearance of a new strain of virus, which made the influenza pandemic so widespread and so lethal, causing an estimated death toll of some 20 millions throughout the world." (Cartwright 1983, 278) 

Phillips argues that the basis for many of these explanations for the pandemic that saw the war at their heart as reflecting the "contemporary sense of horror at what was taking place on the Western Front. [and was possibly felt even more keenly in Britain] To many it clearly was a place where terrible things were 
happening and could be expected to happen. When men so flagrantly broke the laws of humanity and nature every day, a deadly disease came as no surprise." (Phillips 1990, 150) While this is undeniably the case, is it right to claim the war as cause of the pandemic? 

Reports to the Committee of the Office International d'Hygiene Publique in 1919 revealed how widespread the influenza had been. The British delegate reported that the "contribution from 
Switzerland was particularly interesting as it showed the great intensity of the disease in 1918-19 on a neutr:al country which had escaped a great many of the war conditions to which the heavy incidence and mortality of the recent influenza epidemics have frequently been ascribed." (PRO MH 113 51 Report 1) This was a truly global influenza outbreak, encompassing almost every nation whether they were at war or neutral. As to whether the conditions in France provided some mechanism for enhancing the virulence of the virus or if that strain was inevitably that dangerous is 1918 -1 9 influenza pandem ic 
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impossible to determine. However, I feel the latter is the more 
likely. 

Cessation 

Accepting that the war did not directly cause the pandemic, was it 
possible that an effect actually was working the other way? Did 
the influenza have an impact on the prosecution of the war? Did it 
help end the war? 

Certainly there is evidence suggesting that the influenza had a 
major impact on most, if not all, of the forces engaged in the war in 
France. Hundreds of thousands of military personnel suffered and 
certainly there are instances where particular actions or 
campaigns were delayed or cancelled due to illness. 76 

The Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion' gave a number of 
military medics the opportunity to reveal how great the impact 
had been. Colonel Soltau noted that "Whole units were sometimes 
put out of action. One army brigade of artillery had at one time 
two-thirds of its strength laid up, and was unable to go into action, 
though badly needed, for three weeks. The German armies 
suffered heavily, and our Intelligence Branch had evidence that 
this was one of the factors which caused the postponement of a 
certain contemplated attack of very critical importance." (Royal 
Society of Medicine 1918, 27-8) 

Influenza was made notifiable in the British Armies in France on 
5 October 1918, and between then and the .middle of March 1919 

76 In addition to its impact on the forces, particularly the Americans, 
Crosby has documented how he sees the illness of many senior personnel 
and politicians, particularly President Wilson's severe illness, as 
affecting the Paris Peace Conference signing (Crosby 1977, 1989 145-
196). 
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112,274 admissions and 5,483 deaths were recorded (MacPherson et al. 1920, 175). Harvey Cushing's journal of his time as a 
military surgeon reveals a number of instances where the 
influenza had a direct impact on military activity. These range from the summer of 1918 to the massive levels of morbidity the military hospitals faced in November 1918. His entries reveal the impact on both the Allied and German forces, including 

speculations that outbreaks of the flu, often known as 'three day fever', were hampering the German forces, and the scale of the problem in the autumn. 

30 June, 1918 

I gather that the epidemic of grippe which hit us rather hard -in Flanders also hit the Boche worse, and this may have 
caused the delay" 

7 July, 1918 

Wonderful weather continues and yet no renewal of the 
Boche offensive. Many theories-shortage of men? internal 
troubles? an epidemic of the 3-day fever? 

30 September, 1918 

pneumonia in particular having become a real menace. 

15 October, 1918 

... The weekly report of Oct. 3rd of the relation of patients to 
beds in the A.E.F. gave us a grand total:-

Occupied Vacant Normal Emergency Base Hospitals 91,740 26,703 109,897 160,286 Camp Hospitals 15,138 2,850 16,264 17,798 
Grand Total 106,878 29,553 126,161 178,084 

Thus 84.7 percent of the normal and 60 percent of the 
emergency beds were then filled and we were lacking 
per sonnel for 35 base hospitals. A few days ago it was 
reported that we had beds for only two days if wounded and 
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sick continued to come in at the present rate, and the weekly 
report of Oct. 10, just come to-day, gives:-

Occupied Vacant Normal Emergency 
Base Hospitals 119,739 12,906 110,994 162,068 
Camp Hospitals 17,719 6,260 21,939 24,289 
Grand Total 137,456 19,166 132,933 186,357 

In short, our base hospitals are 107.9 percent full, our camp 
hospitals 82.5 percent full, and 73.3 percent of our 
emergency beds are occupied. 

4 November, 1918 

The pandemic of influenza may after all have served a 
worthy purpose. It takes a scourge- or a war which is but a 
scourge- to rouse nations to constructive acts. 
(Cushing, 1936, 389,396,460, 472- 3 and 492) 

I will discuss some of the 'constructive acts' that nations were 
roused into taking shortly. 

The poor conditions that medical personnel tending the military had to work in are well-known, as is their dreadful workload. 
Influenza ensured that even when the number of battle wounded dipped there was still much to keep them busy, even when in 
"August and September [1918] the German retreat left some 
British units out of contact with the enemy ... At the same time 
came the Spanish 'flu epidemic and the advancing CSSs [Casualty Clearing Stations] and FAs [Field Ambulances] had to cope with an influx of sick men which more than made up for the decline in the number of wounded." (PRO MH 106 2387, Papers based on the 1914 War Medical Records Section - Compilation and Usage, 36.) Ivo Geikie Cobb was a doctor with one of those FA's and later 

reca lled that his efforts were rather wasted: 

One m orning, not very long after I had joined the field
ambulance, a message came .. . th at the influen za epidemic 
then raging in Europe had reached our part of the line. 
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Would our C.O. please prepare to take in a large number of patients suffering from influenza? The C.O. groaned, then looked at me. 

"Well, anyway, there is one real doctor amongst us. Now then, Weymouth, there are plenty of outbuildings here. Get 'em ready for patients." 
As I left to carry out his orders, he called out, "And for God's sake, don't get it yourself, or we shall be in the cart." The next few days I was busily employed in lecturing to the orderlies on the avoidance of infection, and in converting stable-lofts into wards. On the morning of the fourth day I woke up with a splitting headache, and pains in my limbs. I took my temperature. It was nearly 104. 

"Oh hell!" I thought, "I'll be the first patient here after all." Now, this was very awkward in view of the wise remarks I had uttered, when lecturing to the orderlies, on the prevention of infection. 
I shouted for my servant, and (mindful of my previous experiences with influenza and pneumonia) stayed in bed and sent a message to the C.O. (Weymouth 1936, 200-1)77 

By the time he had recovered from broncho-pneumonia and been discharged from hospital the war had ended. 

These few examples have demonstrated the scale of the impact of influenza upon the military. Pitt claims that the Allied troops suffered, but survived, whereas in "Prince Rupprecht's Army ... the percentage of those affected was higher, and owing to inadequate medical facilities and to general weakness caused by months of undernourishment, many of the sick did not recover ... and as the epidemic was to roll in waves across Europe, ·each wave larger than the preceding one until the peak was reached in the following November [October], it was to become a factor of increasing significance." Pitt regards the influenza as playing a role in 

77 Cobb take the pseudonym Weymouth in publishing his memoir. 
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determining the outcome of the war and in bringing it to a close 
earlier than may otherwise have been the case (Pitt 1962, 166). 
However, this view is a minority one and influenza is normally 
little more than a footnote in the histories of the Great War. 

Facilitation 

If the war had not caused the flu and the pandemic had not 
brought about the end of the war what was the relationship, if 
any, between these two concurrent global events? Is it conceivable 
that they were not related at all and were merely coincident? A 
common view is that the war played a significant role in 
facilitating the pandemic. This revolves around the mass 
movement of people, largely the military. In many countries it has 
been considered that the returning forces brought the disease from Europe and bring it with them to their home nation, working their way along the national and local transport networks to eventually spread the disease into every town and village. 

A contemporary view that accords with this came in The Times in October 1918 under the headline "The Summer Influenza". 
The epidemic was first reported in Spain. Generally 
speaking it moved northwards in Europe and eastwards in 
India, and this movement would be consistent with an 
hypothesis of spread from the Mediterranean. In previous 
similar epidemics the progression has been westwards in 
Europe, the county of origin usually being Russia. The war 
has, however, fundamentally changed the general character 
of European traffic-that from east to west being suspended, 
while the north and south traffic has been greatly 
augmented; and in the absence of other definable fac.tors it is 
reasonable to assume that the abnormal progression of the 
present epidemic has mainly been determined by the 
changed lines of inter-communication. (14 October 1918, 5) 
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The report sees the changing patterns of traffic as having altered the course of the pandemic, mirroring Stuart-Harris et al's claim that "The engulfment of the Western World in the War had 
brought together men from countries all over the world and this traffic could well have altered the progress of the pandemic from its usual pattern of spread in times of peace." (Stuart-Harris et al. 1985, 119) War brings with it tremendous displacement and movement of people often in appalling conditions. This in 

conjunction with the tremendous virulence of the newly emerged virus and the ease of transmission of influenza set the scene for a calamitous pandemic and thus the disease was quickly dispersed to all parts of the globe. 

Zhdanov et al. suggest a somewhat alternative view. While 
recognising the "prolonged disturbance in the normal 
communication between countries produced by the stable fronts of the predominantly positional warfare in Europe" they cite 
Gromashevskiy and V ayndrakh in arguing that this led to a 
relatively long term separation of large population masses and that "within these masses the sources of infection were able to exhaust themselves completely." (Zhdanov et al. 1958 citing 
Gromashevskiy and Vayndrakh 194 7) This view is very much at odds with the prevailing view that sees the increase in traffic, particularly at the end of the war, as playing a major role in transporting the disease around the world. 

This view is to be found in much of the literature (Bryder 1982; Cliff et al. 1986; Edwards 1986; Herda 1998; Johnson 1993; 
Mamelund 1998b; Pettigrew 1983; Phill~ps 1990; Rice 1988; 
Thomas 1998; Tomkins, 1992b) - the war in itself did not create the pandemic, but once the virus emerged it was more-or-less destined to spread across the globe infecting peoples the world over and bringing hundreds of millions of deaths . But the war almost certainly played an important role in moving the disease, 
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in facilitating its spread. 78 It was the (troop)ships that were to 
bring the disease to so many lands. Frequently these ships are implicated in introducing the disease before the local transport 
networks distribute it down the nation's urban hierarchy, before it permeates into the countryside generally. 79 Mueller concluded that "it is likely that the war and its aftermath have had no impact on the level of mortality, but only the spread of the disease." (Mueller 1995, 10) This is a position I generally concur with - the war 

played a major role in facilitating the pandemic but I do not think a pandemic was to be avoided once the novel virus emerged. 

Arthur Newsholme at the LGB was in no doubt that "the 
movements of the recent war have been responsible on a large 
scale for its increased virulence." The mass movements of "several hundred thousands persons" each month took place on a limited number of vessels at a time when influenza and pneumonia were present in a number of important military centres. Newsholme 

acknowledges that "it would have been surprising had this 
marvellously rapid and successful transportation of troops been carried through without a heavy cost in communicable disease." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 16) 

7
~ For example, in South Africa it has been argued that the country's "strategic maritime position had long laid it open to infection from visiting ships. World War I, with its expam1ion of this traffic and its shiploads of troops, multiplied this danger many times." (Phillips 1990, 179) 

79 For example, Mueller has argued that "With the end of the First World War in East Africa, thousands of porters were repatriated from German East Africa for disbandment. These people finally brought the disease to places which were not yet infected." (Mueller 1995, 10) 
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in facilitating its spread. 78 It was the (troop)ships that were to 
bring the disease to so many lands. Frequently these ships are 
implicated in introducing the disease before the local transport 
networks distribute it down the nation's urban hierarchy, before it 
permeates into the countryside generally. 79 Mueller concluded that 
"it is likely that the war and its aftermath have had no impact on 
the level of mortality, but only the spread of the disease." (Mueller 
1995, 10) This is a position I generally concur with - the war 
played a major role in facilitating the pandemic but I do not think 
a pandemic was to be avoided once the novel virus emerged. 

Arthur Newsholme at the LGB was in no doubt that "the 
movements of the recent war have been responsible on a large 
scale for its increased virulence." The mass movements of "several 
hundred thousands persons" each month took place on a limited 
number of vessels at a time when influenza and pneumonia were 
present in a number of important military centres. Newsholme 
acknowledges that "it would have been surprising had this 
marvellously rapid and successful transportation of troops been 
carried through without a heavy cost in communicable disease." 
(Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 16) 

7
~ For example, in South Africa it has been argued that the country's 

"strategic maritime position had long laid it open to infection from 
visiting ships. World War I, with its expanE!ion of this traffic and its 
shiploads of troops, multiplied this danger many times." (Phillips 1990, 179) 

79 For example, Mueller has argued that "With the end of the First World War in East Africa, thousands of porters were repatriated from German East Africa for disbandment. These people finally brought the disease to places which were not yet infected." (Mueller 1995, 10) 
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Further reflections on pandemic and war 

A tragic and ironic impact of war came in the form of those extra infections, further morbidity and mortality that arose from the celebration of the Armistice. A number of authors have 
documented instances where celebrations became the foci of new or recrudescent outbreaks of influenza. People brought together in the exuberance of celebration, and the relaxation of regulations governing meetings and the wearing of masks, etc. appear to have led to further influenza deaths. So even at the end of the fighting the war was still bringing death. 80 

Concerns about the possibility of further cases contributed to the British government's decision to inform the governments of a 
number of countries, including France, Belgium, Japan, Greece 
and China, that "the influenza epidemic has rendered it unwise to receive contingents of Allied troops in London, and that the 
invitation for contingents to take part in the Lord Mayor's 
procession has therefore been regretfully withdrawn. It is pointed out that only troops of the United States, Portugal, Italy, and 
Serbia who are already in the United Kingdom will be able to take part." (PRO, CAB 24 149 Report for the week ending 7 November 

8° Crosby records a number of these instances, including the somewhat comic image of thousands of masked San Franciscans "deliriously happy, dancing, singing" to celebrate the end of war (Crosby 1989, 85 and 105). In Kenya two major war-related social events are identified by Mueller as playing a major role in spreading the sickn~ss in Nairobi. The first was a military ceremony for the participants of the 1915 Turkana Expedition that brought many African soldiers and civilians together on 22nd October. Three days later the European population "celebrated the Red Cross Ball in Nairobi on the 25th of October." (Mueller 1995, 10) The Times carried a report that "Carnival celebrations in Malta [were] blamed for ... fresh outbreak of influenza with many fatal cases (15 March 1919, 9). 
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1918)81 This action perhaps helped reduce the number of influenza cases that were spread during the Procession slightly. 

I suggest that the war also plays a role in the collective memory of the event, particularly in nations highly involved in the conflict. The two events appear to be conflated; the flu has became a 
component of, a bit player in, the greater story of the Great War. Changes in society, changes in attitude are attributed to the war. It marked a major time of change, not least in Britain. From the latter part of the nineteenth century Britain had gone from being one of, if not the, dominant global power to one whose people now had to reconsider their place in the world. From the South African War and now the carnage of the long years of the Great War 

Britain's predominant position had been questioned. 82 Changes in attitude brought about by war may well have contributed to how that society reacted to the pandemic. After years of sacrifice and having ideals of comradeship, of 'making do' and keeping a 'stiff 

81 It is notable that this is one of the very few mentions of the pandemic in the Cabinet records. Indeed, there is relatively little on the influenza in the British records. The war obscures, if not obliterates, the influenza from the purview of the British government/establishment. 
82 This was not limited to Britain. Phillips noted how the war had changed South Africa, "for instance, in the frequency with which the war featured in popular explanations of the calamity; in the social and biomedical effects it produced by concentrating large numbers of soldiers on ships, trains and in camps; in the extent to which it drained civilian life of skilled and professional men and women, such as doctors and nurses; and in the way it militarised South African society through recruiting drives, special war fetes and campaigns for war-funds and intensive newspaper coverage, all of which the 'flu temporarily disrupted. The impact of World War I on South African society clearly extended well beyond the political, economic and military spheres usually examined by historians." (Phillips 1990, 231) It is surely not inconceivable that British society had been affected no less than that of South Africa. 
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upper lip' in the face of terrible war surely these would influence the reaction to the 'minor' inconvenience of flu . This was 'only' the flu and as such may have become masked by the deep scars caused by the War and subsumed into the whole War experience. Such attitudes may have played a role in the downplaying of the scale of the pandemic and its failure to retain a prominent role in the collective memory that might otherwise be expected of a disease outbreak that brought so much illness and death. 

Long-term impacts and implications 

Considering the massive scale of the pandemic it is notable that its long-term impacts are not particularly obvious. How could an outbreak of disease that may have killed as many as 100 million people lead to such little change? But what changes were wrought by the pandemic? Have we understated the scope of the changes or was it that there were few or no long-term repercussions? In this section I will canvas a number of these, including the changes wrought upon national (public) health systems, a possible connection with the World Health Organisation and some political, economic, social and religious consequences. 

National health system changes 

One of the few long-term consequences of the pandemic that has been identified and discussed was the creation or alteration of national public health systems and administration. 83 

83 The best documented examples being those of South Africa and New Zealand. Phillips has discussed in some detail the debate and the changes brought about in South Africa (Phillips 1990). The changes in 
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In South Africa and New Zealand the sudden and massive surge in mortality that the pandemic brought led to Commissions inquiring into the epidemic and the responses to it (Union of South Africa 1919; New Zealand 1919). These, along with public demand for change, directly led to major changes in the public health systems, major expansions in remit, budget and personnel. In both these countries these changes came about rather quickly. 84 Collier suggests that Canada, France, Australia, India and Russia also developed national public health bodies as a consequence of the pandemic (Collier 1974, 290). 85 

However, the pandemic was by no means a universal 'success' for the spread of 'professional medicine' that it was in the cases discussed above. There the profession itself was not perceived as having failed, rather it been hindered by the lack of organisation, 

New Zealand are the major focus ofBryder's work (1982) and are also discussed at some length in Rice (1988, 174-192). 
84 Indeed The Times reported on the introduction of the Public Health Bill in the South African parliament by the Acting Prime Minister Sir Thomas Watt while the third wave of the pandemic was striking Britain (7 February 1919, 7). 

85 Exactly two months before reporting on Watt's introduction of the South African legislation, The Times had reported that "A public health bure3:u, associated with a national laboratory, is to be organized by the Canadian Government." (7 December 1918, 7) Pettigrew argues that there had been a call for a national public healtl: body for some time in Canada, led by groups such as the Canadian Medical Association and the United Farm Women's Association for "increased cooperation between the provinces in the matter of public health. and for the establishment of a central health bureau." The pandemic gave this drive the extra momentum that saw it become a reality and the "bill to establish a federal department of health was given first reading in March 1919, and the department became operational that fall (Pettigrew 1983, 134-5). 
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infrastructure and support. As in Britain, criticism of the 
profession was rare. This was not always the case. A number of 
examples from non-Anglo cities reveal a different reaction. 66 

In Australia Heiser credited. the pandemic with having played a 
role in the development of the Australian federal Department of 
Health and the Quarantine Service87

, as he noted in his memoirs: 

86 The experience of the pandemic in Puebla, Mexico and Rio Grande, 
Brazil for example, revealed greater tensions. In Puebla the pandemic 
led to a public health campaign, but this campaign developed into a 
political conflict between "revolutionary groups and their opponents" 
with the "proprietary class" winning out both in political terms and in 
being able to impose their public health strategies. (Gamboa Ojeda 1991, 
91). The Brazilian case revealed the "fragility of the modernizing ideals 
of the Southern Brazilian bourgeoisie" as the inability of the new health 
policies were seen to fail to protect people in the face of the influenza. 
Olinto notes how despite these failings the city's elite still "attempted to 
legitimate existing power relations and to prevent the erosion of 
established order" and even went as far denying the epidemic. Olinto 
expresses surprise that the city survived without further rupture of 
society (Olinto 1993, 285). I suspect that the short-term nature of the 
peaks of the influenza pandemic may have prevented such tensions 
developing long enough to actually precipitate major upheaval, and once 
the peak passes the bulk of the surviving population are just relieved it 
is over and the political energy is dissipated. 

87 A discussion that can be found in NAA file A6006 1919/1/9 which 
includes Cumpston's (Director of Quarantine ) paper on the 
Establishment of Department of Quarantine and Public Health and 
another paper on the pandemic in which he claims that the quarantine 
service has been exemplary in keeping Australia free of the disease, but 
warns of other epidemics that could strike and the need for a vigilant 
quarantine service and asks for more funding and more staff. Cabinet 
approved the requests for more staff and funding, and an increase in the 
Director's (Cumpston's) salary. 
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UK 

.. .in 1921, the idea of a Ministry of Health became a popular 
issue. The troops coming home from the War had threatened 
the introduction of malaria, typhoid, dysentery, and venereal 
disease . .. The influenza epidemic, which spared no corner of 
the continent, brought to light the inefficiency and confusion 
of the states in dealing with a disease of such vital concern to 
all. A plan was formulated to centralize health operations 
under Federal control, with each state remaining responsible 
for most of its former functions; hence it would cooperate 
rather than criticize. The Quarantine Service, which was 
already Federal, was to be the nucleus of a National Health 
Service (Heiser 1936, 351-2)88 

Collier seems to overstate the case by linking the creation of the 
British Ministry of Health with the pandemic. He noted that the 
push to replace the LGB with a Ministry "met at first with bitter 
reactionary opposition. But by 1919, backed by such powerful 
sponsors as Lady Rhondda, Lord Leverhulme and Major (later 
Lord) Astor, it had become reality" (Collier 1974, 289) and 
attributes the overcoming of the resistance to the pandemic. Eyler 
depicts this time as part of a longer period of great change in 
British public health (Eyler 1997). It was a period of change from 
small government towards a welfare state, a time of change for 

88 Australia managed to delay the introduction of the pandemic into the 
country due to the imposition of maritime quarantine (later followed by 
inter-state quarantining) . While some action had been taken early on, 
such as the NSW government forming a "new organization to meet a 
possible epidemic of Spanish influenza or pneumonia" (reported in The 
Times 23 November 1918, 5) the more drawn out nature of the influenza 
there and the fact that action did not actually take place until a few 
years later may have reduced the nature of the response. Rice certainly 
considers the "the impact on Australia's health administration was less 
decisive than in New Zealand." (Rice 1988, 186) 
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Britain and its place in the world, changes in the conception of disease, changes as medicine continued to establish itself as 'scientific' and 'professional', changes in the government structures concerning health and disease as the Ministry of Health came to replace the LGB. Indeed, some used the passivity of the LGB to enhance their calls for a Ministry of Health. But whereas the pandemic did lead to the creation of new public health organisations elsewhere, the ministry was already an idea whose time had come. Moves towards changes in British public health had already been under way for some time. Landmarks such as the Public Health Acts of 1875 and 1890, the 1906 Education (Provision of Meals) Act, and the 1911 National Health Insurance Act had already materialised. As Berridge notes "social reform in the health sphere has clear Victorian antecedents." (Berridge 1990, 217) However, The Times medical correspondent was certainly keen on an active Ministry and argued the case on a number of occasions, as did a number of letter writers, but only on occasion was the spectre of the pandemic invoked (Including 15 July 1918, 3; 28 October 1918, 7; 29 October 19, 7; 30 October 1918, 7; 2 November 1918, 7; 4 November 1918, 7 and 11; 7 November 1918, 3; 19 December 1918, 5; 24 December 1918, 3; 19 February 1919, 8; 25 February 1919, 7). Lees has argued the Great War actually delayed reform of the British medical and welfare policy as it "distracted politicians and reformers alike,"(Lees 1998, 328) so possibly the pandemic aided in the revitalisation of this process. 

While the LGB was criticised for its passivity and for the delay in its actions, it was not actually criticised for the nature of those actions. It acted wholly in keeping with the nature and beliefs of the medical establishment. It also justified its inactivity and failure to take more proactive measures, such as quarantine, by arguing that they would not work and that in a country at war they were not possible or practicable. Sir Arthur Newsholme publicly admitted, when opening the Royal Society of Medicine's 
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'Discussion', to delaying the distribution of the first Memorandum 
on Influenza as he considered the nation's "major duty is to 'carry 
on' .. .it was necessary to 'carry on', and the relentless needs of 
warfare justified incurring this risk of spreading infection and the 
associated creation of a more virulent type of disease or mixed 
diseases ." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 13) 

So, in the national (military) interest it was 'business as usual' -
an attitude encouraged by the press and the medical 
establishment. Any action, any treatment then was left to the local 
authorities. The local authorities had primary responsibility for 
public health, and this responsibility was discharged by the 
MOHs. With no centralised or co-ordinating body this led to a very 
mixed range of responses with some MOHs effectively denying 
there was any such epidemic, whereas others provided as much 
assistance as they could. 89 

Political repercussions 

In discussing the implications for health care I touched upon a 
number of political debates that occurred. Most of the debates 
about national health care occurred in the political and legislative 
arenas. However, there were a number of what could be 
considered as more 'political' repercussions. The survival of the 
Brazilian elites Olinto discussed are obviously one such example. 
But there are a number of others. For example, Boyd clearly 
linked the influenza with the increase in the influence and 
motivation of the Samoan independence m<?vement who regarded 
the extraordinarily high mortality there as indicative of New 
Zealand's failure to meet their responsibilities as the colonial body 

89 For a detailed discussion of the responses of British government, 
particularly at the local auth ority level see Tomkins (1989; 1992a). 
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(Boyd 1980). Kelm also found connections between the disease and 
relations between Canadian native peoples and the 
EuroCanadians. She found the disease had been "incorporated into 
Aboriginal interpretations of the relationship between themselves, 
their non-Native neighbours and the government." (Kelm 1998, 
21) These interpretations included attributing the disease to their 
contacts with whites particularly confrontational contacts, while 
often using "indigenous conceptions of disease causation" to 
explain the transmission of disease. First Nations' perspectives of 
the flu also often included a sense of betrayal. Betrayal that the 
modernisation and medicine they had been encouraged to adopt 
failed to protect them and betrayal in terms of providing resources 
and assistance, a betrayal that amounted to neglect (Kelm 1998, 
23-7). Obviously such a perspective would give succour to political 
opposition and resistance. 

Perhaps nowhere was the longer-term societal impact greater than 
in South Africa. This was to be a major event early in the 
development of the Union of South Africa that shaped much of 
South Africa in demographic, medical, social, racial and 
administrative terms. For example, it has been argued that the 
changes in South African legislation actually laid the groundwork 
for the far more insidious apartheid laws that were to come later 
in the century. The new Public Health Act changed the Public 
Health Department from being the small advisory service that had 
been established in 1917 into a much more active and 
interyentionist arm of the Union government. Mueller suggests 
that the pandemic permitted not only the creation of new health 
authorities with expanded powers, but also .contributed to the 
"hastened formulation and passing of some apartheid and health 
laws" (Mueller 1995) However, Phillips suggests that while 
concerns about spread of disease may have fuelled the fires of 
segregation they were not in themselves a direct cause of the later 
laws, such as the Natives (Urban Areas) Act of 1923 (containing 
the main principles of residential segregation), they may have 
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acted as an enabling catalyst or helped bring them about. This 
may have been particularly because the poor were seen as 
bringing the disease to the wealthier, white population and so the 
"epidemic added weight and urgency to demands for a 
comprehensive national policy to enforce residential segregation in 
South Africa's towns." (Phillips 1990, 226-7) 

Economic changes 

Any large scale epidemic that incapacitates so many must have a 
vast economic impact. Influenza and the common cold are 
considered to cost the economy millions of pounds every year, 
including estimates that as much as ten percent of absenteeism is 
due to influenza (BBC 1999d). More than a decade ago 
Schoenbaum estimated that influenza cost the economy of the 
USA "the order of $3 to $5 billion dollars per year" and this figure 
is for a non-epidemic year (Schoenbaum 1987, 26). The sheer scale 
of the 1918 pandemic means it must have had a commensurately 
large impact. A full economic history of the pandemic is still to be 
written, but one suspects it will not be possible due to the 
persistent problem of separating the impact of the influenza from 
that other contemporaneous conflagration - the Great War. 
However, a number of specific economic consequences are known. 
These include concerns about massive levels of absenteeism, 
particularly a concern where it was seen as a threat to the 'war 
effort', changes in economic and social structures as a consequence 
of the pandemic and the massive impact the pandemic had on the 
insurance industry. 90 

90 Although in some countries the insurance industry then made great 
use of the pandemic in writing new business. For example, Phillips 
(1990, 195 and 213-4). 
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Ohadike makes a strong argument for the influenza causing major 
changes to agricultural, economic and societal structures in 
Nigeria as the shortage of labour due to the pandemic (caused by 
both morbidity and mortality) forced the replacement of yam as 
the staple crop with cassava as it is a less labour-intensive crop 
(Ohadike 1981). Ohadike also placed a great emphasis on the 
colonial infrastructure as the conduit for spreading influenza 
(Ohadike 1991)91

• Further south in the continent Phillips found the 
pandemic had a major impact on the South African economy for a 
number of years, including severe disruption of the agricultural 
economy and of gold and diamond extraction, and that it 
contributed significantly to famine in some areas in following 
year(s) due to lack of planting due to the pandemic (Phillips 1990 
191-2). 

In Britain there was disruption to transport, communications, 
emergency services and every other aspect of life. Bus and train 
services were curtailed, schools, hospitals, chemists, post offices, 
bakeries and laundries short of staff, police and fire services short
handed, undertakers unable to make enough coffins, dig enough 
graves and bury all the bodies quickly. Some undertakers had to 
decline orders while in some areas the cemeteries were opened up 
for longer hours to allow for more interments. In many locations 
local authority or military personnel were brought in to help. The 
Postmaster General was driven to asking people to only make 
necessary phone calls as the telephone services had been 
'interfered with' as many operators failed to take their places. 92 

91 This is an argument that finds support in Tomkins (1989, 1994). 

92 Reports of all these events can be found in most newspapers of the 
period, for example The Times, 21 October 1918, 5; 22 October 1918, 3; 
23 October 1918, 3; 24 October 1918, 3; 25 October 1918, 3; 28 October 
1918, 3; 31 October 1918, 7; 1 November 1918, 7; 7 November 1918, 3; 27 
November 1918, 5; 29 November 1918, 3; 4 December 1918, 3. 
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Tomkins noted that "particular concern was voiced over the impact of absenteeism on war-related industries such as mining and munitions, but all services, employers and institutions were affected ." (Tomkins 1992a, 441) 

The sharp social impacts of the influenza brought economic impacts . It was reported that whereas normally the number of people in "receipt of relief', the number of paupers, fell to a minimum at the end of October before rising slowly through the winter, 1918 saw an increase in numbers in October before falling back in December (The Times 8 March 1919, 7) . Another economic impact was that on the insurance companies. The Prudential's exposure to influenza claims was noted in the City pages of The Times . The City reporters speculated as to whether the annual reports of the life assurance companies would set out influenzacauses losses, as they had done with war-related claims. In January 1919 it was reported that "In eight weeks the Prudential is known to have paid as much as £620,000 in claims attributed to influenza, which compared with £279,000 paid on account of direct war losses in the same t ime, the latter amount itself being the largest paid during any similar period of the war." (The Times 11 January 1919, 12) The Prudential's annual meeting revealed that in fact between 2 November and the end of the year some £650,000 had been paid out "in the industrial Branch alone in consequence of the epidemic." (The Times 7 March 1919, 7) 

Rel ig ious responses 

There are a number of religious dimensions to the pandemic that have been identified. These include religious explanations of the pandemic, people turning to religion as a refuge or salvation from the disease, and the emergence of n ew religions or an increase in missionary work taking advantage of the perceived failure of the existing societal structures, including religions . 
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In examining the explanations put forward for the pandemic 
Phillips has recognised four types of explanation. These have included the pandemic as unintended consequence of the fighting in Europe, direct action of malevolent individuals or groups, human neglect of social conditions and the action of God (or gods) as either punishment or as part of a divine purpose. In attempting to discern God's actions most explanations concentrate on sin . What actions could have brought this calamity, this retribution? Such conceptions of sin are revealing about society. What acts and/or people are sinful? Such an event could provide those in (moral) authority with an opportunity to denounce and control people and practices. 93 

A number of scholars have discussed the influenza in terms of being an 'imperial' disease (Herda 1998; Kelm 1998; Killingray 1996; Mueller 1998; Musambachime 1998; Page 1998; Ranger 1988; Watts 1997). It could be argued that one form of imperialism that saw the pandemic as an opportunity were the Christian 
missionaries. With faith in traditional belief systems undermined the missionaries saw their chance. I discussed previously how the failure of the 'imperial' life to protect the Canadian indigenous peoples may have led to questioning the new set of beliefs . Phillips notes that some "Black Christians in the Transkei were so 

disillusioned by that religion's inability to protect and comfort them at such a time of crisis that they turned their backs on 
Christianity completely." (Phillips 1990, 92) He also notes for some South Africans a similar disillusionment led them to question their existing belief systems and be more receptive to the words of the missionaries . 

J ames' history of the London Missionary Society in discussing the Society's work in Central Africa noted that the "influenza 

93 For further discussion of some of the religious elements see Phillips (1990, 139-140). 
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epidemic ... was very severe and caused terrible suffering in the 
churches, and heavy losses by death; but it gave the medical 
missionary an opportunity which was well used, and there is now a wide open door in Central Africa for medical work." (James 1923, 105) 

But it was not only Christian missionaries to whom the masses turned. It was also an opportunity for local religious and spiritual leaders to emerge. Mueller considers that as the influenza reached those areas that had no experience or living memory of the disease then it could pose a serious "challenge to the existing social system and to social patterns of reaction to diseases ." Consequently it is not surprising if traditional healers and chiefs cannot explain such high levels of illness and death that people could question their authority and authenticity. From this Mueller argues that people were more open to witchcraft, "millenarism and charismatic 
prophets" and that a number of "spiritual churches in Africa with healing as a liturgical element see the Spanish influenza as a 
source of their foundation ." (Mueller 1995)94 

A response that may seem slightly odd to us some 80 years later can be found in both South Africa and Australia. In both nations the Governor-General or Prime Minister received requests , 
bordering on demands, for a national day of prayer or humiliation or atonement. In South Africa an Afrikaans man Izak Bosman of Sterkstroom wrote, in Afrikaans, suggesting that a day be set 

94 Similar reactions can be found in Musamba chime (1998), Phillips (1988 and 1990), Ranger (1988 and 1992). Watts also noted that the pandemic is an "example of a disease crisis which in most polities elicited lit tle novel medica l or political response is the 1918 influenza 
epidemic ... However in recently Brit ish-colonized Yoruba land in th e Nigeria regions , th e death of 250,000 people from influenza led to the establishment oflocally managed Aladura faith-healing churches." (Watts 1997, 282 footnote 10). 
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aside for "humiliation and prayer in view of the Spanish 
influenza".(NASA, GG 1232 33/1034)95 The demand the Acting 
Prime Minister (Watt) received from Sydney resident William 
Short was somewhat more ambitious: 

Pneumonic-Influenza Plague 
I am now writing to suggest at least a week's 

Humiliation and Prayer to God to stay the ravages of the 
Pneumonic-Influenza Plague. You have done well, and 
should be commended for closing Theatres, Picture Shows, 
Racecourses, and even Churches, so as to minimise the 
danger, but you have left one of the greatest plagues and 
curses (the Devil's gin palaces) open to dispense their death
dealing spirits, and to be an ever open plague spot. If you did 
well in closing all other places of public resort, you did ill in 
leaving the Public-Houses open. Close them at once, and so 
remove a plague-spot. CNAA, A2 1919/887 Part 2) 

Despite the wishes of these correspondents their demands were 
not met. The British (and Australian) churches seem to have been 
more like the 'modernist Anglican' churches of South Africa in not 
seeing God as having a direct role in the pandemic and in trying to 
reconcile modern science and medicine with religion. In Britain 
the public discourse of the pandemic played out in the newspapers 
is almost devoid of any religious dimension or contribution. 
'Modern' 'professional' 'scientific' medicine and the bacteriological 
paradigm had established a secure grip on the discussion of 
medicine and with a blameless disease like influenza there was 
little need or scope for apportioning blame to the morally suspect. 
Further, once more the concentration on the war for the British 

95 This sentiment accords with the views Phillips discussed (1 990, 151 ). 
Durey noted that 21 March 1832 was declared a Fast Day in response to 
the cholera in Britain. Here moral turpitude, corruption and a decline in 
religious observance were seen as the stimulus for God's wrath (Durey, 
1979, 197). 
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population, including the clergy, may have seen the influenza 
regarded as a lesser issue. 

A role for flu in the genesis of the WHO? 

While the role of the pandemic in the creation or re-casting of 
national public health systems is now widely recognised, there has been no such recognition of the role the influenza pandemic may have had in the development of international bodies such as the World Health Organisation (WHO). From the archival research I feel that there may be linkages between the pandemic and such 

international structures. 

The root of this story may lie in South Africa. South Africa was 
caught "almost wholly unprepared," receiving "no official notice 
that ships coming to the Union might be carrying the disease." 
(Phillips 1990, 101) However, once infected South Africa adopted a proactive stance. Information on the nature of the epidemic in 
South Africa and warnings about the disease were quickly sent to many other nations, particularly other parts of the Empire and 
those nations that had major shipping linkages with South Africa such as Australia, New Zealand, India, Mauritius, Madagascar 
and the Straits Settlements . South Africa also requested 
information from many nations as part of its Influenza Epidemic Commission's investigation. 96 

96 Phillips discusses this flow of information (1990, 101-8.) It is also evident in various archives, including the National Archive of South Africa (NASA files GG 1232 33/1014; GG 1232 33/1036; GG 1232 33/1051; GG 1232 33/1064; GG 1232 33/1068; GG 1232 33/1079; and GG 1232 33/1082A) and the National Archives of Australia CNAA files A2 1919/452; A2 1919/482 Part 2; A2 1919/952; A6006 1919/12/31; and CP78/22 1921/53). 
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Much of this communication was not between Pretoria , the 
colonial periphery and the imperial centre, London, but rather 
between members of the periphery. P erhaps it is indicative of the 
members of the Empire asserting a more independent role; a role 
emphasised by actions as the 1910 Union of South Africa and the 
1900 Federation of Australia. These being actions which represent 
major staging posts on the assertion of these nation's statehood 
(rather than simply being colonial outposts of the mother country). 
Communication between both Melbourne97 and Pretoria and 
London seems largely limited to copies of the LGB's Memorandum 
on influenza and some other cursory communications, particularly 
regarding the payment of pensions98

• However, in South Africa 
there was the exception of the occasion when the South African's 
requested that the King send a "message of condolence" to which 
the British Secretary of State sent this message on 29th October 
1918 (before the peaks of the second wave back in Britain, but 
after them in South Africa) to the Governor-General: 

His Majesty the King has learnt with great concern of the 
ravages of influenza in the Union of South Africa and the 
South African Protectorates. Please convey His Majesty's 
sympathy to the sufferers and his condolences to those who 
have lost relatives through the epidemic. 
(NASA, GG 1231 33/1026) 

This message was then released to news agencies for wider 
distribution. 

97 The Australian seat of F ederal government at the time. 

98 NASA files GG 232 33/1073A; VWN 3637 PG291; VWN 3637 PG292; and VWN 3700 PG384. 
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Both the South African and Australian governments seem to have 
had a similar level of correspondence with the USA99 as with 
Britain, while the bulk of communication seems to flow between 
the trading partners and fellow colonials. This information was 
certainly appreciated by at least some of the recipients. The 
Australians regarded it as very serious and used it as the 
justification for the imposition of maritime quarantine that 
delayed the introduction of the disease for some time. They also 
contributed to flows of information around the South Pacific. 100 

The severity of the pandemic in New Zealand and its spread to a 
number of Pacific islands were of great concern and Australia was 
called upon by New Zealand to aid a number of these islands, 
including those that were New Zealand territories or protectorates 
as New Zealand was incapable due to the impact of the disease 

99 For example, Australia not only contacted the UK for information on 
the pandemic (receiving the LGB memoranda). They also instructed their 
representatives in the USA to investigate New York's responses and 
American vaccines. This may be another example of the Empire nations 
turning away from the Imperial centre. For Australia moving away from 
a British influence to fall under that of the USA was to be a trend of the 
t"".entieth century- perhaps reaching its peak in Australia's 
participation in the Vietnam war (a conflict that the British and 
Commonwealth nations by-and-large remained apart from). 

'
00 This flow of information around the Pacific appears to have been 

facilitated by a personal network among the various Governors. For 
example the New South Wales Governor informed the Australian 
Governor~General that the reason the Governor of Fiji had 
communicated to him in both public and personal channels was due to 
previous personal contact in South Africa CNAA, CP78/22 1918/254). 
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there . Australia continued to monitor outbreaks in many nations, particularly in the Pacific for some years after the pandemic. 101 

While Australia seems to have been grateful for the information and regarded it very seriously, the situation seems very different in Britain. The scale of the epidemic in South Africa was no secret, being quite widely reported. However, this lack of apparent concern seems to be mirrored in the relative paucity of archival material in Britain, particularly when compared with the wealth of material in the Australian and South African archives. In comparison with the quite voluminous material elsewhere there seems to be a dearth of material in Britain. Was it never created, was it never recorded? It appears that in the colonial countries central government viewed the epidemic very seriously indeed. In Australia they tried to organise the States, run inter-state traffic when the disease was proclaimed, and gathered information from many sources. However, there is very little evidence of information flowing between London and Australia (and .between London and South Africa). But while there is a real lack of information to and from London, there is a network operating across the Southern Hemisphere sending warnings, information on the disease, vaccines and the like. Indeed, this network not only provided information but also organised for relief shipments of medical aid to stricken island nations . 

101 NAA files on New Zealand correspondence include Al/15 1919/287; A2 1918/3705; A2 1919/452; A2 1919/957; A457/1 501/5;A8510/1 68/24A. Files containing material on influenza in the Pacific include Al/15 1925/6310; A2 1919/219; A2 1919/224; A2 1919/701; A2 1919/998; A457/1 501/17; A457/1 G501/6; A457/1 I501/3; A457/1 501/40; A457/1 501/42; CP78/22 1918/254; CP78/22 1921/53; CP103/11 432. Other international influenza surveillance and correspondence can be found in A2 1919/452; A2 1919/966; A2 1919/1663; A2 1920/1006; and CP78/22 1921/53. 
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Following the end of the pandemic South Africa wanted to 
formalise these networks and flows of information. One of the 
recommendations of its Influenza Epidemic Commission was "the 
establishment of an international organisation for the rapid 
dissemination of authoritative information regarding epidemics." 
(Union of South Africa 1919, 9) This wish was reported in Britain; 
for example The Times used the headline "To Combat Influenza. 
An International Bureau Wanted" above their report of the 
Commission's report and noting its call for an international health 
organisation and a revised health administration in South Africa 
(25 February 1919, 9) . 

Phillips noted that the Union of South Africa offered to send out 
such information in return for information from other nations and 
"over the next two years it expanded its epidemic notification 
network to neighbouring countries and other parts of the Empire." 
South Africa joined the "International Bureau of Public Health in 
Paris, which issues monthly bulletins by post on outbreaks of 
epidemics all over the world." (Phillips 1990, 207) 102 

Collier is one of the few researchers to have noted this link 
between the pandemic and the role of the WHO. He considers that 
due to the pandemic "the medical frontiers stayed down. Until 
now, independent research workers had attacked the influenza 
problem in small compact groups ... But from January 1920 on the 
League of Nation's Health Organisation (now the World Health 
Organisation) ensured by a system of cables and weekly returns 
that flu fighters everywhere worked as an international team." 
(Collier 1974, 290) This view may be overstating the role of 
influenza. It is recognised that the League of Nation's Health 
Committee owed its existence largely to concerns about disease 

102 These ~onthly mailings could be regarded as the predecessors of the 
WHO's WER (Weekly Epidemiological Record) that are available via 
email or from the World Wide Web at http://www.who.int/wer 
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among refugees, especially typhoid. However, it may be possible that influenza pandemic played a role in its continuation and later more permanent status and helped crystallise the need for some form of global public health organisation to combat large scale health issues. 

The development of a co-operative network of influenza research and surveillance was recently celebrated by the WHO. Their recent press release commemorating "50 Years of Influenza Surveillance" recognised that "major strides have been made in combating influenza via surveillance of outbreaks in progress and preparation for upcoming influenza seasons" and announced the release of the WHO's influenza pandemic plan to provide guidelines and information for the development of national plans to manage any future influenza pandemic. The press release noted that by 1999 the "WHO's Global Surveillance Programme for Influenza ... consists of 110 national influenza centres in 83 countries, plus four Collaborating Centres for.Virus Reference and Research in Australia, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States of America" and the importance of this continued surveillance was made clear as "while pandemics can kill upwards of 20 million people ... more people have died this century from influenza complications that have occurred during a seasonal epidemic, than from a pandemic". The Director-General of the WHO, Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland is quoted as acknowledging that "We have to recognise that the unpredictability of an influenza pandemic, and the rapid and serious consequences which can occur when a pandemic strain does appear, gives us ample justification for constant vigilance and careful planning to improve preparedness." (WHO 1999d) The WHO's programme was initially established to "set up and finance an international centre to collect and distribute information, coordinate laboratory work on influenza and train laboratory workers." (WHO 1999b) Subsequently this has grown to include planning to mitigate future epidemics and pandemics, devising control methods to limit 
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spread, severity, and consequences of the disease, sharing 
information, viral isolates and laboratory diagnostic reagents among the national laboratories, including the development and standardisation of techniques and materials. More recently in an effort to "improve influenza surveillance and enhance 

standardization of reporting, WHO in collaboration with the Institut National de la Sante et de la Recherche Medicale, Paris, France has created an electronic tool accessible through the internet for linking the global network of centres (FluNet) 
electronically, allowing each authorized centre to enter data remotely every week and obtain full access to real-time 
epidemiological and virological information . Part of this 
information is accessible to the public." (WHO 1999c) In addition, all information from the national laboratories is analysed and published by WHO in the Weekly Epidemiological Record. A summary of country reports is also available on the Internet. 100 

Additionally the WHO convenes meetings twice a year to 
determine the recommended composition ofinfluenza vaccines for the coming winter, one meeting in February for the northern hemisphere and then another in September for the southern. 

Influenza can then be seen to have a role in the past, present and future of the WHO. It may well have played a role in bringing about its predecessors, and thus may be claimed as one of the pandemic's lasting legacies, albeit somewhat indirectly. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have demonstrated the global scale of the 1918 pandemic. In doing so I have re-opened the question of the origin of the pandemic and suggested the particular virus strain may 

103 The address for FluNet website is http://www.who.int. 
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have emerged some years prior to the pandemic. I have also set out issues such as the timing and spread of the pandemic, in addition to how it manifested itself and its impacts in terms of morbidity, mortality and social, economic and political 
ramifications. I have also discussed the relationship between the pandemic and the First World War. I have attempted to 
summarise the pandemic and its impact, endeavouring to indicate the most important, the universal, aspects of this pandemic . From here I shall proceed with the examination of how the pandemic was played out in England and Wales. 
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The voice of the dead was a living voice to me. 
Tennyson, In the Valley of Cauteretz. 

Introduction 

This work draws on many sources, both contemporaneous and 
modern. These have included published official sources such as 
Registrar-General's reports, Ministry of Health documents, and 
Census reports and unpublished material from the national 
archives of a number of nations. Additionally, sources such as 
newspapers, journals and books, including memoirs, have also 
been consulted as has the growing literature on the pandemic, 
both academic and more popular writings. In this section I discuss 
these data sources, including the limitations of these sources. 

Limitations 

One of the most difficult areas for those working on past outbreaks 
of disease is that of data . What data there are tends to be patchy. 
There are also concerns about how valid, accurate or robust the 
data are? This has long been a concern with medical or vital 
statistics. Mooney quoted from the 49th ARRG that "It is 
useless .. . to shut our eyes to the imperfections of our records. To be 
without trustworthy means of comparison is doubtlessly an evil, 
but to ignore the difficulties and deal with the records as 
thoroughly reliable would be still worse, for it is far better to be 
without statistics at all than to be misled by false ones." (49th 
ARRG 1888, xx cited in Mooney 1997, 53) Not withstanding such 
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pessimism, is it not better to use what data we have, while 
recognising its limitations? Thus, while recognising there are 
problems with the extant influenza data, I have tended to the 
approach that Cliff et al. described in the preface to their 
examination of the spatial aspects of influenza by declaring that 
"our philosophy has been pragmatic in the sense that to ignore 
these data, whatever their limitations, would be to overlook major 
potential sources of information about the disease; in other words, 
we see our business as one of lighting candles rather than cursing 
the darkness." (Cliff et al. 1986, preface) 

While the nature of influenza has long given rise to problems of 
misdiagnosis and under-reporting of influenza deaths it has been 
recorded as a cause of death right from the start of registration in 
England and Wales, i.e. the latter half of 1837. This recording has 
not been subject to the changes of definition and recording that 
have punctuated the recording of many diseases. 

Riordan noted the primacy of data to any form of epidemiological 
study. She asserted that the "data must be readily available, 
regularly and accurately recorded and valid for the purposes of the 
epidemiological study ... the data ... relating to the causality and 
spread of disease must .. . adequately reflect and measure the true 
situation in the world." These ideals are rarely, if ever, meet when 
it comes to studying influenza, and Riordan regards this as "one of 
the reasons, if not the main reason, why we still do not fully 
understand the epidemiology of influenza and are unable to 
control the epidemics."(Riordan 1986, 77) I'd suggest that the data 
limitations play a role in the former, but the latter is due more to 
the virus' propensity for change and ability to spread rapidly 
rather than a lack of epidemiological understanding. 

Factors affecting the recording of influenza mortality, let alone 
morbidity, include problems of diagnosis as influenza shares many 
symptoms with other respiratory conditions. Additionally, only a 
small proportion of influenza cases present themselves to the 
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medical profession. Confirmation of diagnosis can now be made using virological or serological examinations, a facility not available to the medical profession of the early twentieth century. Riordan notes one particular problem with influenza diagnosis is that it may "go unrecognised when not enough importance is attached to it ... It is only when the disease has reached unacceptable levels [that] . . .influenza [is] noticed. On the other hand, there is a danger of over-reporting in that the clinical symptoms of the disease may be confused with a variety of other respiratory tract infections." (Riordan 1986, 93) Both of these factors may well have been present in Britain in 1918-19, possibly leading to an understatement in the earlier part of the pandemic and an exaggeration in the later stages. The second wave was the most important in terms of mortality; the RG recorded that 64 percent of the pandemic's mortality was associated with this second wave. During this wave the epidemic was known, the disease was known, its manifestations and complications were known. This suggests that misdiagnosis and under-reporting may well be less of a problem than in other influenza outbreaks . 
A further problem comes from the recording of cases or deaths . Recording can vary greatly in accuracy and coverage. In Britain this is less of an issue, as vital registration was legally r equir ed. However, it does not address the issue of misattr ibution of the cause of death. Morbidity was not systematically recorded in Britain. 

Although many deaths did occur as a direct result of influenza, and were r ecorded accordingly, there ar e likely to have been deaths ascribed to other causes that were actually due to the presence of influenza. These are, by their very n ature , difficult to assess. Indeed, the RG's report recognised this, "It is well known that during 1nfluenza epidemics the morta lity attributed to the disease does not represent the whole of t hat caused by it. The entries under other headings, especially those of respiratory disease, are always found to increase during an epidemic, and 1918- 19 influenza pandemic 
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though this has not occurred in 1918 to the same extent as in other recent outbreaks it is still necessary to make allowance for these increases in mortality, allocated to other causes but really attributable to influenza, in endeavouring to measure the loss of life." (Registrar-General 1920, 3) Thus the RG argued that 'excess' deaths from other causes including pneumonia, bronchitis, heart disease and phthisis can be reasonably attributed to influenza. However, this report includes other (related) causes in some tables and calculations, but at other times concentrates on influenza deaths only. Examination of these causes and their contribution to the pandemic mortality appears elsewhere in this work. 

In addition to these limitations, studying the 1918- 19 pandemic in Britain has other problems. These stem from the first World War. The British male population had undergone "profound 
modification" (Registrar-General 1920, 3) due to the war, and was greatly changed from the 1911 Census. Consequently the RG's report on the pandemic focused much of its detailed analysis on the female population and extrapolated from those results for the total population. The base populations and calculated rates have be treated with some caution. However, considering the problems of influenza data generally it is reasonable, I suggest, to regard the British influenza data as an indicator of influenza activity, particularly after the first wave of the pandemic. This is not to say that they are a true reflection of the mortality. 

Registrar-Genera/' s supplementary report 

In 1920 the Registrar-General published a supplement to the ARRG for 1918 (Registrar-General 1920). This supplementary report was concerned solely with the influenza pandemic in 
England and Wales and covered the pandemic for its entire 
(documented) duration, from June 1918 to May 1919. This report is the critical source for this work, being the principal data source 
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for the influenza mortality. It is the only source of compiled data 
on the entire pandemic period that includes disaggregated data. 
The dissagregation is both spatial and temporal as it has mortality 
data for each week for more than 300 locations across England and 
Wales, thus allowing some examination of the pandemic over time 
and space. The Registrar-General for Scotland produced a similar, 
but much briefer, report for Scotland (Registrar-General for 
Scotland 1919). That report gives far less detailed data than its 
English counterpart. 

Data included in the report for England and Wales are raw figures 
and rate data for influenza mortality for the entire pandemic, each 
of the three waves, and each week at various geographical levels. 
The most important subset of this data is the weekly mortality 
(raw figures and annualised influenza mortality) for the 300-odd 
administrative areas . These areas include all the London boroughs 
(LBs, sometimes referred to as metropolitan boroughs or MBs ), all 
the county boroughs (CBs), and some of the urban districts (UDs) 
in England and Wales. Additionally, the unspecified areas were 
included in 'Remainder of county or total county figures . Such 
detailed data is not given in the report for Scotland. The figures 
available are for all of Scotland, by county, by burgh classified by 
size, and for ten of the larger burghs for the entire pandemic with 
no further disaggregation . 

The RG's data for England and Wales constitute one of the most 
detailed datasets on the pandemic available as much of the other 
data on the pandemic is of questionable accuracy and coverage, 
and is often limited to monthly morta lity. 

Official reports 

In addition to the two RG reports discussed above quite extensive 
use has been made of the ARRGs for England and Wales and for 
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Scotland. These have been used for material including crude death rates, crude birth rates, infant mortality and mortality data for various causes. Where these have been used they have been 
documented. 

There was one other major report published in Britain on the pandemic at much the same time as the RG's reports . This was the report from the (newly-established) Ministry of Health into the pandemic (Ministry of Health 1920c). This has become one of the most widely cited reports in the literature on the pandemic. The report informs much of this work, but is also predicated on various theories and assumptions about influenza that have been shown to be inaccurate in the intervening 80 years. The report's appendices have also been useful in providing some contemporaneous data from other countries and some local studies, including a number of MOH reports . 

Detailed examination of MOH reports has not been undertaken in this study largely due to time constraints. The Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine 101 houses one of the most complete collections of MOH reports and would be the logical starting point for any study that was to use these reports . 
However, their value is likely to be highly variable for, as Tomkins noted, the responses and report coverage of the pandemic by MOHs varied greatly. Some MOHs effectively denied there was an epidemic in their jurisdictions despite strong evidence to the contrary in the mortality records (Tomkins 1989, 1992a). 

10
' Formerly the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine Library. The name change came into effect as of 1 October 1999. 
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Census data 

Census data has been used in order to examine the social 
dimensions of the influenza pandemic. This has largely focused on 
the use of demographic and occupational data from the two 
Censuses closest to the pandemic, 1911 and 1921. 

Boundary data 

One of my criticisms of much of the literature on the pandemic, 
including the British experience, has been the lack of maps, a 
failure to discuss the spatial aspects of the pandemic. 
Consequently one of the first tasks after obtaining the influenza 
mortality data was to find an appropriate and accurate map of the 
areas for which that data referred. This was easily resolved due to 
the work of Great Britain Historical GIS program (hereafter 
GBHGIS), then at Queen Mary and Westfield College, London. 105 

This project has digitally captured the boundaries for various 
areal units used in Britain for official data through the eighteenth, 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Using the system a set of 
boundaries for 'administrative' areas of England and Wales for 
mid-1918 was selected and exported (Figure 12). These could then 
be imported into a mapping or GIS application. In this case, they 
were imported in Arclnfo and ArcView where the influenza 
mortality and other attribute data (Census demographic and 
occupational data) could be attached. A similar boundary set was 
extracted for the London boroughs (Figure 13). 

105 Information about the project can be found at 
http://www.geog.port.ac.uk/gbhgis 
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Figure 12. Administrative areas in England & Wales, 1918. 
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London boroughs 1918 

Figure 13. London boroughs 1918 

Attribute data 

Lonview 
CJ BATTERSEA E:J BETHNAL GREEN CJ CAMBERWELL 
~ CHELSEA 
E] CITY OF LONDON 

DEPTFORD 
CJ FINSBURY 
~ FULHAM D GREENWICH 
- HACKNEY 
CJ HAMMERSMITH fiiiJ HAMPSTEAD CJ HOLBORN CJ ISLINGTON l::':J KENSINGTON 
CJ LAMBETH CJ LEWISHAM CJ PADDINGTON CJ POPLAR CJ SHOREDFTCH CJ SOUTHWARK llliJ ST. MARYLEBONE CJ ST. OLAVE BERMONDSEY CJ ST.PANCRAS 

STEPNEY 
CJ STOKE NEWINGTON CJ WANDSWORTH CJ WESTMINSTER 
~ WOOLWICH 

The GBHGIS system has also had various sets of Census and other data linked to the locational data. These can also be 
requested by time and unit type. However, not all datasets cover the entire time period at the appropriate scale. Data that were available, considered potentially relevant to understanding the pandemic and applied to the same time and same areal units as the influenza mortality included infant mortality data for 1911, and demographic and occupational data for 1911 and 1921. Each of these will be discussed below. These data were extracted from the GBHGIS system as tab-delimited text files. Each of these was then imported into a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) and saved before any further work. The bulk of these data were raw figures, not rate or propor tional data. In the discussion of each of the datasets the actual conversions will also be covered. 
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IMR 

The infant mortality data came from the 1911 and 1918 ARRGs 
and consisted of the infant mortality rate and the number of births 
in each listed area. The number of births was not used in this 
research and the IMR required no further transformation before 
being joined to the influenza mortality data for further analysis. 
These were then matched with the influenza mortality. However, 
it was not possible to calculate IMRs for the 'Remainder of or 
'Total' county records. 

Demographic data 

The demographic data for 1911 and 1921 consisted of population 
figures for total, total male and total female populations along 
with male and female populations in each 5 year age cohort 
ranging for 0-4 to >95 (>100 for 1911) and male and female 
populations in the groups 0-14, 15-64 and >65 .106 The cohort 
populations were then transformed into percentages of male or 
female population in each cohort by dividing the cohort population 
by the total gender population and multiplying by 100. 
'Remainder' and 'Total' values were calculated by summing the 
figures for CBs, UDs and Rural Districts (RDs) that were not 
specifically listed for each county. 

106 .Sources: 1911 data from 'Table 8, Ages of Persons, Males and Females at each year of age under 21 and in Quinquennial Age-Groups in each Administrative County (inclusive and exclusive of County Boroughs), of County Boroughs, and of Rural Districts. Also Ages of Males and 
Females in each County Borough, Municipal Borough, other Urban 
District and Rural District, 1911', pp.15-20 in Volume VU, 1911 Census Report, Ages and Condition as to Marriage. The 1921 data were 
transcribed into the GBHGIS from tablesl4 and 14A, 'Ages 
(Quinquennial groups) and Marital Conditions' in each of the county 
reports of the 1921 Census. 
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Occupational data 

The occupational data for both 1911 and 1921 largely came from 
the Censuses. For 1911 this consisted of total, retired and occupied 
male populations aged over 10 years and populations of 42 
different male occupational categories. For females the data 
included total unmarried, married, widowed, retired, occupied and 
unmarried, occupied and married, and occupied and widowed 
populations along with populations of 35 occupational groups. 
Additionally the proportions of unmarried women working, 
married women working, widowed women working, married and 
widowed women working, and proportion of domestic indoor 
servants per 1,000 to total number of separate households were 
given. The occupational categories for males and females are not 
the same, though some categories are common to both. 107 The 
population figures were transformed into proportions by 
calculating each as a proportion of total occupied population, 
except for proportion occupied and proportion retired which were 
calculated using the total male population for each area. Total 
figures were also given for all counties, and were used for those 

101 1911 occupational data for males were transcribed from Table 15(A) 
'Grouped Occupations of Males aged 10 years and upwards, in 
Administrative Counties, County Boroughs, Metropolitan Boroughs, 
Urban Districts of which the population exceeded 5,000 persons, 
aggregates of other urban districts, 1911', pp.386-423 of Census of 
England and Wales 1911, vol. X, Occupations and Industries, Part 1 and 
for females from Table 15(B) 'Grouped Occupations of Females aged 10 
years and upwards, in Administrative Counties, County Boroughs, 
Metropolitan Boroughs, Urban Districts of which the population 
exceeded 5,000 persons, aggregates of other urban districts, and 
aggregates of rural districts , also proportion per 1,000 of Unmarried, 
Married, Widowed and of Married and Widowed Women engaged in 
Occupations, and Proportions of Female Domestic Servants to Separate 
Occupiers or Families, 1911', pp.424-61 from the same source. 
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few counties for which total figures were required. 'Remainder of 
figures were calculated by deducting the specified MB and UD 
locations from the total county values. 

For 1921 the occupational data was given for male, female and 
total populations and were taken from the Census along with 
additional material from the Cambridge Group. 108 The Census data 
included total population and total employed in addition to 
populations of 32 occupational groups for males, females and the 
total population. 109 The Cambridge Group classified each 
occupational category into one of four 'environments', these being 
Agricultural, Light, Staple or Service (Garrett and Reid 1995, 76). 
The dataset also contained the population for each area in each of 
these 'environments'. The population figures were transformed 
into proportions by calculating each as a proportion of total 
occupied population, except for proportion employed which was 
calculated using the total male or female population for each area. 
'Remainder' and 'Total' values were calculated by summing the 
figures for CBs, UDs and Rural Districts (RDs) that were not 
specifically named in the influenza mortality data. 

Matching mortality and census data 

Once transformed into rates the IMR, demographic and occupation 
data were linked to the influenza mortality. This was done in two 
ways. The first approach was to attempt to expand the influenza 

108 The Cambridge Group for the History and Structure of Population 
(CAMPOP), 27 Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 lQA. This group is 
to join the Department of Geography, University of Cambridge shortly. 
109 The Cambridge Group were also responsible for the transcription of 
the occupational data from the individual county reports of the 1921 
Census and supplying this dataset to the GBHGIS. 
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mor tality data to meet the number of records contained in some of 
these other data sets. This was done by applying the specified 
rates to places sharing the same location and country names , but 
not necessarily the same unit type . Other uni ts within counties 
were given the 'Remainder of county values. This was done in an 
attempt to retain the richness of the larger datasets. However it 
was recognised that this 'stretching' of the influenza mortality 
data was rather tenuous. Consequently, the decision was taken to 
move in the opposite direction and 'collapse' these data sets (IMR, 
occupation and demography) to match more exactly with the 
influenza data. The resulting data sets contained an annualised 
influenza mortality rate for the pandemic period, the infant 
mortality rate, and the calculated rates for the demographic and 
occupational data for all the London boroughs, all the country 
boroughs (CBs) and some of the urban districts (UDs) along with a 
'Remainder of county figure for many counties. Some of the 
smaller counties were represented by a county total figure for each 
variable. 

Archival data 

Being a work of history, as well as geography, quite extensive 
examination of archival records has been undertaken . Much of this 
has concentrated on government and medical archives as a means 
of gathering information on the pandemic, the existing knowledge 
of the pandemic and of influenza, and the actions and reactions of 
governments and the medical professions. This has not been 
limited to British archives. 

PRO 

The Public Record Office is the national archive for Britain, the 
official repository of government r ecords. It was hoped that the 
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archives here would reveal much of the British experience of the 
pandemic. Examination of the PRO holdings was not limited to the 
more obvious bodies such as the Local Government Board, the 
Ministry of Health, the Medical Research Council and the Cabinet 
records. Rather records relating to a wide range of government 
activities were surveyed for the period. The fruitful results of this 
research are evident here, particularly in those chapters focusing 
on Britain. However it became apparent that the volume of records 
was not as plentiful as had been hoped, particularly when 
compared with that reported by researchers in other countries. 
One reason of this lack of material may be the destruction of 
records. Certainly this is true of the military medical records from 
the Great War, as a 1975 PRO document noted that "[a]fter the 
extraction of a sample (weighing 2112 tons) which was sent to the 
Public Record Office the Medical War Records were sent for 
pulping between April and July 1975. The documents filled 16,524 
sacks and weighed 275 tons." (PRO MH 106 2387) 

Other national archives 

A number of other national archives have also been examined, 
particularly Australia and South Africa with a lesser examination 
of Canadian records . This work was done to obtain comparative 
information and to examine the issue of communications between 
London and other centres. One reason for this is that Britain 
actually entered the autumnal peak of influenza mortality 
somewhat later than many, if not most, nations. It was wondered 
if this may have provided the opportunity for intelligence on the 
pandemic to have reached Britain and to have perhaps given the 
British authorities and medical establishment an advantage in 
dealing with the pandemic. 

A number of things became apparent very quickly. These included 
the sheer volume of material in these other nation's archives and 
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how the pandemic permeated every facet of government in a way completely alien to the British archives. Another finding was that in fact while many of these countries had suffered the pandemic earlier, and in some cases informed the British, there was actually relatively little communication with Britain. This confirmed the lack of received communications encountered in the British 
records. 

The relative paucity of British material can in part be attributed to the understandable concentration of minds, efforts and 
resources on the continuing war. It may be worth remembering that Britain was suffering a paper shortage (noted· in the 
newspapers as the reason for the reduction in paper length and 
absence of much advertising). This is also apparent in the fact that many of the government records for the time are written on the reverse of older papers. 

CMAC 

The Contemporary Medical Archive Collection (CMAC) at the 
Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine were also examined for records covering the pandemic period. 
Those identified included hospital records, pharmacy registers, notebooks and other records from physicians, nurses, hospital 
superintendents in addition to records from British Medical 
Asso~iation, the Association of County Medical Officers of Health and the Health Visitors' Association.' '0 

no CMAC collections GC/14 Barrowman, G WM; GC/16 Savory and Moore, Dispensing Chemists, Chapel Street, Belgravia SWI; GC/20 Holmleigh Auxiliary Military Hospital; GC/21 Hood, Basil; GC/81 Ramsay, Robert Anstruther; GC/100 Armitage Dispensing Chemist, Blackheath - Prescription Registers; GC/133 Nicoll, T. Vere; GC/165 Newhall, Dorothy M innie; PP/JRH James Randal Hutchinson and 
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Unfortunately, most of the leads suggested by the finding guides 
petered out rather quickly once the archives were consulted. Once more it became apparent that the influenza had had remarkably 
little impression on much of the medical profession and had made 
the most negligible entry into their records and the compiled 
archives. 

The most notable exception was Basil Hood's notebook. Hood was 
the Medical Superintendent at St. Marylebone Infirmary (later St. 
Charles Hospital), and held this post during the pandemic. His 
notebook contains several pages on the pandemic, written after 
the event, in which he details the strains on the hospital, the loss 
of staff to illness and death (including his own collapse from 
exhaustion) and his recollections of the pandemic. The image he 
gives from inside the British health care system at the time is one of desperation, extreme fatigue and unpreparedness. He wrote in 
his notebook that "We could hardly have been worse placed for 
dealing with an epidemic" before going on to describe how staff 
changes, staff shortages and having to deal with cases from other 
hospitals led to such a difficult battle with the pandemic that the 
"labour and distress of that time especially was terrific. Indeed i t 
hardly bears thinking about. Not only was there a great increase 
in cases, many critically ill with influenza! pneumonia but the 
staff also began to go down like ninepins ." This situation escalated until he "collapsed completely in December ... and returned in the middle of February". (CMAC GC/21 Volume 1) 

Detailed examination of local record office holdings and the 
CMAC's continuing Hospital Records Project was considered 
impractical for this work. 

William Henry Bradley, MOs; SA/BMA British Medical Association; SA/CMO Association of County Medical Officers; SA/HV A Health Visitor's Association. 
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Contemporaneous sources 

Newspapers, journals, and books, including memoirs published 
over the next half century were examined, in addition to archival 
holdings, for material on or relating to the pandemic. The 
collections at the British Library and the Wellcome Library for the 
History and Understanding of Medicine were examined in addition 
to the various libraries of the University of Cambridge (University 
Library, Whipple Library {History and Philosophy of Science} , 
Medical Library, Geography Library, and African Studies 
Library). 

The Iconographic Collection at the Wellcome Library for the 
History and Understanding of Medicine is an extensive collection 
of illustrated books, prints, drawings, photographs, paintings and 
miscellaneous media relating to medicine. This collection proved to 
be almost devoid of any material from this pandemic. In some 
ways this is not unexpected, as it has been noted before that there 
seem to have little collective public memory of the event, thus 
rarely was it the subject of creative works.111 The one work found 
was a small drawing (Figure 14) described in the catalogue as "A 
large and grotesque monster symbolising an influenza virus 
hitting an old man over the head as he sits in his armchair. Pen 
and ink drawing (with wash) by Ernest Noble , c. 1918" with the 
caption: "A-TICH-00!! Good evening. I'm the new influenza." 
(Nol:,le 1918) 

111 Particularly Crosby (1989 , Chapter 15. "An Inquiry into the 
Peculiarities of Human Memory", pp.311-325). 
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However, memoirs and other personal observations that discuss 
the pandemic have proven to be rather uncommon, as have 
references to the pandemic in literature, oral histories and popular 
culture. This is likely to be a reflection of the lack of impact the 
pandemic seems to have had .on collective and individual 
memories . 

Secondary sources 

There has been a growing literature on the pandemic, especially 
post-Crosby and again around the 1998 conference in Cape 
Town 11

2
, iri books, journal articles and mass media (newspapers, 

television, Internet, etc .) as the pandemic has made its way into 
the public's imagination, largely fuelled by the Hong Kong 'bird 
flu' scare of the late 1990s. The vast majority of this literature and 
earlier works on the pandemic have been consulted in the course 
of the research for this work. 

112 The Spanish 'Flu 1918-1998: Refiections on the Influenza Pandemic of 
1918 after 80 Years, University of Cape Town, 12- 15 September 1998. 
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Chapter 6. Britain's pandemic 
experience - epidemiology and 
demography 

Illness is the night-side of life, a more onerous citizenship. 
Everyone who is born holds dual citizenship, in the kingdom 
of the well and in the kingdom of the sick. 
Susan Sontag, New York Review of Books, 26 January 1978. 

Introduction 

1918 brought what The Times called the "great plague of 
influenza" (29 October 1918, 7) to blight thousands of lives 
through illness and death, claiming more than 230,000 deaths 
throughout England, Scotland and Wales in little less than a year. 
Many of these deaths were of young adults - of the 141,989 
civilian deaths recorded as being due to influenza in England and 
Wales some 45 percent were of people aged 15-35. 

Britain's experience of this pandemic exhibits many similarities 
with how it struck elsewhere. This was a pandemic in the truest 
sense, a global epidemic, in which the universalities, the common 
features such as the timing, the three waves, the age distribution 
of mortality, the generally low case fatality rate and the 
pneumonic complications, with the 'heliotrope cyanosis' that 
turned the faces of so many of those who died blue and purple, are 
so striking and so pervasive that they almost become banal while 
also rendering local variations trivial. It is these universal 
characteristics that allow us to recognise that this was a singular 
pandemic of influenza. 
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This chapter concerns itself with the medical, epidemiological and 
demographic aspects of the British experience, starting with a 
review of Britain's long term acquaintance with influenza before 
examining the timing of the pandemic, the mortality it occasioned 
including variations in that mortality along both age and social 
dimensions. These are then followed by considerations of the 
demographic impact of the pandemic. 

Long term acquaintance 

The RG has been recording influenza mortality since 1838. 
Currently, between three and four thousand people die each year 
in Britain as a result of influenza and influenza-related causes. In 
the winter of 1989-90 an estimated 29,000 Britons died during an 
influenza epidemic (Radford 1995).'Never before in the influenza 
record had there been such an upturn as was evident in 1918 
(Figure 15). 1918 was, as the RG noted "the first time since the 
commencement of registration" that deaths exceeded births 
(ARRG 1918, xxvii) . Influenza played a major role in this 
mortality, both at home and abroad. 
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Long-term influenza mortality in England and Wales (death rate) 
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Figure 15. Long term influenza mortality. 
Data sources: ARRG for the period 1837-1973 . 

Timing of the pandemic 

In an earlier chapter I described how the pandemic struck most of 
the world in three waves. It came upon the British in these three 
waves, bringing massive morbidity and excessive mortality, 
disrupting normal life and carrying away many, especially young 
adults. This wave pattern is readily apparent when influenza 
mortality is plotted (Figure 16). The first was in the northern 
summer of 1918, the second in the autumn of 1918 and the third 
early in 1919. In England and Wales some 64 percent of deaths 
came in the second wave; ten percent in the first and 26 percent 
in the last. 
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Figure 16. Monthly influenza deaths. 
Data sources: Registrar-General 1920; Registrar-General for 
Scotland 1919. 

Mortality 

The RG maintained that during the forty-six weeks of the 
pandemic in England and Wales some 151,446 people had died, of 

· whom 140,989 were civilians. The annualised civilian death rate 
for influenza in England and Wales is then 4.774 per thousand 
(Registrar-General 1920, 3). In Edinburgh the RG for Scotland 
stated 17,575 Scots had died at a rate of 4.3 per thousand 
(Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 2). However, these are 
deaths allocated to influenza only. 

Notwithstanding this, it is apparent that this was an outbreak of 
disease attended by a vast surge of mortality. The RG's report on 
the pandemic states that "No such mortality as this has ever 
before been recorded for any epidemic in this country since 
registration commenced ... [T]he cholera epidemic of 1849 .. . [killed 
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not more than] 3,033 per million population." (Registrar-General 
1920, 3) While comparisons of the lethality of disease outbreaks 
may be odious, it may be illuminating to recall that plague killed 
"a gross figure of 650,000 ... between 1570 and 1670" and this is "at 
least four times the known number of deaths caused by cholera in 
the whole of England and Wales in the nineteenth century, when 
the total population at risk was, of course, very much larger." 
(Slack 1985, 174) If we want to continue this game of mortality 
comparisons then influenza makes these almost pale into 
insignificance. In less than a year 220,000 influenza-related 
deaths occurred in Scotland, England and Wales, whereas plague 
and cholera killed hundreds of thousands over the length of a 
century. Of course, the population at risk had risen yet further by 
1918, but the scale of the influenza was orders of magnitude 
greater than cholera or plague. 

Mortality data 

The English RG's report recognised that there is likely to have 
been an under-estimation of influenza mortality: 

It is well known that during influenza epidemics the 
mortality attributed to the disease does not represent the 
whole of that caused by it . The entries under other headings, 
especially those of respiratory disease, are always found to 
increase during an epidemic, and ... it is still necessary to 
make allowance for these increases in mortality, allocated to 
other causes but really attributable to influenza, in 
endeavouring to measure the loss of life. 
(Registrar-General 1920, 3) 

Consequently, the RG devised three 'excess' deaths methods for 
estimating the total mortality attributable to the pandemic. 
(Registrar-General 1920, 3-7) These methods were first applied to 
the female population, due to the "profound modification of the 
male civilian population." (Registrar-General 1920, 3) 
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Specific causes method 

The first method involved comparing the deaths for each quarter of the pandemic against deaths in the previous five years (1913-1917) for specific causes of death. Several causes of deaths were examined for 'excess' deaths based on annualised death rates and these deaths then re-allocated as influenza-caused deaths. The causes included were pneumonia (all forms), bronchitis , 'organic heart disease' and pulmonary tuberculosis (phthisis). 
The excess mortality was then added to the recorded influenza deaths to reach an estimate of total pandemic mortality. The RG's report noted that "Doubtless others might be added to this list, but the four above, and particularly pneumonia, are of such 

outstanding importance that the result could not be substantially affected by further refinements." (Registrar-General 1920, 3) 

The result of this calculation was still regarded as too low by the RG when the estimate was first done for the third quarter of 1918. This is seen as being a consequence of the third quarter, like thf' first two quarters of the year, being part of quite a healthy year (apart from influenza) as the death rates for all other causes are markedly lower in 1918 than in the previous five years, and the list of selected causes not being exhaustive as deaths actually caused by influenza "may have been attributed to almost any cause." (Registrar-General 1920, 3) 

'Other' causes method 

The second method employed was to assess the comparative 
healthiness of 1918 to the average for the previous five years for the 'other causes' (excluding influenza and those causes listed above) and then to assume that in the absence of influenza the total mortality would have been in the same ratio as between these other causes in 1918 and in the previous five years. The 'excess' mortality could be regarded as influenza-related. 
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From this method 1918 was found to have 86.89 percent of the 
mortality of the average for the previous five years for those 'other 
causes' (94.2 percent in Scotland); making it a relatively healthy 
year. Taking the average mortality from all causes over the 

previous five years and taking the percentage of this, the 

'expected' mortality can be calculated and deducted from the 
recorded mortality with the remainder again considered to be the 
excess influenza mortality. This figure can be added to the 

recorded influenza figure to obtain another estimate of total 
pandemic mortality. 

1918 improvement method 

The third estimation method was based on the assumption that 
total mortality would have been similar to that found in the first 
and second quarters of the 1918. In England and Wales total 

mortality for the first quarter of 1918 was 86.5 percent of that for 
the 1913-17 average while in the second quarter of 1918 it was 
89.6 percent, an average of 88.0 percent. In Scotland the figures 
are 81.3 percent and 87.4 percent respectively, an average of 84.4 
percent. From here it was possible to calculate expected mortality 
and compare it with actual mortality. Again the excess can be 
claimed to be influenza-related. 

Results 

Using these three methods the RG's report calculated that female 
influenza mortality in the fourth quarter of 1918 (not the entire 
pandemic period, just fourth quarter of 1918) as being in the order 
of 60 to 65 thousand (Table 5).The number of female deaths 
allocated to influenza for the quarter was 5·0 840. 
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Method 

Specific causes 

'Other' causes 

Improvement 

Total 

62 240 

64 687 

65 427 

Table 5. Re-caculated female mortality Q4 1918. 
Source: Registrar-General 1920, 4. 

It was noted earlier that the RG first calcu lated these estimates 
for the female population. This was due to the wartime changes in 
the male population. The available male population data was for 
civilians only. Furthermore, this civilian population had 
undergone major structural changes during 1913-1917. For these 
reasons then the RG made estimates for male deaths only for the 
civilian population and only used 1917 data for comparisons, 
rather than the five -year period used for the female calculations. 
The argument made for using the 1917 figures is that the 
"alteration in the male civilian population between 1917 and 1918 
must have been much less than earlier in the war, for the 
reduction in the numbers of civilians of military age was almost 
trifling compared with what had occurred before." (Registrar
General 1920, 4)113 However, given the importance of the young 
adult population to the pandemic and their involvement in the 
War, and consequent likelihood that they were the most disturbed 
segment of the population this 'disturbance' should be borne in 
mind. Further, the use of a single year as a comparison seems 
somewhat insecure, and comparisons with the female estimates 
are less robust as the sets of estimates are derived from different 
bases. 

113 The proportion of the total population that was under arms in 1917 
was 10.3% and 10.7% in 1918 (Source: ARRG 1917 and 1918). 
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Bearing in mind these further limitations, the RG's report re
calculated civilian male influenza mortality in the fourth quarter 
of 1918 at about 51,000 (Table 6). The number of civilian male 
deaths actually allocated to influenza for the quarter was 39,205 
(Registrar-General 1920, 5). 

Method Total 

Specific causes 51 359 
'Other' causes 51 057 
Improvement Not attempted 

Table 6. Re-caculated male mortality Q4 1918. 
Source: Registrar-General 1920, 5. 

These re-calculation methods were than applied to the total 
mortality of the pandemic period in England and Wales where 
151,446 deaths were recorded as being due to influenza, with 
140,989 of these being civilian deaths (Table 7). 

Population 

Female 

Civilian male 

Non-civilian male 

Total deaths 

Total 

-100,000 

-84,000 

-14,000 

-198,000 

Table 7. Re-caculated total mortality. 
Source: Registrar-General 1920, 7. 

This estimate was rounded "in view of the uncertainties of the 
estimation the round figure of 200,000 deaths attributable to the 
epidemic ... may be accepted." (Registrar-General 1920, 7) The 
calculated civilian mortality figure actually agrees rather well 
with the simple increase in mortality between each quarter of the 
pandemic and that of the corresponding quarter one year earlier 
(Table 8). 
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Corresponding Mortality Pandemic 
quarter period 
Q3 1917 94,591 Q3 1918 
Q41917 112,741 Q41918 
Ql 1918 138,005 Ql 1919 

Total increase 

Table 8. Simple increase in mortality. 
Data sources: ARRG for 1918 and 1919. 

____ . _ _...._. 

Mortality , Increase 

··-·---·---
114,218 19,627 

241,218 128,477 

191,922 53 ,867 

184,311 

The originally allocated figure of 140,989 deaths gave an 
annualised civilian death rate due to influenza of 4.774 per 
thousand. An adjusted tally of 185,000 civilian deaths raises this 
to 6.264 per thousand for England and Wales (131 percent of the 
original figure). 

The RG for Scotland stated that the official, registered mortality 
for the pandemic was 17,575, giving an annual death rate of 4.3 
per thousand population. These figures included "not only those 
deaths of which influenza was the sole named cause, but also 
those deaths of which influenza was one of two or more named 
causes, the latter being far more numerous." (Registrar-General 
for Scotland 1919, 2) The official figures are based only on those 
deaths recorded with influenza as a cause of death. The RG for 
Scotland adopted a simplistic approach to determining what could 
be considered the maximum possible mortality attributable to the 
pandemic, by comparing the total registered mortality for 
Scotland during the influenza 'period' (July 1918 to April 1919) 
with the previous July to April period. Total deaths in the 
epidemic were 79,131 while in the comparable period there were 
52,932. From this, the RG suggests that 

the difference, no doubt largely attributable to influenza, 
amounting to 26,199, which number is fully 8,624 or 49.1 per 
cent. more than that obtained by a count of the deaths of 
which influenza was a named caused. Taking 26,199 as a 
maximum number, and [the reported] 17,575 as a minimum, 
and assessing the true mortality from influenza at the mean 
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of these numbers, a statement that the probable number of 
deaths caused by the epidemic amounted to nearly 22,000 
appears justifiable. (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 5) 

This approach does not take into account that the first half of 
1918 was a period of markedly reduced mortality in all of BriLa in, 
including Scotland. When I apply the English RG's excess 
methods calculations (as described earlier) to the Scottish data 
the result is an upward revision of the mortality figures (Table 9). 

Method Estimated total 
pandemic mortality 

Specific causes 33,143 
'Other' causes 27,650 
1918 improvement 33,771 

Table 9. Re-calculated total mortality - Scotland. 
Data source: Registrar-General for Scotland 1919. 

These figures indicate that the recordeJ influenza mortality in 
Scotland of 17,575, at an annualised death rate of 4.3 per 1,000, is 
a marked understatement of the total mortality associated with 
the pandemic. The higher re-calculations of total mortality are 
near to doubling that figure. These new estimates of mortality 
give annualised death rates of 6.8 to 8.3 per 1,000 (158 to 193 
percent of the original figure) . Consequently, the total mortality 
for the 1918-19 influenza pandemic in Britain would appear to be 
of the order of 230,000 rather than the recorded 169,021. 

Causes 

The RG selected five specific causes to include in the re
calculation of influenza mortality. Were these selections justified? 
Was it necessary to include all of these causes? One way to 
investigate this is by examining the relative importance of each of 
these causes to total mortality and by examining the age-sex 
structure of the mortality attributed to these specific causes. 
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The relative importance of each specific cause of death can be 
demonstrated by calculating what proportion of total mortality 
was caused by the specific causes using the mortality data for 
males and females in England and Wales for each year in the 
period 1911-1919. 114 

Figures 17 and 18 depict the relative importance of the five 
specific causes for female and male mortality in England & Wales . 
These trends indicate how important each disease was through 
this period while, to some extent, removing the problem of 
changing populations and population structure. It is apparent 
that both influenza and pneumonia showed a marked increase in 
relative importance in 1918 and that both bronchitis and organic 
heart disease increased in relative importance in 1919. However, 
phthisis seems to have decreased during 1918-19. Were those who 
would 'normally' have died of tuberculosis killed by influenza or 
were their deaths attributed to influenza? 

Examining the age-sex distributions for each cause could reveal 
changes in the nature of the mortality brought by the disease. 
This can be done by collating and averaging deaths for each cause 
in age groups for the periods 1911-17 and 1918-19 for females 
and males from the ARRGs. The resulting age-sex structures 
contain two sets of figures, one for the period 1911-17 and one for 
the years covering the pandemic, 1918-19. 

114 Major changes in reporting areas and the disease definitions used were 
introduced in 1911, consequently data prior to 1911 is less compatible. 
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Figure 17. Relative importance of causes of death 
(females). 

Data sources: ARRGs 1911 to 1919. 
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Figure 18. Relative importance of causes of death (males). 
Data sources: ARRGs 1911 to 1919. 
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Figures 19 and 20 show the age structure for all deaths for males 

and females. From this it is apparent that average annual 

number of deaths were up in all age groups beyond the first two 

years of life 11 5 for both sexes in the 1918-19 period when compared 

with 1911-17. 

The following figures (Figures 21-30) show the age structures of 

male and female mortality for the five specific causes. From these 

it is apparent that influenza mortality (Figures 21 and 22) rose 

incredibly, particularly in young adults. Bronchitis (Figures 23 

and 24) displayed similar age distributions of mortality in both 

periods, as did phthisis (Figures 27 and 28) with only some 

increases in female mortality at certain ages, notably young 

adults. This is in contrast to pneumonia (Figures 25 and 26) 

which claimed more lives at all age groups in both men and 

women, whereas 'organic heart disease' (Figures 29 and 30) 

actually showed a decrease during the pandemic period. Is it 

possible that of those who may have died of this cause many were 

killed by the influenza or had their deaths attributed to influenza? 

::
5 The reduction in the number of infant deaths may be a function of the 

reduced fertility. 
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Comparison of total male mortality 1911- 17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 20. 

Comparison of total female mortality 1911-17 and 1918- 19. 
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Figure 22. Female influenza mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 23. Male bronchitis mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 24. 

Female bronchitis mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 27. Male phthisis mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 28. Female phthisis mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Average male deaths - 'Organic heart disease' 
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Male 'organic heart disease' mortality 1911-17 and 1918-19. 
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Figure 30. Female 'organic heart disease' mortality 1911-17 
and 1918-19. 

From these two examinations of the causes it seems that deaths 
attributed to bronchitis and 'organic heart disease' may not have 
been particularly influenced by the pandemic. Phthisis deaths and 
the influenza seem more problematic, while pneumonia deaths 
seem to have risen in concert with the pandemic, as expected. 
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Consequently, it may be that the re-calculation of influenza 
mortality could be adequately done using influen za, pneumonia 
and perhaps, phthisis, and without bronchi t is and 'o rganic h oMt 
disease'. But is there a case for adding any other causes? The RO, 
working on the 1918 and 1919 mortality data, concluded not. 
However, one condition has been identified as being believed to be 
related to influenza and also shows a distinct time lag before 
onset and death. 

Encephalitis lethorgico 

In an earlier section I discussed other diseases, complications and 
sequelre that can be associated with influenza. 116 For the 1918 
pandemic one of the most significant of these was encephalitis 
lethargica. It is interesting to note that in England and Wales 
encephalitis lethargica only appeared as a separate cause of death 
in the period 1920-1930111

• In Scotland, reporting was even more 
restricted, appearing only from 1921 to 1930. It was only after the 
influenza pandemic that encephalitis lethargica became apparent 
in significant numbers, peaking in the mid-1920s (Figure 31). 

116 Examination of other causes that appear related to the influenza 
outbreaks during epidemics can also be found in. Collins ( 1932) and 
Collins and Lehmann (1953). 

117 Source: ARRGs 1920-1930. At other times it was included in omnibus 
categories of various types . 
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Figure 31. Encephalitis lethargica mortality in Britain. 
Data sources: ARRGs 1918 to 1940. 

Total recorded encephalitis lethargica deaths for the period 1920-
1930 in England and Wales were 10,673, with the annual crude 
death rate ranging from O per million (1918) to 36 per million 
(1924) before steadily falling during the rest of this period. The 
Scottish records give another 1,203 deaths for the period with 
death rates ranging from 1 to 4 per 100,000 population. Thus, if 
one were to accept that most of these deaths were related to the 
pandemic they raise the British pandemic mortality to 
approximately 242,000. 

Age distribution 

The single most notable feature of this pandemic was the age 
distribution of mortality. Influenza usually claims the eldest and 
the youngest of the population_ This was not the case in 1918-
1919. Young adults bore the brunt of mortality in this pandemic. 
Once more there is the characteristic 'W' age mortality curve; the 
peaks coming in the young and the old with a massive spike in the 
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middle, covering the young adult age brackets that much of the 

literature identifies as suffering the worst of a ll. Figures 32 and 

33 show the age distribution of mortality in England and Wales 

and Scotland respectively. This pattern is found consistently 

whether examining numbers of deaths by age, proportions of total 

mortality by age, or death rates (for example, Figure 34 - female 

influenza death rates in England and Wales). 

Age distribution of influenza mortality 
in England & Wales 1918-1919 
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Figure 32. Age distribution of influenza mortality in 

England and Wales. 

Data source: Registrar-General 1920. 
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Figure 33. Age distribution of Scots influenza mortality. 
Data source: Registrar-General for Scotland 1919. 
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The basic statistics from the RG's report led the Ministry of 
Health to conclude that "the mortality in England and Wales, as a whole, attributable directly or indirectly, to influenza, is without any precedent in magnitude ... the toll taken at the young adult 
ages oflife is without any know [sic] West European or North 
American precedent." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 40) The Ministry report also noted that there had been an increase in influenza 
deaths "at 15-35 years of age , from 8 to 10 percent. to 45 percent." of the total mortality caused by influenza (Ministry of Health 
1920c, xiv). Similarly, in Scotland the RG there wrote that the 
"most conspicuous feature of this distribution is the great 
frequency of death at the younger adult ages, 20 to 40 ... This 
distribution differs markedly both from those of previous 
influenza epidemics and also from the distribution commonly 
found from all causes of death." (Registrar-General for Scotland 
1919, 8) Indeed, the report goes Oil' to note that "fully 50 percent. [of the mortality occurred] between ages 15 and 44." (Registrar
General for Scotland 1919, 12) 

Stevenson, speaking at the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion on influenza', recognised how much this distribution of mortality had shifted when compared with all previous (and subsequent) epidemics as "in all previous years the majority of deaths -
generally about 70 per cent . - occurred at ages over 45. But in 
July of the present year [1918, the first wave of the pandemicJ 
only about 30, and in October [1918, part of the second wave] 
abou~ 20 per cent. of the persons dying were over 45 years of 
age ... Only 5.5 percent of the deaths in this outbreak have been at ages over 65 as against an average of 37 per13ent for the years 
1890-1917." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 20-1) This pattern was consistent across the three waves of the pandemic. Figures 
35a-c show the age distribution for each wave of the pandemic in London (Data source for these figures: Hamer 1919b). 
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The basic statistics from the RG's report led the Ministry of 
Health to conclude that "the mortality in England and Wales, as a 
whole, attributable directly or indirectly, to influenza, is without 
any precedent in magnitude ... the toll taken at the young adult 
ages of life is without any know [sic] West European or North 
American precedent." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 40) The Ministry 
report also noted that there had been an increase in influenza 
deaths "at 15-35 years of age, from 8 to 10 percent. to 45 percent." 
of the total mortality caused by influenza (Ministry of Health 
1920c, xiv). Similarly, in Scotland the RG there wrote that the 
"most conspicuous feature of this distribution is the great 
frequency of death at the younger adult ages, 20 to 40 ... This 
distribution differs markedly both from those of previous 
influenza epidemics and also from the distribution commonly 
found from all causes of death." (Registrar-General for Scotland 
1919, 8) Indeed, the report goes on to note that "fully 50 percent. 
[of the mortality occurred] between ages 15 and 44." (Registrar
General for Scotland 1919, 12) 

Stevenson, speaking at the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion 
on influenza', recognised how much this distribution of mortality 
had shifted when compared with all previous (and subsequent) 
epidemics as "in all previous years the majority of deaths -
generally about 70 per cent. - occurred at ages over 45. But in 
July of the present year [1918, the first wave of the pandemic] 
only about 30, and in October [1918, part of the second wave] 
about_ 20 per cent. of the persons dying were over 45 years of 
age ... Only 5.5 percent of the deaths in this outbreak have been at 
ages over 65 as against an average of 37 per9ent for the years 
1890-1917." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 20-1) This pattern 
was consistent across the three waves of the pandemic. Figures 
35a-c show the age distribution for each wave of the pandemic in 
London (Data source for these figures : Hamer 1919b). 
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Figure 35a. 

Age distribution of influenza mortality - 1 •t wave. 

Age mortality - 2nd wave (autumn 1918) London 
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Figure 35b. 

Age distribution of influenza mortality - 2°d wave. 

Age mortality - 3rd wave (winter 1918-19) London 
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Age distribution of influenza mortality - 3rd wave. 
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It is easier to appreciate how dramatic the change in this 
distribution of mortality is when displayed graphically (Figure 
36). This figure shows the age distribution of influenza mortality 
for 1916 to 1920. These figures are dominated by 1918, and to a 
lesser extent 1919, both in terms of the scale of mortality and in 
the change in the age distribution. 

Age structure of influenza mortality - England and Wales 1916-1920 
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The atypicality of this pattern can be appreciated by plotting the 
age mortality for influenza over a longer period, for example 1890 
to 1920 (Figures 37 and 38). These figures show the recorded 
deaths in each age group for selected years. Almost any year from 
1890 to 1917 can be selected as representative as the graphs are 
extremely consistent in their shape - with mortality restricted to 
the age extremes, even during the 'Russian' flu epidemic of the 
early 1890s. Again 1918 and 1919 produced a strikingly different 
expenence. 
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Figure 37. Age distribution of female influenza mortality 
1890-1920 (selected years). 
Data sources: ARRGs for 1890-1920. 
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Figure 38. Age distribution of male influenza mortality 
1890-1920 (selected years). 
Data sources: ARRGs for 1890-1920. 
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Prior to 1918 there was a distinct predominance of mortality in 

the <5 and the older age groups. The change between 1917 and 

1918 is remarkable, with mortality now concentrated in the young 

adult age groups. This continued into 1919. However, 1920 

showed a more mixed pattern at a much lower level of mortality 

incidence. Here the young adult mortality was still very 

important, but mortality among the elderly and young children 

resumed a more 'normal' share of the mortality. 

This age distribution of mortality first appeared in the first wave 

of the pandemic and was disappearing by 1920. It is this pattern 

of influenza mortality by age that can be used to determine the 

duration of the pandemic and to confirm that there were three 

waves of the pandemic in Britain, and there was not the fourth 

wave as detected in some countries . 

Not only did the virus kill young adults, it seems to have 

developed a distinct penchant for them. Apparently as the second 

wave declined in morbidity young adult mortality increased 

(Tomkins 1989, 117- 8 citing Hamer 1919b, 5-6; Ministry of 

Health 1920, 43) . However, this claim appears to be contradicted 

by Burnet and Clark's later analysis where they found that young 

adult mortality increased in advance of each of the waves of the 

pandemic (Burnet and Clark 1942, 80). However, these may not 

be so inconsistent, as the rise in young adult mortality that 

Tomkins identified as the second wave declined could actually be 

the same rise preceding the third wave that Burnet and Clark 

identify. Burnet and Clark also make the claim that the few 

instances of morbidity data suggest that "curve of age incidence is 

quite unlike that of mortality. The highes.t incidence is in children 

and adolescents." (Burnet and Clark 1942, 81) However, 

morbidity data are not especially robust and must be considered a 

serious understatement of the true morbidity. It is possible tha t 

(young) adults may have understated their morbidity. 
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This age distribution of mortality and the role of children in 

spreading the disease may help explain the relationships 

apparent between the demographic data from the 1911 and 1921 

Censuses and the pandemic mortality. 11 8 The demographic data is 

simply the proportion of the male and female population in each 5 

year age cohort. Correlation coefficients between each of these 

cohorts and the annualised influenza mortality rate were 

calculated. Many of the strongest positive associations (Table 10) 

are with the youngest age groups (male and female 0-4 and 5-9) 

and the strongest negative associations (Table 11) are with the 

older age groups (all groups above age 50). The Spearman's rank 

correlation coefficients are generally similar (Tables 10 and 11). 

All of the positive correlations above 0.25 are with age categories 

below 19. These would seem to indicate an association with areas 

of younger people, areas where parents would have been present. 

Interestingly the young adult groups themselves do not show this 

correlation despite having the highest mortality rates. These 

results could be argued to complement suggestions that children 

are indeed a major risk factor in influenza, as would Burnet and 

Clark's assertion that highest morbidity rates were among 

children and adolescents. 119 The fact that the strongest negative 

correlations are for the age groups above 50 emphasise how this 

was a pandemic of young adult death. 

118 For discussion on the sources and handling of these data, refer to 'Data 
issues' section earlier in this work. 

11 9 An argument put forward by Kendal and Glezen (1998), and reiterated 
by Kendal in personal and group discussion at The Spanish 'Flu 1918-
1998: Refiections on the Influenza Pandemic of 1918 after 80 Years 
conference .. 
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Variable Correlation Coefficient of Spearman's rank coefficient (r) determination (r2
) correlation 

coefficient (r) 
1921 males 0-4 0.323 0.104 0.297 
1921 females 0-4 0.319 0.102 0.327 
1921 females 15-19 0.318 0.101 0.302 
1921 females 0-14 0.296 0 .088 0.318 
1921 females 5-9 0.285 0 .081 0.311 
1911 females 10-14 0.281 0.079 0.288 
1911 females 0-14 0.271 0.073 0.284 
1921 males 0-14 0.271 0.073 0.297 
1911 females 0-4 0.262 0.069 0.287 
1921 females 10-14 0.261 0 .068 0.297 
1911 males 0-4 0.260 0.068 0.227 
1911 females 5-9 0.253 0.064 0.266 ------· -¥-'·---·- ···-· .... 

Table 10. Positive correlations >0.25. 

The fact that so many of these stronger associations (in both 
tables) are with the female population values is in itself quite 
interesting. It may be that the male figures are so disrupted by 
the upheaval of war that they are rendered essentially useless 
and this may explain why more of the stronger correlations are for 
the female population figures. 
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Variable Correlation Coefficient of Spearman's rank coefficient (r) determination (r2
) correlation 

coefficient (r) ,. ____ ----·* -· 1921 females 95+ -0.343 0.118 -0.252 
1921 females 75-79 -0.333 0.111 -0.341 
1921 females 90-94 -0.330 0.109 -0.308 
1921 females 50-54 -0.324 0.105 -0.322 
1921 females 80-84 -0.313 0.098 -0.330 
1921 females 70-74 -0.313 0.098 -0.316 
1921 females 65+ -0.311 0.097 -0 .323 
1921 females 85-89 -0.310 0.096 -0.311 
1921 males 85-89 -0.307 0.094 -0.333 
1911 females 80-84 -0.303 0.092 -0.294 
1911 females 90-94 -0.297 0.088 -0.281 
1921 males 80-84 -0 .297 0.088 -0.298 
1911 males 85-89 -0.296 0.088 -0.314 
1921 males 75-79 -0.292 0.085 -0.309 
1911 females 85-89 -0.288 0.083 -0.285 
1921 females 55-59 -0.285 0.081 -0.275 
1911 males 80-84 -0.281 0.079 -0 .264 
1921 females 45-49 -0.279 0.078 -0.285 
1911 females 40-44 -0.275 0.076 -0.294 
1921 females 60-64 -0.271 0.073 -0.262 
1911 males 90-94 -0.271 0.073 -0.240 
1921 males 90-94 -0.268 0.072 -0.254 
1911 females 65+ -0.267 0.071 -0.261 
1921 females 65-69 -0.263 0.069 -0.255 
1921 males 70-74 -0.261 0.068 -0.249 
1911 females 75-79 -0.261 0.068 -0.259 
1921 males 65+ -0. 259 0.067 -0.246 
1921 males 55-59 -0.255 0.065 -0.255 
1921 females 40- 44 -0 .253 0.064 -0.282 
1911 females 70-74 -0.252 0.064 -0.231 
1911 males 75-79 -0.252 0.064 -0.233 

Table 11. Negative correlations >-0.25. 
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Variations in mortality 

One of the outstanding features of this pandemic was its 

universality. The commonality of the pandemic across all sorts of 
boundaries - national, social, racial, climatic - is arresting. The 

vast majority of diseases, even in times of epidemic and pandemic, 
are differentiated along such dimensions; but the striking feature 

of all the accounts of this pandemic is how common the 

experiences are - the experience of the disease, the experience of 

mortality, the actions debated and taken . 

However, there are some conflicting statements made about the 

mortality. Many suggest that this was a uniform and egali tarian 

killer, whereas others see a great deal of variation. For example, 
Andrews suggests that while "Certain groups - gasworks 

employees and Cornish tin miners - were only lightly touched by 
the epidemic; others - coal miners and pregnant women - suffered 

high mortality rates ." (Andrews 1977, 24-5) Crosby attempted to 

account for these variations, the apparent correlation between 

influenza mortality and both pregnancy and coal mining, by 

noting that "A pregnant women has one set of lungs to handle the 

affairs of two bodies , and a coal miner often has something less 

than a fully efficient set of lungs to handle the affairs of one often 

overworked body. It is to be fully expected that a greater 

proportion of pregnan t women and coal miners would die of 

Spanish influenza, heart disease, or anything else that might put 
an extra strain on the human body." (Crosby 1989, 227) 

There do emerge some interesting variations in mortality. But 

they are largely as contentious as they are illuminating. Rather 

than giving us any great insight into the pandemic a nd the virus 

that wrought it , they tend to further cloud the pictl..lre. This is due 
to the fact that they tend to be inconsistent, rarely holding from 

one location to another. Notwithstanding such limitations, I will 

discuss variations in mortality that appear to relate to gender, 
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socio-economic conditions, and racial groups both within the UK 
and elsewhere. There are also some observations made on specific 
occupations that apparently suggested a different mortality 
expenence. 

Racial variations 

Elsewhere I have reported how certain nations suffered greatly, 
including native peoples in Western Samoa 120

, Alaska and 
Labrador. 121 It appears to be among small isolated, often native, 

120 Western Samoa lost more than 20 per cent of the population. Tomkins 
suggests that in all the Pacific islands struck the mortality was at least 
five per cent of the total population (Tomkins 1992b, 181) In writing a 
history of the London Missionary Society James told of how the "violent 
epidemic" had "swept away" so much of the Western Samoan native 
population, including many "Christian pastors and leaders". Of the 220 
pastors the Society had or knew of 103 had died and the Native Advisory 
Council, the leading body of the Samoan Church had only one survivor 
from its 30 members. One of the missionaries wrote '"Everything is 
chaotic .. .I do not need to speak of our organisation, we have none. We 
have to begin all over again." (James 1923, 35) In New Zealand the Maori 
population endured an influenza death rate of 42.4 per 1,000 population 
while the pakeha (white) rate was 5.8 per 1,000 (Rice 1989). 

121 The Inuit in Alaska and other parts of North America suffered terribly; 
some villages were wiped out and others lost their entire adult 
population. Across the USA there was a terrible toll as "American 
Ii:idians suffered hideously in the pandemic ... 24 percent of reservation 
Indians caught flu .. . and the case mortality rate was 9 percent, about four 
times as high as that in the nation's big cities. Two percent of all 
American aborigines died." (Crosby 1989, 228). To the north the situation 
was at least as bad as the disease "hit the First Nations hard with nearly 
universal morbidity and shocking mortality rates especially as compared 
to non-Natives." Examples cited include First Nations death rate in 
British Columbia of 46 per 1,000 population as opposed to the a rat e of 
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groups, that we find evidence of elevated levels of morbidity and 
mortality. While high levels of morbidity are not uncommon in 
epidemics and pandemics, the high mortality levels are unusual. 
It is worth bearing in mind that in these relatively small isolated 
communities the disease itself was probably not the sole killer, as 
Crosby postulates: 

Almost total isolation from humanity and its common 
respiratory illnesses ... would have been enough to assure 
that flu would attack an immunologically defenceless 
population, that the majority of those infected would fall sick 
at the same time and the individual illnesses would be quite 
severe, and that for at least several days few in the infected 
villages would be healthy enough to provide even the barest 
necessities of life for the helpless. High morbidity and 
mortality rates are then to be expected. 
(Crosby 1989, 231-2; similarly Burnet and Clark 1942, 76) 

Thus the high levels of morbidity could have rendered so many ill 
that adequate care could not be maintained and thus a significant 
proportion of the fatalities can then be attributed to starvation, 
dehydration, and, in some cases, hypothermia. 

A lack of immunological awareness of influenza may have played 
a role in some locations. However, the long history of influenza, 
the prior existence of pandemics, and the centuries of colonial 
expansion now meant few places were genuinely isolated thereby 
rendering the possibility of virgin soil outbreaks limited. 
However, a number of researchers are considering the issues of 

6.21 per 1,000 in the non-Native population, with some reserves 
reporting 100 per cent morbidity (Kelm 1998, 2). Elevated levels of 
mortality were found among many First Nations and lnl,lit peoples 
throughout Canada (Herring 1994; Herring and Sattenspiel 1998; 
Pettigrew 1983). 
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virgin soil epidemics and also whether the influenza pandemic can 
be regarded as an 'imperial disease' (Herda 1998; Herring 1994; 
Herring and Sattenspiel 1998; Kelm 1998; Killingray 1996; 
Mueller 1998; Musambachime 1998; Page 1998). 

These instances of large numbers of indigenous peoples dying in 
'remote' or 'exotic' locations are not the only cases of racial 
variations in mortality. Phillips has clearly demonstrated that in 
South Africa the black, Indian and 'Coloured' populations all 
recorded higher influenza mortality rates than the white 
population, and suggests that reasons for this may be socio
economic or related to the social practices, particularly around 
illness and death, among these various groups ( Phillips 1990 , 
158-60). These are similar to those suggested by Pool and Herda 
in their examinations of the situation in the Maori population and 
across western Polynesia (Pool 1973 ; Herda 1998). 

In the USA there is the suggestion that certain immigrant 
communities also exhibited differential mortality, particularly 
those born in Canada, Austria-Hungary, Poland and Russia, along 
with Italian-Americans. In asking if there is anything to be learnt 
from these figures Crosby concludes that it is probably no more 
than that "some groups could afford more spacious quarters than 
others , and that the most recently arrived groups had a higher 
proportion of people of the ages most liable to pneumonic 
complications than groups which had arrived early. Perhaps 
differences in the customs of the different groups were the cause 
of the different death rates." (Crosby 1989, 22 7-8) Crosby is left 
gesturing vaguely in the direction of an undefined set of 
behavioural and socio-economic factors as explaining variations in 
mortality. 

However, there is evidence to upset this vague hypothesis. In the 
American situation it is the mortality of the Afro-American 
population that dispute the socio-economic dimension to the 
pandemic's mortality. In examining disease, particularly 
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epidemics, among the urban black population in the USA McBride 
made only brief mention of the 1918-19 influenza, perhaps 

because it exhibited a differential mortality pattern contrary to 
almost every other disease (McBride 1991). That is, whereas for 

many diseases Afro-Americans suffered more than other groups 
this was not the case during the influenza pandemic, as "influenza 
deaths among blacks ran askew of the national patterns for 

whites." (McBride 1991, 38) This lower influenza mortality 

occurred even though at the time "Black Americans, locked in a 

caste of poverty, invariably have had a much higher death rate 

from respiratory disease than whites." (Crosby 1989, 229) 

McBride argues that incidence rates, even after adjustment for 

sex and age distribution, were consistently lower than those 

recorded in the white population. Indeed, there are claims that for 
black males aged 20 to 55 and black females 20 to 45 that 

influenza mortality declined during the pandemic. McBride notes 
that this contradicted the perceptions of American medical 

authorities (and the colonial authorities elsewhere in the world) 

who had long held that non-whites were more susceptible to 

disease, particularly respiratory disease. However, it may be 

necessary to treat these figures with a degree of caution, as 

McBride counsels as "the sharp jump in deaths among urban 

blacks shortly following the year of the influenza pandemic may 

have reflected recording errors in the early reporting on influenza 
mortality for blacks." (McBride 1991, 38) 

This. is another variation in the pandemic, in the mortality caused 
by the pandemic, that displays a complicated pattern and there 
seems no consistency in the impact of race on the mortality 

experienced. Further, the variations in mortality by race seem 

more likely to have other explanations than simple biological or 

epidemiological ones. There may be behavioural, social. and/or 

economic factors that play a role in determining these mortality 
experiences. 
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Gender 

While it was the young adults who suffered the greatest mortality 
above all others, there has only been some reporting of any 
significant variation in mortality by sex. Different locations may 
show a slight differentiation between the sexes, but these appear 
not to be significant or consistent. 

A number of countries appear to report noticeably higher 
mortality in males than females . These include the USA, 
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, most particularly in the 
non-white populations of New Zealand and South Africa (Crosby 
1989; Australia 1920; Rice 1988; Phillips 1990. Figures 1 la-g 
show the age and sex distributions of mortality in a number of 
countries.). This may be due to recording problems with these 
data and that the male mortality may be being overstated in 
relation to the female mortality. Further, in South Africa male 
mortality was already 'normally' significantly higher than female. 
This suggests two possibilities, males were dying at a higher rate 
in early twentieth century South Africa and that female mortality 
was being under-reported. It is quite plausible that both of these 
were occurring. 

This predominance of male mortality is not consistent. Other 
national figures suggest a more balanced sex ratio in influenza 
mortality or even a female predominance. Norwegian data 
suggests a relatively balanced distribution , as does the French, 
Spanish and Swedish data (Norway 1919; Zylberman 1998; 
Echeverri 1998; Echeverri Davila 1993; Aman 1990, 8. See 
Figures lla-g). In some cases the balance can vary at different 
age groups, but the general distribution by age is very similar in 
both males and females. 

In England and Wales slightly more female deaths were recorded 
than male . In the RG's re-calculation of pandemic mortality some 
100,000 female deaths were estimated along with 84,000 male 
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deaths. This figure of 184,000 total deaths was then rounded up to 200,000. No rates are given for each sex, as the RG recognised 
that these figures only included civilian deaths and that th e base populations for calculating rates, particularly of males, were 
much disturbed as literally millions of British men were serving in the armed forces (Registrar-General 1920, 3-7). 

This slight predominance of female mortality was also recorded in Scotland, where 52.2 per cent of recorded influenza deaths were of women. There the overall influenza death rate was 4.32 per 1,000 with the female rate being slightly higher at 4.37 per 1,000 and 
the male rate as 4.26 per 1,000. However, the Registrar-General for Scotland discounted this variation as being insignificant as the 

small observed difference between the male and female 
death-rates should not be accepted as a reliable indication of 
influenza having been in fact more fatal in the female 
population than in the male, for these rates depend on 
estimated populations, and at present time these estimations 
are not very reliable, their reliability being reduced by the 
long period which has now relapsed since the taking of the 
last census and also by the effect of war conditions on the 
population being unascertained ... the two distributions are 
very similar. (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 10- 1) 

Wilshere suggests that in some locations, in this case Leicester, the imbalance may be pronounced. He claims that in Leicester 
"female deaths outnumbered male in the ratio 3:2" but recognises that the "toll of war and the number of men on active service had seriously curtailed the number of males in Leicester during the 
period in question so that the results are, to s9me extent, 
artificial." While he can argue that there are "stories of men 
returning from the war finding that the brides they had marri ed whilst on leave a few months previously had died in the epidemic" there are undoubtedly cases of men failing to return that were not due to battle mortality, but due to influenza (Wilshere 1986, iii ). 
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It was the loss of so many men that actually caught the attention. 
In a column in The Times titled "Survival of the unfit" the paper's 
medical correspondent linked influenza mortality with the losses 
of the war and the concern for 'national efficiency'. The influenza 
link largely stems from the impression that those young men 
dying were those of apparently better, stronger condition. Arguing 
that between them the war and the flu had killed "some 
18,000,000 young men" and "rendered at least another 
10,000,000 .. .incapable of earning a living, and so unable or 
unwilling to marry" these two events had "gathered the flower of 
the world's young manhood." The correspondent suggested that 
young women withstood the pandemic better, claiming that they 
had not been crowded together in camps, had "not been exposed to 
the same hardships" and had "fewer calls upon their powers of 
resistance" due to apparently being "less exposed to infection". 
Most of these are untenable assertions and the fact that many 
more women died in Britain than men undermines these 
arguments. However, the conclusion of the article is that the 
surviving men and, to a lesser extent, women are the 'poorer' 
specimens and they will only beget 'poor' children and it is 
imperative that the nation care for the children of soldiers and 
sailors (24 February 1919, 10) 

Influenza and pregnancy 

This focus on male mortality, even where female mortality is 
actually higher rather denies an important component of the 
female mortality - the deaths of pregnant women. Influenza 
mortality levels can be considerably higher among pregnant 
women, often associated with abortion, miscarriage and/or 
stillbirth (Bourne 1922; Graham 1996; Kendal and Glezen 1998; 
MacKenzie and Houghton 1974; Phillips 1990, 173-4; Underwood 
1984). Kilbourne has argued that pregnant women may actually 
"be peculiarly vulnerable to influenza." (Kilbourne 1987, 162-3) 
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This vulnerability was recognised during the pandemic and 

appears to be the only real aspect of influenza and gender that 

emerges with some consistency (Collier 1974; Kendal and Glezen 

1998; Phillips 1990; Starr 1976; Underwood 1984). The New 

South Wales Parliament heard that among pregnant women 

admitted to the "influenza hospitals in Sydney" had a 26. 7 per 

cent mortality rate. The pregnant women hospitalised in Sydney 

also showed increases in premature births (46 of 224 cases with 

21 deaths of the mother), and miscarriages (21 with 8 maternal 

deaths). Of the 41 women recorded as completing the full term of 

pregnancy nine died with only 29 of the babies surviving (New 

South Wales 1920). 

An item in the 'Annotations' column of The Lancet in October 

1919 suggests that the situation in Sydney hospitals was not as 

bad as that experienced in Paris. Citing a thesis on influenza The 
Lancet reports that among pregnant women at the Paris 

Maternite Hopitale the mortality rate was 46 per cent. The 

mortality was even worse among the 73 per cent that developed 

pulmonary complications, with 58.4 per cent of those cases 

succumbing as opposed to only 5 per cent of those without 

pulmonary complications. In the pulmonary cases premature 

delivery occurred in 17 per cent of cases, with more than 50 per 

cent fatality. Miscarriages occurred in G per cent of the pulmonary 
cases with a 75 per cent fatality rate. As the item notes" 'Woe 

unto them that are with child,' might have been written of this 

influenza epidemic." (Lancet 18 October 1919, 699 reporting on 

Malartic, Theses de Paris 1918-19 No. 286) . 

Increases in miscarriages and spontaneous abortions were 

recorded elsewhere. For example, in South Africa Phillips noted 

not only these but a fall in crude birth rate while the crude death 
rate soared (Phillips 1990, 173-4). Elsewhere I show how in 

Britain these vital statistics seem only moderately influenced by 
the pandemic. 
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Bourne, writing just a few years after the pandemic, was 
convinced of the deleterious nature of the combination of 
pregnancy and influenza. He specifically considered the relation of 
influenza to pregnancy and noted that in the epidemics of 1892 
and 1918 "pregnancy seriously prejudice[d] the prognosis and the 
influenza is a potent influence in causing abortion and premature 
labour." (Bourne 1922, 433) Pregnant women contracting 
influenza were apparently more likely to suffer a fatal outcome if 
they aborted or went into premature labour. Mortality due to 
influenza and pneumonia amongst pregnant women who did not 
abort or enter premature labour was still high . While influenza 
did not necessarily stimulate abortion or premature labour 
Bourne considers the RG's figures "afford positive evidence that 
evacuation of the uterus occurred very frequently in fatal 
influenza during the period .. .it seems that non-fatal influenza is 
by no means so frequently associated with abortion." (Bourne 
1922, 436) This evacuation of the uterus, was most notable in the 
"cyanotic patient." (Bourne 1922, 437) 

The deaths of more than 2,500 pregnant women were reported in 
Scotland, England and Wales, and these are only those deaths 
where the fact of pregnancy was recorded. 122 It is not possible to 
quantify the deaths of pregnant women who were not recorded as 
such. These could well be a significant number, as the RG noted 
"it seems probable that mention of pregnancy may have been 
omitted in many cases where the illness [influenza] was not 
complicated by confinement." (Registrar-General 1920, 36) Bourne 
suggests that under-recording of pregnancy in influenza cases 
would be most common among those "in early pregnancy, and 

122 In England and Wales, 2,285 deaths (Registrar-General 1920, 36) and 
266 in Scotland (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 11). 
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when the patient has died without abortion." (Bourne 1922, 439-
40) Somewhat contrarily the RG also suggested that the largely 
unchanged mortality of premature infants and the only slightly 
lower than normal birth rate for 1918 indicated that a large 
number of births had not been lost (Registrar-General 1920, 37) . 
At the same time the RG also stated that puerperal mortality 
associated with the pandemic was far more likely to be attributed 
to abortion or 'other accidents of childbirth' than usual , and that 
these 'accidents' of pregnancy and childbirth were largely 

influenza. 

While recognising the limitations of the data and the very real 
likelihood that a proportion of pregnant women who died were not 
recorded as being pregnant, the RG has suggested that pregnant 
women may have had a death rate from influenza of 5.3-5. 7 per 
1,000 in England and Wales, only marginally higher than the rate 
for all women of the selected ages, of 4.9 per 1,000 and that 
"pregnancy did not materially affect the risk of death from 

influenza, but fatal influenza led to abortion or premature 
delivery." (Registrar-General 1920, 36) In Scotland the 266 

recorded deaths of women from "diseases and accidents of 

pregnancy and child-birth in association with influenza" 

constituted 2.9 per cent of the total recorded female influenza 
deaths and "equal a death-rate of 13 per 100,000 of the female 
population." (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 11) However, 
this rate relates to the entire female population, not that of the 
'population at risk', the pregnant female population. It does not 

allow us to determine if influenza had a notably deleterious effect 
on pregnant women or if they perished in much the same 

proportion as the rest of the population. 

However, Bourne calculated that influenza had a major impact on 
the death rate from abortion. The death rate from abortion in 
1917 is given as "one in 6,302 pregnancies" but during the 

pandemic "the rate works out at one death from influenza-
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abortion in 624 pregnancies. This rate is about ten times that of' 
the death-rate f'rom abortion in a normal year, and yet refers only 
to those cases of death from abortion plus influenza, omitting the 
deaths from abortion uncomplicated by influenza." (Bourne 1922, 
437) Thus, a tenfold increase in recorded abortion mortality, and 
this figure does not include cases of abortion and influenza that 
did not lead to maternal death. As the RG rather grudgingly 
conceded, such figures "clearly demonstrate that fatal influenza 
very frequently led to abortion or miscarriage," (Registrar-General 
1920, 36) and this is surely not limited to causing fatal cases, and 
"it can be gathered what an enormous incidence of abortion there 
was due to influenza alone." (Bourne 1922. 437) 

Socio-economic variation 

A number of the dimensions along which there may have been 
variations in mortality can be argued to have a socio-economic 
basis or component. For example, racial differences may be more 
an expression of socio-economic realities rather than biological 
ones. Those racial groups excluded from the mainstream of society 
are obviously excluded from the mainstream economic and social 
spheres. Exclusion from one sphere is compounded by exclusion 
from the others. Similarly, regional variations determined by 
hierarchies and networks may be a reflection of the social and 
economic structures that determine the nature of those 
hierarchies and networks . 

It m_ay be that a possible explanation for variations in influenza 
mortality may lie in some aspect of socio-economic status. Perhaps 
those areas that are better off were coping better with t he 
pandemic. They may not be avoiding the disease and morbidity 
may be relatively uniform, but due to their greater wealth they 
have better healthcare resources and thus survive at a positive 
differential. Additionally the existing state of health, state of 
housing and access to healthcare could be significant in 
determining the impact of an epidemic disease. 
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In past influenza epidemics there had been a recognition that 
there were variations in the mortality suffered across London. For 
example, in 184 7 

The epidemic was much more fatal in som e district s of 
London than in others.' .. Lewisham, including Blackheath , 
Sydenham, and Eltham, is one of the healthiest districts in 
London; the ordinary rate of mortality is 17 annually, during 
the epidemic it was 27. St. George in the East is one of the 
unhealthiest districts ; the ordinary rate of mortality is 29 in 
1000, the rate of mortality during the epidemic was 73: the 
increase in Lewisham was 10, in St. George in the East 44; 
the latter district suffered four times as much from influenza 
as the former ... The epidemic of influenza killed twice as 
many people in the insalubrious parts of London as it did in 
those less unhealthy: its fatality in Lewisham and in St. 
George in the East was ... 1 to 4. 

(Tenth .AR,RG 1847, xxix-xxx) 

Health and socio-economics 

The relationship of socio-economic factors and disease has been a 
focus for much research . A portion of this is influenced by 
structuralist or ideological , notably Marxist, approaches. Cooper 
and Schatzkin succinctly describe the basis of such perspectives . 

The mortality structure of a society is determined p r imarily 
by the nature of the social organisation .. . from the Marxist 
point of view, the class structure of society and the resulting 
pattern of social relations determines the h ealth of the 
population. The process of capital accumulation becomes the 
disease-producing force. 

(Cooper and Schatzkin 1982, 459- 60) 

Such explanations have been applied to the 1918-19 influenza 
pandemic, most notably by Zhdanov et al (1958). Th~y presented a 
compelling, if ideologically-driven, argument for the role and 
nature of society in determining the pattern of influenza 
epidemics. This argument is based on accepting that at the end of 
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the nineteenth century there was an "essential change .. . in the 

character of the epidemic process" as following the 1889-1890s 

pandemics there was an increase in influenza morbidity that 

persisted until 1918, apparently indicating that influenza was 

more-or-less endemic. This argument is based on their 

interpretation of the long term influenza record in England and 

Wales and claims that the 'new' form of "epidemic process" 

became characteristic in "all the countries with a temperate 

climate" as a direct consequence of what they regarded as the 
"completion" of the "development of the capitalistic economy". 

This completion brought with it the "spread of railroads, the 

appearance of mechanized water transportation, the extension of 

international trade and the growth of the population in cities 

through the creation of large industrial centres" which all changed 

the "form of communication between people and had a decisive 

influence on the spread of the influenza! infection." (Zhdanov et al. 
1958 as United States of America 1960, 650-2) 

This view could be interpreted as supporting the hierarchical 

hypothesis of influenza spread. The hierarchical nature of society 

and the connections between locations are governed by the 

economic model that that society is built upon and the 

development of the (capitalist) economy with its railroads and 

urbanisation of population to drive the capitalist machinery 

materially determine the nature of the spread of disease. 

Recent research into the social dimensions of h ealth and disease 

continues to include examinations of ideological and 

methodological positions, particularly in regard to determining 

and measuring social class with regard to medi.cal and health 

issues (For example Aiach and Curtis 1990; Arber 1991; Carr-Hill 

1990; Illsley and Baker 1991; Manor et al. 1997;Muurinen and Le 
Grand 1985; Vagero 1991; Wagstaff et al. 1991; Wohlfarth 1997; 

Wohlfarth and Van den Brink 1998). While some research 

examines the philosophical, ideological and methodological 
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aspects of (ill)health the bulk of the research focuses on the 
relationships between socio-economics and particular questions of 
health, usually from mainstream social democratic-neoliberal 
positions. Included in this scholarship are works that further 
cement the relationship between socio-economics and health, 
either generally or by using specific examples either in terms of 
place, time and/or disease or condition (Dievler and Pappas 1999; 
Hackett and Davison 1995; Blaxter 1997; Csaszi 1990; Kearns 
1991; Kirchgassler 1990; Kunst et al. 1998; Lagasse et al. 1990; 
Lahelma and Valkonen 1990; Lehmann et al. 1990; Lemkow 1986; 
Lundberg 1986, 1991; Manor et al. 1997; Mastilica 1990; Najman 
1993; Piperno and Di Orio 1990; Rodriguez and Lemkow 1990; 
Trinder et al. 1999; Williams 1992). Two large longitudinal 
studies reflect the conclusions of many in reporting that they 
found "graded and inverse relationship between occupational class 
and mortality from all causes" (Rosengren et al. 1998, 272 l and 
that "the prevalence of poor health increased with decreasing 
social position." (Power et al. 1997, 1499) 

Further research has gone into showing that such variations are 
true not only in both urban and rural settings, but also across the 
'developed' and 'developing' dichotomy (Aden et al . 1997; Hoa et al . 
1997; Howard 1994;Jessop 1996). Of the former,the urban-rural , 

· Jessop concluded that while there is "an association between 
deprivation and mortality which was clear for all cause mortality, 
more noticeable for respiratory disease, and less clear for deaths 
from accident, violence, and poison" this pattern is shared as 
there is "a remarkable similarity between metropolitan and non
metropolitan areas ." (Jessop 1996, 524) Other research on Britain 
has shown that health is just one facet of the north-south divide, 
as both the "acute and chronic morbidity varied with socio
economic status" contributing to a "north-west to south-east 
gradient in sickness . .. although morbidity was comparatively high 
in Wales and comparatively low in Scotland, taking morta lity 
differences into account." (Haynes 1991, 361.) 
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Good and ill-health, disease and medicine are complex, multi
factorial parts of the complexity of humanity. Untangling the 
importance of such inter-related factors as mortality, morbidity, 
exposure, race, income, education and risk, among others, is often 
only possible by focussing on particular aspects. These can include 
looking only certain actions, as an example, suicide (Burnley 
1995), or certain conditions in certain populations, say the elderly 
or children and adolescents, including how childhood conditions 
can impact later health (Blane et al . 1994; Glendinning et al. 
1995; Howard 1994; Lamont et al. 1998; Nystrom Peck 1994; 
Ostberg and Vagero 1991; Otterblad Olausson 1991; Power 1991a; 
Smith et al. 1998; Wadsworth and Kuh 1997). Naturally, 
conditions such as cancer attract a deal of research interest (Cook 
1990; Faggiano et al . 1997; Harding and Balarajan 1996; 
Mackenbach et al. 1994; MacMillan et al. 1996; Moller and 
Tonnesen 1997; Power et al. 1991b.; Regidor et al. 1995; Smith et 
al. 1998; Wigle 1995). 

Respiratory disease 

Respiratory diseases are a vast category of conditions. A number 
of these have been examined to determine what, if any, 
relationship may exist between them and socio-economic factors. 
Conditions examined in such research have included specific 
conditions such as asthma, bronchitis , bronchiolitis , pertussis and 
pneumonia (For example Burr et al. 1997; Bakke et al . 1995; Deb 
1998; Forastiere et al . 1997; Matthews et al. 1999; Spencer et al . 
1996; Turner-Cobb and Steptoe 1998). Tuberculosis, once a major 
scourge and now re-emerging is also attracting some interest 
(Hart 1998; Johnston 1997; Ott 1996; Reber 1999). 

More generalised studies of unspecified impaired lung function , 
'obstructive lung disease', acute respiratory infection (ARD and 
acute respir atory t r act infection (ARTI) have also examined, and 
found, evidence associating respiratory con ditions with socio
economic factors (For example Bakke et al. 1995 ; Bouguerra 
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Mongalgi et al. 1998; Cook 1990; Deb 1998; Hoa et al. 1997; 

Lamont et al. 1998). Both specific and general examination of 

respiratory disease have found these associations. For example an 

examination of bronchiolitis and deprivation in Sheffield 

concluded that living in "an .area of social and material 

deprivation increases the risk of [hospital] admission" (Spencer et 

al. 1996, 50) while a large scale longitudinal study reported that 

"children from poorer families were at greatest risk of severe 

respiratory tract infection in infancy." (Lamont et al. 1998, 85.) 

Indeed, Jessop's work in England and Wales led to the conclusion 

that not only was there "an association between deprivation and 

mortality which was clear for all cause mortality", but it was most 

"noticeable for respiratory disease ." (Jessop 1996, 524.) 

Influenza 

But while some specific respirato.ry conditions, and respiratory 

infections in general have been argued to have strong 

relationships with the social and economic milieu, this has not 

been shown with influenza. Influenza is generally regarded as an 

egalitarian disease - classless and 'colour-blind'. Dutton is one of 

the few to suggest otherwise. In her examination of the 1976 

'swine flu' scare in the USA she claims that influenza is "almost 

twice as common among poor adults as the affluent, and age

adjusted death rates for influenza and pneumonia are about 50 

percent higher among nonwhites than whites ." (Dutton 1988, 298) 

However, the assertion on prevalence is based on the most 

unreliable influenza data, incidence and prevalence rates . Slightly 

more recent work on the role of children has shown their 

important role in the dissemination of th_e disease and that 

younger children from lower income households displayed greater 

risk of infection than the pre-school children of middle income 

families (Frank et al. 1983; Glezen et al. 1980a, 1980b; 

Schoenbaum 1998). 
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Pandemic and socio-economic factors 
Thus there are a few suggestions that influenza may have some 
socio-economic variation. But was this true of the 1918- 19 
pandemic? Or was the level of infection so great that it 
overwhelmed any barrier to the disease? Tomkins is not alone in 
claiming that "the epidemic was remarkably democratic in its 
victims." (Tomkins 1992a, 446) 

Gill offers that it was "a matter of common knowledge that the 
pandemic ... affected all classes of the population irrespective of 
their social and economic status, or even of their personal vigour 
and physique" but wonders if any class suffered solely because of 
their economic status. However, he noted a number of researchers who had considered the "social and industrial dislocations" caused 
by the war-time conditions as having been "in some degree 
responsible" for the pandemic, concluded that there was no 
evidence to support the view that economic status materially 
affected the intensity of the pandemic (Gill 1928, 276.) . 
Considering Gill was advocating an environmentally deterministic 
view it is not surprising that he also enlists the work of a number 
of MOHs that provided evidence suggesting there was no link 
with deprivation. Arguing that the number of persons per room 
"affords an index of the economic condition of the occupants" he 
notes that it was found in various investigations in Britain that 
the "attack rate, in tenements occupied by more than one person 
per room, was not appreciably greater than it was in houses in 
which there was less than one person per room." (Gill 1928, 
p.277.)123 

123 The MOH reports cited are those for Leicester, South Shi.elds , 
Warrington and Newcastle-on-Tyne (Ministry of Health 1920c, 445- 55 , 529-38, 539- 55 and 556-63). 
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Further socio-economic dimensions investigated in Britain and 
found to show little association with influenza mortality included 
over-crowding, including measurements of number of persons per 
dwelling, persons per room and other aspects of "bad housing." 
(Ministry of Health 1920c, 164-72.) Crowding may not have been 
such an issue as the virus was so virulent, so infective that the 
"necessary exposures and contacts of all persons living under 
urban conditions are sufficiently numerous to provide 
opportunities of transfer so effective that any increase above the 
average is relatively a factor of negligible order." (Ministry of 
Health 1920c, 171) However, this runs counter to Beveridge's 
suggestion that the spread of influenza is "greatly influenced by 
the density and mass of a population"; it spread "exceptionally 
well in concentrated communities." (Beveridge 1977, 44) Similarly 
Crosby argues that on occasion there was a "discernible 
correlation between flu, pneumonic complications, and crowded 
living conditions" building on the obvious deduction that "breath
borne viruses" can be more readily transmitted in more cramped 
conditions, and the poor will be living in more crowded housing 
than the more affluent. However, Crosby also recognised that in 
the pandemic "the rich died as readily as the poor." (Crosby 1989, 
228) 

Certainly in South Africa the influence of hygiene, sanitation and 
poverty were regarded as critical. Phillips has described how 
much of the press was given over to "accounts of the dank, 
insanitary and over-crowded living conditions" (Phillips 1990, 143 ) 
in the slums from where it was spread to the 'better' areas. Even 
the medical authorities considered that while the slums had not 
caused the pandemic, "there was no doubt that they had 
materially assisted in its dissemination." (Phillips 1990, 215) 

The British press certainly considered sanitation, both of the city 
and personal, to be very important in the dissemination of the 
disease . In late October 1918 The Times claimed that it " h as 
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frequently insisted upon the need for more thorough cleansing of 
our cities, the more efficient removal of refuse from houses and 
the more careful washing of streets. It has also demanded a pure 
milk supply" and that if their warnings had been heeded and 
acted upon then the situation would not have been so bad. 
However, it does not claim that these measures would have 
slowed the influenza, but rather that the "influenza victims would 
not have been so liable to get additional infection." Moreover, The 
Times' real aim was to actually have a scapegoat as the "real 
meaning of the present calamity is that steps must be taken to 
make somebody answerable for the nation's health. It will then be 
possible to bring home neglect and lack of foresight to those 
responsible for them."(28 October 1918, 6) 12

' 

The need for better sanitation and for some form of national 
health body were arguments that The Times returned to a littl e 
more than a week later. Again, a story on the influenza was the 
pretext for a story run with the sub-heading "Danger of insanitary 
houses" which argued that inspection of dwellings was necessary 
for public health as an "insanitary house is always dangerous" 
and given the r eduction in immunity apparently brought by the 
influenza they were now even more so. This then required "a 
really competent sanitary survey of the country" that had to be 
performed by a national body so as to avoid local difficulties or 
failures. The medical correspondent for The Times argued that 
"Sanitary science has become a branch, a most important branch, 

124 This is one of the few clear links between the influen za and the 
nascent Ministry of Health, nearly all of which built upon the sanitary 
argument. 
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of preventive medicine", a position Newsholme at the LGB would 
almost certainly have endorsed (4 November 1918, 5). 125 

As the second wave of the pandemic subsided The Times argued 
that with more widespread use of masks and isolation along with 
better sanitation "prevention ... was no impossibility" and that if 
the authorities had warned people adequately they would have 
been happy to take these measures . This article claims the 
pneumonias that killed so many were the consequence of poor 
sanitation and that the "coming Ministry of Health should be 
given powers to deal with this matter." (19 December 1918, 5) 

Sanitation was not just an issue for a future Ministry to contend 
with, but was also to be a personal issue. Reporting on a 
conference on 'Influenza and its Prevention' The Times noted that 
a speaker who advocated that "persons who in an omnibus or tube 
coughed without putting up their hands, or sneezed without 
putting up their handkerchiefs, should be prosecuted for 
indecency" was greeted with laughter and cheers. Another 
speaker; Dr. Hector MacKenzie brought in not only the moralising 
attitudes but also the class dimension when he claimed that oral 
hygiene was important as he suggested that the "great majority of 
the working people were wholly negligent of the hygiene of the 
mouth, and the men looked upon the use of the tooth-brush as 
effeminacy. Such neglect was responsible for an enormous amount 
of disease." (1 March 1919, 7) 

MacJ(enzie's attitude is actually rather unusual as influenza was 
so pervasive it could not be so readily attributed to individual 

125 For Newsholme's views see Eyler (1992; 1997) and Hammer (1995 ). 
Hammer's work reveals the contrasts and tensions between Arthur 
N ewsholme and George Newman who was to su cceed him. 
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failing, sin or other behaviour. Despite this The Times was still 
looking for a role for sanitation in the influenza pandemic when 
reviewing the Ministry of Health's report. Noting that the report 
suggested that "the war so altered conditions", particularly 
'insalubrious' conditions that either allowed for the modification of 
the "invading parasites" and of the "natural resistance" it 
recognised that the Ministry was hedging its bets in also 
suggesting "the disease 'manifested itself alike in crowded and 
insanitary areas and in districts where the conditions of life are 
normally favourable to health ."' (2 February 1919, 7 and 11) 

In earlier work in Canada there was an attempt to establi sh if 
there was any relationship between the socio-economic status of 
the victims and the excessive mortality seen in the pandemic 
(Johnson 1998, 59-63 based on Johnson 1993) Did those who died 
tend to come from any particular socio-economic class? Were 
certain occupations and/or workplaces more hazardous than 
others? Were the deceased evenly spread throughout the 
community or were certain groups or areas over-represented? 
There are many aspects of the human condition relating to socio
economics that it could be useful to examine here, including 
housing, occupation, and income but the limitations of extant data 
impinge heavily. Further, could the lifestyles of people have 
contributed to their deaths? Could their occupations, their 
workplaces, their places of entertainment, their living conditions 
have contributed to their demise? 

Whife density, measured by population per lot, showed only a very 
weak association with mortality the examination of occupations 
and the influenza mortality in the city of Kitchener, Ontario was 
of greater interest. Occupation is a major component in 
determining income, socio-economic status and social class. This 
leads to questions of how did occupations, particularly 
manufacturing-related positions in Kitchener, impact upon 
influenza mortality? Were the factories prime locations for the 
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contraction and transmission of the disease thus leading to 
increased morbidity and mortality among manufacturing 
workers? Or did the employee care programs initiated mitigate 
the disease and contribute to a lower than expected mortality 
experience for employees? · 

The negative impact of the factories was obvious in the rolls of the 
dead, particularly in relation to their occupations, or the 
occupations of their immediate family . The Kitchener 
manufacturers adopted a paternalistic attitude to their workforce, 
ensuring their workforce's health to ensure the health of the 
company by providing home nursing care, offering to voluntarily 
close the factories, and placing advertisements advising their 
employees what to do in case of illness and that they should only 
return to work when "sufficiently recovered." (Kitchener News 
Record 10 October 1918, 1) 

Taking the known occupations of the victims or their spouse or 
parent(s) it's possible to compare the occupational categories of 
the victims' (or the victims' household breadwinner) with that of 
the total labour force (Table 12). From this it is apparent that 
those employed in manufacturing may have died at a lesser rate 
than could be expected, as they comprise only 44.32% of those who 
died (for whom occupation was known) whereas manufacturing 
employed 57.0% of the 1921 workforce. This may reflect the 
efficacy of the home nursing service , closures and delaying of the 
return to work that many of the factories in Kitchener adopted, 
thereby mitigating the possibly more deleterious effects of 
working in factories and less affluent urban life . 

Other sectors to suggest mortality at rates lower than may be 
expected was the community and government sector. Sectors that 
apparently had greater mortality include construction , 
transportation and communications, trade (including retail ), 
finance, insurance, real estate and government employees. Most 
of these are areas in which workers tend to have greater contact 
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with people . However, the small size of the population for whom 
occupational data was obtained and the likelihood of under
reporting should be noted. 

Occupation Deaths J>ercentage Percentage of Critical category of total total workforce value 1 

deaths 
·-------··----.. ~-·--···-····-·-····~·· Manufacturing 39 44.32 57.0 

Trade 14 15.91 10.0 
Construction 12 13.64 6.0 
Transport and 12 13.64 5.0 communications 

Government 6 6.82 3.0 
Finance 4 4.55 3.0 
Community 1 1.14 13.0 
Primary 0 0 0.7 
Other 0 0 3.0 

* Significant at O 05 level 
1 Test for difference of populations 
2 Group too small to test 

Table 12. Labour force and deaths by occupation, 
Kitchener, Ontario, October 1918. 
Source: Johnson 1998, 63 . 

-2.40S' 

1.85 

3. 02* 

3.72* 

0.78 

McCracken and Curson found in Sydney that "wealth offered no 
absolute protection" but that there was a "degree of social 
gradient to the epidemic". The evidence they use to support the 
contention that lower status groups tended to suffer more than 
their "higher ranking fellow residents" is similar to that used in 
the l_(itchener example above, being the published data on the 
occupations of male victims of the pandemic in New South Wales, 
Australia matched against the occupational categories of the 
following Census. These data exhibit the inverse social gradient 
with the lower mor tality levels among professional and 
commercial groups and higher rates in lower status occupations , 
such as 'labourer '. Interestingly, the 'primary producers' on the 
farms actually recorded some of the lowest levels of mor tality. 
McCracken and Curson recognise that it is very difficult t o 
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identify the "actual mechanisms by which occupationa l morta lity 

differentials emerge." In some instances these may be the res ult 

of direct "on-the-job risk factors", whereas in others it is a 

reflection of more general lifestyle and socio-economic factors that 

can be expressed through housing quality and density, nutritional 

status and general health status (McCracken and Curson 1998, 8-

9). 

But while much of the analysis of the pandemic and socio

economic factors has been at best ambivalent, there are some 

commentators who do argue that there was a variation in 

mortality based on socio-economic variations. The County Medical 

Officer and School Medical Officer for the County of London, 

William Hamer, certainly believed that "total mortality . . . was 

conditioned by the social class of the population." (Hamer 1918, 8) 

London's health and wealth status 

However the RG did not share Hamer's conviction. The RG's 

report into the 1918- 19 pandemic examined the putative link 

between influenza mortality and both general health standards 

(as indicated by the average general death rate for 1911-1914), 

and wealth (indicated by the proportion of indoor domestic 

servants in 1911) in the London Boroughs (Registrar-General 

1920, 27-30). Table 13shows the Registrar-General's comparisons, 

with Table 14 giving the correlation coefficients, coefficients of 

determination and the Spearman rank correlation coefficients 

(and z-scores and alpha values) between these two factors and the 

annualised influenza death rate. Figures 39 and 40 are the 

scatterplots showing the relationship between the epidemic 

mortality rate and each factor. The patt~rn and the gradient of 

the regression line indicate a moderate association between the 

annualised influenza mortality rate and these 'health' and 

'wealth? factors. 
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Epidemic death rate and health and wealth indicators 
Borough Health Wealth Epidemic 

factor factor death rate 
Kensington 13.6 15.74 3.4 
City of London 15.1 5.83 3.8 
Hampstead 11.1 16.06 3 .9 
Hammersmith 14.1 3.14 3.9 
Lewisham 10.8 5.65 4 .1 
Stoke N ewington 12.5 4.95 4.3 
Wandsworth 11.2 5.55 4.4 
Stepney 16.8 1.30 4.4 
Lambeth 14.2 3.08 4.7 
St. Marylebone 14.8 11.64 4.7 
Deptford 14.7 2.61 4.8 
Paddington 13.2 9.70 4.9 
Woolwich 13.2 2.76 4.9 
Fulham 13.9 3.29 4.9 
Hackney 13.7 2.91 5.0 
Islington 14.6 2.44 5.0 
Camberwell 13.6 2.63 5. 1 
Southwark 17.9 1.19 5.1 
Westminster 13.5 12.24 5.2 
Shoreditch 19.7 0.87 5.2 
Greenwich 13.9 4 04 fi .4 

Poplar 17.1 1.16 5.4 
Bethnal Green 16.9 0.75 5.5 
Finsbury 18.9 1.21 5.5 
Holborn 15.8 4.15 5.6 
Bermondsey 17.8 0.94 5.6 
Battersea 13 .7 2.50 5.8 
Chelsea 13.9 13.07 6.1 

·St. Pancras 15.4 2.97 6.2 

Table 13. Influenza mortality and health and wealth 
indicators, London. 

Source: Registrar-General 1920, Tables XIII and XIV, 28-9. 
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7.0 

• • • • 
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Wealth factor 

0.435 

-0.367 

0.190 

0.135 

0.455 

-0.451 

2.407 

-2.388 

0.8% 

0.9% 

Table 14. Influenza mortality and health and wealth 
indictor correlations. 126 
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Figure 39. 

Annualised influenza mortality by 'wealth' factor, London. 

126 One-tailed test. The null hypothesis is that there is no positive 
relationship between influenza mortality and the selected variable, in 
this case 'health' and 'wealth' factors can be rejected with 99.2 and 99.1 
per cent confidence. This test is used in further analyses to examine the 
null hypothesis of the lack of a relationship between influenza mortality 
and the selected variables. 
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'Health' by Epidemic death rate 
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Figure 40. 

Annualised influenza mortality by 'health' factor, London. 

The RG concluded that the "mortality of the late epidemic fell 
almost alike on the sanitarily just and on the unjust" (Registrar
General 1920, 29) yet the correlation between wealthy/healthy 
places and low influenza mortality is distinct even though the 
direct effect accounts for an elevation of no more than a quarter of 
the rate of influenza mortality. It is noteworthy that while the two 
wealthiest boroughs, Hampstead and Kensington, had lower 
influenza mortality rates, the third wealthiest, Chelsea, is second 
only to St. Pancras with an influenza death rate for the entire 
pandemic period of 6.1 per 1000. A similar attempt to correlate 
existtng health of the population, measured by the standard death 
rates for 1911-1914, to the pandemic mortality (death rate for 
each wave) was made in the Ministry of Health's report into the 
pandemic, also giving inconclusive results (Ministry of Hea lth 
1920c, 48-9). 
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Occupations and mortality 

In order to investigate the possible relationship between 
pandemic mortality and socio-economic status a database was 
constructed joining the demographic structure (male and female 
populations by age groups), the occupational structure (male and 
female populations by occupational categories) and the infant 
mortality for 1911 and 1918 to the annualised pandemic influenza 
mortality rate for the 335 administrative areas given in the RG's 
report. These data came from the Censuses for 1911 and 1921 , 
ARRGs and the RG's report. 127 

Initial correlations of the 1911 and 1921 occupational data and 
the influenza mortality rates revealed only a small number of 
potentially important relationships . The correlation coefficients 
greater than ±0.25 from the 1911 occupational data are shown in 
Table 15 and for 1921 in Table 16, along with the coefficients of 
determination and the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, 
and z-scores and alpha values. The alpha values indicate that 
many of these variables may actually have significant associations 
with the annualised influenza mortality rate, despite having 
relatively low correlation coefficients. 

Whilst many categories exhibit similar r and r, values a number 
show interesting variation. From the 1911 data the shipping 
category shows a markedly lower rs value. However a number of 
categories, notably those relating to textiles recorded very low r 
values, but relatively high rs values (Table 17). It is important to 
note that many of these are geographically restricted categories . 
Such variations are not as prevalent in the 1921 data . However, it 

127 For further detail on these data, refer to 'Chapter 5 Data issues'. 
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is noticeable that female textile workers return an r ., value of 
0.343 while the r value is only 0.149. 

Occupation category r r2 r, z-score a value % ··-··---------------··--···--- ·-· ·------------ ---·-·--·-·-·-··-··--·· . ----·-····-···· --Ships, boats (male) 0.37$ 0.139 0.112 1.812 3.4 
Iron and metal (male) 0.292 0.085 0.366 5.918 <0.000001 
Engineering (male) 0.291 0.085 0.385 6.232 <0.000001 

Construction (male) -0.336 0 .113 -0.321 -5.197 0.00001 
Midwives (female) -0.331 0.109 -0.369 -5.980 <0 .000001 
Prop. Domestics -0.324 0.105 -0.344 -5.563 0.000001 
Professional (male) -0.309 0.095 -0.329 -5.325 0 .000005 
Other domestics (female) -0.305 0.093 -0 .339 -5.482 0 .000001 
Outdoor domestics (male) -0.287 0.083 -0 .356 -5.756 <0.000001 
General or local -0.255 0.065 -0 .273 -4.424 0.0005 government (male) 

Laundry (female) -0.255 0.065 -0.293 -4.746 0.0001 

Table 15. Correlations > ±0.25 for 1911 occupational data. 
(n=263) 
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Occupation category 2 r, z-score a value % 
r r 

Metal workers (male) 0.393 0.154 0.349 6.209 <0.000001 
Metal workers (total) 0.392 0.154 0.344 6.119 <0.000001 
Other (female) 0.306 0.094 0.323 5.734 <0.000001 
Staple (male) 0.291 0.085 0.345 6.129 <0 .000001 
Staple ( total) 0.280 0.078 0.327 5.807 <0.000001 
\¥arehouse, stores 0 .280 0.078 0.331 5.884 <0.000001 (female) 

Construction (female) 0.277 0.077 0.102 1.814 3.4 
Mixed ( total) 0.272 0.074 0.078 1.380 9 
Engine drivers (male) 0.266 0.071 0 .346 6 .158 <0 .000001 
Metal workers (female) 0.257 0.066 0.321 5.712 <0.000001 
Other (male) 0 .256 0.066 0.179 3.180 0.1 
Mixed (male) 0.251 0.063 0.023 0.415 30 

Professional ( total) -0.369 0.136 -0.401 -7.136 <0.000001 
Professional (male) -0.326 0.106 -0.373 -6.625 <0 .000001 
Professional (female) -0.317 0.100 -0.356 -6.327 <0.000001 
Commercial (male) -0. 316 0.100 -0.284 -5.041 0.00001 
Personal service (female) -0.308 0.095 -0.356 -6.335 <0 000001 
Service (total) -0. 298 0.089 -0 .300 -5 .339 0.000005 
Service (male) -0.292 0.085 -0.276 -4 .898 0.00005 
Commercial ( total) -0.291 0.085 -0.280 -4.973 0 .00001 
Service (female) -0.271 0.073 -0.370 -6 .570 <0 .000001 
Personal service ( total) -0.267 0.071 -0.318 -5.652 <0.000001 
Administration (female) -0.255 0.065 -0.306 -5 .448 0.000001 

Table 16. Correlations> ±0.25 for 1921 occupational data. 
(n=317) 
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---Occupation category 2 r r r 
' 

Textiles: Wool and Worsted 0.068 0.005 0.478 (West Riding only) (female) 

Textiles: Wool and Worsted 0.093 0.009 0.469 (West Riding only) (male) 

Textiles: Cotton (Lanes . 0.060 0.004 0.356 only) (female) 

Textiles: Other (female) 0.066 0.004 0.352 
Textiles: Cotton (Lanes . 0.050 0.002 0.349 only) (male) 

Textiles: Other (male) 0.027 0.001 0.347 

Agriculture -0.180 0.032 -0.351 

Table 17s. 1911 occupational categories with contrasting r 
and r. values. 

The higher correlation values were used for selecting variables for 
further analysis. For the 1921 data the Cambridge Group 
categorised each occupational group to one of four 'environments', 
these being agricultural, light, staple or service. All the stronger 
positive correlations listed in Table 16come from either the staple 
or light categories, with the staple category itself being among the 
stronger correlations (both for the male and total populations) . 
Textile categories are also included in the staple category. 
Furthermore, all of the negative correlation coefficients shown 
above are for occupations classified as 'service' by the Cambridge 
Group. 

From these results the following variables were selected for 
further analysis: 

• percentage of the working male population in occupations 
classified as 'staple' in 1921; 

• percentage of the working male population in occupations 
classified as 'service' in 1921; 

• percentage of the working male population in occupations 
classified as 'ships and boats' in 1911; 
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• proportion of domestic servants per 1,000 households in 1911 
+ infant mortality rate (1911) 

• population density from the 1921 Census. 

These six variables can be said to act as indicators of factors such 
as social class (occupations and proportion of domestic stafD, 
existing health conditions (IMR), crowding or risk of infection or 
even place in the national urban hierarchy (density) and 
proximity to points of entry of the disease (shipping). 
Consequently they can be used in a regression to test the 
hypothesis that these contribute to influenza mortality. 

Even within these six variables the Pearson and Spearman 
correlation coefficients (Table 18) vary, perhaps indicating the 
rather tenuous nature of the associations of these variables with 
the annualised influenza mortality, a feature reflected in a 
number of the associated scatterplots (Figures 41-46). 

Variable r rz r 
' 

z-score a value o/r ----···--------- ··------····--···-···---····-·······--·--··-·· Ships and boats 0.410 0.168 0.088 1.310 10 Staple 0.291 0.085 0.400 5.962 <0.000001 IMR 0.264 0.069 0.399 5.942 <0.000001 Density 0 .086 0.007 0 .117 1.737 4 .2 Service -0.292 0.085 -0.419 -6.244 <0.000001 Proportion domestic -0.324 0.105 -0.403 -6.006 <0.000001 servants 

Table 18. Selected variables and correlation values with 
annualised influenza mortality rate. 
(n=223) 
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Figure 41 and 41a. 

Influenza mortality and male occupation 'Ships and boats' 
(linear and log scales). 
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Influenza mortality and population density 
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Figures 44 and 44a. 

Influenza mortality and population density (linear and log 
scales). 
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Figure 45. 

Influenza mortality and proportion of domestic servants. 
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Figure 46. Influenza mortality and 1911 IMR. 
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Examination of the outliers or residuals from linear regression of 
these variables with the annualised influenza mortality rate show 
a number oflocations that emerge. 128 A few centres emerge as 
outliers for more than one variable. 

For example when examining the results of regression of the 
service and staple variables with the influenza mortality rate 
Hebburn, Jarrow and Tottenham emerge. It seems likely that 
these two variables (service and staple) are acting as different 
perspectives on the same dimensions. They have similar 
correlation levels but work in opposite directions . Hebburn and 
J arrow are notable in that they recorded two of the highest 
influenza mortality rates, with annualised values of 11.94 (the 
highest recorded) and 8. 77. They also have 'staple' values well 
above the mean (the mean being 27.29 and their values being 
49.83 and 42.96 respectively; and the third quartile at 43.18) 
while the 'service' proportion of the male workforce is 
(unsurprisingly) very low (mean 36.27, Hebburn 13.19 and Jarrow 
20.05). Tottenham's values are almost exactly the reverse of these 
with influenza mortality at 4.64 (the mean being 4.86), 'staple' 
10.98 and 'service' 45.45. It is in fact interesting to note that two 
Tyneside towns Hebburn and Jarrow not only recorded high 
influenza mortality levels, but they also have the highest 
proportion of the 1911 male workforce employed in 'ships and 
boats'. 

Barnsley and Chesterfield emerge as outliers when examining the 
results of linear regression of the IMR and the 'ships and boats' 
variables with the influenza mortality rate. Obviously the 

128 Residuals examined by residuals vs. fit, residuals normal quantile
quantile and Cook's distance plots from linear regression of each variable 
against the annualised influenza mortality. 
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shipping variable emerges as both of these have very low values 
for the proportion of the male workforce employed in that sector 
while having above average influenza mortality. (Barnsley 8.35 
influenza rate and 0.01 shipping; Chesterfield 7 .55, nil) . With 
regard to IMR both these centres returned high values , 206 and 
177 respectively, while the mean IMR is 133.39, the third quartile 
falls at 153.00. The other notable outlier on the !MR-influenza 
regression is Gainsborough where the influenza mortality was 
8.19 (mean 4.86, third quartile 5.53) but the IMR was only 118 
(mean 133.39). 

The four centres identified in the examination of the proportion of 
domestic servants all have values above both the mean and the 
third quartile (161.59 and 206.50) while their influenza mortality 
figures vary quite markedly. They are (with the proportion of 
domestics and influenza mortality in brackets) Winchester (322, 
2.5), Torquay (383, 4.18), Chelsea (544, 6.05) and Westminster 
(545, 5.24) with the two London boroughs recording both very 
high levels of servants and mortality (running counter to the 
regression line). 

But while these two urban boroughs showed up as unusual in that 
analysis, they did not do so when population density was 
examined. Indeed only one London borough emerged here, 
Stepney where the density at 78.50 (mean 22.57, third quartile 
26.00) and influenza mortality was 6.20 (mean 4.86, third quartile 
5.53). The other outliers showed no such consistency being 
Taunton and Ilkeston where lower densities (16.70 and 12.80) 
were paired with varying influenza mortality (2. 72 and 6.33) . 
Thus there are no consistently emerging outliers and those that 
do emerge do so because of specific factors bearing on each 
variable. 

Placing the six variables in a linear regression analysis to test the 
contribution or relation to influenza mortality produced a 
correlation coefficient (r) of 0.5110 and a determination coefficient 
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(r2) of 0.2612 indicating that these variables 'explained' 26.12 

percent of the variability of the annualised influenza mortality. 

Thus the hypothesis that existing health standards, proximity to 

ports, and social class determine influenza mortality is not clearly 

demonstrated. However, there may be a role for these factors, 

they may influence the outcome to a degree . 

This analysis was then re-run progressively removing the least 

significant variable at each stage (Table 19). These suggest that 

the IMR and proportion of domestic servants are contributing 

little or are simply complementing other variables ( perh aps the 

service and staple occupational variables). 

Variable removed r 
(number of variables used) 

None (6) 0.5110 

Proportion domestic servants (5) 0.5046 

IMR (4) 0.5029 

Density (3) 0.4620 

Service (2) 0.4582 

Staple (1) 0.3784 

Table 19. Regression analysis results 

r" Reduction 

0.2612 

0.2546 

0.2529 

0.2135 

0.2100 

0.1387 

in r' 

0.0066 

0.0017 

0.0394 

0.0035 

0.0713 

One of the few variables to exhibit a stronger association with the 

annualised influenza mortality rate has been that of the 

proportion of the 1911 male workforce in 'Ships and boats' (Table 

18 and Figure 41 and 41a). It was also noted that Hebburn and 

Jarrow emerged as residuals from the analysis of other variables 

· 1?,nd these two locations had the highest proportion of the male 

workforce in this sector. Further, McCracken and Curson 

calculated that one of the highest death rates in New South 

Wales, Australia was among those males employed in occupations 

classified 'Seas, Rivers, Harbours' (McCracken and Curson 1998, 
8). 

To investigate this further in the data from England and Wales 

the areas were separated into two groups, those with no male 
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workers in the sector and those with. For each group descriptive 
statistics of the influenza mortality were calculated (Table 20 l . 
While in the group of areas where there were no males employed 
in this sector the mean and median are s lightly lower and the 
maximum and first quartile also lower than in the other group 
(areas with male employment in this sector) the minimum, third 
quartile and standard deviation are all higher. 

Description Male workforce No male workers 
in 'Ships and in 'Ships and 

boats' boats' -·--- _ ,, _______ 
n 277 56 
Minimum 1.880 2.093 
Maximum 11.943 7.548 
Mean 4.892 4.675 
Standard 1.217 1.339 deviation 

1" quartile 4.061 3.707 
Median 4.726 4.679 
3'd quartile 5.530 5.584 

Table 20. 

Comparison of influenza mortality between groups. 

The Mann-Whitney U-test was then used to determine whether 
these two groups differed significantly or if they essentially came 
from the same population. The results (Table 21) indicate that at 
a 95% confidence level the two groups can be regarded as similar, 
i.e. there is no significant difference between the two groups and 
that the presence or absence of shipping as a source of male 
employment did not materially influence the outcome of the 
influenza pandemic at the local level. 
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Description Value 

n 333 
U statistic 7169.5 
Expectation 7776 
Normalised statistic used -0.892589 
for test 

Critical value (0.05 level) -1.9600 
Corresponding p-value 0.3721 

Table 21. Mann-Whitney U-test results. 

Is there a socio-economic dimension to influenza mortality? While 
influenza mortality in the pandemic was spread across the entire 
community it does appear that there may be an element of class 
differential in this mortality, but this is not a particularly strong 
association. As the RG's decennial supplement claimed that 
influenza varies "definitely, though not greatly, with social class." 
(Registrar-General 1921 Part II. Occupational Mortality, Fertility, 
and Infant Mortality", xvii). 129 

Dangerous occupations? 

While there may be an element of social variation in influenza 
mortality it has also been suggested that some occupations 
particularly experienced a mortality differential. Earlier I 
repeated Crosby's comments regarding the compromised 
respiratory apparatus of miner's (and the extra strain placed on 
those of pregnant women). 

Apparently elevated levels of mortality among miners was noted 
elsewhere. 130 Mamelund has suggested that not only were miners 

129 In this report only influenza mortality in the period 1921-23 was 
considered. 

tJo For example, Phillips found miners died in Kimberley, South Africa at 
alarming rates. In the De Beers compounds there were high morbidity 
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particularly hard hit, but also fishermen and soldiers (Mamelund 
1998b). However, it is notable that in the analysis of occupations 
and mortality in England and Wales that fishing, defence and 
mining categories in both 1911 and 1921 did not exhibit a strong 
correlation with influenza mortality. 

Categories that did emerge as having higher correlation with 
influenza mortality included those working with metals. This 
coincides with what the RG found and reported in the Decennial 
Supplement. In suggesting that the highest rates are generally 
among those whose work involves "exposure to dust or other 
respiratory risk" it was found that the highest figures came from 
"cutlery grinders, brass foundry furnacemen and labourers, cotton 
strippers and grinders, iron miners underground, file cutters and 
slate masons." Thus, people whose working life led to 
compromised or impaired respiratory systems as "conditions 
lowering pulmonary resistance must increase ... mortality." 
(Registrar-General 1921 Part II. Occupational Mortality, Fertility, 
and Infant Mortality", xvii) However, one must be careful not to 
overstate this coincidence as the comparison here is between 
'ecological' correlations and class-specific death rates. 

The other occupations that were noted as suffering terribly were 
the medical ones, doctors and nurses. However, they do not 
emerge from the analysis of occupational categories above as they 
are subsumed into the professional and service categories that 
actually indicate a slightly reduced mortality. The RG's decennial 

and mortality rates and the "mortality was far, higher among 
underground workers (both Black and White) than among men who 
worked on the surface, indicating a greater susceptibility on their part or 
a more congenial environment for man-to-man infection underground." 
(Phillips 1990, 52) 
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supplement, in discussing influenza mortality for 1921-23, 
reported that the only 'Class I' occupation with a higher than 
average influenza mortality was that of medical practitioner, with 
the rather obvious conclusion that "Plainly influenza is a very 
definite occupational risk for· the doctor." (Registrar-General 1921 
Part II. Occupational Mortality, Fertility, and Infant Mortality", 
xvii) 

But not all occupations conferred a penalty, some were supposed 
to confer a degree of protection. Captain A. Gregor convinced the 
MRC that an investigation of his belief that workers exposed to 
gases and fumes actually seemed to benefit from an apparent 
disinfectant effect on the naso-pharnyx was warranted (PRO FD 1 
530). The MRC instructed him to investigate and to produce a 
report (PRO FD 1 531). 131 

Gregor claimed that it was an accepted medical fact that workers 
exposed to gaseous fumes "consider themselves practically 
immune from nasal catarrh and respiratory diseases in general" 
and that in some parts of Britain it was customary to take 
children with whooping cough to gas works to expose them to the 
fumes given off by the "oxide of iron purifiers during the process of 
cleansing" as this was considered to mitigate attacks. He then 
attempted to demonstrate the prophylactic powers of gases and 
fumes by comparing morbidity figures for a number of groups , 
including a navy patrol, an army battalion, nine gas works, the 

131 A report he gave the rather long-winded title of A few notes on the 
epidemiology of the recent epidemic of "influenza'.' among the workers in 
gas works, in a cordite factory, and in a tin mine --- together with -- A 
preliminary investigation into the germicidal power of gaseous fumes in 
those works of micro-organisms, and on the post-nasal flora of the 
workers and others. 
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National Explosive Works and a tin works for July and autumn 
1918 (Table 22). The National Explosive Works at Bayle was a 
cordite factory in which workers could be exposed to HN0

3 
(nitric 

acid) or acetone fumes while at the tin works those in the dressing 
plant were routinely exposed to S0

2 (sulphur dioxide) fumes . 

Group Population Cases Morbidity 
(percentage) --···--------~··-·~--~-··--------·---------···-·-·····- ... -··--·--··--··· ·-·-··-·····---·· ........ Navy patrol 1350 446 33.0 

Army battalion 1050 210 20.0 
Gas workers (9 works) 148 10 6.7 
National explosive works 

Not exposed 732 221 30.2 
Full-time HN03 70 11 15.7 exposure 

Part-time HN03 230 4 1.7 exposure 

Any HN03 exposure 300 15 5.0 
Acetone exposure 18 0 0.0 
Any exposure 318 15 4.7 
Tin works 

Underground workers 23 14 60.8 
Dressing plant (802) 27 3 11.1 

Table 22. Influenza morbidity in various occupations. 
Data source: PRO FD 1 531 . 

Gregor also claimed that even those living under the influence of 
the stack of the tin mine's burning house benefited as the 27 
inhabitants of seven cottages within 200 yards of the stack 
discharging the sulphur dioxide fumes only had one recorded case 
of influenza while a small village a quarter of a mile further away 
had "numerous" cases . 

There are a number of weaknesses in Gregor's argument. These 
include the fact that he is working solely with reported morbidity, 
which is prone to problems from the lack of diagnosis, under
reporting, and the unknown dimension of sub-clinical infection. 
Furthermore we don't know how crowded the working conditions 
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may have been. The small numbers of workers at the nine gas 
works and in the dressing plant suggest little crowding, thus little 
contact with others whereas the army battalion, navy patrol and 
underground tin workers (miners) either live and/or work in 
greater proximity to one another. 

However, as Gregor recognises, the figures from cordite factory 
may indicate some benefit accruing to those exposed to fumes . 
Here was a group "not only working but also living in their own 
homes under exactly similar conditions in every respect, except 
for the one fact that some are more or less exposed to fumes 
during their working hours, others are not." These led him to 
conclude that "certain chemical fumes must have some germicidal 
action." This does not appear to have been found widely or 
subsequently. 

Gregor's report does have another area of interest . He produces 
figures that are indicative of immunity being conferred on those 
who suffered during the summer. In his Navy patrol study group 
of 321 July cases only two reported a second attack in the 
autumn. Similarly in his Army groups there were no cases of 
those who suffered in the summer being re-infected, and very few 
return attacks among the workers at the National Explosive 
Works. This would have been one of the first reports to show some 
reasonably solid evidence for immunity. 

Demographic impacts 

An event of such a magnitude as the pandemic must have had 
great demographic consequences. These would extend beyond the 
immediate mortality penalty. They could include changes in 
patterns of nuptiality and fertility, the effective loss of life years 
for a community or nation, and the number of children orphaned. 
Some researchers have started to examine the dimensions of 
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these impacts (Mamelund 1998a, 1998b; Noymer and Garenne 

1998; Phillips 1990; Rice 1988). However, in Britain it is unlikely 

that it will ever be possible to determine the true extent of many 

of these demographic impacts. For Britain, and many other 

nations , it is extremely difficult , if not impossible, to separate out 

the demographic effects of the pandemic from those of the Great 

War. This is largely due to the fact that both events focus so 

heavily on the same segments of the population, the young adults. 

This population is the most heavily involved in the pandemic 

mortality and is also the most fertile and that which suffered the 

most in the war. Further, the disruption of the population by war 

rendered the basic population data unreliable and may have 

disrupted national and local registration processes. Eccheverri 

noted her fortune in that "Precisely because of the fact that Spain 

was not a belligerent country, there is a wealth of medical and 

statistical data that neighboring countries, implicated in the war, 

lack." (Echeverri 1998, 1)132 Notwithstanding these difficulties it is 

still possible to make some preliminary observations about the 

demographic outcomes of the pandemic. 

Vital statistics 

In some cases it is difficult to find evidence of any impact. This is 

the case for the basic demographic measures such as crude death 

rate (CDR), crude birth rate (CBR) and infant mortality rate 

. (IMR) Figure 4 7 shows the CDR, CBR and IMR for England and 

132 Work in Spain and Norway hold the greatest prospects of accurately 
determining the full extent of the demographic impacts of the pandemic 
as they were both neutral in the Great War and have vital registration 
data for the period. 
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Wales for the first 30 years of the twentieth century. From this it 
is readily apparent that while the CDR jumped sharply in 1918, 
from 14.4 per 1,000 in 1917 to 17.3 per 1,000, before dropping to 
13.7 in 1919, the CBR and IMR were less affected by the 
pandemic. The CBR had been in sharp decline throughout the 
War, stabilised in 1918 before a slight rise in 1919 preceded a 
marked increase in 1920. Thus the natural increase of population 
was diminished markedly throughout the war, and the pandemic 
may have both added to this and ensured it continued for some 
time after the end of the war. Indeed, as was noted earlier, deaths 
exceeded births during this period and consequently natural 
increase briefly became a 'natural' decrease . It is perhaps 
plausible that the pandemic may have diminished or delayed the 
later upturn in CBR to an extent. Infant mortality had been 
trending downwards for some time and only saw a minor reversal 
of this trend during 1918. Again, this may be attributable in part 
to the influenza. Thus, the impact of the influenza is greatest on 
the CDR, with only a smaller impact discernible in the CBR and 
IMR. 

Vital statistics 
England & Wales 1900-1930 
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Figure 47. Vital statistics, England and Wales 1900-1930. 
Data sources: ARRGs 1900- 1930. 
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Infant mortality 

If one considers that IMR can be used as an indicator of the 
prevailing health of a locality, then a comparison ofIMR with the 
pandemic influenza mortality may give an indication of the role of 
existing health conditions in determining the level of mortality in 
the pandemic. If the prevailing state plays a role then one may 
expect a significant correlation between the IMR and the 
influenza mortality. Conversely, a lack of a significant relation 
between the two would indicate that the pandemic strikes 
essentially irrespective of existing conditions, that it changes the 
situation so drastically that existing conditions are immaterial in 
the excess mortality wrought by a pandemic. In this case the 
IMRs for 1911 and 1918 were correlated with the annualised 
influenza mortality for the entire pandemic period. 11 1 

The IMR for 1911 indicates conditions prior to the disruption of 
the War. The resulting correlation coefficient is 0.264 with a 
coefficient of determination of 0.069 indicating a relatively 
insignificant association between the two. A scatterplot (Figure 
48) of the association confirms this slightly positive but by no 
means strong relationship. The Spearman's rank correlation 
coefficient (0.399, giving a z-score of 5.942 and an a value 
percentage of <0.000001) confirms a degree of association between 
the two. 

133 For discussion on the sources and handling of these data, refer to 
'Chapter 5. Data issues' . The 1918 IMR values were taken from the 
ARRG for 1918 for the same administrative areas for which the influenza 
mortality is given in Registrar-General (1920). 
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The correlation between the influenza mortality and the 1918 
IMR values is slightly stronger at 0.346 (coefficient of 
determination is O .120) but this is obviously to be expected as the 
influenza mortality of infants would be a component of the IMR. 
The associated scatterplot (Figure 49) is very similar to that for 
1911, but shows a marginally steeper regression line suggesting, 
as does the higher correlation value , a slightly stronger 
relationship between the influenza mortality and the 1918 IMR. 
However, these are not strong relationships and indica te that the 
influenza probably only had a small impact on infant mortality . It 
is this that is the unusual fact - that children, infants and the 
aged were not killed at markedly increased rates as the young 
adults were. Further, if one uses IMR as an indicator of the 
general health status, these results suggest that the existing 
conditions played a limited role in determining pandemic 
mortality. 

Influenza mortality by IMR 
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Figure 48. IMR (1911) by pandemic influenza mortality. 
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Influenza mortality and IMR (1918) 
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Figure 49. IMR (1918) by pandemic influenza mortality. 

Averted births 

The deaths of more than 2,500 pregnant women from flu were 
noted in the RG's reports in Scotland, England and Wales 
(Registrar-General 1920, 36; Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 
11). These are only those deaths where the fact of pregnancy was 
recorded. Obviously then at least 2,500 births were foregone in 
Britain. It is impossible to quantify the additional deaths of 
pregnant women not recorded as such, but it is likely that they 
would not be insignificant. The RG believed that the unchanged 

. mortality of premature infants and the only slightly lower than 
normal birth rate for 1918 indicated that a large number of births 
had not been lost as a result of the flu (Registrar-General, 1920, 
37). In addition it is likely that with such high levels of morbidity, 
a lack of conceptions would have occurred, although the effect of 
this may be lost by the effect of returning troops . . 

However, it was those pregnancies terminated by abortion, 
miscarriage or death that were recorded, and even they are an 
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Figure 49. IMR (1918) by pandemic influenza mortality. 

Averted births 

The deaths of more than 2,500 pregnant women from flu were 

noted in the RG's reports in Scotland, England and Wales 

(Registrar-General 1920, 36; Regis trar-General for Scotland 1919, 
11). These are only those deaths where the fact of pregnancy was 

recorded. Obviously then at least 2,500 births were foregone in 

Britain. It is impossible to quantify the additional deaths of 

pregnant women not recorded as such, but it is likely that they 

would not be insignificant. The RG believed that the unchanged 

mortality of premature infants and the only slightly lower than 

normal birth rate for 1918 indicated that a large number of births 

had not been lost as a result of the flu (Registrar-General, 1920, 

37). In addition it is likely that with such high levels of morbidity, 

a lack of conceptions would have occurred, although the effect of 
this may be lost by the effect of returning troops . 

However, it was those pregnancies terminated by abortion, 

miscarriage or death that were recorded, and even they are an 
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understatement . This leaves another issue untouched. What 
about those pregnancies that n ever happened? The conceptions , 
pregnancies and births that may have otherwise have been 
expected to occur? The 'lost' or averted births due t o the deaths of 
women who may have borne children? 

Using the concept of averted births, as noted by 6 Grada in 
claiming that "[a]ccording to Mokyr, there were 0.4 mi ll ion 
missing births" in Ireland due to famine and emigration ( 6 Grada 
1994, 179 citing Mokyr 1980; 1983), it may be possible to suggest 
the scale of the number of children who were not born due to the 
deaths of the potential mothers from influenza. Such a calculation 
is possible given fertility rates (Table 23) and the numbers of 
female deaths (Table 24).134 The greatest limitation here is that 
these deaths are only those attributed to influenza in England 
and Wales for the pandemic period. Another issue is that of the 
fertility rate. Which rate is more appropriate? This is difficult to 
say as late 1918 and early 1919 are clearly a time of transition, a n 
point of inflexion where fertility (and birth rate) reverse the war
time decline and lead to a post-war baby boom . Given this 
difficulty a ll three rates have been applied. The three resulting 
figures for averted births are given in Table 25. 

134 The ca lculation is simply multiplying the number of women who died 
in each age group (divided by 1,000) by the fertility rate (per 1,000) for 
th at age group and then summin g all th e age groups to give total averted 
births. This h as been done using th e three different sets of fertility rates , 
thus giving three possible averted births figures (Table 25 ) 
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Year All <20 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40+ ages (15-19) (40-44) 
1901 114 13 120 192 176 133 64 
1911 98 11 106 170 150 104 45 
1921 90 14 113 160 131 86 34 

Table 23. 

Fertility rates (birth per 1,000 women in age group). 
Data source: Werner 1987, 8. 

Period 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 Total 
····-·····--···--·-··········-·····-·----·----.· ···-Q2, 1918 30 35 48 30 27 37 207 

Q3, 1918 447 520 647 514 389 330 2847 
Q4, 1918 3732 5549 7724 6251 3643 2450 29349 
Ql, 1919 901 1451 2290 1919 1184 885 8630 
Total 5110 7555 10709 8714 5243 3702 

Table 24. Female influenza deaths. 
Data source: Registrar-General 1920, 9. 

Fertility 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 Total rate 

1901 

1911 

1921 

66 907 2,056 1,534 697 237 5,497 
56 801 1,821 1,307 545 167 4,697 
72 854 1,713 1,142 451 126 4,357 

Table 25. Averted births. 

This it would appear that something in the vicinity of 5,000 births 
were averted due to the deaths of the potential mothers from 
influenza during the pandemic. This is in addition to the 2 ,500 
deaths of pregnant women from influenza. Of course these 
numbers are based on the premise that there would have been 
enough males present sufficient to father all these potential 
children. Given the mortality of the War, followed by that of the 
pandemic, this is not an insignificant consideration. It must be 
conceded that in relation to the number of live births registered in 
England and Wales between 1 July 1918 and 30 June 1919, some 
623,740, and the RG's estimate of 750,000 pregnancies in the year 
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(Registrar-General 1920, 36) this does not represent a major 
demographic impact. Indeed, it seems quite plausible these 
averted births were more than made up for in the surge in the 
birth rate in the next couple of years (Figure 4 7). 

Morbidity 

Morbidity is difficult to measure. Rarely is there any official 
statement of influenza morbidity for this or any other pandemic. 
While the disease is common, it is often confused with the 
common cold, especially in less serious cases, and thus 
unreported. Where morbidity data is found it is often simply in 
the form of reported cases over a period of time. Firstly, it is likely 
to be an underestimation of the true morbidity, and secondly it 
has no temporal or spatial element. Where morbidity estimates 
tend to be found they can be newspaper reports , often giving 
morbidity in a particular workplace or organisation or they may 
be the recollections of medical professionals. Rarely is there much 
more than anecdote or information about a specific and/or special 
circumstance. 

Estimates of morbidity and case fatality rates vary, where they 
are given, but generally suggest that once more Britain's 
experience was much like that described elsewhere. Frazer noted 
that the "number of actual cases ... is not known; but it would 
appear that the case mortality rate amongst the civilian 
population was low, being not more than 1 to 3 per 1,000." (Frazer 
1950, 368) 

Contemporary reports and official inquiries give an indication of 
morbidity. However it is advisable to question these or treat them 
with caution, as van Hartesveldt counsels when discussing the 
Manchester Medical Officer of Health's (James Niven) block 
surveys that suggested morbidity of approximately 25 percent 
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(van Hartesveldt 1992, 92 citing Ministry of Health, 1920c, 4 71-
520 ). 135 Sources such as newspaper reports also give an indication 
of morbidity levels. For example stories from The Times during 
the spring wave of the pandemic report on a textile house of 400 
workers "had 80 on the sick list on Saturday, and 

yesterday ... another 20 had to give up ." The same report noted 
that in Newcastle some mines had as much as 70 percent 
absenteeism (2 July 1918, 3).Within a week Wigan coalfields were 
reporting one-third of the workforce absent due to influenza (The 
Times 8 July 1918, 5). Similar morbidity among prisoners of war 
at a Hampshire camp was reported on 23 July (The Times 23 July 
1918, 8). 

After the commencement of the second wave newspaper stories on 
the influenza became more common. From these it is possible to 
track the increasing toll the disease was taking. Through the 
period numerous reports detail the numbers of police and fire 
personnel ill, and killed, in addition to reports on government 
workers, London Omnibus Company staff, telephonists, teachers 
and postal workers. The reported morbidity is often only given as 
the number of absentees, but sometimes as a percentage. The 
rates range from 25 to 50 percent. The figures for London's 
Metropolitan Police Force and the London Fire Brigade also give 
an indication of case fatality rates. Apparently some 96 

135 Part III of the Ministry of Health report also contains a number of 
other MOH reports, including reports for Cambridge, Leicester, South 
Shields, Warrington, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Wigan and Blackburn in 
addition to Niven's report. Further MOH reports are available at the 
Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine. 
However, not all MOHs saw influenza as a problem or as a topic worthy 
of discussion. Tomkins discussed the variation among London MOHs in 
their views of the pandemic (Tomkins 1989). 
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Metropolitan police died in October and November 1918. The 35 
deaths in October had been from a reported 1,448 reported cases. 
That figure is likely to be an under-estimation, but represents a 
2.4 percent case fatality rate. If this rate is held constant, then 
the 96 deaths in those two months suggest a minimum of 4,000 
cases in that one police force alone. Nine London Fire Brigade 
members had also died in that period, from a reported 126 cases, 
giving a case fatality rate of 7.1 percent. This would appear to be 
rather high and suggests a significant under-reporting of cases. 116 

The possible relationship between the flu and the War was 
discussed in some detail in an earlier chapter, but military 
records can also give an indication of the infect ivity of this viru s. 
For example, one army school group of 320 men were found to 
have 90 men ill, while a labour company of 520 reported 140 ill on 
a single day and a brigade of artillery lost a third of its strength in 
two days and a brigade ammunition column reported only 15 men 
out of 145 fit for duty (MacPherson et al . 1920, 176). Those 
serving in civil or military services were not alone in their 
suffering. In Reading an insurance agent reported visiting 49 
houses and "found that in 46 the residents were affected." (The 
Times 5 November 1918, 3) These contemporaneous reports not 
only give an indication of morbidity and case fatality rates but 
also the impact the pandemic had on British society. 

136 Reports from The Times include 19 October 1918; 24 October 1918, 3; 
25 October 1918, 3; 26 October 1918, 7; 28 October 1918, 3; 29 October 
1918, 7; 30 October 1918, 7; 1 November 1918, 7, 2 November 1918, 7; 5 
November 1918, 3; 5 December 1918. 
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Ali Conclusion 

In this chapter I have focussed upon the medical, epidemiologica l 
and demographic aspects of the pandemic in Britain. After a 
discussion of Britain's long term acquaintance with influenza I 
examined the timing of the pandemic and the mortality it brought 
including variations in that mortality. The distribution of 
mortality by age was the defining characteristic of this pandemic, 
with the preponderance of death among the young adults . I have 
also canvassed the possibility of differentiation of mortality along 
social and/or economic dimensions. The evidence for such 
differentiation is not particularly strong. I have also paid some 
attention to possible demographic impacts of the pandemic. Of 
these one of the most interesting is the question of 'averted 
births'. These together with the re-calculations of mortality, 
including deaths attributed to other causes including encephalitis 
lethargica, suggest the total toll for the pandemic in Britain could 
be of the order of 250,000. The following chapters shall examine 
other aspects of the British experience of the pandemic, starting 
with the explicitly geographical issues of entry and spread. 
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~ Chapter 7. Britain /s pandemic 

experience - ubiquitous flu 

Pallida Mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas 

Regumque turris. 

(Pale Death breaks into cottages of the poor as into the 

castles of kings.) 

Horace, Odes bk. 1, no. 4, 1.13 

Introduction 

The impact of the pandemic was felt all across Britain as the 

disease reached all parts; as the RG for Scotland commented "the 

most outstanding feature of the distribution of the mortality .. .is 

its universality." (Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, 5) 

However, examining the true extent of this penetration into 

Britain can be harder to determine. The evidence is that it did 

reach everywhere, but measurements of the impacts are not 

always available. In this chapter I examine some of the more 

explicitly geographical aspects of the pandemic in Britain. These 

explicitly geographical issues include consideration of the spatial 

units of the basic data, the points where the disease entered 

· -Britain and the subsequent spread of the disease. The role of 

hierarchies and the contagious nature of the disease are debated 

at some length, while also discussing ~he spread of the disease in 

London, the various regions, Scotland and the possibility of 

variations between urban and rural experience of the pandemic. 

Also in this chapter is a calculation and tracking of the 

pandemic's centroid which is then compared with that of a later 

epidemic. The r ole of the military in important and distributing 
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the disease is raised as are the experiences of particular 
populations, notably those in hospitals, schools and on-board 
ships. 

Data aggregation 

The RG's report goes into great detail on influenza and the 
associated causes of death. Various causes, including those used 
in the calculation of estimates for influenza mortality, were 
examined and Tables XXI to XXVIII of the report tally the 
number of deaths ascribed to each cause or combination of causes 
for civilians and non-civilians. They also record the number of 
instances in which each cause was returned, either alone or in 
combination with any other(s) and the age-sex mortality for each 
wave by cause (Registrar-General 1920, 30-3 and 81-119). 
However, there is no further disaggregration of this data; 
particularly not to the local (registration district) and weekly level 
that would permit the re-calculation of the local, weekly influenza 
mortality data. The only truly disaggregated data set is the 
weekly influenza mortality, both raw counts and annualised death 
rates, given for some 300-odd administrative areas throughout 
England and Wales. The Scottish RG's report lacks this level of 
detail, giving no weekly mortality figures at all and the only areas 
for which figures are given are for Scotland as a whole, the 
counties and a handful of the larger burghs (10 of the 201 burghs) 
and these data refer to the pandemic as a whole. While these 
reports contain much data, the vast majority refers to the entire 
country (England and Wales or Scotland) for the entire pandemic 
period or for the waves of the pandemic. 

Thus the RG's published data and re-calculations of pandemic 
mortality have little spatial or temporal disaggregration. It is not 
clear whether it was assumed there was a consistent effect or if 
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the task of disaggregating was too difficult or considered 
unnecessary. There appears to be no way in which estimates could be done for the local area for each week. The necessary data does not appear to be in the ARRGs, the Quarterly Returns nor the Weekly Returns in enough detail to perform the calculations. 

The most reasonable estimate of influenza deaths that can be mapped at the administrative areas level for each week of the pandemic is the death tallies and death rates published in the RG's supplementary report. While these are only the civilian 
deaths allocated to influenza and do not take into account the reallocation of deaths from other causes, they are the best data available . 

One approach could be to multiply all the data by a standard 
factor . This could possibly be the ratio between allocated and 
estimated civilian deaths (140 989 and 185 OOO); thus giving a factor of 1.31. However to use such a factor would imply some accuracy that does not necessarily exist. It would also require the assumption of uniform misallocation of deaths. Is it reasonable to assume that the misallocation of deaths was consistent over time and space? 

Another option may be to perform the re-calculation for each area, data permitting. However, this is where the lack of disaggregated data has its impact. Consequently the question to be considered was why not use the published figures and use them as an 
indicator, but not necessarily an accurate recording, of influenza mortality in each area for each week? This rather pragmatic 
approach was adopted. The following discussions and maps of the pandemic in England and Wales are thus presented with the 
recognition that the underlying data does not represent all the mortality associated with the pandemic but rather are an 
indicator of the levels of influenza activity in each area. 
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This published data from the RG's report contains figures for 290 

urban areas (London Boroughs, County Boroughs and some 

Urban Districts, generally with populations greater than 20,000) 

along with a 'Remainder of county figures (or in the cases of some 

smaller counties total county figures). Consequently in mapping 

these a decision had to be made as to whether to leave those 

administrative areas where no individual figures were given 

blank (no values) or to map the 'Remainder of values. The latter 

approach was adopted. 

The RG determined that, based on elevated influenza mortality, 

the pandemic had persisted for 46 weeks in England and Wales, 

from the week ending 29 June 1918 through to 10 May 1919. 

Figure 50 shows the annualised influenza death rates for the 

administrative areas of England and Wales for the pandemic 

period. 
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Annualised influenza 
crude death rates 

(per 1,000) 
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Figure 50. 

Influenza mortality in England & Wales, 1918-19 pandemic. 

First cases 

Notwithstanding the debate over the ultimate source of the virus 
strain, :Lt is certainly true that major outbreaks occurred among 
the armies in France and among USA troops in transit and at 
home early in 1918. Undoubtedly some of the first Britons to 
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suffer from the 'new' influenza were those in the armed forces. In 
an earlier chapter I discussed the prevalence of the disease among 
the troops in France early in 1918. 

McIntosh claimed that the in May 1918 "there was a severe 
outbreak in the Grand Fleet ... when about one-ninth of the total 
strength was affected." This was shortly followed by the "first 
large epidemic in the British Army [when] some 226,615 cases 
were reported" for May, June and July. Towards the end of this 
period the disease started to appear among the civilian 
population, "although localized outbreaks were noted in May." 
(McIntosh 1922 ,6-7) 

It is difficult to confirm the early pattern of introduction and 
spread in Britain as the number of cases was presumably quite 
small and attracted little attention. Deaths occurring at this time 
may well not have been recorded as influenza deaths and it would 
have only been when deaths started increasing that attention was 
drawn to the disease. The RG retrospectively dated the start of 
the pandemic in England and Wales to the week ending 28 June 
1918, but certainly cases were being reported prior to this date. 
This date was determined based on increases in influenza 
mortality. However, the real start of the pandemic in England and 
Wales could possibly be dated from about 19 May 1918. That week 
saw 511 deaths attributed to influenza, whereas the previous 
week had recorded 79 influenza deaths. Further, prior to that 
date, influenza deaths at ages over 55 exceeded those under 55. 
From 19 May to 15 June deaths were about equal above and below 
55; from the week ending 22 June, the younger ages showed more 
deaths. But it was the week ending 29 June, 1918 with its marked 
increase in influenza deaths, most of which came in the younger 
age groups, that can be said to be the start of the pandemic proper 
in Britain. 

Sometime in the first half of 1918 influenza was brought into 
Britain, probably by servicemen travelling through the ports and 
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probably through many ports more-or-less simultaneously. 137 

Glasgow, Portsmouth, Southampton and Liverpool were all 
suggested as likely ports of entry as they apparently reported 
influenza cases (and deaths) earlier than many other centres. It is 
interesting that London, itself an important port, does not figure 
prominently early in the epidemic. The Times reported that the 
Navy's Grand Fleet had had cases at Scapa and Rosyth in April 
(raising doubts over McIntosh's later claim), and suggest that 
Glasgow was "the seat of the first outbreak among the civil 
population-and that occurred in May, 1918." (15 January 1920, 
9)138 The RG recognised the "association of the early stages of the 
second wave with ports ... [was] ... as well marked" in the North as 
in the South", suggesting that the ports served as early foci in at 
least both the first and second waves of the pandemic (Registrar
General 1920, 19). 

Spread of disease 

Stemming from the works of the likes ofHagerstrand (1952), 
Gould (1969), and Abler et al. (1971) diffusion, the spread or 
movement of ideas or phenomena over space and through time, 
has been a concern of geographers for several decades. 139 Diffusion 
implies the spread or movement out from a starting point, and the 

137 Burnet and Clark considered that the introduction of influenza into 
England was by way of troops returning from France. However, they 
suggested it may have occurred in June 1918 ~Burnet and Clark 1942, 70 
citing Carnwath 1919). 

138 These claims supported by Carnwath (1919, 142-3). 

139 More recent examples include Browett (1980) and Gregory (1985). 
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diffusion of disease has been one particular area of particular 
interest for medical geographers. 

Infectious disease diffusion nearly always contains a component of 
contagious diffusion. Contagious diffusion requires close or direct 
contact for transmission. The spread "takes place in a centrifugal 
manner from the source location(s) outwards in a pattern which 
emphasizes the importance of proximity and interaction between 
actual adopters (acceptors, infectors, etc.) and potential adopters." 
(Goodall 1987, 126) Furthermore, contagious diffusion is always 
an expansionary process and is strongly influenced by the 
"frictional effect of distance." (Abler et al. 1971, 391) The 

'neighbourhood effect' is very important in such diffusion, the 
greater likelihood of spreading to someone or somewhere nearby 
than to a remote location. 

The pattern of diffusion is determined by the networks that 
encourage diffusion and the barriers that modify that movement. 
For disease factors including incubation period and infectivity are 
also of great importance. Diffusion of disease is considered a 
stochastic process with the element of chance. This has led to the 
development of models of diffusion that allow us to simulate the 
course of an epidemic. However to produce such models it is 
necessary to have data that meet certain criteria. These include 
information such as disease origins, vectors, transmission rates , 
infectivity, population thresholds, what is the mechanism of 
spread, and what is the probability of contact? Riordan claimed 
that the "paucity of influenza research in geography" was a 

consequence of the disease's epidemiological characteristics, its 
unclear diagnosis and lack of predictable periodicity (Riordan 
1986, 66). This position has changed slightly since, with the 
application of various forms of modelling. Forms of 

mathematical/geographical models that have been proposed or 
used for examining influenza at various scales include mass
action models, chain-binomial models, family models , large 
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population models and the excess mortality models. 140 Models 
have not been developed or applied in this work. However, the 
British data could be used with such models to examine how well 
they model the spread, as a test of the models or to see if the 
disease behaves differently in pandemic situations. 

Other 'geographical' aspects I will not examine in detail are 
climate/weather and topography. Dobson recently argued the role 
of topography in determining health and mortality in early 
modern England by demonstrating how great an effect a relatively 
small change in altitude could have on the lives of people as the 
"contour of death and the contours of health were separated by an 
elevation of little more than 400 or 500 feet, a distance of little 
over ten miles in parts." (Dobson 1997)141 

One aspect that can be important in modelling diffusion is that of 
barriers as they alter the diffusion patterns by modifying or 
stopping the dispersal of the idea or phenomena. In this work I 
will make some examination of the issue of quarantine, one form 
of potential barrier. 

14° For further discussion of the application of models to influenza see 
Riordan 1986; Elveback et al. 1976; Fine 1982; Fortman 1976; Sattenspiel 
and Herring 2000; Selby 1982; Spicer and Lawrence 1984. 

141 I will not investigate the role of topography, the effect of changes in 
altitude in relation to influenza mortality as the data is too coarse to 
allow such investigations. Furthermore, Dobson's primary concern was 
with malaria and its association with the low-lying parts of south-east 
England. Influenza is not vector-borne in the manner malaria is, 
influenza transmission being air-borne from human to human. Further, 
there is no credible evidence to suggest that there are major altitudinal 
variations in influenza morbidity and mortality. Only one commentator 
on the pandemic discerned any form of altitudinal variation (Gill 1928). 
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...a Hierarchies and contagion 

More recent research into influenza diffusion suggests that there 
may be two components to the spread of influenza (Cliff et al. 
1981;1986; Patterson and Pyle 1983; Pyle 1986; Selby 1982). That 
is, there is a hierarchical component and a contagious component. 
For example, the Canadian experience of the 1918 pandemic 
suggests it first spread through the urban hierarchy then at the 
city or neighbourhood level contagious diffusion assumed greater 
importance (Johnson 1993). The first, hierarchical relocation, is 
responsible for the dispersal of the disease across the country, and 
the second, contagious diffusion, sees the illness spread 
throughout neighbourhoods, towns and cities. 

Hierarchical diffusion is generally based on the premise that 
everywhere is equally vulnerable but those urban centres at the 
top of the hierarchy are the first to come into contact with the 
disease for various reasons. 142 Further research argues that it is 
the location in the social and political hierarchy, and not just 
geographic location that may be more important (Sattenspiel and 
Herring 2000) . In this case it appears that the initial points of 
contact are the ports through which infected people are returning 
to or entering the country. From the ports the transport networks 
relocate the disease to the top of the urban hierarchy. The 
transport networks then distribute it progressively down the 
urban hierarchy. The UK being a much more compact 
sp·ace/nation than many others this process is likely to take less 
time than experienced in a number of countries where the role of 

142 For example, Gould (1993). With HIV/AIDS these reasons are largely 
social/sociological. 
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the transport networks in spreading the disease is well noted. 143 

Being a more compact nation with a greater homogeneity of 
contact with and access to the upper tiers of the urban hierarchy 
may also help explain why variations in the mortality across 
Britain were smaller - the-mortality was more consistent than in 
some other nations. 

Britain's urban hierarchy was well-established by the time of the 
pandemic, Law argued that the "rapid and large scale 
urbanization (was] ... nearly complete by the First World War." 
(Laws 1967) Furthermore, the vital statistics registration system 
reflected this urban pattern. The ARRG and the Census of 1911 
both noted the change in reporting areas; the RG changing from 
registration districts to the administrative areas. Bernard 
Mallett, the RG at the time, argued that the new areal 
classification of RDs, UDs, CBs and the London boroughs not only 
more accurately separated urban and rural but also distinguished 
three different forms of the urban (ARRG 1911, Preface). 144 

Law demonstrated that by 1911 the population of England and 
Wales was 78.9 per cent urbanised based on his definition of 
urbanisation that used three criteria: each centre had to have a 
population greater than 2,500; a population density greater than 
one person per acre; and nucleation of that population. 

In what little has been written on the pandemic in Britain there is 
scant consideration of the spread of the pandemic. Apparently the 

143 For example, Canada (Johnson 1993) and South Africa (Phillips 1990). 

144 The 1911 Census notes the changes to the boundaries of a number of 
cities, including Manchester, Birmingham, Liverpool, Bath, Bury, 
Reading, Sheffield, Southport and Cambridge (1911 Census of England 
and Wales, Vol. I, Administrative Areas, xx). 
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first and third waves hit hardest on the north and in larger urban 
areas (except London), whereas the second wave was more 
concentrated in the south. 

In Britain the disease seems to have entered via the certain ports 
before relocating to the upper levels of the urban hierarchy then 
percolating down that hierarchy via the transport networks to the 
cities, towns and villages where contagious diffusion, the person
to-person transmission, spread it at the local level. In the 
contemporaneous literature there is support for this view. A 
December 1918 report in The Times stated that "the ports were 
first involved ... Next the disease reached London, to which no 
doubt it was brought by travellers in the through trains. From 
London it radiated again, visiting Birmingham, Nottingham, and 
other centres. It is still raging at full fury in the smaller country 
districts which have now become involved." (18 December 1918, 5) 
This pattern of some ports first, London next and then descending 
down the urban hierarchy can be seen in Figure 51, showing the 
epidemic curves for a number of cities. In this graph it is clear 
that certain ports, here represented by Southampton, Portsmouth 
and Liverpool, peak earlier than London with smaller and/or more 
distant centres showing the later peaks (examples included here 
are Birmingham, Bradford, Manchester and Nottingham). This 
information is also shown in tabular form (Table 26) confirming 
this pattern, particularly in the second wave. It is interesting to 
note that this pattern was not apparent in the third wave. 
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Figure 51. Influenza mortality in selected locations. 

Date of peak 
Location First wave Second wave Third wave 
Southampton 6July 19 October 1 March 
Portsmouth 6July 19 October 1 March 
Liverpool 13 July 19 October 1 March 
London 13 July 2 November 1 March 
Bradford 13 July 16 November 22 February 
Manchester 13 July 23 November 1 March 
Birmingham 6July 30 November 1 March 
Nottingham 13 July 30 November 1 March 

Table 26. Pandemic peaks, selected locations. 

I~ addition to producing the map of overall mortality (Figure 50) 
map sequences of the influenza mortality for each week of the 
pandemic have been produced for England and Wales and for 
London . To make these easier to handle and t o make the dynamic 
patterns easier to appreciate dynamic media (animations) have 
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Figure 51. Influenza mortality in selected locations. 

Date of peak 
Location First wave Second wave Third wave 
Southampton 6 July 19 October 1 March 
Portsmouth 6July 19 October 1 March 
Liverpool 13 July 19 October 1 March 
London 13 July 2 November 1 March 
Bradford 13 July 16 November 22 February 
Manchester 13 July 23 November 1 March 
Birmingham 6 July 30 November 1 March 
Nottingham 13 July 30 November 1 March 

Table 26. Pandemic peaks, selected locations. 

In addition to producing the map of overall mortality (Figure 50) 
map sequences of the influenza mortality for each week of the 
pandemic have been produced for England and Wales and for 
London. To make these easier to handle and to make the dynamic 
patterns easier to appreciate dynamic media (animations) have 
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been used. These animations are appended to this work in both 
VHS video cassette and computer animation formats (on CD
ROM).145 

The video cassette contains animations of the weekly influenza 
mortality for England and Wales and for London. The CD-ROM 
contains several different versions to cater for different media 
software. These include MOV QuickTime™, MPEG and AVI formats. 
Table 27 lists the coverage, format and filename of the animation 
files. 

Coverage File format Filename 
*England & Wales QuickTime ENGWAL.MOV 
*England & Wales MPEG ENGWAL.MPG 
England & Wales AVI FLU99.AVI 

*London QuickTime LONDON.MOV 
*London MPEG LONDON.MPG 
London AVI 2901.AVI 

Table 27. Animation files. 
* Computer versions of the animations on the video tape. 

All of these animations depict the spread of the pandemic across 
space, as indicated by the recorded weekly influenza mortality, 
given as annualised influenza crude death rates in the 
administrative areas shown. In many of these animations I have 
also included the epidemic curve, with a moving highlight to 
indicate where in that curve the map corresponds to. The 
epidemic curve shown is that for England and Wales, except for 
the animations of the spread of influenza in London where the 
curve for the administrative county of London is shown. 

145 I discuss the use of multimedia, including animation for geographic 
communication and research in Appendix A. The video .cassette and CD 
ROM are Appendices Band C. 
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It is interesting how little activity is occurring in many of the 
'frames' of these sequences. The peaks of mortality and the 
greatest visual activity in these animations are all relatively 
short-lived. Galishoff noted that this pattern of "one or two weeks 
of rapid spread followed by two or three weeks of high morbidity 
and mortality, whereafter the epidemic rapidly subsided" was 
widespread (Galishoff 1969, 249). 

The patterns shown in these animations confirm what the RG 
concluded from the mortality data, in that the first and third 
waves were slightly stronger in the north, as was the pandemic 
overall, while the south, particularly London, saw greater 
mortality in the second wave (Table 28). 

From the first frames or maps influenza activity is apparent 
across the entire space quite rapidly, with some northern centres 
reporting high mortality quite early, as the RG noted "The 
North ... suffered most at the commencement, as it did also 
throughout the whole course of the first vv:ave." (Registrar-General 
1920, 12) However, the activity of the first wave never reaches 
particularly high mortality levels , as is obvious from the epidemic 
curve shown on the left of the images. 

The map showing the mortality for the week ending 19 October 
1918 exhibits the heightened influenza activity in London, the 
North West and some Midlands centres that marked the upswing 
at the start of the second wave of mortality. By the following 
~eek, ending 26 October, the North West, London, Midlands, 
south coast and north Wales are all involved (Figure 52). By the 
end of following week great swathes of the country are showing 
high levels of mortality, including those areas adjacent to the 
areas active the previous week as the disease continues to diffuse 
out from the major centres (Figure 53). 
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Location Pandemic 1st wave 2nd wave 3rd wave 
London 4.9 1.1 8.6 3.3 
North 

CBs 5.3 2.0 7.6 5.1 
All areas 5.4 2.0 7.8 5.0 

Midlands 

CBs 5.1 1.5 8.6 3.6 
All areas 4.9 1.1 8.6 3.3 

South 

CBs 4.3 0.7 7.3 3.4 
All areas 4.4 0.8 7.6 3.1 
(including London) 

Wales 

CBs 4.1 1.3 6.1 3.7 
All areas 4.3 1.5 6.6 3.5 

England & Wales (all) 4.9 1.4 7.9 3.8 

Table 28. Regional mortality variation, annualised 
influenza death rate per 1,000. 

Source: Registrar-General 1920, Table IX. 'Influenza: Annual 

Mortality per 1,000 living in various parts of the country during 
each wave of the epidemic', 24. 
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Figure 52. 
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Influenza mortality week ending 26 October 1918. 
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Figure 53. 
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Influenza mortality week ending 2 November 1918. 

The following week, ending 9 November, the disease has brought 
elevated mortality to all parts, but with higher levels in a belt 
running north-west from London and the South East through the 
Midlands to the North West (Figure 54). This is the week of peak 
mortality for England and Wales as a whole and the widespread 
nature of the elevated mortality underlines this. · 
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Figure 54. 
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Influenza mortality week ending 9 November 1918. 

The_RG claimed the "tripartite division of England .. . proves ... to be 
inappropriate ... and a simple partition into North and South 
would have corresponded better with eve~ts" and that the 
Midlands tended to split into either a north or south pattern 
(Registrar-General 1920, 20). However, this frame (Figure 54) and 
the map of total mortality (Figure 50) suggest not so much a 
north- south pattern as one that may follow the busier lines of 
communication and links along the urban hierarchies as the 
South East and London connect with the Midlands and the North 
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West while the less well-connected areas, such as the South West 

and East Anglia experience the pandemic later and at lower 

overall levels . 

The second wave of the pandemic is seen to subside in the map for 

the week ending 16 November with only parts of the Midlands, 

Wales, Yorkshire and the North East showing higher mortality . 

Again, these could be seen as being further along the lines of 

communication and further down the urban hierarchy. This 

argument is then supported by the following maps showing only 

the more peripheral areas, such as the North East, Scottish 

border areas and Wales (in the weeks ending 23 and 30 November 

and 7 December) reporting influenza mortality as the second wave 

peters out. 

The third wave exhibits even lower levels of activity than the first, 

only bringing elevated levels of mortality in some northern areas 

in the week ending 22 February 1919. The following two weeks 

(ending 1 and 8 March) see an increase in activity in the North 

West and parts of the Midlands which then becomes restricted to 

the Midlands . From here on the pandemic drops to lower levels of 

mortality before being deemed finished in May 1919. 

London 

The sequence of the influenza mortality in London also appears to 

_support the hypothesis of two stages in the spread of influenza: 

following the introduction or relocation of the disease into a 

location, contagious diffusion then assumes a greater role. In the 

animations of the spread of influenza in London the first boroughs 

to display increases in mortality are those that also host the 

capital's docks and/or major railway termini. For example, in the 

week ending 19 October 1918 there is a rise in mortality apparent 

in Woolwich (l;l borough east of the city bounded by the Th ames 

with a significant proportion of the workforce employed on and 
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around dockyards as indicated by the 1911 Census) and in the 
City of London, St. Pancras (including many of the major railway 
stations) and Battersea (Figure 55). These figures are again taken 
from the animations and depict the annualised influenza 
mortality rates in the Lo;ndon boroughs for each week shown. 

1918-1919 influenza pandemic 
in London 

Week 17 of 46 
19 Oct.1918 

N 

A 

Figure 55. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 19 
October 1918. 

From these locations it appears to radiate out in the following 
week, intensifying in Woolwich and St. Pancras and spreading 
from the four boroughs into the neighbouring areas, including 
Islington, Stoke Newington, Hackney, Bethnal Green, Poplar and 
Greenwich (Figure 56). 
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Figure 56. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 26 
October 1918. 

The week ending 2 November sees further intensification and 
further spread; now into South London (Camberwell, Lewisham) 
(Figure 57). By the week ending 9 November it is subsiding in 
most of those boroughs first affected, but peaking in some of the 
later boroughs (Holborn, Finsbury, Bethnal Green and Poplar) 
and in some of the South London boroughs (Bermondsey, 
Southwark, Camberwell) and to the west (Battersea, Fulham, 
Chelsea) (Figure 58). 
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Figure 56. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 26 
October 1918. 

The week ending 2 November sees further intensification and 
further spread; now into South London (Camberwell, Lewisham) 
(Figure 57). By the week ending 9 November it is subsiding in 
most of those boroughs first affected, but peaking in some of the 
later boroughs (Holborn, Finsbury, Bethnal Green and Poplar) 
and in some of the South London boroughs (Bermondsey, 
Southwark, Camberwell) and to the west (Battersea, Fulham, 
Chelsea) (Figure 58). 
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Figure 57. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 2 
November 1918. 
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Figure 58. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 9 
November 1918. 
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The following fortnight saw a drop in most boroughs with only 
Bermondsey still showing significant activity in the week ending 
16. However it is not until the week ending 23 November that the 
pandemic penetrates Westminster . Thus influenza had ensured 
that in "1918, for the first time in records going back nearly a 
century, the deaths in London exceeded the births." (Hamer 1918, 
1) 

The third wave displayed a distinct north-south pattern in 
London. It emerges in the week ending 22 February 1919 and is 
apparent from St. Pancras through Marylebone, Holborn, 
Westminster to Chelsea and Battersea (Figure 59). Once again, 
these boroughs contain many of the major railway stations linking 
the capital with the rest of the nation (King's Cross, St. Pancras, 
Euston, Victoria, Paddington, Marylebone, Charing Cross). 
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Figure 59. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 22 
February 1919. 

By the following week it has spread to the (mostly) neighbouring 
boroughs, including Islington, Stoke Newington, Paddington, 
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Kensington and Lambeth. Bermondsey is also now involved 
(Figure 60). 

1918-1919 influenza pandemic 
in London 
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Figure 60. Influenza mortality in London, week ending 1 
March 1919. 

But this wave is fairly short-lived and by the following week it has 
subsided with only Chelsea and Shoreditch (neighbouring 
boroughs to some affected the previous week) now showing 

· significant mortality rates. 

Regions 

Pandemic influenza reached into every corner of the world with 
little exception. It was not to spare any part of the British Isles, 
even reaching the Western Isles eventually. Eigg, for example, 
was hard-hit when the disease reached there in March 1919 (The 
Times 31 March 1919, 9). But while it did reach everywhere there 
was some variation in the impacts it had, as evidenced by the 
mortality. From the above discussion and figures (particularly 
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Figure 50) it is apparent that the north and the midlands 

experienced a higher level of mortality. The RG concluded that 

while "more populous centres suffered very slightly more ... but the 

incidence upon town and country was very nearly equal. The 

northern parts of the country .. . suffered decidedly more, on the 

whole, than the southern." (Registrar-General 1920, 24) Indeed, 

Figure 50 shows that the Midlands suffered as much as the 

North, and of the south it was the south west and East Anglia 

that seems to have escaped the worst of the pandemic. This 

pattern supports recent work that suggests that urban areas, 

coastal areas and areas well-served by mass communication and 
transport links suffered higher mortality than rural, inland and 

isolated areas (Mamelund 1998b). 

Further evidence of the difference in the experience of the north 

from the south comes from the epidemic curves, for example 

Figure 51. The epidemic curves for many northern centres show 

higher rates of mortality in all three waves of the epidemic. This 

is usually most pronounced in the second wave where the curves 

show an extended second wave, often showing a biphasic pattern 

(two peaks) with the second peak of the wave often equalling or 

exceeding the first. This pattern holds throughout the North. The 

RG found such patterns when plotting the mortality by regions for 
total population, County boroughs, 'Other towns over 20,000' 

population and for the 'Remainder of Counties' (Registrar-General 

1920, Diagrams XIXIV, 45-7.). This pattern was also found in the 

Welsh figures, most markedly in 'Other towns over 20,000' 

(Registrar-General 1920, Diagram X, 44). 

It was one of these Welsh UDs that recorded the highest actual 

peak of mortality for any given week. Ogmore and Garw in 

Glamorganshire recorded an annualised influenza crude death 

rate of 106.4 per 1,000 population in the week en.ding 30 

November (actually after the peak for England and Wales as a 

whole, again suggesting a hierarchical and distance effect). 
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However, Ogmore and Garw's annualised rate for the entire 

pandemic was 6.3 per 1,000 while the lowest rate was recorded in 
Sutton UD, Surrey at 1.9 per 1,000 and the maximum at Hebburn 
UD, Durham where the annualised rate for the entire pandemic 

was given as 11.9 per 1,000. 

The epidemic curves also show that in some northern areas the 
third wave quite often reached the same heights of mortality as 

the second. This also occurred in Scotland, where many of the 
largest burghs there experience their peak mortality in the third 

wave, early in 1919. 

Scotland 

The epidemic curve for Scotland (Figure 61) appears to suggests 

that Scotland actually preceded the rest of Britain in reaching the 
peaks of mortality. Mortality rose in October, before peaking in 

November, with an apparently more sustained peak than in 

England and Wales. It also appears that Scotland suffered the 

third wave earlier, reaching a peak in February 1919, whereas 

England and Wales reach their maxima in March 1919. However, 
this is largely an artefact of the Scottish RG summarising the 

data by month. Using weekly data, readily available for England 

and Wales, the lags and leads are less pronounced. For example, 

the English maxima for the third wave is reached in the week 

ending 1 March 1919, thus actually peaking in February, as in 
Scotland. 
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Influenza mortality in Scotland and England and Wales. 
Data sources: Registrar-General for Scotland 1919; Registrar
General 1920. 
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A more significant point does not relate to the timing of the three 
waves, but the relative importance of the three waves . In England 
and Wales the bulk of the mortality associated with the pandemic 
occurred during the second wave. Figure 61 clearly shows that the 
third wave, while not of greater magnitude (greater mortality) 
than the second, was of relatively greater importance in Scotland 
than in England and Wales. The Ministry of Health recognised 
this in noting that, "[r]elatively, the mortality of the third wave 
exceeded that attributed to the same phase in England and 
Wales". However, the Ministry dismissed this as of being of "no 
epidemiological significance." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 50-1) 

This variation in the relative importance of the waves of influenza 
is also apparent when examining the pandemic in Scotland's 
sixteen 'Principal Towns'. Some of these attain their highest death 
rates in the second wave, others in the third wave (Table 29). Yet 
there appears no underlying (or overriding) geographic rationale 
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as to why there is this variation. There is a slight tendency for the 
higher rates to be associated with those towns who had their 
mortality peak during the third wave. 

'Principal Maximum rea~hed Wave Death rate 
Towns' in week ending (official) 

Hamilton 12 October, 1918 2"d 2.8 
Clydebank 19 October, 1918 2nd 

3.7 
Coatbridge 26 October, 1918 2nd 5.3 
Motherwell 26 October, 1918 2"d 3.1 
Aberdeen 2 November, 1918 2nd 3.2 
Kilmarnock 2 November, 1918 2nd 

3.1 
Kirkcaldy 2 November, 1918 2nd 4.2 
Dundee 9 November, 1918 2nd 4.1 
Perth 9 November, 1918 2nd 

4.0 
Leith 15 February, 1919 3'd 4.9 
Edinburgh 22 February, 1919 3ro 5.3 
Paisley 22 February, 1919 3'd 3.4 
Falkirk 1 March, 1919 3'd 5.0 
Glasgow 1 March, 1919 3'd 4.1 
Greenock 15 March, 1919 3'd 3.0 
Ayr 22 March, 1919 3'd 2.7 

Table 29. Mortality peaks in Scotland's 'prinicpal towns'. 
Data source: Registrar-General for Scotland 1919, Table c, 7. 

Urban-rural 

The RG noted, as quoted earlier, a slight disadvantage to those 
living in the larger urban centres, a disadvantage that has been 
suspected elsewhere (Aman 1990; Ohadike 1991; Phillips 1988; 
Rice 1988). For example, London experienced considerably higher 
levels of mortality than the national average (Figure 62). London 
was also attacked and reached the peaks of mortality earlier than 
the national average, further supporting the role of the urban 
hierarchy in the spread of the pandemic. 
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Influenza mortality in London and England and Wales. Data source: Registrar-General 1920. 

While London has long been at the top of the British urban 
hierarchy the rest of the hierarchy was shaped as the British population grew more urbanised in the latter half of the 
nineteenth century. At the start of the century only a third of the population in England and Wales was urbanised; this reached 54 per cent by 1851, nearly three quarters by 1871 and 78.9 percent by 1911. Law, as quoted earlier, considered that this change to large scale urbanisation was more-or-less complete by the start of the First World War. This is borne out by the fact that in the forty years from 1911 to 1951 the proportion of the population living in urban centres had only grown from 78.9 to 81.2 per cent ()Lawton and Pooley 1992, 91). Thus the pattern of urbanisation was 

established before the pandemic, and suggests the boundary changes made to the administrative areas, particularly in the larger centres such as Birmingham, Glasgow, Liverpool and Manchester, in the period 1894-1911 may well have captured the real extent of that urbanisation. Superficially there are 
similarities between the pattern of influenza mortality (Figure 50) 1918.- 19 influenza pandemic 
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and the distribution of the principal urban centres (Lawton and 

Pooley 1992, 197 Figure 11.1). However, influenza mortality 

returned low correlations with either population or density 

measures (persons per acre) from th e .1921 Census .146 The 

correlation values with the annualised influenza mortality rate 

are 0.031 and 0.086 respectively. 

The influenza mortality data published in the RG's report 

included detailed figures for some 290 urban areas (LBs, CBs, and 

some UDs, generally with populations greater than 20,000 

whereas Law's classification of urbanised used a minimum 

population 2,500) along with a 'Remainder of county figures (or in 

the cases of some smaller counties total county figures). These 

areas had a total population in 1921 of 23,318,172, just over 60 

per cent of the national total. Thus, if the total urban population 

was of the order of 80 per cent of the national, the specific urban 

areas account for 75 per cent of the urban population, and 

specifically that proportion living in the larger centres. However, 

the 'Remainder of county' figures then include data on mortality 

in small urban centres in addition to the rural areas. Thus a 

comparison of the mor tality in the specified larger centres and the 

'Remainder' figures is not a true urban-rural comparison. 

Notwithstanding this limitation the average mortality for the 

broad categories urban (those 290 specified areas) and rural 

('Remainder of county' values) have been calculated from these 

data and epidemic curves plotted (Figure 63). 

"" Fo, details of the somoes and handling of these data, ,efe, to 'Chat e, 
5 Data issues' in this work. 
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Figure 63. 

Urban-rural influenza mortality in England and Wales. 
Data source: Registrar-General 1920. 

Obviously, these being average figures they hide a great deal of 
variation, for example, different urban centres (at different 
hierarchical and geographical distances from London) can also 
exhibit great variation in the local timing of the pandemic waves 
(Figure 51). Notwithstanding these caveats , this figure suggests 
that rural localities experienced a marginally lower mortality and 
a slight lag in the timing of each wave (in keeping with the 
hierarchical and distance hypothesis), with the rural average also 
exhibiting the biphasic second wave seen before in the North. 
'fhese observations are complemented by the descriptive statistics 
(Table 30) that show the rural averages (mean and median) are 
slightly lower and the rural values are ~ess variable (smaller 
range, standard deviation and skewness). As the RG concluded "It 
is not that the towns sµffered excessively, for the rates for all 
classes of area throughout the whole epidemic were much the 
same, but the towns suffered first." (Registrar-General 1920, 12) 
Urban penalty may still be alive and (un)well in early twentieth 
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century Britain. 147 However, it is not a penalty of large 
proportions. 

Urban Rural ---··-------·--~· 
Mean 4.9 4.6 

Median 4.8 4.3 
Standard Deviation 1.278 0.803 
Skewness 0.962 0.328 

Range 10.0 3.1 
Minimum 1.9 3.2 
Maximum 11.9 6.3 

Table 30. 

Urban-rural influenza mortality - descriptive statistics. 

Centroids 

Geographers have occasionally made use of centroids or the 
centre(s) of gravity of phenomena to examine the movement of 
that phenomena, with subjects including influenza epidemics 
(Hunter and Young 1971) and the focus of footballing power and 
success in the English football league (Waylen and Snook 1990). It 
maybe illuminating to compare the centroid pattern for the 1918-
19 pandemic against that derived by Hunter and Young for the 
1957 influenza epidemic. 

September 1957 saw the start of an epidemic of influenza in 
England and Wales that was part of the 1957 pandemic traced 
back to the emergence of a new virus in China - what Kilbourne 
termed the "first indisputable pandemii:: of the virologic era." 

147 Something Kearns (1988) has indicated was generally no longer the 
case. 
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(Kilbourne 1987, 17) In England and Wales there were an 
estimated six million cases of influenza. This epidemic had a 
number of similarities with the 1918-19 outbreak in that after 
introduction of the disease through the ports it spread across the 
country, with an apparent ·proclivity for the north (Hunter and 
Young 1971). It was suggested that the major sea ports could 
serve as a foci for virus diffusion depending on seeding and the 

~ hinterland - the greater the initial seeding, the more urbanised 
\ and industrial the hinterland, the greater the probability of active 

diffusion outwards. While the "spread of the epidemic could be 
likened to a frontal system slowly advancing over the nation, 
covering it completely" (Riordan 1986, 68) one approach Hunter 
and Young took was to construct a "week by week centrogram of 
influenza." (Hunter and Young 1971, 644) (Figure 64) 

To calculate centroids for each week pandemic weighted by the 
mortality of each week is reasonably straightforward. For each 
week the central X and Y co-ordinates of each observation (area) 
were multiplied by the recorded mortality for that week. The 
resulting figures were summed for all observations and divided by 
the sum of the mortality for that week. This produced the centroid 
for each week and the 46 pairs of co-ordinates were then plotted, 
along with the generalised track of the centroids over the period 
(Figure 65). 148 

148 The standard deviation for each pair of co-ordinates indicated the 
dispersal or the compactness of the pandemic (the rate ofspread of the 
pandemic for the week), but is not discussed or plotted here. 
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Figure 64. Centre of gravity of 1957 influenza epidemic. 
Source: Hunter and Young 1971, 644. 
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Figure 65. Centre of gravity of 1918-19 influenza epidemic. 
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The location and track of the centroids in both epidemics are quite 
similar. The 1957 epidemic is seen to move generally north to 
south, but the centroid tracks through much the same area as 
shown for 1918-19. The 1957 centroid track covers a much 
greater area over a far shorter period (7 weeks as opposed to 46 
weeks) suggesting that the 1918-19 pandemic was much uniform 
and generalised across the entire country than the 1957 epidemic. 

The relatively static nature of the track in 1918-19 suggests not 
only a uniformity but also what little movement there is could be 
indicative of a tension or pull between the major population 
concentrations of the south east, around London, and the north 
west, including Liverpool and Manchester. Certainly the 
movement of the centroid during the pandemic reflects the 
shifting of peak mortality between the south-east and the north
west with the early weeks seeing the centroid at its most south
easterly position (Oxfordshire) before a quite marked northerly 
track before oscillating around Warwickshire and Staffordshire. 
This could be interpreted as further support for London playing 
an important role in the earlier stages of the pandemic before the 
disease was to make its way down the urban hierarchy and the 
large population centres of the north-west pull the centroid 
towards them as they became infected. 
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.,.& The military and the disease 

Global shipping networks, for moving soldiers, commercial 
trading and passenger craft, took the disease all around the 
world. Upon landing the local transport networks, particularly the 
railways facilitated its passage from the largest cities to the 
smallest, remotest settlements. It is these networks that connect 
and to an extent determine the hierarchies down which the 
disease cascades. 149 

The movement of forces around the world appears to have been a 
very important factor in ensuring this outbreak became pandemic 
quite rapidly. Thus, as has been observed in an earlier chapter, 
while the war may not have caused the pandemic, it may well 
have facilitated it. London County Council's MOH certainly 
thought so when he wrote "It is difficult to say how far the 
epidemics of the last twelve months were influenced by the special 
conditions arising out of the war, but increas.ed traffic, closer 
aggregation of persons, and the movements of population, both 
civil and military, no doubt contributed in assisting spread of the 
disease." (Hamer 1918, 44) 

149 Examples of shipping being identified as importing the disease include 
India (Gill 1928), western Africa (Mueller 1995), South Africa (Phillips 
1990), Argentina (The Times l November 1918, 7), Canada (Pettigrew 
1983; Johnson 1993) Australia, New Zealand and other parts of Oceania 
(McQueen 1976; Thomas 1998; Rice 1988 and National Archives of 
Australia files A457/1 501/17; A457/1 501/19; Al/15 1919/287; A6006 
1919/1/9, 1919/2/3; A2 1919/452, 1919/482 Part 2, 1919 701, 1919 742, 
1919 887 Part 2, and 1919/852. In other instances, for example Portugal, 
the railways have been cited (Echeverri 1998). Many of these works also 
illustrate the role of national transport networks in dispersing influenza 
across the country. 
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The full extent of the role of the military in facilitating the 
disease, particularly in Britain, is still to be determined. However, 
it is obvious from the extant war records that this was something 
that struck many, many service personnel, and led to on-going 
pension payments in some cases. 150 These often include tragic 
cases such as that of Lieutenant Alan John Mawson of the 
Northern Fusiliers and Machine Gun Corps. Prior to the war he 
had worked as a clerk before becoming a chemist's assistant. 
Having survived the war Mawson died in the Military Hospital at 
Grantham on 4 December 1918 aged 31. Mawson received his 
commission on 15 March 1915 and his mother wished to assert 
her right to his pension upon his death. The government was 
attempting to ascertain her right to a pension based on how and 
when he had contracted the disease and died. This was 
complicated by the fact he had been home on leave just prior to 
returning to his base on 22 November 1918 where he was 
hospitalised four days later. His medical records track his decline. 
The records reveal that influenza was widespread among the 
troops with whom Mawson was stationed, a point his mother 
reminded the War Department of as "the epidemic was at its 
height at that time and officers and men were dying in numbers 
daily." Sometime after this she was awarded his pension, a 
payment that was made until her death in February 1945 (PRO 
PIN 26 22103). 

But the impacts on military personnel were not always terminal. 
Nurse Nelly Stevenson claimed a military pension following 
'double pneumonia' on account of her being infected while on 

150 Examples of individual cases of influenza and pneumonia in the 
services include the following PRO files: PIN 26 7921; PIN 26 15039; PIN 
26 22103; PIN 26 20251. The records of the 85"' General Hospital (PRO 
MH 106 2:384) also contain many cases, often fatal. 
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nursing duties. Early in 1919 she was deemed 100 per cent 
disabled and received a full pension. This was reduced following a 
28 July 1919 Medical Board inspection that found she had "slight 
improvement" despite "poor general condition. She is extremely 
nervous, shaky and debilitated- unfit for any duty" and classified 
her as 80 per cent disabled. A similar description on 13 October 
1919 nonetheless saw a reduction of her assessed disability to 60 
per cent. Less than a month later this was halved despite the fact 
that she "is easily fatigued and not able to undergo prolonged 
exertion." One doubts she could have earned her living as a nurse 
in the circumstances. The inconsistencies of the assessments 
continued as a January 1920 inspection left her disability as 30 
per cent despite "some improvement" while a February 1920 
inspection assessed her as 50 per cent disabled in spite of a note 
of "progress satisfactory" and the following month she was 
deemed fit for home service, including active duty with troops, 
preceding her discharge on 19 March 1920. However, this was 
overturned a month later when a Board assessed a 20 per cent 
disability, a level which was concurred with by Resurvey Boards 
in April 1921, 1922 and 1923. Thus, Nelly Stevenson's suffering 
from the flu, with pneumori.ic complications, lasted more than five 
years (PRO PIN 26 20251). 

It is not only war records that directly record the scale of the 
problem. Will Pickles - who later noted in his well-known 
Epidemiology in country practice that epidemics of influenza with 
large numbers of deaths had been rare in Wensleydale over the 
previous "few hundred years" and that "there is nothing to 
compare with the entries in our own time during November and 
December 1918, the period of the great influenza pandemic" -
battled the pandemic as he served as an Medical Officer in the 
Royal Navy (Pickles 1939, 11). His biographer records how over
worked Pickles and his fellow MOs were and that he had to have 
"two houses adapted as extra sick bays. Men were stricken in 
their billets and he had to go round with stretcher bearers and 
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have them carried out and taken to the emergency hospital. In 
many instances he knew the man he was helping was doomed as 
his face had turned the heliotrope hue which was soon recognised 
as a fatal sign." (Pemberton 1970, 83) Pickles experience was by 
no means unique, in either civil or military practice. 151 

Whether or not it was the military that (re)imported the disease 
into Britain or simply played a major role in bringing it to every 
community in Britain it is apparent that the transport networks, 
moving both the civilian and military populations, played a major 
role in determining the spread of the disease. Nor were the 
military the only sub-population who were attacked by the 
disease. 

Discrete or isolated populations 

It seemed that, for obvious reasons, the plague launched its 
most virulent attacks on those who lived, by choice or by 
necessity, in groups; soldiers, prisoners, monks and nuns. 
(Camus 1947, 159) 

Riordan noted that "certain communities" such as boarding 
schools, army camps or any "enclosed communities with high 
mixing rates" can experience serious epidemics with high 
morbidity levels, even when the wider community may only be 
affected relatively mildly (Riordan 1986, 31). The early 
involvement of the military, and the prevalence of the disease in 
military encampments, has been discussed at some length. 

151 Other similar recollections include Bourne (1963); Bryson (1966); 
Cushing (1936); Hagmeier (1981); Henrikson (1956); Hyam (1963); 
Millard (1936); Morton (1973); Wauchope (1963); and Weymouth (1936). 
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One of the first reports of large scale influenza infection in Britain 
came in July 1918 when nearly 1,000 of 3,000 German prisoners 
of war interned at Bramley Camp, Hampshire were reported to be 
ill (The Times 23 July 1918, 8) . Towards the end of 1918 a further 
report noted that at Colchester Military hospital a further 28 
German prisoners had died and at the Camp Hill Prison at 
Parkhurst on the Isle of Wight "Both prisoners (preventive 
detention men) and the staff .. . are affected by an outbreak of 
influenza." (The Times 6 December 1918, 5)152 

Once the disease entered the civilian population it was other 
'enclosed' communities that reported high attack rates. Late in 
October 1918 The Times reported that the "Metropolitan 
institutions in Essex are badly affected. Only two out of a staff of 
30 nurses were available for duty yesterday at the Hackney 
Guardians' Institution, and many inmates, including all the 
children were suffering from influenza." (29 October 1918, 7) 
Similarly when the epidemic took hold in Rochdale and the death 
rate was considered to be "exceptionally high" it was noted that it 
"has been worst at the workhouse." (The Times 29 November 
1918,3) 

Such patterns among closed communities may also account for the 
higher levels of morbidity and mortality reported among miners, 
fishermen and soldiers discussed previously. Many of these would 
have been groups concentrated in small spaces or compounds. 

152 The impact of influenza in prisoner of war camps is a field of research 
that has been ignored to this point. 
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Hospitals 

The Medical Superintendent at St. Marylebone Infirmary, Dr. 

Basil Hood eventually found time to jot some notes on the 

pandemic i.nto his notebook. In these pages he describes the 

immense strain on the hospital, the loss of staff to illness and 

death (including his own collapse from exhaustion) and his 

recollections of the pandemic. The image he portrays is one of 

desperation and extreme fatigue. He wrote "We could hardly have 

been worse placed for dealing with an epidemic" before going on to 

detail how staff changes , staff shortages and having to deal with 

cases from other hospitals led to such a difficult battle with the 

pandemic that the "labour and distress of that time especially was 

terrific. Indeed it hardly bears thinking about. Not only was there 

a great increase in cases, many critically ill with influenza! 

pneumonia but the staff also began to go down like ninepins." 

This situation escalated until he "collapsed completely in 

December ... and returned in the middle of February." (CMAC 

GC/21 Volume 1, 93 and 127- 135A) 

A more systematic study of the morbidity and mortality of the 

influenza on hospital staff was undertaken by Major D. Barty 

King at the County of London (Horton) War Hospital at Epsom. 

King monitored the health of the nursing and maid staff at the 

hospital during the second and third waves of the pandemic, with 

"at least daily" inspections (King 1922, 68). 153 King considers this 

153 This report was published as the third paper in a collection of Studies 
in Influenza and its Pulmonary Complications, the others being on 

influenza among malaria sufferers and the after-effects of the pulmonary 
complications of influenza as revealed by clinical, X-ray and post mortem 

examination. 
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monitoring, particularly of the nursing staff, had a "favourable 
influence" and kept mortality, if not morbidity, to a lower level 
than experienced elsewhere. Once diagnosed nurses were removed 
from their ward duties, confined to bed and nursed by other 
nurses. The nursing staff that numbered, "on an average, 329 
nurses" are reported as having suffered 84 cases (25 .5 per cent) 
with only two deaths (2.4 per cent case fatality) while among the 
49 resident maids 21 were ill (42.8 per cent) and a single death 
occurred (4.8 per cent case fatality) (King 1922, 69 and 75) . The 
vast majority of cases were classified as 'slight' or 'moderate'. 

However, the danger of the job were also apparent even here. 
King attributes four deaths and two further cases to contact with 
one acute case with "broncho-pneumonia in Ward D (Ear, Nose 
and Throat Ward)". Both nurses that died were considered to have 
contracted the disease when treating this patient, while another 
nurse endured a "near-fatal case of severe influenza with acute 
broncho-pneumonia" and yet another had a "moderate case." In 
addition to the nurses infected (and killed) this patient's infection 
went on to kill the resident aural surgeon and the hospital 
chaplain who "was also in contact with this acute case in Ward D 
throughout its course, contracted a severe type of influenza with 
acute broncho-pneumonia and died ." (King 1922, 72) 

Schools 

Given the high rate of infection that can occur in groups and the 
important role children have in disseminating influenza (and 
other diseases) in the community it is logical that the role of 
schools in epidemics should be debated (Glezen 1980; Glezen et al. 
1980; Kendal 1987; Kendal and Glezen 1998; Schoenbaum 1998). 
Elsewhere I discuss the debate over school closures. 

The MRC certainly considered it useful to gain information on the 
nature of the pandemic and the efficacy of any preventive 
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measures or responses applied in schools. It is interesting to note 
however that this interest was limited to writing to the school 
doctors or MOs at the "chief Public Schools". Fifteen independent 
schools responded to this request (PRO FD 1 537). 154 The remedies 
and approaches taken are discussed elsewhere in this work. The 
vast majority of these data refer to boarding schools where the 
degree of contact is higher within the group, while there may be 
relatively little contact with the wider community. 

The schools that responded reveal rather extreme morbidity 
experiences. While some schools reported no or few cases155 others 
report quite severe outbreaks. One such case was Rossall School 
in Fleetwood where 320 of the 444 boys (72.1 per cent) were 
infected, including 57 out of the 59 (96.6 per cent) in the Prep. 
School. 156 Felsted School, Essex reported somewhere between 143 
or possibly 162 cases among "about 250 boys" (57.2 - 64.8 per 
cent). 157 Other schools that recorded high morbidity levels included 
Old Blundell's School in Tiverton, Devon where 180 of 250 
boarders (72 per cent) fell ill 158

, Cheltenham College who had 321 
of their 480 Boarders (66 .9 per cent) affected, along with five 

154 Quotation is from 20 January 1919 letter from Fletcher to the Heads of 
various schools. 

155 Including Repton School, Derby, King's School, Canterbury, Loretto, 
Musselburgh, Trinity College, Perth, Lancing College, Worthing and the 
Leys School, Cambridge. 

156 PRO FD 1 537, 31 January 1919 letter from Dr. A. H. Penistan. 

157 PRO FD 1 537, 6 February 1919 letter from Dr. J. Tremlett Wills. 

158 PRO FD 1 537, 26 January 1919 letter from Dr. G. Perry. 
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Masters, 159 and Wellington College where the spread was "so rapid 
that it was not possible to keep records" but it appears that more 
than 90% of the pupils contracted influenza. 160 Burnet and Clark 
gave figures for three English independent schools, which they 
considered may have conditions similar to onboard ship, where 
morbidity rates for the summer and autumn waves were 35, 52 
and 21 per cent in the summer and 22, 26.6 and 67 per cent in the 
autumn (Burnet and Clark 1942, 84). 

A number of the letters to the MRC from the schools note how 
maids and other staff were affected. In Cambridge so many of the 
maidservants fell ill at the Leys School that it "prevented normal 
service of the School being carried on" and the decision was made 
to send the boys home and consequently only 20 boys were known 
to have been ill. 161 This is quite a different situation from that 
reported at the King's College School, Cambridge where the 
Headmaster Mr. Jelf considered that all 24 of the boarders had 
been attacked by influenza in July 1918, and were immune during 
the later stages of the pandemic. 162 Across the county border in 
Essex, the Grammar School in Saffron Walden had 19 of the 30 
boarding boys attacked during the autumn wave. The disease was 

159 PRO FD 1 537, report received by the MRC on 5 February 1919. 

160 PRO FD 1 537, 2 February 1919 letter from H. G. Armstrong. 

161 PRO FD 1 537, 30 January 1919 letter from Dr. W. H. Bowen, Medical 
Officer, Leys School, Cambridge. 

162 S. Monckton Copeman, "Report on Incidenc~ of Influenza in the 
University and Borough of Cambridge, and in the Friends' School, 
Saffron Walden" (Ministry of Health 1920c, 388-44) This is a report by 
the Cambridge MOH. Discussion of King's College School appears on 
pages 400-1. 
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also prevalent in the infants' schools. First reports in the autumn 

wave from Cambridge schools came in late September with a 

number of cases at St. Paul's Infants', Sturton Street Infants' and 

East Road Infants' schools. Few other cases were reported until 14 

October 1918 when "63 children and two teachers were notified 

from Sturton Street Infants', two from St. Philip's Infants', 79 

from St. Barnabas, and 144 from East Road Infants' schools. The 
epidemic had well and truly taken hold in the city's infants 

schools. 163 

The epidemic by no means spared the colleges and the university 

either. The MOH distributed 2,595 surveys to resident members 

of the University of which 1,766 were completed and returned. Of 

these 1,263 reported having suffered from the influenza (72 per 

cent of the 1,766 returns). However, whilst widespread the 

influenza took a remarkable light toll on the University where 

only four undergraduates and three resident graduates were 

known to have died, including a university lecturer, a fellow of 

King's College and the Librarian at Trinity College.164 

Despite the large scale outbreaks that occurred in some, if not 

many schools there is little evidence of these leading to 

163 S. Monckton Copeman, "Report on Incidence of Influenza in the 

University and Borough of Cambridge, and in the Friends' School, 

Saffron Walden" (Ministry of Health 1920c, 388- 44) These school figures 
appear on pages398 and 439-40. 

164 S. Monckton Copeman, "Report on Incidence of Influenza in the 
University and Borough of Cambridge, and in the Friends' School, 

Saffron Walden" (Ministry of Health 1920c, 388-44). Discussion of the 
epidemic in the university and colleges appears on pages 388-94 and 
414-39. This also includes discussion of the epidemic among the military 
contingents that were occupying some of the colleges . 
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widespread disruption of the school year. In Britain there seems 
to have been few occasions when term dates or vacations were 
altered so as to reduce contact or to keep students in the 
apparently safer environment of the school. Nor does there seem 
to be any allowance or re-scheduling of examinations. Did that 
year's students have to face their exams with less classroom time 
due to illness and the closure of schools? What allowances were 
made for this? What effect did it have on those completing final 
school or university exams? These are questions beyond the scope 
of this work. 

Ships 

While the isolated, discrete or 'enclosed' communities described so 
far could suffer greatly, if not always, there was another space 
that could be particularly dangerous. Being onboard ship was 
probably one of the worst places to experience the pandemic. On a 
ship, especially a crowded troopship with its rudimentary 
facilities for the masses jammed together, there would have been 
little escape, no way to avoid infection once it started to spread. 
Seeing one's fellow passengers fall ill so quickly and frequently 
exhibiting the shocking cyanosis that so often presaged death and 
knowing that there was nowhere to hide from this infection as it 
spread throughout the ship must have terrified many onboard. 
The Ministry of Health certainly considered these to be among the 
"most tragic events in the history of the recent influenzas, those 
witnessed on certain transports bringing great numbers of troops 
to Europe." (Ministry of Health 1920c, 170) 

The Times considered what was happening on the trans-Atlantic 
shipping as particularly ominous and that it warranted stringent 
measures. In an October 1918 editorial under the headline "A 
Serious Epidemic" the paper painted the most pessimistic picture 
of the disease than it had at any time before, noting that this 
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epidemic is "by no means the simple matter we have been led to 
suppose". Disavowing official optimism and noting how this "most 
fatal type of septic pneumonia" was killing many in Britain and 
America as it penetrated to "all sections of the community and to 
all places", including ships, the writer considered alarm was 
justified as was the adoption of the "most resolute measures." 
Arguing that the issue of inconvenience was irrelevant as 
"inconvenience will be borne gladly enough if. .. the scourge can be 
stamped out" or at least controlled the editorial argued that the 
issue of trans-Atlantic shipping was of prime importance and 
required the immediate provision of hospital staff and 
accommodation along with the examination of passengers prior to 
embarkation and the extensive cleaning of ships between voyages 
(The Times 26 October 1918, 7). 165 

One of the few times the influenza pandemic made it into the War 
Cabinet papers was very early when in May 1918 they were 
informed by the Deputy Chief of the Naval Staff that the 
Commodore of the Adriatic British Squadron had found it 
necessary to delay the docking of H.M.S. Weymouth as there were 
211 influenza cases onboard. This outbreak was part of" an 
epidemic of influenza not only in the squadron, but also at several 
naval bases." (PRO CAB 23 6 War Cabinet 413, 17 May 1918) 

But as with the schools, the experience from one ship to another 
could vary markedly. Burnet and Clark found such variation 
when considering the figures from a number of sources. They 

165 Nor was this a new phenomena, Creighton had discussed the tragic 
history of influenza outbreaks onboard ships. These tales illustrate how 
contagious the disease is and how much it depends on human-to-human 
transmission, as do the story of St. Kilda and most of the section "The 
Influenzas of Remote Islands" (Creighton 1965, 425-431). 
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noted that in the British Royal Navy there were cases such as the 

H,M.S. Africa where of 779 personnel some 75 per cent had been 

attacked with nine per cent mortality, whereas the H.M.S. 

Newcastle had been carrying 450 of whom 51 per cent fell ill but 

with no fatal cases at all . Burnet and Clark (1942, 84) made use of 

the work of Dr. John Cumpston, Director of the Australian 

Quarantine Service, who had compiled statistics on influenza 

onboard ships entering and within Australian waters, as did the 

Ministry of Health (1920c, 57-65) who quoted it extensively in 

their report into the pandemic.166 Cumpston recorded observations 

on 92 vessels and while some recorded large outbreaks, 34 of 

these are reported to have had only a single influenza case. 

However, other vessels reported significant outbreaks (Table 31). 

Surgeon-Captain P . W. Bassett-Smith of the Royal Navy told the 

Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion on Influenza' that in the 

Fleet a number of ships had been severely affected, "the disease 

giving rise to 10 per cent mortality of cases." (Royal Society of 

Medicine 1918, 30) 

166 More recently Cumpston's figures have been scrutinised and revised 
(Thomas 1998). 
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Vessel Total Cases Deaths Incidence Case 
persons (%) Fatality (%) 

Barambah 997 800 25 80.3 3.1 
H.M.S. Africa 775 75 9 
Fantome 124 78 0 62.9 0 
Atua 163 88 16 54.o 18.2 
H.M.S. 450 Nil 51 0 
Newcastle 

Boonah 1,095 470 18 42.9 3.8 
Medic 989 313 22 31.6 7.0 
Mataram 198 61 0 30.8 0 
Meader case 5,951 1,668 317 28.0 19.0 
( unidentified) 

Niagara 567 156 5 27.5 3.2 
Makura 406 94 4 23.2 4.3 
Charon 113 23 1 20.4 4.3 
Nikko Maru 244 30 1 12.3 3.3 
Sardinia 1,378 120 10 8.7 8.3 
Devon 1,096 95 0 8.7 0 
Marathon 1,041 89 4 8.5 4.5 
Port Darwin 1,237 90 2 7.3 2.2 
Neston 1,903 69 0 3.6 0 
Malton 898 16 0 1.8 0 
Saxon 1,603 25 1 1.6 4.0 
Port Lyttleton 929 12 1 1.3 8.3 

Table 31. Influenza onboard ship. 

After Burnet and Clark 1942, 84. Additional material from 

Thomas (1998, 2); Ministry of Health (1920c, 58) and Major Fred 

M. Meader's address to the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion 
on Influenza' (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 71- 6). 
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Harvey Cushing, another military surgeon, recounted the 
experience of one of his colleagues, Bagley, and gave a vivid 
picture of the tribulations faced when an outbreak occurred. 

15 October 1918 .. . 

Bagley turns up, after some three weeks in working his way 
by 'channels' to these H.Q. from Southampton, where they 
landed. The usual story. This time Transport 56-i.e., the 
Olympic. He was ship Medical Officer. There had been no 
grippe in the States, but nine cases developed on the boat, 
with one death from pneumonia. They were held in 
Southampton Harbor 24 hours before disembarking, and 384 
cases developed during this brief time-very severe
temperatures of 105° frequent in men at the very outset. 
People standing guard would fall in their tracks. They were 
sent to a rest camp near Southampton and in a week 1900 
cases developed, with several hundred pneumonias and 119 
deaths before he left. Of the 342 nurses who were left on 
shipboard after the troops disembarked, 134 developed 
influenza. (Cushing 1936, 472) 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have described some of the more explicitly 
geographical aspects of the pandemic in Britain. These have 
included consideration of the spatial units of the basic data 
(particularly the limitations of that data), where the disease may 
have entered Britain (and the importance of ports) and the 
subsequent spread of the disease. The role of hierarchies and the 
contagious nature of influenza in the spread of disease have been 
debated. I have also discussed the spread of the disease in 
London, the various regions, Scotland and the possibility of 
variations between urban and rural experience of the pandemic. I 
have also shown how the centroid of the 1918-19 pandemic in 
Britain exhibited a similar track to that of the 1957 pandemic. 
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The role of the military in important and distributing the disease 
was raised as was the experiences of particular populations, 
notably those in hospitals , schools and on-board ships . In the next 
chapter I examine a number of the impacts an d responses of 
British society, particularly the government and medical 
profession to this threat. 
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Y" Chapter 8. Britain's pandemic 

experience - responses and reactions 

[Death] comes equally to us all, and makes us all equal when 
it comes. 

John Donne, LXXX Sermons (1640) 8 March 1621/2. 

Introduction 

The impact on British life and the responses to the pandemic are 
the focus of this chapter. The activities of various levels of 
government are described, particularly the relative inactivity of 
the national government through the LGB. In addition to 
describing the responses some discussion of the motivations for 
those (in)activities is also presented. Following this examination 
some consideration is made of the activity of the British medical 
profession in the face of this grave challenge. Finally the question 
of quarantine is examined at both the national and local levels. 

Impacts 

The influenza must have had a tremendous impact on life - the 
levels of morbidity, the lack of staff in businesses, the impairment 
of services, the sheer number of bodies could not have been 
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ignored. 167 However, it was an impact that seems to have been 
soon forgotten. The first wave seems to have had little noted 
impact. The second wave certainly had an impact with its massive 
mortality. The third wave attracted attention as is evident from 
the increased coverage of.influenza in both the newspapers and 
the medical journals, the increased advertising of flu remedies 
and increased pharmacy sales during the third wave of the 
pandemic. Perhaps it is due to the mortality not reaching the 
peaks of the second wave that contributed to the disappearance of 
influenza from the collective memory. 

Britons may have become used to the strain of life in a nation at 
war, but the influenza was to bring great disruption - disruption 
to transport, communications, emergency services and every other 
aspect of life. Bus and train services were curtailed, schools, 
hospitals, chemists, post offices, bakeries and laundries were 
short of staff, police and fire services were short-handed, 
undertakers were unable to make enough coffins, dig enough 
graves and bury all the bodies quickly. Some undertakers had to 
decline orders while in some areas the cemeteries were opened up 
for longer hours to allow for more interments. In many locations 
local authority or military personnel were brought in to help. The 
Postmaster General was driven to asking people to only make 
necessary phone calls as the telephone services had been 

167 I wish to avoid using too many tragic or sensational anecdotes. For 
such anecdotes, see much of Collier where most of the more sensational 
stories I have encountered have been repeated or dramatised ( Collier 
197 4). For the original description of some of these anecdotes Collier re
tells see Bourne (1963, 164-8); Hyam (1963, 222-5); Schofield (1928, 268-
9); and Wauchope (1963, 40-1). Many of the other anecdotes Collier tells 
are fleshed-out versions of stories that appear in The Times and other 
newspapers during the period. 
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'interfered with' as many operators failed to take their places.168 

Tomkins noted that "Particular concern was voiced over the 
impact of absenteeism on war-related industries such as mining 
and munitions, but all services, employers and institutions were 
affected." (Tomkins 1992a, 441) 

In Reading a nurse lamented that "It happened so suddenly. In 
the morning we received an order to open up a new unit for flu 
and by night we'd moved into a converted convent. Almost before 
the desks were out the stretchers were in - 60-80 to a classroom. 
We could hardly squeeze between the cots and oh, they were so 
sick!" (Morton 1973 cited in Kilbourne 1987, 15)169 Not too far to 
the east the Chelsea Health Society and School for Mothers 
Annual Report noted that "attendances during the last year have 
been steady, save during the influenza epidemic", an epidemic 
they noted contributed to the fact that deaths had outnumbered 
births 1114 to 790 in the borough during 1918 (CMAC SA.HVA 
Box 78 F.1/7 Chelsea Health Society and School for Mothers, 
Eighth Annual Report for the year ended March 31'', 1919). Gladys 
Wauchope recalled that while as a student at the Royal London 
Hospital seeing "patients with lilac faces being wheeled in the 
receiving room" and a "surgical ward was transformed into an 
influenza ward" and the loss of one of her fellow medical students 

168 
Reports of all these events can be found in most newspapers of the 

period, for example The Times 21 October 1918, 5; 22 October 1918, 3; 23 
October 1918, 3; 24 October 1918, 3; 25 October 1918, 3; 28 October 1918, 
3; 31 October 1918, 7; 1 November 1918, 7; 7 November 1918, 3; 27 
November 1918, 5; 29 November 1918, 3; 4 December 1918, 3. Wilshere 
also describes the disruption experienced in Leicester (Wilshere 1986). 

169 Wilson (1981) gives a brief account of his father's experience. His 
father was, as he also became, a GP in Aberdare, Wales. 
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as "Thompson, was playing Rugger for the hospital on Saturday 
and was dead on Monday." (Wauchope 1963, 40-1) Over at St. 
Bartholomew's the staff were infected, Bourne recorded that the 
"two most brilliant aspirants to permanent staff rank, Stansfield, 
a physician, and Blakeway, a surgeon, each died after a few day's 
illness." Later at the Evelina Children's Hospital Geoffrey Bourne 
found "the menace of the still rampant influenza" where he had a 
nine old girl who was "terribly ill, coughing and blue with the 
fatal heliotrope tinge" cough in his face. Less than two days later 
he was "seized with headache, malaise, muscle pains and fever ." 
(Bourne 1963, 165) Bourne's description of his illness paints a 
compelling picture . 

. . .I felt poisoned and miserable. I then knew I was facing a 
serious situation. That night I was delirious and ... relapsed 
into a semi-conscious dozing condition ... I appreciated the 
literally mortal danger ofthe_attack, but the worse I grew 
the more I seemed to achieve a detached state of mildly 
interested resignation. I had vague illusions of place, time 
and actuality. There was little suffering or distress from 
difficulties ofbreathing ... I still remember the feeling of, as it 
were, gritting my teeth and fighting for fighting's sake. The 
whole experience may have been just a trick of the mind, but 
I still think that I was very near death. (Bourne 1963, 166-8) 

So great was the disruption that even politicians noticed. Despite 
the fact that the pandemic was not mentioned in parliament until 
the end of October 1918 it did curtail their activities 
oc~asionally. 170 In Sunderland the influenza prevalence led to the 
candidates' decision to abandon "house-to-house canvassing 

170 Westminster was one of the last of the London boroughs to show an 
increase in influenza mortality. 
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during the election campaign and not to convey electors in 

carriages on the polling day." (The Times 28 November 1918, 3) 

But even when faced with a massive wave of disease there were 

still lighter moments in the lives of the struggling doctors. In 

Aberdeen Dr. Mackie recalled 

It happened to me one day. I was in one street visiting the 

urgent cases, when a woman asked me to visit her house. 

When I got to the kitchen she informed me that a tame 

starling, she had in a cage, had broken its leg, would I attend 

it? Oh, yes, I attended the wee birdie, and was glad it hadn't 

Flu. (Mackie 1949, 44) 

Government and the medical profession 

But while this disease was killing thousands (and costing the 

insurance industry enormous sums) what were the various levels 

of British government doing? Not very much it would seem. The 

response of government, and the medical establishment, has been 

characterised by Tomkins as a "failure of expertise." (Tomkins 

1992a) 

Local Government Board activity 

The leading public health body in Britain in 1918 was the Local 

Government Board (LGB). It was to take quite a low profile in the 

pandemic, issuing the occasional 'Memorandum' with advice on 

avoiding and treating influenza, distributing a film about 

influenza prevention, and generally leaving the local authorities 

and their MOHs to work it out for themselves. 

It was only in late October 1918 that the LGB issued its nine page 

Memorandum on Epidemic Catarrhs and Influenza (Local 
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Government Board 1918) to local authorities with a covering 

letter suggesting that MOHs "consider whether it would not be 

desirable ... to prepare ... some precautionary instructions." Some 

weeks prior to this the LGB had been communicating with the 

MRC about the origins of the virus, the periodicity of influenza 

and how epidemics came in waves (PRO FD 1 535). This was 

followed by a 3 November letter requesting that the local 

authorities collect detailed information on the "present extremely 

fatal epidemic" as the LGB did not have enough staff to collect 

such data. The following day the LGB reminded local authorities 

of the recently circulated Memorandum, granted them the power 

to provide further "medical (including nursing) assistance within 

their district", and urged consideration of using isolation hospitals 

or obtaining a building for such a purpose. This letter also carried 

one of the first indications that cinemas were to be targeted (PRO 

MH 10 83 letters 171-18 and 184-18). 

Sir Arthur Newsholme (Medical Officer of the LGB) then opened 

the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion on Influenza' and 

adopted quite a defensive role, arguing that they couldn't have 

predicted the epidemic was going to happen and even if they had 

they couldn't have done much about it (Royal Society of Medicine 

1918). The first point is debatable given the widely reported 

outbreaks elsewhere, the second may be fair comment. At the 

time of this 'Discussion' the pandemic had peaked in London and 

only then was the LGB doing much about communicating with the 

medical profession and the local authorities. Whereas Tomkins 

sees a failure of the profession as a whole it seems that there was 

a failure to communicate, failure to warn. 

Come 18 November, after the pandemic had peaked, the LGB sent 

copies of the Memorandum to the Royal College of Surgeons and 

reminded them and their members of the LGB's desire that they 

collect data on the disease for them, perhaps suggesting that LGB 

were receiving only partial information. Two days later the LGB 
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has obviously been piqued into action, moving against the cinemas 
and issuing The Public Health (Influenza) Regulations, 1918 

enforcing greater intervals and ventilation. Another two days 
later the LGB informed of an amendment to those regulations 
(Public Health (Influenza) Regulations (No. 2), 1918), changing 
the maximum duration of events and the other banning children 
from such venues once a school had been closed in the area (PRO 
MH 10 83 letters 197-18 and 202-18). 

In mid-December the LGB informed local authorities of the 

existence of the 15-minute film Dr Wise on Influenza in which the 
audience was lectured on "on the precautions to be adopted by a 
person suffering from influenza in the patient's own interest as 
well as in the interest of those he comes in contact with. The 
exhortations of the doctor are emphasised by cinematograph 
pictures in a popular vein designed with the intention of leaving a 
marked impression on the audience. The film is prefaced by an 
appeal from Sir Auckland Geddes to the public to assist the 
health officials by adopting the precautions indicated." The LGB 
had a number of copies of the film that they were willing to lend 
to the MOHs for "exhibition purposes". However, to borrow this 
film, which was only permitted for a very short period as 

"demand ... may exceed the number of films" the local authority 
had to complete an application form and a "statement of the 
extent of prevalence of influenza." Thus, it would seem that the 
areas that managed to have this film screened were those that 
had already experienced much illness, rather than providing some 
form of advance warning (PRO MH 10 83). 

Early in 1919 the LGB issued a Memorandum .to MOHs regarding 
their annual reports for 1918. The LGB specifically requested that 
MOHs provide more detail than usual on influenza, referring to 
Newsholme's "circular letter of 3•ct November last on epidemic 

influenza" for what information was sought (PRO MH 10 84 
5-19). The LGB also issued a short Memorandum on Pneumonia, 
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obviously prompted by the high proportion of influenza mortality 
associated with pneumonic complications (Local Government 
Board 1919a). 

In February 1919 the 1GB published an amended version of its 
October Memorandum, this time with the title Memorandum on 
Prevention of Influenza (Local Government Board 1919b). 
Recognising the scale of the problem faced in 1918, particularly its 
impact on young adults, this version noted how little could be 
done about influenza and advocated a number of preventive 
measures, concentrating on individual measures. 

1. The golden rule is to keep fit, and avoid infection as much 
as possible. 

2. The way to keep fit is to cultivate healthy and regular 
habits, to eat good food, and to avoid fatigue, chill and 
alcoholism. Healthy living does not of itself ensure against 
attack, but it makes the patient better able to withstand the 
complications which kill. 

4 . It is not always possible to avoid infection, but the risks 
can be lessened by-

(a) healthy living; 

(b) working and sleeping in well-ventilated rooms; 
(c) avoiding crowded gatherings and close, ill
ventilated rooms; 

(d) wearing warm clothing; 

(e) gargling the throat and washing out the nostrils; 
(f) by wearing a mask and glasses when nursing or in 
attendance on a person suffering from influenza. 

(Local Government Board 1919b, 3) 

These, and other suggestions on what to do if attacked, were 
followed by observations on influenza and further advice on what 
the individual should undertake, expanding on those given above. 
Part III briefly discussed what Sanitary Authorities could do, 
which largely amounted to education and informing the public 
how to apply to their local authority for assistance with home 
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nursing or domestic help, what local arrangements were available 
in the way of creches, public kitchens, ambulance, medical 
practitioners and hospitals. Once again, the onus was very much 
on the local authorities and medical professionals to deal with the 
pandemic. Such actions are exemplified in the sections detailing 
the actions taken in Manchester and Birmingham, contributed by 
the respective MOHs, James Niven and John Robertson (Local 
Government Board 1919b). 

Other actions eventually taken at the national level include the 
regulation of quinine, the slight relaxation of alcohol controls (for 
medicinal purposes of course), declining to increase the meat 
ration and the eventual release of some doctors from military 
service to resume civil practice and help in the battle against flu, 
to join those doctors who were freed from their military-related 
medical board duties. 171 

The LGB, and its successor, the Ministry of Health, seemed to 
have taken more action after the pandemic when they finally 
appreciated how serious it could be. Not long after the 
establishment of the Ministry of Health George Newman 
produced a new version of the Memorandum on Prevention of 
Influenza (Ministry of Health 1919b). Issued in December 1919 
with fears of another epidemic occurring that winter it updated 
the previous Memoranda by recalling the scale of the pandemic. 
Much was retained from the previous editions and the emphasis 
on personal preventive measures still predominated. However, 
there was now specific discussion of measures such as the closure 

111 Reports come from PRO MAF 60 307; MH 79 7; NATS 1 797 and NATS 
1 849 and The Times 23 October 1918, 3; 25 October 1918, 3; 29 October 
1918, 10; 30 October 1918, 7 and 8; 10 December 1918, 5; 17 December 
1918, 5. 
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of schools, cinemas and other "centres of overcrowding" along with 
consideration of measures that could be taken for the 
"organisation of domiciliary medical and nursing service" and the 
"provision of institutional treatment" but these still placed the 
onus on the local authorities. Newman also authorised the release 
of a three page notice on vaccines that informed MOHs of the 
Ministry's fear of an epidemic and that in the light of this the 
Ministry was preparing a stock of anti-influenza vaccine, while 
recognising that until the "causal organism ... has been isolated 
with certainty ... we cannot hope to prepare a vaccine which can be 
guaranteed to ward off an attack of the disease." (Ministry of 
Health 1919a) As occurred during the pandemic this meant 
various 'recipes' of vaccines would be used with the hope that 
something in some of them may help. This rush to distribute 
unproven vaccines caused some disquiet at the MRC where its 
head, Walter Fletcher, was moved to record his concern over this 
and a number of other issues, including the calling of Influenza 
Committee meetings at short notice (PRO FD 1 535). 

The Ministry's detailed report into the pandemic and the RG's 
Supplement to the AR.RG for 1918 that solely concerned itself 
with the pandemic in England and Wales were published in 1920 
(Ministry of Health 1920c; Registrar-General 1920). Whereas a 
number of countries or states instituted enquiries or Royal 
Commissions into the episode, there was no such enquiry in 
Britain, nor calls for one. 172 It seems that it was considered that 
that the newly established Ministry of Health would address such 
problems. 

172 Such enquiries were established in South Africa (Union of South Africa 
1919), New Zealand (1919) and New South Wales (1920). 
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The national authorities were overwhelming concerned and 

occupied with the prosecution of the war above all else. 

Consequently they left coping with the influenza to the local 

authorities, an area examined in some detail by Tomkins (1989; 

1992a). Evidence that indicates how little the national authorities 

regarded the influenza include the decision not to bother with any 

form of quarantine (due to the necessity of the war), the need to 

keep working and the difficulty in getting doctors and nurses 

released from military service back to civil practice, even once the 

Armistice had been signed. 

Is it possible that this lack of action, both during and 

subsequently was related to the short duration of each peak of 

influenza activity? Could it be that such a fast-acting disease 

mitigates against central action and central planning? Would the 

short duration make the organisation, preparation and delivery of 

resources and care seem largely pointless? This would then place 

the onus for planning and delivery on the local authority as they 

would therefore be the only level of government 'close' enough to 

deliver anything that may assist in such a circumstance. Did the 

local authorities have the resources to provide assistance, 

especially at the end of the War? Once more, the shadow of the 

Great War falls heavily across the pandemic - five long years of a 

brutal war could make the rapid passages of influenza, just a 

couple of weeks in each wave of the pandemic, seem insignificant. 

Before action can be taken the existence of a problem has to be 

-recognised and a need for action h as to be perceived or created, 

and thus it was at the local level that this need was most acutely 
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felt. 173 This seems not to have occurred in Britain in 1918, that is, 
no problem addressable at the national scale was perceived and 
consequently no action was taken by central government. 
Tomkins argues that it was the local authorities who acted - that 
was the level that a problem was 'visualised' and encountered. 
Influenza was, and is, a much less 'visible' condition with its lower 
mortality and its frequent visitations. 

Even when a disease is (finally) recognised as a problem, there 
can be obstacles to an effective response. For example, in 
discussing the 'Russian' flu of the 1890s, Smith suggested that 
"Once influenza joined other communicable diseases formerly 
thought to be atmospheric and occult, like cholera, it behoved 
authorities to enforce isolation and quarantine. But government 
action was precluded by the uncertainties in early diagnosis and 
the cost and the resistance to official meddling with everyday 
business to contain what the public regarded as a minor illness." 
(Smith 1995, 64) A couple of decades later many of the same 
obstacles were to play a role in the response to the pandemic. 
Many of these relate to the nature of medicine, the profession and 
the role of government at the time. 

Context and consequence 

Earlier I described the changes the British medical profession 
(and the role of government) had been undergoing. Some of the 
earlier changes in the profession and governance of medicine had 
been allied with shifting views of disease, changes that "redirected 

173 For example, Lowy has argued that before action, particularly public 
action, could be deployed to combat yellow fever in Brazil that the 
visualisation of the disease/problem was essential (Lowy 1997). 
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the eyes of the local health authorities from environmental 

sanitation to the control of infectious patients" (Eyler 1992, 276) -
these were often more about control of the individual (as seen in 
the preventive measures proposed during the pandemic) than the 
control of disease per se. This control came from and contributed 
to notification, home visits, epidemiological tracing of antecedent 
cases and contacts, isolation of individuals and the construction of 
isolation hospitals . It could be argued that in comparison with 
what had gone before, the Poor Laws, the changes of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century came as relative 
freedoms. The political climate of the time was one in which 
individual rights were considered important and the role of 
central government was to be curbed. As part of this the 

treatment of those at the bottom of society improved. For example 
"local authorities began to provide treatment and other personal 
services to the diseased and their families, in addition to the older 
police and regulatory functions implicit in sanitary reform. By the 
second decade of the new century, beginning with infants, local 
authorities were offering personal services to both the sick and 
the well in the hope of preventing future disease or disability." 
(Eyler 1992, 276) Such changes came most rapidly under the 
Liberal Party government between 1906 and 1914 as "old age 
pensions, national health insurance, unemployment insurance, 
free meals in schools for malnourished children, a school medical 
service, infant welfare services, and national systems of 

gratuitous treatment for tuberculosis and venereal disease" were 
all introduced (Eyler 1992, 277). This change of focus from the 
punitive to the provident, aided by arguments about national 
efficiency (in light of both the South African and First World 
Wars) that included elements of poverty, nutrition and health was 
accompanied by the rise of the scientific medical professionalism 
(Lees 1998, 317- 8). 

These changes accompanied a shift in how the poor were 
perceived. Under the Poor Laws the receipt of welfare was 
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regarded as "a sign of personal failing and character defect. To 
receive relief was not only to lose some of one's civil rights and 
sometimes one's freedom, but to be morally stigmatized." (Eyler 
1992, 277) The changed welfare environment of the early 

twentieth century now regarded some provision of services as 
entitlement with much less penalty. However, such changes in 
policy do not necessarily produce rapid changes in the systems 
and people delivering those policies as it takes time to change the 
mindsets, the attitudes of people delivering and using the 
systems. Eyler considers Newsholme a very good case study in 
how these changes in British public health came about and were 
expressed as Newsholme's career ran in parallel with many of 
these changes. 174 

For many years N ewsholme 'wrestled' with the themes of a 
individualistic and moralistic health care that promoted the 
power of doctors with an attendant rejection of environmentalism 
and an extension of the commodification of health care in his 
writings on public health. Kearns illustrates this by examining 
N ewsholme's writings on tuberculosis, then proceeds to 

demonstrate how public health at this time was conceived of in 
terms of the needs of National Efficiency; the need for a 

population ready for imperial combat (Kearns 1995). We might 
define social diseases at this time as those complaints resulting 
from personal failings and which reduce national efficiency. Thus, 
influenza, as a social disease can be linked to sanitation. 

Certainly the connection between the pandemic, sanitation, 

174 Newsholme's career takes in the New Poor Laws, the changing medical 
functions of the LGB and ceases as his role is taken over by George 
Newman shortly before the LGB is supplanted by the Minist:r:y of Health, 
where Newman assumes the same role. 
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national efficiency and the 'fitness' of the population was being 
discussed. 175 

Sanitation was certainly regarded as critical - much of the LGB's 
advice is about sanitation; many of the newspaper reports, 
particularly The Times' medical correspondent's comments, focus 
on sanitation - either for the individual or as a focus for a new 
Ministry of Health. Personal cleanliness and morality are also 
invoked when it comes to the regulation of the cinemas, over and 
above all over public gatherings. This was rather undermined 
then when the RG concluded that the "mortality of the late 
epidemic fell almost alike on the sanitarily just and on the 
unjust." (Registrar-General 1920, 29) 

In her recent thesis on George Newman, Hammer barely raises 
the issue of the pandemic, even though it occurred at the height of 
the battle between Newman and N ewsholme over the forthcoming 
Ministry of Health (Hammer 1995). She recognises Newman's 
long-standing disdain for Newsholme, epitomised in Newman's 29 
October 1918 diary entry after a conference at the LGB (to discuss 
influenza) that described Newsholme as "weak, vacillating, 
incompetent, untrustworthy, and vain." (PRO MH 139 3) 176

. This 
antipathy dated back to their differences in opinion over child and 
maternal welfare and the activities of Newman's Medical 
Department at the Board of Education. The two held quite 

175 For example, The Times 24 February 1919, 10. 

176 It is also worth noting that the entries on October 29 and 30 about 
meetings with the Newsholme and then the President of the LGB about 
influenza are the only references to influenza in Newman's diaries for 
1918 and 1919. However, it seems possible he himself may have suffered 
as he wrote "Sept. 26. Bad cold -29." which may suggest he had a case of 
'3 day fever' as the British troops called the influenza. 
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differing opinions on what constituted 'preventive' medicine; 
Newman regarded it as an issue of education and social condition 
whereas Newsholme's conception was a more environmental 
approach to preventing disease (Hammer 1995, 217-8 and 260-1). 
These differences about the role of public health and of any future 
ministry were not confined to these two. 

While the LGB was "regarded by many ... as the logical nucleus for 
any kind of future Ministry" this was at odds with Newman's 
"rather contemptuous attitude .. . towards the administrative 
inefficiencies of the LGB [which] only exacerbated the situation" 
between the two (Hammer 1995, 213). Newsholme's earlier 
appointment had been seen as a step forward by those pushing for 
a Ministry, but his subsequent failure to move the LGB in that 
direction and have it taking a more active role in health 
administration was held against him, despite the fact that he 
(Newsholme) had "remained committed to the idea of a national 
health service based around the LGB ." (Hammer 1995, 214) 
Hammer sees the battle for the heralded Ministry as being much 
more centred around issues of child and maternal welfare, the 
conceptions of preventive medicine, and whether the medical 
profession or government should control health policy than about 
any thing as prosaic as a single epidemic (Hammer 1995, Chapter 
6 187- 272, particularly 259-67). It is arguable that these conflicts 
played a role in dragging the process out, 177 and ensuring there 
was no Ministry when the pandemic struck. It could be suggested 

177 Cabinet committee endorsed the principle of a Ministry in June 1917, 
it was discussed by Cabinet in January 1918 but the Bill was not passed 
until June 1919 and the Ministry established in July 1919, see Hammer 
(1995, Chapter 6); and Honigsbaum (1970). However, the early years of 
the Ministry under Newman did not live up to his or the country's 
expectations, see Hammer (1995, Chapter 7). 
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that a vacuum existed at the top of the British health 

administration at the time and this is why the responsibility for 
dealing with the pandemic fell to the local authorities. 

However, there was a role for influenza in the battle between the 
two men. As the Ministry becomes more-or-less inevitable 

Newman replaced Newsholme at the LGB, which was to become 
the core of the new Ministry, and Hammer considers that 

"Newsholme's departure . . . was not entirely unexpected in view of 
his 'incompetent' handling of the influenza epidemic." (Hammer 
1995, 274)178 

Tomkins, in examining the responses of the London boroughs, 

recognised three levels of response. This ranged from little or no 
response, through those who acted on the LGB's recommendations 
and passed out information to those boroughs who focussed on 
dealing with the effects of the epidemic, including home nursing, 
domestic help, hospital and burial services.179 These were really 
the only actions that were of any practical use in the face of the 
epidemic, but were often difficult to deliver, as Carnwath (Medical 
Inspector, LGB) noted the "great difficulty . .. was to secure early 
and adequate .. . treatment . .. Many doctors had been called to 

colours, and consequently the burden thrown on those remaining 
in civil practice was very great ... The shortage of nurses we felt 

even more. Some authorities eked out the supply by using each 
trained nurse round which a service of more or less trained 

voluntary helpers was gathered .. .local authorities were ultimately 

178 Honigsbaum also considers Newsholme to have failed in his handling 
of the pandemic (Honigsbaum 1970, 51). 

179 Descriptions of the activities undertaken by MOHs can be found in 
Tomkins (1989; 1992a ); and van Hartesveldt (1992). 
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impelled to suspend temporarily their maternity and child welfare 
work, and to liberate their health visitors for domiciliary 
nursing ... much was done in the way of providing home 
assistance." Some authorities even set up emergency hospitals, 
creches, kitchens, bed linen supplies and subsidised district 
nursing association activities (Carnwath 1919, 154- 5). 

Britain's medical profession and the flu 

Many of the issues surrounding the change of the administration 
of welfare and public health in Britain also affected the medical 
profession itself. Medicine had been undergoing profound changes 
as it moved from being "an uncertain kind of knowledge" 
(Foucault 1976, 96) towards regarding itself as an objective, 
scientific and professional discipline. The establishment of the 
primacy of the hierarchical, professional, scientific medicine was 
still underway in early twentieth century Britain. Tomkins 
regards it as one of the sources of the 'failure' of the British 
medical profession to respond to the pandemic. But while the 
profession was trying to establish itself and carve out a well
placed niche in British society this was a society undergoing 
major change. Britain was moving from the 'golden age' of 
Victorian Britain when it was secure as the superpower of its day 
lording over the largest empire in history (Colinvaux 1983, 186-
96) to one having to adjust to the loss of that status, the shocks of 
the South African war and the trauma of the Great War. 

These changes towards a scientific, objective medicine were aided 
by and accompanied the changes in how disease was perceived, 
the rise of the bacteriological paradigm, the change from ideas of 
"disease attacking life ... replaced by the much denser notion of 
pathological life" (Foucault 1976, 152) as diseases 'lived' and took 
on an existence independent of the body. Indeed, it is arguable 
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that the bacteriological view hampered how influenza could be 

conceptualised and delayed the discovery of the virus. 180 

Eyler recognises that changes in disease conception led to a 

greater concentration on these organisms and the "body's 

response to the growth and reproduction of specific microbes" 

which along with "research on the transmission of such specific 

living agents provided a biological explanation for the results of 

epidemiological studies, which, since mid-century, had suggested 

that epidemic diseases were contagious and had suggested 

vehicles, such as food and water, for their transmission." (Eyler 

1992, 276) These permitted the interventionist approaches 

advocated by some for the LGB and the Ministry of Health and 

local authorities and the medical profession. 

However, early twentieth century was not a time for unalloyed 

celebration of 'scientific progress' and _agreement on how to solve 

various medical and health issues . This has already been 

demonstrated in the tension between Newsholme and Newman. 

Lawrence has recently described early twentieth century British 

medicine as being led by an patrician elite that harked back to an 

imagined 'Great Tradition' in British, specifically English, 

medicine. Both the linking to history and an apparent tradition 

and the harnessing of 'science' can be regarded as ways the 

British medical establishment took to secure their position in 

twentieth century Britain. By applying both historical and 

modernising beliefs they could build alliances and arguments that 

legitimised the profession. However, Lawrence argues that these 

"Elite doctors . . . summoned up organic ideals of the body, 

emphasized the importance of the healing po~er of nature and 

18° For discussion of the bacteriological paradigm, see van Helvoort (1993) 

and Witte (1998). 
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warned of the dangers of the unrestricted proliferation of 
laboratory science. The latter was seen by some of them as an 
embodiment of the division of labour, the destroyer of an 
individualism that, clinicians held, was the bedrock of sound 
medical practice." (Lawrence, 1999, 1) In the pandemic scientific 
medicine and sdentific research were not able to offer any 
solutions, but nor was the individual bedside practitioner in a 
position to do much to stem the disease. 

Lawrence argues that one of the underlying 'motifs' for this 
medical elite was the "perceived peculiarity [superiority] of the 
English mind" in medical matters and this helped in giving 
"English medicine its natural historical turn and its down-to
earth, commonsensical quality. This quality was contrasted with 
the theoretical tendency of continental medicine that, in some 
way, was part of a frame of mind that gave rise to dangerous 
things such as Fascism and communism." (Lawrence 1999, 1-2) 
Could it be that given such a mindset the fact that the influenza 
was, as a pandemic, a global phenomena it did not fit this view 
and was therefore excluded from the gaze of English/British 
medicine? Furthermore, could this complement what could be 
regarded as an Imperialist or racist element, that the disease 
affected 'lower' races?181 Given the lack of attention that seems to 

181 This seems to be the suggestion in South Africa where the South 
African authorities had not enacted a quarantine as they felt it was not 
practicable, they did not have the powers to do so and also because the 
first cases had apparently come from Sierra Leone and they "believed 
that Sierra Leoneans were particularly vulnerable to diseases such as 
influenza as they were 'physically the worst type of native, very subjected 
to Malaria and Pneumonia'. Surely the 'flu which had come from there 
would remain as mild as the first cases which had appeared in South 
Africa?" (Phillips 1990, 103) 
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have been paid to the reports of large-scale influenza morbidity 
and mortality that were appearing in the newspapers this seems a 
reasonable suggestion. 

This was a medical profession that was unsure what it was 
battling - a bacillus or a 'filter-passing' virus. Nor could the 
profession agree on remedies . Consequently a vast array of 
remedies were suggested and argued about, with alcohol being 
both the most popular and the most controversial. Remedies, 
treatments and vaccines were debated at length, in the pages of 
The Times, at meetings such as the Royal Society of Medicine's 
'Discussion on Influenza' in November 1918, or that of the Royal 
Institute of Public Health in February 1919. One doctor or 
authority would advocate one action, shortly followed by another 
contradicting the former. Issues such as nasal douching and 
masks were hotly discussed, but none as much so as alcohol. 
Tomkins suggests this indicates a secure profession, one that can 
withstand open debate (Tomkins 1992a). Could it not also be 
interpreted as being the response of a profession that does not 
know what to do, but is not short on opinion? A more favourable 
interpretation could be a secure and arrogant profession but one 
lacking the knowledge to cope. Carnwath certainly regarded it as 
most unfortunate. He regarded masks as being of great value but 
noted that it would "be hopeless to attempt to enforce .. . unless we 
have with us an educated and intelligent acquiescence on the part 
of the public, and agreement amongst medical men themselves on 
its protective value." (Carnwath 1919, 152) 

Research 

Those who advocated the role of scientific medicine, especially 
those who had successfully negotiated the debates over 
vaccination during the nineteenth century, expected the 
laboratories to rapidly identify the causal organism and shortly 
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afterwards produce a vaccine. In Britain the MRC, under Walter 

Fletcher, had drawn up a list of influenza research aims and a 

survey of what work "already arranged for investigation" by 

Armistice Day (11 November 1918). The research was to 

investigate the clinical and bacteriological features of both acute 

uncomplicated influenza and complicated cases, along with the 

pathological anatomy of these complicated cases and 

investigations of the transmission of the disease. Fletcher was 

also fully aware of the need to obtain "results quickly while the 

opportunity lasts, both as to the epidemic and as to the personnel. 

But I am sure I need not emphasise that." (PRO FD 1 529)182 

However, the recipient of Fletcher's words, Major Gibson, 

succumbed to the disease himself shortly afterwards. His death, 

along with those of two other colleagues, shocked Fletcher as they 

were "all bowled over with this beastly thing." (PRO FD 1 529) 18
a 

Further correspondence to and from Fletcher indicates that many 

in the research community came down with the flu or their 

establishments were greatly inconvenienced by absenteeism due 

to it (PRO FD 1 529; FD 1 534). A toll also seen in their colleagues 

delivering medical assistance. Fletcher's biography noted his 

concern and the consequences of this concern - "That late summer 

182 Quotation comes from 2 December 1918 letter from Fletcher to Major 

Gibson. Further documentation on influenza research activity is 

contained in PRO files FD 1 530; FD 1 532; FD 1 534; FD 1 535; FD 1 

536; FD 1 545; FD 1 553; and FD 1 554. 

183 Quotation is from 17 February 1919 letter from Fletcher to S. L. 

Cummins. Gibson co-authored parts of Cummins (1919), including "The 

Etiology oflnfluenza. A Filtrable Virus as the Cause, with some Notes on 

the Culture of the Virus by the Method of Noguchi" and "The 

Bacteriological Flora of the Respiratory Tract in Cases oflnfluenza". 
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and autumn saw the appalling ravages of the black influenza 
pandemic. Walter himself fortunately escaped, but he was terrible 
[sic] concerned about it, and from then on he initiated a real 
attack on the disease-an attack which, as a side line, was to 
include all the work done on dog's distemper, and the starting of 
the Field Laboratories up at Mill Hill where the vast Laboratory 
of the Medical Research Council was to be built thirty years 
later." (Fletcher 1657, 143) Mill Hill was where the human 
influenza virus was isolated in 1933 (Smith et al. 1933), so it could 
be argued that 'scientific' medicine did eventually show some 
results. 184 Not that the isolation of the virus led to the rapid 
development of a vaccine, but that is due more to the virus's 
capacity for change rather than to anything else. 

As ever research did not always go according to plan. In one case 
the object of examination proved most uncooperative. A monkey 
intended for research into the transmission of influenza sought 
freedom from one of the research laboratories and effected an 
escape. Fletcher recounted to Cummins that the "next day he was 
seen in New Scotland Yard, presumably about to report himself to 
the police. Chased by a policeman he crossed Whitehall, and was 
run over by a motor-bus. When they tried to pick up the dead 
body, he came to life and ran up the fac;ade of the Home Office, to 
the great delight of a large crowd. He was found dead at the top of 
the Home Office that evening, dead, but not dishonoured." (PRO 
FD 1 529)185 

134 Mill Hill currently also houses the specimens recovered from the 
bodies exhumed in Spitzbergen (BBC 1999b; Davis et al . 2000; Gladwell 
1997; Oxford et al. 1999) 

185 Quotation comes from 6 December 1918 letter from Fletcher to 
Cummins . 
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Vaccines? 

As suggested above, one of the major aims of the research was the 
development of a vaccine. Many attempts at creating a vaccine 
were attempted, in many countries, with little or no idea of the 
causative organism. Obviously, many of these were at best useless 
as they were based on Pfeiffer's bacillus, streptococcus or 
pneumococcus. The composition and efficacy of vaccines was much 
debated, in Britain as much as elsewhere. These debates took 
place on the pages of The Times, at meetings such as the Royal 
Society of Medicine's 'Discussion on Influenza' in November 1918, 
or that of the Royal Institute of Public Health in February 1919, 
and even between the LGB-Ministry of Health and the MRC. The 
LGB made a number of alternative vaccines available, but uptake 
was apparently mixed due to the lack of specificity. 186 

The published proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine 
'Discussion' actually carried an advertisement on the inside rear 
cover advertising Parke, Davis and Company's 'Vaccine Therapy 
in Influenza" which consisted of six different vaccines. These 

186 The Royal Society of Medicine 'Discussion' (1918) heard varying views 
on vaccines from Newsholme (12), Dr. W. E . Carnegie Dickson (78-83), 
Surgeon Captain P . W. Bassett-Smith (83-4), Sir Humphrey Rolleson, 
the RSM President (84) and Mr. E. B. Turner (87- 90). Equally divergent 
r eports were carried in The Times, including 22 October 1918, 3; 31 
October 1918, 7; 4 November 1918, 5 (reporting th e LGB vaccine); 5 
November 1918, 6; 9 November 1918, 3; 12 November 1918, 5; 24 
December 1918, 5; 20 February 1919, 5; 22 February 1919, 10; 1 March 
1919, 7; and 14 March 1919, 7. Newspaper reports on vaccine seem to 
correspond to peaks in mortality (November 1918 and February 1919). 
Newman encouraged vaccines in his Ministry of Health publications 
(Ministry of Health 1919a; 1920a). Also see PRO FD 1 529; FD 1 535. 
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would appear to be more of the 'shopping list' or 'recipe' vaccines 
in which a number of organisms have been included in the hope 
that some good will come of it all; what a South African doctor 
termed a "bigger blunderbuss" approach in which the vaccine 
contains so many different antibodies, a "variety of cocci which 
could have helped build up resistance against the pneumonic 
complications that were so deadly." (Phillips 1990, 120) Any 
positive outcomes would then seem to have come more of good 
fortune than good design. 

Fletcher's caution, and moves to quell Newman's enthusiasm for 
these vaccines, echoes that of the South African Influenza 
Epidemic Commission. After gathering evidence on vaccines and 
their efficacy they concluded that it was not possible to make any 
definite recommendation due to the controversial nature of the 
evidence and "no public recommendation should be issued by the 
Government to use vaccines the utility, or at least harmlessness , 
of which has not been thoroughly and scientifically established." 
(Union of South Africa 1919 quoted in Phillips 1990, 119) 

Even where there is an effective vaccine there is a requirement for 
a great deal of vaccine, especially in times of epidemic and even if 
there is an expectation of a herd immunity effect. 187 The creation, 
holding, and timely delivery of sufficient stocks is a major logistic 
problem, one that the current WHO influenza pandemic plan 
discusses at some length (WHO 1999 lnfiuenza Pandemic Plan, 
22- 4, 28 and 46- 53). 

187 By immunising a certain proportion of the population there may be 
insufficient susceptibles to maintain an epidemic. 
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Failure? 

Tomkins has termed the response of the British medical 

profession to the pandemic as a failure (Tomkins 1992a). She 

suggests that the mortality of the pandemic in Britain may have 

been higher than it should have been. This claim may be a trifle 

harsh for comparing the British mortality with that elsewhere 

suggests that British mortality was much in line with that of 

many other nations, and well below that of some. However, if one 

wishes to examine other measures of 'failure' then the British 

medical profession may not fare so well . 

In attempting to tend to the British public the medical 

professionals bore a heavy toll. Carnwath noted in a public lecture 

shortly after the pandemic that "One of the most tragic features of 

the epidemic has been the heavy sickness rates and the high 

mortality amongst hospital and ambulance staffs." (Carnwath 

1919, 151) 

Obviously such losses, to illness and death, would only exacerbate 

a difficult situation. In Britain this only compounded the problem 

of a very real shortage of doctors and nurses. A very substantial 

proportion of all British doctors and nurses were committed to the 

war effort. These included not just those actually in attendance on 

or near the battlefields but also large numbers working in 

hospitals, medical examination boards, etc. at home. As the 

pa~demic struck, especially at the peaks of mortality the national 

authorities were being implored by local authorities and the press 

to release or loan personnel to aid the civilian population. 188 

188 Reports and correspondence on the supply and return of medical 

personnel come from PRO MH 49 7; MH 65 51; MH 65 60; MH 79 7; 

NATS 1 797 and NATS 1 849 and The Times 23 October 1918, 3; 25 
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Eventually these calls led to changes in recruiting and 
examination boards, as the war ended particularly, with some 
medical personnel being released, with the National Service 
Department sending a telegram to "All Regions" on 29 October 
1918. 

In view of Influenza epidemic all outstanding 3509 and 3491 
are being cancelled until further orders aaa Please arrange 
to liberate medical Practitioners from Recruiting Boards in 
your Region to assist in civilian work where necessary aaa 
This does not apply to Pension Boards or Discharge Centre 
Boards aaa (PRO NATS 1 797) 

These changes to Army Medical Boards also came following 
criticism about how those inspections were being handled, 
including men being forced to wait undressed for hours on 
occasion in cold, draughty conditions before being inspected and 
this at a time when influenza was rife. As the epidemic worsened 
more local authorities beseeched the national authorities for 
medical assistance or the release of their own local medical people 
who were on national duty. In the face of such demands , and with 
the cessation of war, more of these requests appear to have been 
granted. However, it is worth remembering that the War 
overshadowed everything in Britain, at least in terms of official 
business. An epidemic was still very much a lower priority. 

If the British medical profession did fail it was a failure to 
appreciate that an influenza epidemic was coming and the scale of 
it when it did arrive . What contributed to what has been seen as 
the failure of British medicine? In this chapter I have touched on 

October 1918, 3; 29 October 1918, 10; 30 October 1918, 7 and 8; 10 
December 1918, 5; 17 December 1918, 5 and the Western Morning News 
30 October 1918, Glasgow Herald 30 October 1918. 
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many possible reasons as to why the gravity of the situation was 
not appreciated. These have included issues such as the 
perception of disease, the fact that it was 'only' influenza, the 
relatively mild nature of the first wave in the spring of 1918, 
Imperialist or racist views and the 'superiority' of the English, the 
confidence in scientific medicine to rapidly find a vaccine, the 
quest for professional status of the profession, the power of 
'scientific' medicine prevailing over preventive, and the rejection 
of state intervention. Many of these may have led to a delay in the 
reaction and recognition of the existence of a problem, particularly 
when the second wave arrived in the autumn of 1918; a fatal 
delay in the circumstances of such a fast-acting disease and 
epidemic. This lack of recognition meant it was an epidemic that 
seems to have escaped the view of much of the government. 
Whereas it became an issue for the very highest levels in other 
countries, 189 the pandemic is almost .totally absent from the 
comparable British records. 

Tomkins argues that Britain, and particularly the LGB, had the 
infrastructure, the co-ordination of hospitals and volunteers and 
was also well-versed in dealing with epidemic disease (Tomkins 
1992a). This last position was certainly one that was attacked in 
the press during and after the epidemic. Rather it was felt that 
the medical profession, particularly in teaching, had rather 
neglected infectious disease and accorded it lesser importance 
than surgery and chronic conditions (The Times 24 December 
1918, 3; 17 February 1919, 7). 

189 For example the records of Prime Ministers , Governors-General and 
the Cabinets of South Africa and Australia include many references to 
the pandemic.· 
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Another failure could be that of the LGB, who arguably guilty of a 
number of the failings mentioned above, may have been able to do 
little more due to their size and role, thereby being forced to 
devolve all responsibility and action to local authorities. Perhaps 
in a way that is similar to the current role of the WHO to nation 
states; their role was to suggest, to encourage actions they had 
neither the power nor the resources to demand or to undertake. 
Furthermore, the fact that the LGB was already a 'doomed' body 
with the planned Ministry of Health due to assume its functions 
when it came into existence may have contributed to its inactivity. 
This transitional period coinciding with the epidemic was 
probably most unfortunate. But given the limited role of the LGB 
would it have been much different? The criticism that was meted 
out to public health administrations elsewhere was absent in 
Britain, perhaps because the LGB was by then defunct and 
attacking the nascent Ministry served little purpose. 

It was not only bodies that could be criticised, but also individual 
practitioners. And criticised they were. The National Health 
Insurance Committee for the County of London noted that "claims 
dealt with during November, 1918, show an increase of 26 
percent. over the number dealt with in the corresponding month 
oflast year. The increase for the month of December is 72 
percent." (PRO MH 65 3 January 1919 report) The records of the 
Insurance Committees show the increase in the number of 
complaints and it is obvious that many of these complaints stem 
from influenza cases. Some of these records indicate how the 
pandemic put strains on the institutions in addition to the 
individual medical practitioners. For example, it was noted that 
the "recent epidemic of influenza has interfered considerably with 
the admission of the Committee's [Insurance Committee for the 
County of London] patients to the Downs Sanatorium, the 
Hospital for Consumption, Brompton, and the Victoria Park 
Hospital." (PRO MH 65 2 November 1918 report) 
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The overworked doctors trying to deal with a disease whose true 
cause was unknown and for which they had little to offer, even in 
the way of reducing symptoms let alone curing, were not always 
able to offer what the patients and their families wanted and 
expected. The Insurance Committee heard cases where doctors 
failed to attend their own patients who later died, cases where 
misdiagnoses were made and cases where pharmacists failed to 
supply the required drugs. In a number of these cases the defence 
of overwork due to the pandemic was used, and frequently 
accepted by the Committee (PRO MH 65 3)190

• 

One of the most tragic cases had a patient's family attempting to 
get a doctor to attend her on seven occasions, contacting four 
different doctors and a nurse. She was never seen by a medical 
professional and died of 'influenza! pneumonia.' Her own doctor, 
the defendant of the complaint, faced other complaints at the time 
and had been complained about ori a number of occasions. This 
time he successfully evaded sanction as the Committee paid 
"regard to the doctor's own health and to the pressure of work due 
to the influenza epidemic.'' (PRO MH 65 3. Case M. 19/17, 
quotation from the July 1919 report, 14) 

However, the influenza was not always such a successful defence. 
In November 1918 Marylebone Police Court heard a rather 
unusual defence when two men, Sidney H. Birkbeck and Frank A. 
Dyton, were remanded on a charge of attempting to steal a 

19° Cases where doctors failed to attend include M. 18/73, M. 18/75, M. 
19/12, M. 19/17, M. 19/18, M. 19/19, M. 19/22, M. 19/37 and M. 19/40. 
Cases of misdiagnosis: M. 19/2, M. 19/3, M. 19/5, M. 19/26 and M. 19/47. 
Cases where pharmacists would not dispense the required material: P. 
19/2, P . 19/4. Such cases appear throughout the volume as they were 
heard throughout 1919. 
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'commercial motor car'. Dyton's mother presented a doctor's 

certificate suggesting his behaviour was due to the after effects of 

influenza! As The Times reported "The magistrate remarked that 

it seemed rather a serious development of the disease ." (12 

November 1918, 5) 

Quarantining influenza - an exercise in futility? 

Quarantine was one form of response that was widely considered 

at both local and national scales. With a disease that is so freely 

transmitted as influenza quarantine is rarely likely to be 

successful. However, this did not stop attempts at quarantining 

from occurring. The national quarantines best known to have any 

significant success were those imposed in American Samoa and 

Australia. Localised quarantine often meant not so much as the 

closure or isolation of a settlement from the outside world as the 

restriction or enforced closure of certain activities or premises. 

Included among these were the prohibition and closure of 

cinemas, theatres, music halls, churches, Sunday schools and 

other public gatherings . Many of these restrictions created 

controversy, particularly the closure of churches. In this section I 

briefly discuss issues of national and local quarantine, both in 

Britain and elsewhere, and the role of transport networks in 

bringing disease and overcoming attempts at quarantine. 

National quarantine 

There are very few parts of the world that did not endure the 

passage of the influenza. Those lucky few tended to be more 
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remote island states, including St. Helena (South Atlantic) and a 
number of South Pacific island groups . 19 1 Most of these appear to 
have escaped due to their re lative isolation and lack of contact 
with infected people, rather than through the imposition of 
quarantine. 192 Burnet and Clark suggests that those in the south 
western Pacific that were unscathed had most of their trade with 
Australia and "their escape can reasonably be ascribed to the 
strict outward quarantine enforced by Australia." (Burnet and 
Clark 1942, 74) In sharp contrast are those south western Pacific 
islands that can trace the arrival of the pandemic to ships coming 
from New Zealand (Edwards 1986; Herda 1998; Rice 1988; 1989; 
Tomkins 1992b). 193 

Australia is one of the few nations that achieved any measure of 
success with the imposition of a national quarantine . Obviously 
being a remote island, albeit an extremely large island, made 
maritime quarantine potentially feasible . The remoteness may 

191 The Pacific Islands spared included the Solomon Islands, Papua and 
the Territory of New Guinea, Norfolk Island, Gilbert and Ellice Islands, 
Solomon Islands and New Caledonia (Burnet and Clark 1942, 7 4; Graves 
1969, 160; Collier 1974, 144-5). 

192 The French and British Resident Commissioners for the New 
Hebrides, Nielly and King, did promulgate quarantine (Condominium of 
the New Hebrides 1919). 

193 For documentation on Australia's concerns and actions with regard to 
influenza, quarantine and other Pacific islands see NAA files Al/15 
1919/287; Al/15 1925/6310; A2 1918/3705; A2 1919/219; A2 1919/224; A2 
1919/452; A2 1919/701; A2 1919/957; A2 1919/998; A457/1 501/5; A457/1 
501/17; A457/1 G501/6; A457/11501/3; A457/1 501/40; A457/1 501/42; 
A8510/1 68/24A; CP78/22 1918/254; CP78/22 1919/224; CP78/22 1919/957; 
CP78/22 1921/53;CP103/11 432. 
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have helped in ensuring that any outbreak on board ships bound 
for Australia may have subsided before arriving in Australia. 
Ships were forced to wait before disembarkation or had 
passengers disembark at quarantine stations to stay for a period 
of days before being allowed to enter the country. This delay 
chafed terribly with many of the returning forces - having been to 
war and having managed to survive they were now delayed when 
they were so close to returning home to be reunited with all they 
had left behind. Indeed, soldiers 'escaping' from quarantine have 
been blamed for the eventual penetration of the influenza into the 
Australian community (Hyslop 1984; McQueen 1976; Mihaly 
1998;Thomas 1998). 194 

While Australia saw quarantine eventually breached, American 
Samoa successfully maintained their quarantine as the American 
Governor (John M. Poyer) successfully mobilised the indigenous 
population to ensure the quarantine was maintained. This was 
made all the more notable when compared with their neighbour, 
Western Samoa. Western Samoa was ravaged by the flu to an 
extent unseen elsewhere, with an estimated 22 percent of the 
total population dying. American Samoa apparently had no cases 

194 For primary documentation on Australian quarantine and the spread 
of the disease refer to NAA files Al/15 1919/2364; A2 1919/482 Part 2; A2 
1919/749; A2 1919/887 Part 2; A2 1919/953 Part 1; A2 1919/953 Part 2; 
A2 1919/964; A2 1919/965; A2 1919/967; A2 1919/971; A2 1919/993; A2 
1919/1182; A2 1919/1302; A2 1919/1311; A2 1919/1319; A2 1919/165'7; A2 
1919/1658; A2 1919/1659; A2 1919/1661; A2 1919/1664; A2 1919/1922; A2 
1919/2959; A2 1919/3627; A199 FCL1919/238; A361 DSG19/1582; A361 
DSG20/82; A361 DSG21/52; A457/1 501/20; A457/1 501/53; A457/1 
C501/3;A2487 1919/2104; A6006 1919/1/9; A6006 1919/2/3; A6006 
1919/12/31; CP103/11 404; CP103/ll 407; CP103/ll 411; CP103/11 413; 
CP103/ll 424; CP103/ll 430. 
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at all (Boyd 1980; Crosby 1989, 232-40; Herda 1998; Tomkins 

1992b). 

The South African government had been well aware of the 

dangers of the virus being transported by ships and went to some 

lengths to warn those countries where shipping routinely 

travelled between them and South Africa. The South African 

Influenza Epidemic Commission concluded that the "evidence 

before the Commission is so decidedly against the effectiveness of 

maritime quarantine in a disease of the nature of Epidemic 

Influenza that, although giving full credit to the experience of 

Australia, the Commission is not prepared to state that maritime 

quarantine should have been enforced [in South Africa] . Neither 

is the Commission of the opinion that even the timely enforcement 

of maritime quarantine would have necessarily prevented an 

outbreak of Epidemic Influenza in South Africa." (Union of South 

Africa 1919, 9) Writing on the epidemic elsewhere in Africa, in 

Senegal, Echenberg agreed, in that "even the most diligent actions 

of public health authorities would have failed to arrest the 

epidemic" as the air-borne virus is nigh on "impossible to stop by 

quarantine measures." (Echenberg 1998, 6) 

While in Australia "great stress [was] laid on the value of 

measures of quarantine taken in that country" (PRO MH 113 

51)195 some argued that quarantine was a waste of time. Some of 

this criticism was based on the inability to prevent the entry of an 

undetectable organism, the need to maintain activity due to the 

195 Report by the Delegate of Great Britain on the Autumn Session of the 

Committee of the Office International d'Hygiene Publique, Paris 1919, 7 

(Epidemic Influenza-Inquiry as to the Epidemics of 1918-19 and Replies 

to the Questionnaire which has been sent out by the Office 

International). 
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war and the like. Other criticism stemmed from quite different 
arguments. Gill argued that in fact "the drastic quarantine 

regulations imposed by the Federal Government on October 17, 
1918" had nothing whatsoever to do with the delay of the 
pandemic in Australia, arguing in fact tha t it was the Australian 
climate that determined the timing of the pandemic (Gill 1928, 
292-5). 196 

National quarantine and Britain 

While quarantine was being enforced in Australia and American 
Samoa it was not widely employed elsewhere. In Britain where 
reports of the influenza's impact elsewhere were appearing in the 
newspapers there was some call for controls. For example, The 
Times in late October 1918 noted the increasing number of cases 
and called for "the most resolute measures ." (26 October 1918, 7) 

At the LGB Newsholme saw things rather differently and resisted 
all forms of quarantine, either national maritime or at the local 
level. Opening the Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion' on 
influenza on 13 November 1918 he discussed the "difficulty of 
preventive measures in war time" arguing that the need to "carry 
on" and that "the r elentless needs of warfare justified incurring 
this risk of spreading infection." (Royal Society of Medicine 1918, 

196 His argument is somewhat undermined by the fact that so many other 
southern hemisphere countries, including New Zealand, South Africa, 
Argentina, often with similar climates did endure the pandemic in 1918-
19 and did not show the climatologically-determined timing he suggests. 
Furthermore his selection of Adelaide as his major example is 
unfortunate as Adelaide exhibited the same pattern as t he rest of th e 
country whereas Adelaide's climate is recognised as bein g of a 
'Mediter ranean' type and quite different from anywhere else i.n Australia 
except for the f ar south-western corner of Western Australia. 
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12-3) After the pandemic another LGB officer, Carnwath, 

specifically addressed the question as to why quarantine was not 
imposed. He told The Royal Institute of Public Health that it was 
"not considered practicable ... mainly on account of the large 
numbers of unrecognizable [sic) cases. It must be borne in mind 
that the disease was introduced into this country in a mild, 

unrecgonizable form some time about May . .. and that the autumn 
epidemic was ... a recrudescence of the disease already imported ." 
(Carnwath 1919, 149) 

This view of the impossibility and impracticability of quarantining 
influenza was established by the 1927 revision of the 

Memorandum on Influenza, which stated that the "question of the 
prevention by quarantine of the importation of influenza from 
abroad has been considered and may be dismissed as 

impracticable." (Ministry of Health 1927, 11)197 

197 
See PRO MH 55 57 for the creation of this Memorandum. Quarantine 

was also considered to an extent in the re-framing of the powers of the 
Port Sanitary Authorities in 1919-20. An issue that arose was the use of 
the phrase "any endemic, epidemic or infectious disease." This was 
specifically questioned as while the intention was the "prevention of the 
importation of dangerous diseases such as smallpox, typhus, &c." such 
wording would allow for the removal "to hospital any person on a 
ship . .. suffering from influenza." The implicit assumption being that 
influenza is not an important disease. These words being written less 
than, a year after the peak of the third wave of the pandemic in Britain. 
(PRO MH 58 418. Quotations from 3 February 1920 minute from Mr. 
Maclachlan to Mr. Gwyer) A year earlier another Ministry of Health 
worker had noted newspaper advocacy of"the ap'plication of quarantine 
to all ships arriving with cases of influenza" but suggesting that 
quarantine was "impracticable" and that it was "desirable to retain the 
power of dealing with influenza on board ship" thus absolving the on
shore authorities of all responsibility. (PRO MH 58 418. 9 February 1919 
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Restricting the local 

Much of the literature on the pandemic discusses local actions, 
particularly preventive measures, restrictions and controls that 
were attempted. These included compulsory wearing of masks, 
restriction or closure of some forms of commercial and social 
activity and even isolation of communities in some cases. The 
control and regulation of various public and semi-public spaces 
such as the closure of schools, churches and public entertainments 
(cinemas, theatres, bars, etc.) were quite common, as was the 
wearing of masks, and all appear to have universally failed. 198 The 
efficacy of such measures has been much questioned, and 
generally it is considered that quarantine and closures failed to 
have any significant impact upon the disease . 

One examination of the imposition of such closures and the 
impact on the spread of the disease indicates how little benefit 
such a move was. The Board of Health in the city of Kitchener, 
Ontario issued a pronouncement that "deem it to be in the 
interest of the public health to close schools, churches and 
theatres, and also all public gatherings, until further notice" on 7 
October 1918, this being later expanded to take in all places of 
entertainment. Examination of the progress of the epidemic there, 
through maps of influenza mortality and the epidemic mortality 
curve show no interruption or discontinuities around or following 

minute from Mr. Reece to Mr. MacLachlan) The published Regulations 
carried a definition referring to "any epidemic or acute infectious 
disease." (The Port Sanitary Authorities (Infectious Diseases) 
Regulations, 1920.) 

198 For further discussion of the literature refer to the literature review 
(Chapter 2). 
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198 For further discussion of the literature refer to the literature review 
(Chapter 2). 
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this decree. From this it is apparent that the quarantine imposed 

upon Kitchener was such a permeable barrier that it had a 

negligible effect and the disease ran its course, waning only when 

the susceptible population was too small to support the continued 

spread (Johnson 1993, 150-1; 1998 199
). 

Such restrictions inevitably led to disquiet. These arose in many 

contexts, sometimes from the uneven application of such controls, 

in other cases because certain activities were halted whereas 

others were not. Such closures often reveal prejudices or other 

biases of the elite. One area of comment was the overcrowding of 

public transport - people were no longer permitted to take part in 

various social activities but they were generally still expected to 

work and to be crowded together as they went to and from that 

work. 

While such restrictions appear to have been relatively 

commonplace, and ineffectual, some communities adopted 

stronger measures. Collier noted some of the more extreme 

examples. Apparently the Captain of the USA Naval Training 

Station on Yerba Buena Island at San Francisco "clamped down a 

nine-week quarantine on 4,000 souls - forbidding all liberty, 

sterilising drinking fountains hourly with blow torches, 

compelling new trainees to exist twenty feet apart from one 

another ." But such restrictions are rarely possible or acceptable 

outside a martial setting. Collier did note that Coromandel, New 

Zealand "cut itself off from the outer world through a roster of 

vigilantes armed with shotguns", and claims that this successfully 

kept influenza at bay (Collier 1974, 144-5). 

199 The quotation comes from the Board of Heath Minutes for 7 October 

1918 in City of Kitchener (1918) 
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But even such extreme measures were not always a guarantee of 

success. Lee Reay was a young boy in Meadow, Utah, USA and 

recently recounted that as the town realised the disease was 

approaching them his "father was selected as the health officer. 

We had never had a health officer in our town before, but we felt 

now that we needed one and so Dad went out to the city limits 

signs (I went with him), and we put a sign that said, THIS TOWN IS 

QUARANTINED - Do NOT STOP. So we had purposely isolated 

ourselves. But it wasn't enough, the disease came anyway - the 

mailman brought it." (Channel 4/WGBH 1998) The danger of the 

mailman was recognised in Canberra, Australia . Regulations had 

been issued enforcing a four day quarantine on people arriving 

from 'infected areas' but the authorities were unsure as to what to 

do with a mail coach driver. 200 

Phillips noted that in South Africa such measures were taken on 

individual farms and properties and in some remote villages, 

where not only was incoming traffic prevented, but all movement 

was halted. Again, varying levels of success were experienced as 

quarantine is all too easily breached by such an easily transmitted 

virus, and one that can render someone without symptoms 

infective (Phillips 1990, 135-6). 

Within a nation it was not just the local communities and 

authorities that attempted to implement controls. In some 

countries there were attempts to contain the disease to particular 

cities or parts of the country. Examples of this include Iceland, 

Spain and Australia. Once the influenza had been introduced to 

200 Living in the New South Wales town of Queanbeyan, the mail coach 

driver met the Sydney trains and conveyed passengers and mail across 

the state-territory border from Queanbeyan to Canberra. NAA, A192 

FCL1921/295. 
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Iceland the disease was generally contained to south-western 
Iceland by isolating the Reykjavik region but only "by the 
imposition of the most draconian quarantine measures." However, 
there were instances when these "communication bans" were 
evaded, such as by mailboa:ts or a group of Reykjavik youths 
attending a dance in another town (Cliff et al. 1986, 148-50). 

Similar controls were employed in Spain, where quarantine was 
adopted, particularly in the Canary Islands, and sanitary cordons 
established at railway stations where "passengers were 
disembarked, examined and those who showed symptoms of the 
flu were put on quarantine. Those allowed to proceed with their 
trip were generously sprayed with foul smelling disinfectants." 
Such controls were later expanded to include closing the national 
borders with Portugal and France. However, the regulations 
imposed on railway travellers seem to have done little to stem the 
disease. The maritime quarantine restrictions played a role in 
restraining mortality in the Canary Islands, largely due to the 
smaller numbers involved (Echeverri 1998, 5). The imposition of 
such quarantines often led to dispute , In the port city of Cadiz, for 
example, these included not just the protests of those being 
quarantined, but also those of the local citizens who objected to 
where those being quarantined were to be housed in the city 
(Rodriguez 1996). 

In Australia once the national maritime quarantine had been 
breached interstate quarantine assumed greater importance. This 
too-was soon to fail and the disease spread throughout the nation. 
This failure of interstate controls rapidly became a source of 
acrimony among the states as they apportioned the blame upon 
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their neighbours. 201 The Australian experience is illuminating in 
that despite strenuous efforts to maintain both national and local 
quarantines they were ultimately unsuccessful and Australians 
still died in large numbers . The examples discussed here indicate 
a more-or-less universal failure of quarantine and restrictions 
with the very few exceptions where there was total exclusion. 
Such control is in the vast majority of cases impractical if not 
impossible. 

British restraint 

In addition to the British aversion to the imposition of a national 
maritime quarantine there was no desire by the national 
authorities to apply any controls to prevent the spread of 
influenza. Any such measures were left largely to the whims and 
discretion of local authorities. While the use of masks and other 
controls were debated in the press and in meetings such as the 
Royal Society of Medicine's 'Discussion' the LGB took little action 
and left all such decisions in the hands oflocal authorities. 202 

201 There are many NAA files documenting the scale of the concern (and 
debates) around national and interstate quarantine, including A2 
1919/452; A2 1919/482 Part 1; A2 1919/482 Part 2; A2 1919/742; A2 
1919/887 Part 2; A2 1919/953 Part 1; A2 1919/953 Part 2; A2 1919/971; 
A2 1919/993; A2 1919/1182; A2 1919/1302; A2 1919/1311; A2 1919/1319; 
A2 1919/1614; A2 1919/1657; A2 1919/1658; A2 1919/1659; A2 1919/1661; 
A21919/1722; A2 1919/2959; A457/1 C501/3; A457/1 501/20; A6006 
1919/2/3; A6006 1919/12/31. The dispute was also continued in the report 
on the pandemic to the New South Wales Parliament (New South Wales 
1920, 161-2). 

202 The roles and actions of the various levels of government are discussed 
in Tomkins (1989; 1992a). For examples of the debate in the press see 
The Times 1 November 1918, 7; 11 December 1918, 5; 19 December 1918, 
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'Kinemo' 

In Britain closures of public entertainments and gatherings were 

largely left to the local authorities. The notable exception to this 

were cinemas, as they the only closely regulated public space for 

the duration of the pandemic. Here the LGB published 

regulations that limited the duration of performances and 

proscribed ventilation practices that had to followed. These 

measures were more a reflection of the "anti-vice concerns 

regarding the perceived immorality of cinemas rather than sound 

public health." (Tomkins 1992a, 443) They are also an indication 

of the medical establishments deep loathing of the 'kinema', a 

dislike driven by class as much as anything else, a dislike recently 

revealed by Lawrence (Lawrence 1999). Whereas the South 

African authorities had regarded the cinema as a way of 

educating the masses about influenza the British authorities had 

a more mixed response. The LGB did make an educational film on 

influenza available to MOHs, but also regarded the cinemas as 

most unsavoury spaces. Lawrence noted how the patrician 

medical elite regarded "Mass consumption and entertainment 

(notably cinema going, an object of particular contempt ... ) 

... enervating." He quotes Crookshank, 203 who wrote of the 'kinema' 

as "the 'greatest enemy of the epoch to intellectual culture', 

specifically associating the lower stages of evolution with the 

'shiftiness of the monkey, the film star and the imbecile."' 

(Lawrence 1999, 7-8. The original citation is Crookshank (1931 , 

5; 30 January 1919, 5; 31 January 1919, 5; 22 February 1919, 10; and 1 

March 1919, 7. 

203 Who in 1922 contributed chapters to and edited Influenza: Essays by 

Several Authors (Crookshank 1922). 
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107 and 179). In the light of such views it is not surprising that 
cinemas became a target for such regulation. 

The LGB was moved towards such control by debates elsewhere, 
for example in the press. It was also asked by some local 
authorities and MOHs for advice on what they could about places 
they perceived as sources of infection. It was reported that the 
Portsmouth Health Committee had requested the LGB's 

permission in closing public entertainments in late October 1918. 
Other centres, including Edinburgh, Grimsby, Liverpool, Leicester 
and Newcastle, also debated the issue and even instituted some 
restrictions. It was reported on 28 October 1918 that in 

Portsmouth the military authorities had issued an Order of the 
Day placing all theatres and cinema houses in the garrison out of 
bounds for troops, and suggesting that all commanding officers 
should encourage outdoor sports for their men. 204 

Under this pressure the LGB considered the issue and on 4 
November 1918 issued a letter to all Sanitary Authorities 

regarding "the closure of places of public entertainment, especially 
of picture palaces." As ever, the LGB made no unequivocal 

statement and left it to the local authority in advising that the 
"point should be carefully considered by the Medical Officer of 
Health in the light oflocal knowledge as to the relative 

importance of these places as likely sources of infection." The LGB 
suggested that in addition to closure actions such as longer 

intervals with greater ventilation with the "hall being thoroughly 
flushed with fresh air in the intervals" may be considered. Such 
suggestions became a key element in the Regulations that quickly 
followed (PRO MH 10 83, 184-18, 4 November 1918 letter to 

204 For example see reports in The Times 25 October 1918, 3; .26 October 
1918, 7; 28 October 1918, 3; 31 October 1918, 7; and 1 November 1918, 7. 
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Sanitary Authorities). The cinema proprietors were not slow to 

react, in fact the following day's advertisement in The Times for 

Dally's in Leicester Square cinemas carried the strapline "THE 

BEST VENTILATED THEATRE IN LONDON WITHOUT DRAUGHTS" (5 

November 1918, 3). 

But the pressure intensified on the LGB and within weeks they 

proclaimed regulations specifically setting out controls on 

cinemas. While recognising that many cinema proprietors had 

adopted the changes to operating practices (hours and ventilation ) 

the LGB issued The Public Health (Influenza) Regulations, 1918 

requiring that public entertainments were not to be conducted for 

more than three consecutive hours, there was to be an interval of 

at least 30 minutes between performances and during that time 

the premises were to be thoroughly ventilated. While the 

definition of "place of public entertainment means a building used 

as a theatre, music hall, place for public singing, dancing, or 

music, place for cinematograph exhibition, or other place of 

entertainment or amusement, to which the public are admitted by 

ticket or by payment" the emphasis and target of these 

regulations was very much the cinemas (PRO MH 10 83, 197-

18).205 Such an emphasis was explicitly declared by Deptford 

Borough Council's Public Health and Housing Committee who 

reported that "although we are alive to the possibility that a 

certain amount of infection is spread through theatres, music

halls, churches, and chapels, we consider that a great deal more of 

the risk of infection is to be ascribed to the cinemas." (The Times 5 

November 1918, 3) 

205 20 November 1918 letter to local authorities accompanying copies of 
the Public Health (Influenza) Regulations , 1918. Reported in The Times, 
21 November 1918, 3. 
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The Regulations obviously did not go far enough for only two days 
later the LGB issued an amended Regulation, The Public Health 
(Influenza) Regulations (No. 2), 1918. The LGB issued "an Order 
amending in certain particulars the Public Health (Influenza ) 
Regulations, 1918, so far as they apply to places for 
cinematograph exhibition." These amendments actually allowed 
for an increase in the duration permitted before an interval was 
required. However, they also restricted who was allowed to enter 
the premises by prohibiting the admission of children to cinemas 
in any district where any school had been closed "on account of 
the prevalence of Influenza" for as long as the school closure 
lasted (PRO MH 10 83, 202-18)206

. 

Naturally the cinema operators resented being singled out and 
even mounted demonstrations and legal challenges. The 
proprietors of the Majestic Cinema, Clapham, unsuccessfully 
defended a prosecution for "conducting an entertainment for more 
than four hours consecutively without an interval." And were 
fined £5 and ordered to pay £3 30 costs at the South-western 
Police Court. The sense of injustice was probably heightened as 
som e authorities more-or-less ignored the regulations while other 
enforced them rigorously (Tomkins 1989, 141- 2) .207 The LGB 
eventually rescinded the Regulations in May 1919 (PRO MH 10 
83, 53-19). 208 

200 22 November 1918 letter to local authorities accompanying copies of 
the Public Health (Influen za) Regulations (No. 2), 1918 . Reported in The 
Times , 27 November 1918, 5. 

207 Examples from The Times include 8 November 1918, 3 and 3 February 
1919, 5. 

208 By th e 1927 revision of the Memorandum on Infl uenza these 
restr ictions were being considered rather ambiguously. That version of 
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The British approach to cinema and theatre contrasts rather with 
that of the Australians. There an MHR209 W. H. Kelly asked the 
Minister for Trade and Customs whether the lack of airspace and 
the sanitary conditions backstage could be "a focus of the 

influenza outbreak" and whether they should be regulated. The 
Minister consulted all the State governments and reported that 
all states had no concerns with theatres as they were not "special 
foci of infection" (NAA A2 1919.2930). 

School's out 

Great discussion was given over to the issue of schools and 
whether to close them or not. In Britain this was a decision that 
central government again left to the local authorities. Closures 
become widespread, with the major exception of London, where 
closure only happened if staff absenteeism made it impossible to 
keep the school open. The closure of schools is actually one of the 
most commonly reported aspects of the pandemic in Britain, with 
closures as long as three weeks quite commonly reported. 210 

the Memorandum while specifically drawing attention to "public places of 
entertainment" and their role as "important foci for the spread of disease" 
noted that the 1918 "emergency regulations" were "admittedly 
incomplete." (PRO, MH 55 57; Ministry of Health 1927, 12). 

209 Member of the House of Representatives, the lower house of the 
Australian Parliament. 

210 Reports of school closures came in all three waves of th e pandemic, for 
example The Times carried reports of school closures as early as 26 June 
1918 (7) and throughout July. From mid-October to early 1919 there was 
at least one r eport on school closures every week. Reports include The 
Times 26 June 1918, 7; 3 July 1918, 3; 4 July 1918, 3; 5 July 1918, 3; 8 
July 1918, 3; 9 July 1918, 3 , 11 July 1918, 3; 27 September 1918; 14 
October 1918, 3; 17 October 1918, 3; 22 October 1918, 3; 23 October 1918; 
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The controversy over school closure usually revolved around the 
question of whether the children were better off at school and 
where they would be if not in school. Such arguments were by no 
means limited to Britain. 211 

Subsequently it has become appreciated how important school-age 
children are in the dissemination of influenza. Households with 
school age children became involved prior to those without, but 
the role of children spreading the disease is not limited to school 
to home transmission as unvaccinated children appear to act as a 
large, susceptible population within a community (Cate 1987; 

3; 26 October 1918, 7; 28 October 1918, 3; 30 October 1918, 9; 31 October 
1918, 7; 31 October 1918, 8; 1 November 1918, 7; 4 November 1918, 5; 6 
November 1918, 3; 7 November 1918, 3; 11 November 1918, 5; 26 
November 1918, 3; 27 November 1918, 5; 4 December 1918, 4; 5 
December 1918, 5; 7 January 1919, 3; 14 January 1919, 5; 7 February 
1919, 5; 10 February 1919, 5; 11 February 1919, 11; 20 February 1919, 8; 
21 February 1919, 7; 24 February 1919, 7; 1 March 1919, 7; 8 March 
1919, 9; 11 March 1919, 9; and 31 March 1919. 

211 In Vancouver, for example, the schools were initially kept open as the 
city's medical health officer, Dr. F . T. Underhill, believed that closing the 
schools "would be positively harmful to the health of children who, with 
schools closed, would be removed from the close surveillance of teachers 
and school medical staff on guard for influenza symptoms, and would 
instead be free to roam the streets, exposing themselves to various 
sources of infection and neglecting early signs of the disease." (Andrews 
1977, 30) The Cape Education Department in South Africa also believed 
that the closure of schools was "highly objectionable from the public 
health point of view, as it tends to prevent the ~upervision of school-going 
children" and made little sense unless other places of assembly were also 
closed and children kept in the home. They also suggested that it was a 
waste of money and educational resources, disrupted life unduly and 
would cause panic and worry (Phillips 1990, 213 and 246). 
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Schoenbaum 1998). Schoenbaum cites other works that indicate 
having children vaccinated helps produce a 'herd immunity' effect 
that helps reduce influenza prevalence (Schoenbaum 1998, 4-5) . 
Indeed, in the event of future pandemics the WHO suggests 
consideration be given to the closing of schools (WHO 1999 
Infiuenza Pandemic Plan, 27). 

From the newspaper reports it is readily apparent that closures 
were widespread in Britain, at least outside of London. This 
pattern appears to be true of all three waves of the epidemic, 
including the milder wave of the spring of 1918. In London the 
Chief Medical Officer of the London County Council was reported 
as saying that "We do not close schools in London as a matter of 
routine on account of influenza, but instructions have been issued 
as to the precautionary steps that should be taken when 
symptoms of the disease appear among teachers and scholars. 
There is undoubtedly a good deal of it about still, and we are 
hearing of schools with half the scholars away." (The Times 21 
October 1918, 5) Only two days after this the press were reporting 
large numbers of school closures elsewhere in the country but 
noting that in the capital the "medical authorities being of opinion 
that such action would simply release the children and allow them 
to congregate in places where the danger of infection is greater" 
and refused to take such measures (The Times 23 October 1918, 
3). 

At least one school in England adopted the reverse approach, 
rather than closing the school, they closed off the outside world . In 
a report to the MRC the school doctor at Cheltenham College 
wrote that a Boys' School had avoided infection as "None of the 
boys, staff or domestics were allowed to go near the town, and on 
my advice, even the daughter of the Headmaster, who taught at 
the Ladies College, where influenza was prevailing was not 
allowed to go there until the malady had ceased." (PRO FD 1 537 
Report received by the MRC on 5 February 1919) 
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Before the end of October 1918 the issue of schools and whether 
they should be closed had become a Parliamentary matter. H. A. 
L. Fisher MP (Sheffield Hallam, L.) as President of the Board of 
Education replied to a colleague's question (Mr. Rowntree MP, 
York, L.) on the closure of schools or the exclusion from school of 
children, setting out that while "appropriate directions" had been 
supplied by the Board of Education, "in conjunction with the" LGB 
the decision to close or exclude was purely a matter for the local 
body, either the local authority or the school governors as he 
claimed it was extremely dependent on local circumstances. 
Circumstances "upon which it is, of course, impossible for the 
Board to pronounce" and he suggested could include "degree of 
prevalence and severity of the disease, as well as the home or 
other alternative circumstances of the children thus excluded 
from school." Furthermore, any children exhibiting "catarrhal 
symptoms, feverishness or other illness" should be excluded 
immediately. Having absolved the national authorities of 
responsibility he concedes that many schools may be closed due to 
flu. He concluded by observing that school closure was more 
effective in rural areas, and that playgrounds should also be 
closed if schools were closed (The Times 31 October 1918, 8). But 
in London the LCC continued to follow Hamer's advice as he 
considered that closing schools would have negligible effect on the 
spread of the disease (The Times 6 November 1918, 3). 212 

212 H;amer's views, and those of the Board of Education and the LGB, are 
echoed in the Ministry of Health's 1927 revision of the Memorandum on 
lnfiuenza in which the issue of school closures is discussed. The opinion 
expressed here is that it is a measure that "may sometimes be employed 
with advantage" especially outside urban areas where the "excluded 
children have few opportunities of coming in contact with each other 
outside" school. This suggests it is actually of very little use! The 
Memorandum also notes that where 'day schools' are closed then the 
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Transport and the breakdown of quarantine 

Elsewhere in this work I have discussed the spread of disease 

down urban hierarchies and the networks linking the various 

parts of those. hierarchies . The transport networks moving the 

infective people are logically the most important and most visible 

of those networks. Various forms of transport were of critical 

importance in the spread of the pandemic, the mechanisms by 

which lines of quarantine were crossed. Probably the most notable 
of these were shipping and railway networks. Shipping was 

perhaps the most significant method for moving the disease 

between nations and, obviously, continents. Railways became 

significant at the continental and national levels. 

While the causal organism of influenza was not to be found for 

some years it had been noted that influenza was a disease that 

travelled with humans. A letter to the Editor from a Clifford 

Allbutt of St. Radegund's, Cambridge published in The Times 
included a postscript that read "During the influenza of 1891-

1892 I studied with some care the records, so far as they existed, 

of the previous epidemics and came to the opinion that they ran 

on the lines of travellers ."(31 October 1918, 7) 

The role of human transport is obviously very important. Sir 

Robert Armstrong-Jones discussed this when giving a lecture at 

Gresham College in January 1919, where he is reported as having 

same should apply to Sunday schools . Other elements of the 1918 advice 
that are repeated are the exclusion of sick chiltj.ren, but here it is 

suggested that children so excluded should not be re-admitted before "a 
careful medical examination of the heart and lungs has been made to 
eliminate possible latent complications and sequelre." (PRO MH 55 57; 
Ministry of Health 1927, 12) 
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said that "the disease had always adapted itself to the travelling 
of mankind and to the rapidity of means of communication . In 
Central Asia its pace corresponded to that of the caravan, in 
Europe and America to that of an express train, between 
continents to that of an ocean liner, and in other places to that of 
an aeroplane.'' (Smith 1995, 66- 7) While the actual rapidity of 
spread of epidemics and pandemics does not actual appear to have 
increased markedly over the twentieth century (perhaps 
indicating the importance of seeding of the disease before an 
epidemic or pandemic can occur) it is true that influenza has 
changed its mode of transport as we have moved from pedestrian 
and brute force to potentially faster and faster mechanised 
transport. Burnet and Clark argue that the spread of the second 
wave of 1918-19 pandemic from the foci of Brest and Boston to 
much of the world, including the "rest of Europe (excluding 
Russia), America, Australia and New Zealand was by human 
transport from the primary European-American centre of origin." 
(Burnet and Clark 1942, 71) 

Shipping 

From the records and the literature it is apparent that by far the 
most important form of 'human transport' in bringing the disease 
to further continents and countries was shipping. Ships, 
especially troopships, brought the disease into many countries. 
From the port cities the disease was moved throughout the 
continent or nation on the local transport networks, often the 
railways. 

The actions of the South African, Australian and New Zealand 
governments discussed elsewhere in this work indicate how 
important they regarded shipping as the vector (using the term in 
a rather loose, non-technical sense) by which the disease was 
moved across much of the world. In work on New Zealand the S .S . 
Talune is seen as a 'death' ship delivering the pandemic to a 
series of south Pacific islands (Crosby 1989; Edwards 1986; Rice 
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1988). Elsewhere there are other cases where specific ships have 

been identified as the likely car rier of first infections. These 

include the cases oflceland where three trawlers were linked to 

the initial introduction of the disease (Cliff et al . 1986, 147-9), 

Argentina where a Spanish steamer apparently disembarked 

stricken passengers into Buenos Aires (The Times 1 November 

1918, 1), and Canada where the troopship Araguayan and the 

hospital ship Med 1099 along with the ships Somali and Nagoya 

have been identified as being the first ships to bring influenza 

into Canada (Heagerty 1928, 215; Johnson 1998, 89-90). There 

are many other instances were shipping is considered the likely 

(even only) means by which the disease could have arrived, but 

where no individual ship has been or can be identified, including 

India, Mauritius, Indonesia, and much of west Africa (Brown 

1987; Echenberg 1993; 1998; Fokeer 1921; Gill 1928, 252 and 289; 

Mueller 1995, 2 and 10). 

Trains, trams, etc. 

Railways and, to a lesser extent, road networks are also seen as 

playing an extremely significant role in the dissemination of 

influenza at continental and national levels. Local transport 

systems spread the disease around individual cities and towns as 

well as providing increased opportunities for infection as people 

crowded onto their commuter r outes . In many localities where 

forms of socia l and public activity had been suspended the public 

transport systems still worked and people still had to go to and 

from their daily activities . 

The importance of these t ransport networks at the national scale 

is widely recognised. In Spain Ecchever r i notes that once t he 

temporary workers from Portugal and Spain t ravelling between 

their homes and their work in France (where they were replacing 

enlisted workers) brough t the disease across the border the 

railways distributed it throughout the Iberian peninsula 

(Echeverri 1998). Similar accounts indicating the importance of 
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railways and other transport networks in moving the virus down 
through the urban hierarchies exist for many countries, including 
Canada (Andrews 1977; Johnson 1993; McGinnis 1977; Pettigrew 
1983), Norway (Mamelund 1998b), South Africa (Phillips 1990) 
and Korea (PRO FD 1 533 "A Brief Report on Pandemic Influenza 
in Korea With Special Reference to its Etiology" by Frank W. 
Schofield and H. C. Cyn). 

In Britain the crowded trains were recognised as being a problem. 
The Essex MOH, Dr. Thresh, attributed "the spread of the disease 
along the lines of railway from London to Southend, Epping, 
Waltham, Colchester and Cambridge to overcrowding in railway 
carriages, and says that while this continues it is useless to ask 
people not to attend churches, cinemas, and meetings where they 
do not get half so much crowded together as on the railway." (The 
Times 26 October 1918, 7) 

The importance of the local transportation has not been discussed 
in great detail. This is not to say it has not been recognised that 
there was an incongruity in restricting many forms of local 
activity, as happened in many countries, while placing no 
restrictions on public transport. In Britain the only restriction on 
public transport seems have to been that wrought by high levels 
of absenteeism. Certainly the role of transport was recognised; a 
report in The Times in 1919 noted that the Ministry of Health has 
come to the rather unspectacular conclusion "that the over
crowding of trains and trams in 1918 helped the spread of the 
epidemic." (27 December 1919, 7) At the LGB Newsholme had also 
realised this as the "crowded trains , trams, and omnibuses. These, 
doubtless, are prolific sources of infection, but. the service cannot 
immediately be increased, and meanwhile the vast army of 
workers must not be impeded by regulations as to overcrowding of 
vehicles in their efforts to go to work and to return home, and I 
have no hesitation in recommending the Local Government Board 
to advise police authorities to this effect." (Royal Society of 
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Medicine 1918, 13) The country had to 'carry on', the war effort 
had to be maintained at all costs. There was no consideration of 
possibly 'staggering' working hours to reduce congestion, any idea 
considered in Australia after hearing that it had been introduced 
in the American cities of New York, Chicago, Denver, Cleveland, 
Camden and Washington (NAA A2 1919/1328). 2 13 

Whether the commuters of 1918-19 endured their trips as Camus' 
plague-ridden townsfolk is an interesting question. 

The trams are now the only means of transport, and they 
have much difficulty in progressing, what with people 
standing on the footboards and hanging in clusters from the 
handrails. A queer thing is how the passengers all try to 
keep their backs turned to their neighbours, twisting 
themselves into grotesque attitudes in the attempt - the 
idea being, of course, to avoid contagion. (Camus 1947, 115) 

Conclusion 

This chapter has considered the impact of the impact on British 
life and the responses to the pandemic. The activities of various 
levels of government have been described, particularly the 
relative inactivity of the national government through the 1GB 
which then placed the onus on the local authorities. The social 
and political context that produced these responses have also been 
considered. Some consideration of the response of the British 
medical profession has also been made. The nature of that 

213 The suggestion was made i.n a 19 February 1919 letter to the 
Australian Prime Minister from the Premier of Victoria. The 
Commonwealth authorities declined to implement such a system. 
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profession, its quest for professional and 'scientific' status may 
have contributed to the downplaying of the pandemic. Finally the 
question of quarantine has been discussed. This has largely 
shown how futile quarantine is in the face of influenza, both at 
the local and national levels. The importance of transportation 
networks in spreading the disease, and how this contributes to 
the importance of hierarchies in the spread of disease has also 
been described. 
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~ Chapter 9. Concluding remarks 

In this work I have documented various facets of the British 

experience of the worst influenza outbreak in recorded history. 

However, I have also considered a number of aspects of the 

pandemic at the global scale. Foremost among these has been the 

consideration of the origin of the pandemic in which I have 

questioned the prevailing theory that supposes the pandemic 

emerged from midwest USA in early 1918. I have presented 

evidence that suggests the pandemic strain of the influenza virus 

emerged some years before the pandemic. 

Other global issues of note have included the relationship between 

the pandemic and the First World War. Here I considered whether 

the war led directly to the pandemic, whether the pandemic had a 

significant impact on that war or whether the war facilitated the 

pandemic. I suggest the first two are ofless importance while 

arguing that the war did indeed facilitate the pandemic. I suggest 

that the pandemic was more-or-less inevitable once this virulent 

influenza strain emerged, but the war with its large scale 

disruption oflife and mass movements of people ensured it 

occurred earlier and/or more rapidly than m ay h ave otherwise 

been the case. 

In discussing the impacts ofthe pandemic at an international level 

I noted the political repercussions the pandemic had, notably in 

the changing of various national health structures. In this work I 

raise the possibility that the influenza pandemic contributed to 

the existence of the World Health Organisation. While by no 

means claiming that such structures are dependent on the 

pandemic, I suggest that it nay have played a contributory role. 

The core of this work is the examination of the pandemic in 

Britain. Britain's experience of the pandemic was very much in 
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keeping with that documented elsewhere, as the extensive 
comparative material presented has illustrated. These similarities 
range from the mortality levels, the age distribution of that 
mortality, the three waves of the pandemic, the massive 
disruption oflife due to the morbidity and mortality, and the 
helplessness of the medical profession through to the failing of 
collective public memories of the pandemic. 

A further similarity with much of the literature on the pandemic 
is the upward revision of the estimated mortality. I have revised 
the global tabulation, and suggest that 50 to 100 million people 
perished. In Britain some 250,000 deaths can be attributed to the 
pandemic, a substantial increase upon the published mortality 
figures. In addition there were the other demographic impacts , 
such as the births that were averted. The existence of a socio
economic dimension to the mortality has been demonstrated, 
albeit a relatively mild influence. 

While there may be some variations in mortality, many of these 
seem to have little consistency, either within Britain or in the 
global setting of the pandemic. It is the universality of the 
morbidity and mortality experience of this pandemic, crossing 
almost every conceivable variable of location, climate, race, class, 
occupation, etc. that makes it so striking. As The Times noted in 
an editorial 

. .. the town-dweller fared no better than the peasant, the 
white man than the black or the yellow, the dweller among 

· snows than the dweller in tropical jungles. The only 
immunity in all this slaying-and it was but relative-was 
enjoyed by the very young and the very old. For these, and 
for these alone, the monster seemed to have small appetite. 
(The Times 2 February 1921, 11) 

In describing the passage of the pandemic I have discussed the 
entry of the virus (and the importance of ports) and the 
subsequent spread of the disease . The role of hierarch ies and the 
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contagious nature of influenza in the spread of disease have been 

debated, as has the futility of quarantine. I have also documented 

the spread of the disease in London, the various regions, Scotland 

and the possibility of variations between urban and rural 

experience of the pandemic. I hc1ve also shown how the centroid of 

the 1918-19 pandemic in Britain exhibited a similar track to that 

of the 1957 pandemic. The role of the military in important and 

distributing the disease was raised as was the experiences of 

particular populations, notably those in hospitals, schools and on

board ships. 

This work, as with most theses, begs as many questions as it 

answers. I have re-opened the question of the origin of the 

pandemic virus. I raised the issues of the role of ports, transport 

networks, and the military in bringing and facilitating the passage 

of the pandemic in Britain. These are all areas where further 

research could be most fruitful. Another area that remains largely 

unexplored is that of the impact of the pandemic on the education 

system. Similarly its impact as revealed in church, charity and 

union records remains unseen. Changes in numbers of people 

claiming relief or welfare, of widows and widowers, of orphans are 

sources that could expand our understanding of the impact of the 

pandemic on British life, but lay outside the scope of this work. 

These could also inform an economic history of the pandemic in 

Britain. Other records that may also be pursued could be hospital, 

prison and prisoner-of-war camp records . These could allow for 

greater understanding of the medical and epidemiological aspects 

of the pandemic. 

A systematic survey of all the MOH reports also remains to be 

done for this pandemic. Examinations of women's experiences of 

the flu and their roles (private and public) in combating the 

disease could also be undertaken to determine , among other 

things, any tole for the pandemic in the growing women's 

movements of the time. Further specific studies could be pursued 

on the regulation of alcohol and the debates about its use , 
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particularly within Government. The response of British churches 

and how the disease was perceived and discussed could also prove 

interesting. 

Consideration of a number of aspects of the pandemic have had to 

be excluded from this work due to space limitations. These have 

included examining the nomenclature of the pandemic and issues 

of blaming and the representation of the disease in the press and 

the medical literature with linkages to advertising, 

pharmaceutical sales, and the collective memory and 

understanding of the event. These may contribute to future social

cultural histories of the pandemic. 

A form of (re)presentation I have incorporated into this work is 

that of space and how geographers could incorporate new 

techniques, such as animation, in our (re)presentations of space. I 

have demonstrated this by using animations to display the spread 

of disease in London and in England and Wales. 

A question that is frequently asked is 'Could it happen again?' In 

my opinion, yes. I suggest that the mechanisms of viral change 

will warrant that the virus will continue to undergo antigenic drift 

and shift, thereby ensuring the virus can again be a stranger to 

our immune systems. However, one does hope and believe that the 

mortality of any future pandemic shall not be on the scale of the 

1918-19 pandemic. Such hope is based on the fact that a high 

proportion of that mortality came from pneumonic complications , 

complications modern medicine is better equipped to deal with. 

Furthermore, the existence of global and national plans to deal 

with a pandemic more aid in mitigating the mortal consequences 

of a future pandemic. 
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~ The use of multimedia in geography: 

one small animated step forward 

In this appendix I discuss the use of multimedia in geography, in 
particular animation, as a way to enhance geographical 
communication and understanding. This discussion is framed in 
general terms before specifically looking at its application to 
medical geography. Elsewhere in this work I have used animation 
to display the spread of the 1918-19 influenza pandemic in 
London and England and Wales. 

Judy Olson titled her 1997 Presidential Address to the 
Association of American Geographers Multimedia in Geography: 
Good, Bad, Ugly, or Cool? (Olson 1997) I am not going to attempt 
to give a definitive answer to her question. Rather I want to use 
her address as a starting point. I want to examine what can be 
regarded as one aspect of multimedia, one that I believe 
geographers can and should utilise relatively easily. 

Olson recognised part of the problem with multimedia remarking 
"We do not necessarily know where to buy it, how to market it, or 
what to do with it, much less how to make it." (Olson 1997, 572 ) It 
is this lack of understanding that I want to address. I believe that 
one of the easiest ways for us to move towards multimedia is 
through animation. 

The vast majority of what geographers (both :µuman and physical) 
study are dynamic processes. But most of the tools we use to 
study and communicate these processes are static - we use static 
methods on dynamic phenomena. Surely it makes more :Sense to 
use dynamic methods as we explore these dynamic phenomena. 
Animation gives us a dynamic medium for communicating 
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information about dynamic processes and in attempting to 

understand those processes. 

More recently Doreen Massey has challenged geographers to bring 

space alive (Massey 1999). She also suggests ways in which 

physical and human geographers can have a dialogue in finding 

ways to explore representations of and ways of presenting space

time. Her challenge: 

The question is this: given this association of space with 

representation, and the characterization of space as 

immobility, what options are there for representing space 

itself for cartography, for GIS, to develop a form of mapping 

that - although representation - does not reduce space to a 

dead surface. How can it be brought alive? 

(Massey 1999, 269) 

How can we make space come alive? How can we depict space 

more meaningfully? 

Massey touches on one of the major problems with our existing 

representations of space in discussing Deleuze and Guattari's 

recognition of the problems of 'representation of a continuous 

reality by using discrete entities' and that the major concern is 

"representation of space-time. And the representation of space

time is itself an emergent product of the conceptualization of the 

space-time entities themselves ." (Massey 1999 citing Deleuze and 

Guattari 1984) 

W~ have to recognise and accept that "(t]ime and space must be 

brought together, therefore , for they are inextricably intermixed" 

(Massey 1999, 274) and we have to find a way to adequately 

combine the spatial with the temporal. Massey argues that this 

space must not be a closed static space; it must not constrain 

either space or time. These representations of space must allow 

for change and conflict; "This space is not static, not a cross

section through time; it is disrupted, active and generative. It is 
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not a closed system; it is constantly, as space-time, being made." 

(Massey 1999, 274) 

Not only do we have to be able to conceive of such space-time 

interactions, we have to find ways to (re)pr esent them. 

Techniques and technologies such as multimedia and animation 

may be an avenue for developing representations of space that are 

explicitly temporal. I agree with Massey that this is an area 

where both human and physical geographers can have a 

constructive dialogue. 

I suggest that while animation is just part of the whole gamut of 

multimedia approaches, it is one that can help us to depict events 

in space and time effectively. I also want to focus on it as it is one 

of the approaches that is most easily realised; requiring a lesser 

investment of time, money and technology. Animation is also only 

a small step from materials and media we are a lready familiar 

with. 

Why? 

This interest in animation grew from earlier work on the spread 

of influenza epidemics (Johnson 1993). Existing mapping and GIS 

approaches are by-and-large not designed for handling the 

passage of time - they are designed for depicting phenomena at a 

given point in time. In earlier work, mapping disease patterns led 

to a series of maps. I realised that if the maps could be animated, 

the resulting cartographic animations could help in 

understanding and demonstrating the dynamic nature of the 

disease, particularly in conveying this to a non-specialist 

audience. At that time it was not possible to easily create 

animations from the maps . Further, forms of maps such as 

isochrone maps do not represent the temporal component in a 

particularly useful or easily comprehensible way. 
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.£. Visualisation or communication 

Much of what I discuss here about animation and other 

multimedia techniques concerns their use as aids to the improved 

communication of geographic information. But I believe that they 

offer more than just a better way to communicate. The concept of 

cartographic visualisation as opposed to cartographic 

communication has been discussed to some extent previously 

(MacEachren 1992; Peterson 1994). Whereas some of this 

literature makes a distinction between visualisation and 

communication, with visualisation "being most associated with 

innovative displays used by experts and scientists, while 

communication refers to displays meant for a broader public. 

Rather than being aimed at discovery, communication conveys 

known information." (Olson 1997, 575) I suggest this distinction is 

little more than semantics. How geographers use animation and 

the other visualisation and multimedia techniques is still to be 

determined and will continue to change as the hardware and 

software at our disposal becomes both less expensive and more 

sophisticated. 

Visualisation has been seen as a serious application for 'scientific 

discovery', the term 'multimedia' has been seen as more 

proletarian, more a public relations and entertainment tool. I 

concur with Olson's view that "Although multimedia is associated 

with a broad public and scientific visualization with knowledge 

specialists, the common elements of computers and innovative 

ways of displaying information tie the two areas together 

inextricably. The concepts and orientation of those concerned with 

scientific visualization are influencing multimedia and vice 

versa." (Olson 1997, 575) The former, somewhat high-handed 

approach endears itself to no one, and smacks of an isolationist 

academia. Certainly, I would argue, these techniques can, and 

should, assist us in exploring and understanding phenomena as 
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well as allowing us to communicate our knowledge to others. This 

depends on how one views the role of academics in modern society 

and our participation (or otherwise) in the wider community. 

Multimedia 

Animation is just one multimedia approach. Before examining the 

issue of animation in greater detail it is useful to make some 

observations regarding multimedia in general. 

Olson is not alone in recognising that multimedia may have much 

to offer geographers. Shortly before Olson's Presidential Address 

Tikunov had written that "it is natural that the employment of 

sound, animation of images and of films has raised us to a 

qualitatively new level of complexity in the various possibilities of 

describing spatial phenomena." (Tikunov 1996, 485) But what 

exactly is multimedia? It is the combination of material in various 

media delivered simultaneously. This can range from a lecture 

incorporating slides (not a particularly high-technology approach, 

however it is multimedia) through to high-technology approaches 

such as virtual reality (VR). 

The types of multimedia that are generally known are those forms 

of information that are usually delivered via computer on CD

ROM or Internet websites. These are collections of text, graphics 

(still and moving) and sound ( spoken voice, music, etc.). These 

collections of material have usually been enhanced by the linking 

of various elements with hyper links. These links allow the reader 

or user to navigate through the material in various ways. 

Depending on the links and the navigational aids the 'author' has 

created, this can be a very structured, linear progression through 

the material or it can be free, allowing the user to make their own 

way through the material. Generally it is more successful if the 

author can find some balance between these approaches, 
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suggesting the most useful ways to move through the material, 

but also allowing the user some flexibility. 1 

Creating multimedia of these forms can be a large undertaking 

requiring a deal of technical skill and planning of the 'document'. 

However, it does not have to be so. For example, a multimedia 

version can be made of many of the pieces we write. The text, now 

almost always written on computer, can have hyperlinks included 

by linking keywords to a glossary or allowing the reader to jump 

to tables, graphics or other online references simply by clicking on 

the hyperlink. Animated graphics or other media can also be 

linked. This form of multimedia publication is already starting 

with the advent of online journals2 and the increasing availability 

of online versions of existing journals.3 It has to be understood 

that producing material to be used via a computer screen requires 

different treatment to the traditional hardcopy formats. The 

nature of the computer screen, its lower resolution, the glare, the 

lack of the tactile interface (the paper page itself) make on-screen 

1 One of the more sophisticated earlier attempts at using multimedi a to 

deliver geographic research was that of Laura Cameron and her 

historical geography of Sumas Lake, British Columbia. This work has 

both published hardcopy and multimedia formats (Cameron 1997a; 

1997b). 

2 For_example, Glacial Geology and Geomorphology from the British 

Geomorphological Research Group available at http ://boris.qub.ac.uk/ggg/ 

Note: All website addresses confirmed 21 June, 2000. 

3 Examples include electronic Transactions, the electronic version of 

Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers available from the 

Royal Geographical Society website: http://www.rgs.org. Literally 

hundreds of academic journals are available at the ingentaJ ournals 

website: http://www.ingenta.com and at the Academic Press website 

http://www. europe.idealibrary.com. 
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reading less enjoyable for many. Thus, the material often has to 

be broken into smaller, more manageable chunks. 

Making our material more manageable does not mean 'dumbing 

down'. Rather it can help us understand our own material better. 

As we come to terms with the processes of multimedia when we 

introduce links to text, tables , maps , animations, and other 

material that relate to our work we have to understand how our 

audience will perceive the material, how they will use it and what 

are we trying to say with it. To create such applications may 

require an investment of time, technology and expertise. As Olson 

says "we have to learn new software with a totally different 

vocabulary and analogic imagery." (Olson 1997, 572) In doing so 

we have to come to a better understanding of our material and 

how it is to be used. This may also help us arrive at different 

conceptions and representations of space-time, as Massey 

advocates (Massey 1999). Olson recognised the benefit in that 

producing a multimedia product the author has to "give attention 

to intellectual connections between pieces of information, and 

such connections in the context of multimedia demand looking at 

information in ways different from conventional media .... For the 

producer, then, the multimedia production is a potential 

intellectual opportunity and accomplishment." (Olson 1997, 577) 

These opportunities are inevitably going to become more common, 

and the usage of such techniques is going to become more 

expected by our various audiences. Olson noted that: 

Computer usage in mapping has become the norm, it is 

considerably easier than mapping with normal methods 

... multimedia is well on its way to becoming a norm of text 

development. Multimedia in geography is somewhere in a 

foggy transition between unfulfilled promise and 

indispensable tool. It is well beyond the point of no return. 

(Olson 1997, 575- 6) 

Indeed, the number of geography and geography-related websites 

continues to grow enormously. However, many of these are just 
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collections of static information (text, images and maps) 

assembled with more-or-less sophisticated hyperlinks between 

elements and related websites. It is appreciated that there can be 

difficulties in creating attractive, accurate and information-rich 

multimedia. However, by the use of simple, inexpensive tools we 

can now easily start to add greater value to these static displays 

and communicate more effectively. 

With any emerging technology there is always a vanguard of 

'early adopters'. Within geography I think it is fair to say that the 

physical geographers have grasped these technologies and their 

uses far better than human geographers thus far. Newson talks of 

how DEMs (Digital Elevation Models) have "a fascinating 

'designer' beauty and their role in visualization (as an aid to 

conceptual modelling, for example, but also to education)" 

(Newson 1999, 245). This usage of DE Ms and visualisation, 

including VR, in physical geography particularly is shown by the 

number of computer software products and World Wide Web sites 

that are now available. 4 Indeed human geographers appear to be 

some way behind their counterparts in history in the use of 

4 Some r ecent examples include: 

http://www.mimas.ac.uk/argus - a site about data visualisation for 

spatial scientists ; 

http ://www.mimas.ac.uk/kinds - the Knowledge based Interfaces to 

National Data Sets site, including links to various visualisation projects, 

software and data sets. 

http://www.geomantics.com - a commercial site for software for 

"Photorealistic Landscape Visualization for the Real World", apparently 

allowing users to "model the real world easily' and accurately", including 

importing complex data such as roads, hedges and even landscape usage 

from existing GIS data sets; 

http://www.geog.le.ac.uk/vfc- the Virtual Field Course at the University 

of Leicester uses VR to create 'field courses' that allow students to 

experience different field sites without leaving the classroom. 
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multimedia. There are a number of journals (hardcopy and online) 

relating to the use of computers and multimedia in history, 

particularly the teaching of history. 5 

..41 Animation 

Moving from the general to the specific, I want to focus on 

animation, including what it is in geographic terms, how to create 

and use it. Olson describes some of the difficulties associated with 

multimedia, particularly the time and expertise required (Olson 

1997, 576-7). I suggest it does not have to be such an 

overwhelming task. Is it necessary to have all the 'bells and 

whistles' of full-blown multimedia presentations? I think not. 

Rather let's start with small, simple evolutionary measures. An 

5 Websites include http://www.theaahc.org-The American Association 

for History and Computing; 

http://odur.let.rug.nl/ahc - The Association for History and Computing; 

http://www.albany.edu/jmmh - the Journal for Multimedia History 

http://earlyamerica.com/review -The Early America Review, an online 

journal. 

http://www.indiana.edu/-ahr -American Historical Review; 

http://ihr.sas.ac.uk - Institute for Historical Research, University of 

London; 

http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/css2000 - the Eighth Annual conference of 

the Association for Computers and the Social Sciences was a month-long 

online conference (April 15-May 15, 2000). 

One of the better uses of technology and multimedia in human geography 

has been the work of the team working on the Great Britain Historical 

GIS project - http://www.geog.port.ac.uk/gbhgis 

A recent project is the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative which hopes to 

bring together many data sets and apply some form of standardisation 

and provide an access point for them -

http://www.ias.berkeley.edu/dev/ecai. 
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The use of multimedia in geography: one small animated step forward 

animation represents precisely that - an incremental 

development of what most of us practice now, a development 

moves us into the multimedia realm relatively easily. 

All animation is based on the sequencing of static images in such 

a way as to give the impression of movement or the depiction of 

changes. Animation is the dynamic application of visualisation of 

geographic information. It depends upon the reader/user 

recognising patterns. Individual maps display static patterns; a 

sequence of animation presents the viewer with a series of 

patterns over time and allows the user to see the changes in those 

patterns over that time. As Tikunov noted they can be 

particularly "convenient for demonstrating the dynamics of the 

phenomena. Such a demonstration may take the form of 

cartographic films, where the replacement of one map by another 

will assist in making clear the course of the process." (Tikunov 

1996,484) 

In geographic or cartographic terms the basic aim of animation is 

usually the depiction of change. Peterson gave some examples of 

temporal animations including "changes in per capita income, the 

increase in population density or the diffusion of a farming 

method such as irrigation. Cartographic animations are useful for 

other purposes as well, such as depicting the deformation caused 

by a map projection, a three-dimensional surface or the 

classification of data." (Peterson 1994, 621) 

Animation is not just the depiction of patterns, it also allows 

exploration of the phenomena and can add value to our data. 

Peterson argues that: 

Animation is an important technique in our use and 

understanding of spatial data. CartogTaphic animat ion 

demonstrates that individual maps are only a snapshot in 

time . One should ask: What was before? What will come 

after? What trends would be evident if the time element 

could be viewed as an animation? The individual map is a 
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snapshot not only in time but also in terms of the data ... 

Finally, the individual map is a snapshot in the choice of the 

representational forms that were used to depict the world. 

(Peterson 1994, 627) 

Thus it is what occurs between the frames, the transitions, that 

may be most interesting. It is the dynamics, the process that we 

want to know. We already know the 'static' and it is the animation 

that 'adds value' and increases our knowledge. 

Animation succeeds or fails due to the ability to detect change; it 

is "based on the human sensitivity to detect movement or change 

in a display ... The objective of cartographic animation is to 

visualize a phenomenon that would not be apparent if the maps 

were viewed individually." (Peterson 1998) MacEachren notes 

that the technique and the delivery method should almost 

disappear as "Successful visualization tools allow our visual and 

cognitive processes to almost automatically focus on the patterns 
depicted rather than on mentally generating those patterns ." 

(MacEachren 1992, 12) This is one of the great advantages of the 

visual - the human eye is an extremely sensitive piece of 

equipment, it can detect or resolve very minor changes in colour . 
shading and texture, recognise patterns and movements with 

little conscious effort but with extreme delicacy. 

So if animation has so much to offer why haven't we embraced it 
thus far? Peterson suggests that "the avoidance of animation is 

also related to a general fixation on the single map, a result of 

many centuries of experience with this representational form. " 

(Peterson 1994, 620) The need to move beyond this fixation is also 
central to Massey's recent challenge (Massey 1999). I think some 

other factors may be more important. These include such 

pragmatic issues as the ease of use and creation of animation and 

the knowledge of how to create and use them. Geographers have 

been using computers for creating maps for sometime, but it is 

only in the last decade or so that this has become inexpensive , 
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relatively easy and widespread. Now the challenge is to learn the 

skills associated with creating animations (and other forms of 

multimedia) as the tools for these become cheaper and more 

accessible, as Peterson noted "The creation of cartographic 

animations has been feasible since the early 1960's but has only 

recently become a practical alternative for the display of maps." 

(Peterson 1994, 619) In the five years since he wrote that it had 

become practical, it h as become even easier as personal computers 

have increased in computing power while falling in price and 

sophisticated image-handling, animation and multimedia 

software have become more common and inexpensive. 

Animation can be frame-based or cast-based. That is, what is 

changing? The entire frame or is there a cast of 'actors' moving 

within the image? Frame-based is the simpler form; it is this that 

I argue is the small incremental step we can take into using 

multimedia. For many geographic and cartographic animations 

each individual frame would be a map, probably created using a 

GIS or some other imaging software. In such cases there are no 

changing boundaries, no moving actors or props, just the 

sequencing of the frames as they replace on another. The series of 

images is then sequenced with each frame replacing the other. 

The rate of the frame replacement is usually determined when 

creating the animation and will vary depending on the complexity 

of the images and the subject and purpose of the animation. It can 

be useful if the user can stop the action and be able to 'step' 

through the sequence, switching between individual frames and 

animated action. This interactivity is important as it allows the 

viewer to not only appreciate the dynamic process, but also 

examine the detail. The animations created for this work are 

intended to be used this way. The reader/viewer can play the 

entire sequence and then examine each frame/map or smaller 

sequence as interests them. In these the base maps stay the same 
with change limited to the colour shading of each area. The 
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shading reflects the level of influenza mortality in each area for 

the given week. 

Animation can be more than just the sequencing of basic maps. 

There are many ways information can be presented in animation 

and multimedia forms. These include changing size, shape, 

position, speed, viewpoint, distance, scene and texture, pattern 

and shading. Even sound can be used as a variable, for example, a 

rising (or falling) tone to indicate changing density or 

temperature. 

In using such variables, in exploring the possibilities of the 

techniques, animation is not just a presentation tool, it can also 

function as an exploration or analysis tool. Peterson suggested one 

way this could be done when writing that "Animation can be used 

as an exploratory tool to detect similarities or differences in 

distribution within a series of maps. This is especially possible 

when one can interactively access the individua l frames in an 

animation and quickly switch between individual maps or map 

sequences." (Peterson 1994, 624) 

The Internet has become a widespread tool for education, 

information delivery and entertainment. It also gives us a means 

of distributing and viewing animations and other multimedia. It 

also has played a large part in generating the interest in 

animation and multimedia. Further, as more of the population 

becomes more Internet-literate, they may want the same methods 

of receiving information, or at least are likely be more receptive to 

them. So, it may be that our 'audiences' bring an expectation that 

when we present information, we do so in modern methods. 

Uses 

But how can we, as geographers, use these techniques? Is there a 

need, a demand? While more of our audiences are becoming 
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multimedia-literate and may have a n expectation that 

information will be delivered in various means in addition to the 

traditional lecture and hardcopy, I think there are further r easons 

for adopting these methods. 

It may give us new insights into the phenomena we are studying. 

Additionally there are many uses we could find for animation, and 

other multimedia techniques. The most obvious area is that of 

communication, communicating information about geographical 

phenomena in both teaching and non-teaching contexts . 

The teaching applications are quite obvious - showing an 

animation may well enliven a lecture in addition to making the 

understanding of a dynamic concept or phenomena easier for the 

students. Furthermore, if students themselves also get to create 

animations in their own work it should aid their understanding of 

the processes being studied. They will not just have heard about 

it, not just have seen it , but also created their animation and in 

doing so will have to had to come to an understanding of the 

processes. Thus understanding from animation can be part of 

teaching, leading to a blurring of MacEachren's distinction 

between communication and visualisation. 

Communication beyond the classroom is another possible use for 

animation. I think it is a method we can use for communicating 

geographical issues with the broader community. Being able to 

show people what we are talking about should allow for a greater 

understanding. Using such aids in our communication we, as 

geographers (and as activists, advisers or however else we choose 

to interact in our communities - rather than keeping our 

geography for other geographers and our students), can more 

readily 'speak' in geographical terms with others and on issues 

that involve, interest or concern our broader communities. Rather 

than our language and terminology forming barriers , we can use 

multimedia to help break down barriers . One such approach could 

be to produce animated depictions of 'what-if scenarios , for 
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example of proposed developments. These are often a source of 

political debate and one place where some geographers do already 

participate. Animation (and other communication methods) will 

strengthen our message or make it more amenable to the lay 

understanding. Perhaps one future could see the use of VR 

depictions ofthe probable results of an activity or development. 

By using VR both the geographer and the greater audience could 

'experience' the possible alternatives. Obviously there are 

limitations in such an approach; representations being 

particularly favourable or unfavourable could be created. But in 

developing a 'language' of multimedia we may well find 

communication and participation can reach beyond the bounds of 

the academy. 

Software changes 

Much has changed in personal computing over the last few years. 

The relative costs of hardware and software have fallen, more and 

more sophisticated products have become available at affordable 

prices. There are now many software applications that allow us to 

create animations. These range from cheap, easy solutions that 

can be used on even the most basic personal computers through to 

highly-sophisticated broadcast standard solutions. 

Some of these solutions are quite easy and give relatively 

unsophisticated results. For example, Microsoft's PowerPoint 

program could be used to produce an animation. Other relatively 

easy-to-use programs include Core1Show, CorelMove and Adobe 

Persuasion. Animation tools are becomi11g more common in the 

cheaper graphics and illustration software packages as more 
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people create and maintain websites. 6 More people now 'demand' 
tools to create animated buttons, banners and the like for 

webpages. 

More sophisticated software solutions can be used, if required. 
These could involve creating computerised moving-picture fil es . 
These can be made in various formats, including animated GIF 
files, AVI, MPEG and VRML 'movie' formats. Each of these have 
advantages and disadvantages. These include fil e size, complexity 
of creation and viewer control. These formats can be produced 
using various software solutions. Further, more sophisticated 
results, up to broadcast quality can be obtained using high 

resolution images and hardware/software solutions tailored for 
high quality imaging. 

Informational issues 

The informational issues Olson raised in her Presidential Address 
(Olson 1997) and some of the conceptual issues Massey (Massey 
1999) discussed are far more important than ones surrounding 
technology and techniques or any semantic difference between 
cartographic visualisation and cartographic communication. If we 
are to animate something (or use any other multimedia 

technique), then we must understand what we are animating and 
ensure we are justified in producing an animation from the 

information we have. For in producing an animation we are 

usually supposing a continuous, even linear, process in which we 
can confidently predict the action that is ·occurring between each 
of static images for which we have the data to create. This is 

6 Th e initial versions of the animations made for this work were created 
using a copy of GIF Construction Set downloaded from the Alchemy 
Mindworks websitehttp://www.mindworkshop .com. 
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crucial as it is usually the gaps, those states between the 

'snapshots' of data, that the animation is to reveal to us. We are 

interested in the changes, the processes and thus, to use 

animation to try and generate these from our static portions of 

data we have to understand the processes and the limitations and 

capabilities of our data. 

Thus you can only justify animating maps or frames where the 

temporal and spatial gaps between the frames are not too great, 

the changes between the temporal points for which we have data 

not too extreme. For example, working on the UK experience of 

the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic I have weekly mortality data 

at the administrative unit level. Obviously the temporal and 

spatial limits vary depending on the phenomena being studied. 

For influenza with its short duration and ease of transmission, 

the spatial units cannot be too large and nor should the incidence 

data be too widely spaced temporally. 

We must ask ifwe are really 'adding value'. Olson argues that 

"one profound insight can justify nearly limitless time and effort." 

(Olson 1997, 577) But there are the more routine issues such as: 

'Does an animated map show students something that non

animated maps do not show them?' I would argue that in many 

cases it will as it makes it easier to appreciate the dynamics of a 

given process . 

MacEachren importantly reminds us of the limitations of 

(uncertain) geographic data and a number of problems with the 

use of computers, GIS and maps and people's perception of them, 

particularly endowing them with greater ce~tainty and veracity 

that they may not warrant. As he says, "Uncertainty is a critical 

issue in geographic visualization due to the tendency of most 

people to treat both maps and computers as somehow less fallible 

than the humans who make decisions they are based upon." 

(MacEachren 1992, 10) 
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.£ Animation and medical geography 

Animating the patterns of the spread of influenza is just one 

possible application. These are basically little more than a 

sequence of quite basic maps of influenza mortality. What other 

examinations of the spread of the disease would be of greatest 

value? Various approaches have been adopted in the past but 

which are the more useful? (For example Cliff et al. 1986; Decker 

1988; Pyle 1986) One option may be to produce cartograms. This 

would resolve the problem where larger areal units on the maps 

may unjustifiably dominate the visual output. Here, the size of 

the area, as well as the colour, could be related to the level of 

mortality or morbidity experienced or the size of the population. 

Again, from creating static cartograms for each period it is no 

great leap to create animated cartograms. 

However, even the basic animations I have created are something 

of a development in medical geography. Medical geographers have 

oflate started to use GIS technologies , but they tend to focus on 

the single point in time. Perhaps this is a criticism that could be 

made of GIS usage in general. 

Clarke et al. attempted to 'sell' GIS and spatial analysis to 

epidemiologists and others in the medical fields (Clarke et al. 

1996). In doing so they had to revert to such basic statements as : 

Spatial analysis refers to the 'ability to manipulate spatial 

data into different forms and extract additional meaning as a 

result'. It encompasses the many methods and procedures, 

developed in geography, statistics, and other disciplines , for 

analyzing and relating spatial information. 

(Clarke et al. 1996, 88) 

From this point they argue that there are three basic categories of 

spatial analysis: visualisation, exploratory data analysis, and 

model building. Within this triumvirate visualisation was lauded 
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as useful for depicting changing disease patterns over time -

precisely the time dimension I have discussed here. They 

recognised that animation, specifically, had a role to play as it is 

"highly effective in depicting the spread or retreat of disease over 

space and time." (Clarke et al. · 1996, 88) 

Furthermore, Clarke et al. speculate on novel uses of visualisation 

that epidemiologists and the like could employ to extend the 

capabilities of existing statistical methods by suggesting that 

"Displaying the locations of outlier and influential values on maps 

and showing variation in values over space can add a great deal to 

epidemiologic research. Although such tools are being developed 

and explored, they would benefit greatly from a closer and more 

seamless link between statistical packages and GIS." They also 

recognise that some statistical methods are unsuited for work on 

infectious disease as the methods are static and assume 

independence. Infectious diseases being inherently geographical 

phenomena "clearly are not independent and the diseases move 

through time and space. In these situations, one can use spatial 

autocorrelation methods and space-time correlograms to explore 

the spatial and temporal patterns of infectious disease spread." 

They also recognise the scope for development that are now 

possible as these "methods provide a general sense of the speed 

and geographic pattern of disease transmission. Although the 

methods have not typically been incorporated in GIS, there is 

great potential for doing so. especially with recent advances in 

computer animation." Thus, if geographers can develop new 

techniques for representing space-time they may well have 

broader application (Clarke et al . 1996, 88-9). 

Recently there has been some use of animation within the 

influenza research community. While this is not of the 

sophisticated, integrated GIS form using detailed spatial analysis 

that Clarke et al. envisaged, it does incorporate the steps I 

suggest geographers can simply take - using animations as a 
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means of communicating complex information easily, particularly 

to a non-specialised audience . One of these is FluN et 

(http://oms.b3e.jussieu.fr/flunet). FluNet is the World Health 

Organization's (WHO) geographical information system for 

monitoring influenza activity. In addition to maps and graphs of 

recent activity, it features weekly country reports for the season, 

and a global situation summary by WHO for the current and 

previous influenza seasons. Visitors to the site can create 

animated maps showing influenza activity for different forms of 

virus found or epidemic activity. 

This site represents a start in how animation, and multimedia, 

can be used to communicate complex information to a wider 

population in a way that they can more readily interpret than 

dense, jargon-laden text. Animation, and other multimedia 

representations of space-time, may also be one arena in which 

human and physical geographers can have a meaningful dialogue 

that advances both sides of the discipline. 
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